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Introduction:

The Master Competency

Leadership agility isn’t just another tool for your toolkit. It’s the mas-
ter competency needed for sustained success in today’s turbulent econ-
omy. This book, richly illustrated with real-world examples, shows
what leadership agility looks like in action. It will confirm your best
instincts and introduce you to new forms of leadership currently prac-
ticed by only a small percentage of highly agile leaders.

Leadership Agility draws on a strong research base and three
decades of experience consulting, coaching, and training leaders in
companies based in the United States, Canada, and Europe. Although
most of our stories and examples come from the business world, this
guide is also designed for managers in the government and nonprofit
sectors, in professional firms, in academic and religious institutions,
in fact, for anyone interested in developing as a person and becoming
a more effective leader.

If you’re a leadership development professional, and you sense that
our global economy demands new personal capacities as well as new
leadership competencies, this book is also for you. It not only provides
the first in-depth examination of leadership agility, it also describes
five distinct levels that leaders move through as they master this much-
needed competency.1 Strikingly, the research reported in this book
indicates that less than 10 percent of managers have mastered the level
of agility needed for sustained success in today’s turbulent business
environment.2

AN INTEGRAL APPROACH
The prevailing approach to leadership development moves from the
outside in: You identify a leader’s external challenges and then deter-
mine the competencies required to meet these challenges effectively.

v
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An inside-out approach has also emerged in recent years, focusing on
the mental and emotional capacities needed for effective leadership.3

Leadership Agility is based on an integral perspective that approaches
leadership development from the outside in and from the inside out.4

From an outside-in perspective it highlights the skills needed for agile
leadership in complex, rapidly changing environments. More specif-
ically, it identifies agile leadership competencies in three distinct action
arenas:

• Pivotal conversations: Direct person-to-person discussions where
important outcomes are at stake.

• Team initiatives: Initiatives intended to improve a team and/or
its relationship with its larger environment.

• Organizational initiatives: Initiatives designed to change an orga-
nization and/or its relationship with its larger environment.

This book also approaches leadership agility from the inside out:
It identifies the mental and emotional capacities that work together
to enable agile leadership in all three action arenas. These capacities,
which we describe in Chapter Three, make you more agile in antici-
pating and initiating change, working with stakeholders, solving chal-
lenging problems, and learning from your experience.

STAGES OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
From an inside-out perspective, this book reveals a significant set of
findings about the relationship between personal development and
leadership effectiveness: As adults grow toward realizing their poten-
tial, they develop a constellation of mental and emotional capacities
that happen to be the very capacities needed for agile leadership. For
example, as adults develop, they get better at understanding and
appreciating viewpoints that conflict with their own. This capacity is
an essential ingredient in what we call “stakeholder agility,” the abil-
ity to lead successfully in situations where stakeholders have views and
interests that conflict with your own.

Our understanding of the capacities that emerge as human beings
develop is so central to leadership agility that we want to explain where
it comes from. At the beginning of our careers, we studied and trained
in a range of disciplines, both Eastern and Western, that enabled us to
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help managers develop both as human beings and as leaders. We also
had the good fortune to discover a field called stage-development psy-
chology, which shows that, as people develop, they evolve through a
series of recognizable stages.

Take a moment to imagine the full spectrum of human growth,
from humans at their most infantile to those who are the wisest, most
mature, most fully developed on the planet. For more than eight
decades, stage-development psychologists have researched and clari-
fied this continuum. Studying this field and testing it against our real-
world experience, we found that it provides an exceptionally useful
map for understanding the journey of human development. The fol-
lowing sections present a brief overview of this map.5

The Pre-Conventional and Conventional Stages

By the end of the 1950s, psychologists including Jean Piaget and Erik
Erikson had mapped the stages through which infants evolve into
adults. These begin with the so-called pre-conventional stages, which
mark the process of growth from infancy through the end of the grade
school years.6 Then come the three conventional stages, which we call
Conformer, Expert, and Achiever, respectively.7

Most children enter the Conformer stage about the time they start
middle school. At this stage, preadolescents develop the ability to
engage in the most basic level of abstract thought and the ability 
to vividly imagine how they’re seen by others. They have a keen desire to
be accepted as members of groups to which they’re attracted. Conse-
quently, they are strongly motivated to conform to the social conven-
tions that govern these groups.8

Some people remain in the Conformer stage for the rest of their
lives. However, what we might consider true adult development—
becoming an independent individual—begins with the Expert stage.
At this stage people develop a strong problem-solving orientation.
They want to differentiate themselves from others by developing their
own opinions and areas of expertise. The great majority of those who
finish high school and go on to college begin to grow into this stage
during their late teens or early twenties.9

A smaller but still sizable percentage of people then grow into the
Achiever stage. Adults at this stage develop a strong individual iden-
tity and work out a consciously examined system of values, beliefs,
and goals to live by. By conventional standards, the Achiever stage
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represents full adult development. Most top executives and adminis-
trators, state and national politicians, influential scientists, and other
highly successful professionals have stabilized their development at
this stage. Even in the world’s most economically advanced societies,
few adults grow beyond it.

The Post-Conventional Stages

Over the past thirty years, researchers have identified further stages of
adult development, sometimes called post-conventional stages, reached
by only a small percentage of people.10 Research has shown that peo-
ple at these post-conventional stages are more deeply purposeful, more
visionary in their thinking, and more resilient in responding to change
and uncertainty. They’re more welcoming of diverse perspectives and
have a greater capacity for resolving differences with other people.
They’re also more self-aware, more attuned to their experience, more
interested in feedback from others, and better at working through
inner conflicts.

Some of the people who’ve identified and described these stages are
beginning to become known in leadership circles: William R. Torbert,
author of Action Inquiry and other books; Robert Kegan, author of The
Evolving Self and In Over Our Heads; Don Beck and Chris Cowan,
authors of Spiral Dynamics; and Ken Wilber, author of over a dozen
books based on a stage-development framework.11 Wilber’s ideas, in
particular, have become popular among a growing global network of
leading-edge thinkers and change agents.12

Levels of Leadership Agility

During the early 1980s, a series of academic studies produced statis-
tically significant correlations, showing that the capacities managers
develop at the more advanced stages carry over into the way they exer-
cise leadership. These studies also found that, in the great majority of
cases, post-conventional managers are more effective than conven-
tional managers. Why? Because they are more strategic in their think-
ing, more collaborative, more proactive in seeking feedback, more
effective in resolving conflicts, more active in developing subordinates,
and more likely to redefine problems to capitalize on the connections
between them.13
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As we incorporated these insights into our work, we found that
developmental stage usually has a significant impact on a manager’s
ability to adopt new leadership practices. For example, managers at
post-conventional stages usually find it relatively easy to encourage
direct reports to participate in making key decisions. Taught the same
practice, Achiever-stage managers are likely to solicit input, hoping to
gain buy-in, but they may balk at allowing direct reports to signifi-
cantly influence their thinking.

As time went on, we wanted to gain a more systematic under-
standing of the relationship between developmental stages and effec-
tive leadership. To clarify the current state of knowledge on this topic,
we created the grid shown in Exhibit I-1, which mapped five stages of
adult development against the three action arenas mentioned earlier:
pivotal conversations, team initiatives, and organizational change ini-
tiatives. When we put existing knowledge into the grid, we found that
a number of the boxes were essentially blank.

To complete this grid we initiated a multi-year research project that
used questionnaires, in-depth interviews, client case studies, and stu-
dent journals to examine the thought processes and behaviors of hun-
dreds of managers as they carried out initiatives in each of the three
action arenas.14 An overview of the completed grid is presented in
Chapter One. Additional detail is provided as the book unfolds.

Two core questions guided our research: What is it, exactly, that
changes as a person grows from stage to stage? and How do leaders
become more effective as they grow into more advanced stages? In a
nutshell, here’s what we learned: As you grow from one stage to
another, you develop a distinct set of mental and emotional capacities

The Master Competency ix
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that enable you to respond more effectively to change and complex-
ity. In other words, leaders become more effective as they grow into
the more advanced stages, because, in doing so, they become increas-
ingly adept at responding to the degree of change and complexity that
pervades today’s workplace. In sum, the research shows that, as lead-
ers move from one stage to another, their level of leadership agility
increases.

To these inside-out observations, we need to add some outside-in
considerations: As you might expect, experience counts. Often because
they lack experience, some managers haven’t yet developed the lead-
ership competencies that correspond to their stage of personal growth.
For similar reasons, some managers don’t function at the same level
of leadership agility in all three action arenas. These findings under-
score the importance of taking an integral approach to developing
leadership agility: The most effective way to increase your agility is to
use your everyday initiatives to develop stage-related capabilities and
leadership competencies at the same time. We’ll have much more to
say about this in Part Three.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Using the framework of five levels of leadership agility, this book is
designed as a stage-by-stage guide to realizing your potential both as
a person and as a leader.

Part One

In Chapter One we explain the “agility imperative”—the deep trends
in today’s global economy that demand greater agility of virtually all
organizations and their leaders. This chapter presents a vivid exam-
ple of agile leadership, outlines five levels in developing this master
competency, and shows what these agility levels look like in three
action arenas: pivotal conversations, leading teams, and leading orga-
nizational change. You can use this chapter to develop an initial under-
standing of the five agility levels and to think about which levels are
used most frequently in your organization.

Chapter Two, “The Five Eds,” uses a set of five scenarios to give you
a more complete understanding of the five agility levels. It begins by
describing a common leadership challenge: Ed, a bright, experienced
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manager is hired as the CEO of a faltering midsized company. Inspired
by the classic movie Groundhog Day, the scenarios begin by showing
how Ed would respond to this challenge if he functioned at the Expert
level of agility. Ed then relives this experience four times, each time at
a more advanced agility level. You can use this chapter to make an
informal assessment of your own level of leadership agility, as well as
that of the managers with whom you work.

The first two chapters approach leadership agility from the outside
in. In doing so, they introduce you to two parts of the conceptual
model underlying this book: the five levels of agility and the three
action arenas. Chapter Three introduces you to the rest of the model:
the four leadership agility competencies and the mental and emotional
capacities that support them.

Part Two

The five chapters in Part Two use real-life stories to present the five
levels of leadership agility in greater detail. Each chapter begins with
a short story that shows what leadership means to a manager at a par-
ticular level of agility. Additional stories show what that chapter’s
agility level looks like in the three action arenas: pivotal conversations,
leading teams, and leading organizational change. Each chapter ends
with an overview of the mental and emotional capacities that support
that level of agility. These chapters will help you fine-tune your self-
assessment from Chapter Two, and they’ll clarify what it takes to move
to the next level.

Part Three

The final two chapters of this book will help you use what you’ve
learned in Parts One and Two to increase your leadership agility.
Chapter Nine walks you through a more individualized assessment,
helping you identify areas where your agility is already strong and
areas where it needs improvement. Chapter Ten begins with a story
that shows how you can become more effective within your current
level of agility. It presents a second story that shows what it takes to
move from one level to another. Both stories are accompanied by
guidelines based on our research and our years of experience work-
ing with leaders.
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Additional Resources

At the back of the book, you’ll find two appendices. Appendix A
describes the multi-decade research effort that underlies this book,
and it describes our research methods. Appendix B describes the stages
of personal development as we define them, and it provides a chart
that compares our model with those of other experts in the field.

The “Notes for Inquiring Readers” section provides more detail
about many of the key points in the book. Unless you’re a leadership
development professional or are already familiar with the fields of
leadership or stage-development psychology, you’ll probably want to
stay with the flow of each chapter and not try to read the notes, unless
you come to a point you’d like to learn about in more detail. You can
always come back and delve into the notes later.

At the end of the book, you’ll find a Resources page that shows you
where you can find a variety of aids for developing your leadership
agility and that of the managers with whom you work.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT WORDING
It’s worth taking a few moments at the outset to clarify some of the
language we’ve used in the book.

Beyond the Leader/Manager Dichotomy

Throughout the book, we use the terms leader and manager inter-
changeably to refer to a person’s role in an organization. We do, how-
ever, believe that the now-popular distinction between leading and
managing, as two different kinds of activities, is a meaningful one. For
the past thirty years, this paradigm has served a useful purpose. How-
ever, our framework of levels of leadership agility now provides a way
to look at this distinction through a more refined lens.15

Generally speaking, the Expert level of leadership agility is closer to
a supervisory mode of leadership than to full-fledged management. The
capacities needed for managing in the classic sense of the word develop
at the Achiever level. The more visionary approach to leadership (which
some people simply call leadership) emerges at the Catalyst level. The
Co-Creator and Synergist levels represent ways of exercising leadership
that are relatively unknown in the current literature.

Throughout the book we use the term leadership to refer to a way
of taking action, not to an organizational role or position. Because we
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distinguish between five different levels of leadership agility, our def-
inition is a broad one, designed to apply to all five levels: Leadership
is action taken with a proactive attitude and an intention to change
something for the better.16

A leadership initiative, we say, is any action you carry out with this
attitude and intent. This means that you don’t need to be in a posi-
tion of authority to exercise leadership. Leaders at all levels of agility
have found that this way of thinking about leadership helps them to
approach their work in a way that is more proactive and intentional.

Competencies and Capacities

“Competencies” is a term that’s widely used to refer to the knowledge,
skills, and abilities needed to perform effectively. In this book, when
we look at leadership from the outside-in, we talk about the compe-
tencies associated with each level of agility. When we look at leader-
ship from an inside-out perspective, we talk about the mental and
emotional capacities that make these competencies possible. We find
that using these terms in this way is helpful in maintaining an integral
approach to leadership development.

Anonymous Real-Life Stories

This book contains twenty-two real-life stories, based on our experi-
ences with clients and on in-depth interviews. By making the people
in each story anonymous, we’ve been able to provide important details
without violating confidentiality. To ensure anonymity we changed
the names of people and organizations. We often changed demo-
graphic identifiers such as industry or company location, and we occa-
sionally changed gender or ethnic identity. In a few cases, we
fictionalized certain aspects of a leader’s background to fit the “cover
identity” we provided.17

Quotes

The great majority of the quotes in the book come from interviews
with leaders. When people are interviewed, they do tend to ramble a
bit. Consequently, we edited many of the interview quotes, not to
change their meaning, but to make them clearer, crisper, and easier 
to read.18
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C H A P T E R  O N E

Agility in a World of
Change and Complexity

R obert faced the biggest leadership challenge of his
career. An executive in a Canadian oil corporation, he’d just been
named president of its refining and retailing company. Competitively,
his company was positioned around the middle of the pack in a ma-
ture, margin-sensitive market where long-range demand was projected
to be flat. With little to distinguish it from other regionals, it was
watching its earnings go steadily downhill. In fact, its future looked
dismal.

Within the company, morale was at an all-time low. People at all
levels were frustrated and unhappy. The previous president had taken
many steps to make the company more efficient, including a series of
layoffs, but these steps had not produced the desired results. The whole
organization was in a state of fear. Privately, the outgoing president
had been considering which division would have to be sold or shut
down. As Robert moved into his new position, everything was truly
up for grabs.

Over the next three years, Robert led his company through an
amazing turnaround. At the end of this period, it not only survived
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without selling any of its divisions, it entered a phase of aggressive
growth, clearing $71 million a year more than when he took over. In
the business press, the company went from being a “bad bet” to “one
of the darlings of the stock market.” Why did Robert succeed when his
predecessor did not?

The company badly needed a short-term increase in its stock price.
But Robert wanted to do much more than that. He wanted to trans-
form an admittedly lackluster company into the best regional in North
America. In fact, his vision was to develop an organization whose
business performance and innovative ways of operating would be
benchmarked by companies from a wide variety of industries. By
putting the stock price goal in this larger context, Robert overturned
his predecessor’s assumption that the company’s options were limited
to difficult but familiar cost-cutting solutions. Instead, he decided to
create a set of break-out strategies that would develop a more innova-
tive organization.

Realizing that he and his top management group might not have
all the answers, Robert hired a world-class strategy firm. He also set
up ten “idea factories”: creative strategic-thinking sessions, where em-
ployees and other stakeholders developed ideas for the top team to
consider. People responded with enthusiasm, generating a huge num-
ber of ideas.

Robert then held a two-day retreat where he and his top manage-
ment group synthesized the strategy firm’s ideas with those generated
by the idea factories. As he put it later, “We tried to involve as many
people as possible in the strategic review process. We invested time
and energy up front to listen to people, build trust, and get everyone
aligned. It paid off, because we started to think with one brain. Instead
of being at cross-purposes, we could understand and support each
other’s decisions.”

The new strategies that emerged went well beyond those Robert,
his team, and the strategy firm would have generated on their own.
They resulted in a smaller, more focused organization with a much
stronger “people strategy” designed to catapult the company into the
ranks of high-performing organizations. When the new game plan
was ready, Robert and his team presented it to the employees before
they announced it to the market.

The presentation included some bad news, but the employees gave
it a standing ovation. Over the months that followed, Robert and his
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team repeatedly communicated their new vision and its implications
for employees in many different forums. As the new strategies were
implemented, the top team kept everyone updated on the perfor-
mance of the business. Every year, Robert met with each of the com-
pany’s twenty management teams to discuss objectives and strategies
and check for alignment.

Robert’s participative approach to transforming his organization
not only led to innovative strategies, it also developed the commit-
ment, trust, and alignment necessary to implement them reliably and
effectively. As a result, during his first three years as president, annual
earnings went from $9 million to $40 million, and cash expenses were
reduced by $40 million a year. A once-faltering company had become
one of the most efficient and effective refiners in North America and
one of the top retailers in its marketplace.1

THE AGILITY IMPERATIVE
Robert’s story is part of a much larger drama: The struggle of orga-
nizations around the globe to adapt to a turbulent world economy.
Underlying this turbulence are two deep global trends that have rad-
ically altered what it takes to achieve sustained success: accelerating
change and growing complexity and interdependence.

Every year, new technologies, markets, and competitors emerge at
an ever-increasing pace. As change accelerates, so does uncertainty and
novelty: future threats and opportunities are harder to predict, and
emerging challenges increasingly include novel elements. Further, with
the globalization of the economy and the spread of connective tech-
nologies, it’s increasingly clear that we live in a diverse planetary vil-
lage where everything is connected with everything else.2 In this
interdependent world, the most successful companies will be those
that create strong, timely alliances and partner effectively with cus-
tomers, suppliers, and other stakeholders.

This means that, while specific future developments are increas-
ingly difficult to predict, we can make two predictions with great cer-
tainty: The pace of change will continue to increase, and the level of
complexity and interdependence will continue to grow. For more
than a decade, organizational change experts, acutely aware of these
powerful trends, have stressed the need to develop “agile” compa-
nies—organizations that anticipate and respond to rapidly chang-
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ing conditions by leveraging highly effective internal and external
relationships.3

Robert is one of those rare, agile leaders who succeeded in devel-
oping his management group into a cohesive leadership team that
could transform their company into an agile organization. However,
as many companies have discovered, developing truly agile teams and
organizations is an unfamiliar and demanding task. Left to their own
devices, the vast majority of today’s managers would not approach
Robert’s challenge in the way that he did. Consequently, very few
firms have developed the level of agility needed to keep pace with the
ever-increasing degree of change and complexity in their business
environment.4

A major reason for this continuing “agility gap” is the need for
more agile leaders, not just in the executive suite but at all organiza-
tional levels. In a recent survey of CEOs in North America, Europe
and Asia, 91 percent said that developing leaders is the most critical
success factor for the growth of their business.5 In another survey, se-
nior executives in Fortune 500 companies identified “agility” as a lead-
ership competency “most needed” for the future success of their
business.6 Yet although leadership development programs are a pri-
ority for most larger companies, very little attention has been given to
understanding and developing the specific capacities and skills needed
for agile leadership.

Leadership agility is directly analogous to organizational agility: It’s
the ability to take wise and effective action amid complex, rapidly
changing conditions. In the last-mentioned survey, executives said they
much preferred agility to similar-sounding competencies like flexi-
bility and adaptability. Why? By themselves, flexibility and adaptabil-
ity imply a passive, reactive stance, while agility implies an intentional,
proactive stance.

FIVE LEVELS OF LEADERSHIP AGILITY
Based on data collected from more than six hundred managers, we’ve
found that there are five distinct levels in the mastery of leadership
agility: Expert, Achiever, Catalyst, Co-Creator, and Synergist.7 In Table
1.1, you’ll find profiles that show how managers at each agility level
carry out initiatives in each of the three action arenas described in the
Introduction: pivotal conversations, leading teams, and leading orga-
nizational change. Note that the competencies you need for agile lead-
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ership evolve further with each new level of mastery. Yet each time you
move to a new level, you retain the ability to use those competencies
you developed at previous levels.

The Expert Level

The name we’ve chosen for each agility level is intended to emphasize
its strengths. Experts are so named because they’re strongly motivated
to develop subject-matter expertise, and because they assume that a
leader’s legitimate power comes from expertise and positional au-
thority. Experts (roughly 45 percent of all managers) are the least agile
of those profiled in the chart, but they’re more agile than about 10
percent who remain at Pre-expert levels. With their tactical orienta-
tion and their capacity for analytic problem solving, the Experts’
agility level is best suited for environments where success can be
achieved by making incremental improvements to existing strategies.

The Achiever Level

About 35 percent of today’s managers have developed to the Achiever
level of agility. These managers are highly motivated to accomplish
outcomes valued by the institutions with which they’ve identified
themselves. They realize that a leader’s power comes not only from
authority and expertise but also from motivating others by making it
challenging and satisfying to contribute to important outcomes. With
their capacity for strategic thinking, Achievers can be highly effective
in moderately complex environments where the pace of change re-
quires episodic shifts in corporate strategy.

Heroic and Post-Heroic Leadership

In their book Power Up: Transforming Organizations Through Shared
Leadership, David Bradford and Allan Cohen distinguish between
“heroic” and “post-heroic” leadership. We found that managers at the
Pre-expert, Expert, and Achiever levels (about 90 percent of all man-
agers) operate from a heroic leadership mind-set.8 That is, they as-
sume sole responsibility for setting their organization’s objectives,
coordinating the activities of their subordinates, and managing their
performance.
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Heroic leadership can be highly effective in certain situations. The
predominant combination of Expert and Achiever leadership worked
relatively well for most companies until the waning decades of the
twentieth century, when the globalization of the economy ushered in
an era of constant change and growing interdependence. In this new
environment, with its increased demand for collaborative problem
solving, teamwork, and continuous organizational change, heroic lead-
ership overcontrols and underutilizes subordinates. It discourages peo-
ple from feeling responsible for anything beyond their assigned area,
inhibits optimal teamwork, and implicitly encourages subordinates to
use the heroic approach with their own units.

In this new century, sustained success will require post-heroic lead-
ership. Leaders who develop beyond the Achiever level of agility retain
the ultimate accountability and authority that comes with any formal
leadership role. At the same time, they work to create highly participa-
tive teams and organizations characterized by shared commitment and
responsibility.10 Unfortunately, as noted in the Introduction, only about
10 percent of today’s managers are functioning at post-heroic levels of
agility: approximately 5 percent at the Catalyst level, 4 percent at the
Co-Creator level, and 1 percent at the Synergist level.

The Catalyst Level

Robert’s story provides a clear example of post-heroic leadership at
the Catalyst level. When appropriate, he exercised Expert and Achiever
power, but he led his company in a way that emphasized the power of
vision and participation. While his Achiever-level predecessor took
the company’s existing culture as a given, Robert, like other Catalysts,
was strongly motivated to create a participative culture capable of
achieving valued outcomes over the longer term. Catalysts, with their
openness to change, their willingness to rethink basic assumptions,
and their visionary orientation, represent the first level of agility ca-
pable of sustained success in today’s highly complex, constantly chang-
ing business environment.

The Co-Creator Level

Co-Creator leaders derive their name, in part, from their under-
standing that everything in business and in the rest of life is interde-
pendent. Because of their principled commitment to the common

10 LEADERSHIP AGILITY
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good, many of the Co-Creators in our sample have pioneered new
forms of organization where corporate responsibility is integral to
their bottom line. Whether or not they establish new organizations,
Co-Creator leaders are committed to developing genuinely collabo-
rative team and organizational relationships rooted in a deep sense of
shared purpose. With their emotional resilience, their capacity for di-
alogue, and their ability to generate creative, win-win solutions, Co-
Creators are well-equipped for long-term success in the rapidly
changing and often disruptive global economy of the early twenty-
first century.

The Synergist Level

In conducting the research for this book, we found that the differences
between the agility levels become more subtle as leaders move to each
successive level. This is particularly true of the distinctions between
Co-Creators and Synergists. More than any other, the Synergist level
is best understood from the inside out. Part of what distinguishes the
leaders who function at this level is their ability to enter fully into the
moment-to-moment flow of their present experience. As this capac-
ity for present-centered awareness develops, it gives leaders the abil-
ity, in contentious and chaotic situations, to stand in the eye of the
storm. This ability to remain centered amid competing demands al-
lows them to access “synergistic intuitions” that transform seemingly
intractable conflicts into solutions that are beneficial for all parties in-
volved. We believe that the capacities and competencies developed by
these men and women represent the cutting edge of leadership devel-
opment for the twenty-first century.

AGILITY LEVELS AND 
PERSONALITY TYPES

In the next chapter, we provide a more detailed walk-through of these
five levels of leadership agility, designed to help you identify your own
agility level and that of the people with whom you work. Part Two will
allow you to fine-tune these initial assessments by reading real-life sto-
ries that illustrate each level of agility.

Before we turn to the next chapter, we’d like to address a misim-
pression people sometimes have when they first hear about the five
levels of leadership agility: The assumption that we’re talking about

Agility in a World of Change and Complexity 11
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different personality types or management styles. Over the past few
decades, a number of frameworks that distinguish between various
personality types and management styles have found their way into
the workplace. (Two prominent examples are the Myers-Briggs Type
Inventory and the DISC Personal Profile System).11 Influenced by this
way of thinking, you might assume that some people grow up with an
Expert personality, while others grow up with a Synergist personality,
and so on.

We believe it’s important to understand how personality types in-
fluence leadership styles. However, the levels we’ve just described are
not personality types. As you may remember from the Introduction,
each level of leadership agility correlates with a particular stage of per-
sonal development. Decades of research have confirmed that human
beings move through these stages in a particular sequence. Similarly,
the levels we’ve outlined represent sequential stages in the mastery of
leadership agility. This means, for example, that leaders don’t skip
from the Expert level to the Co-Creator level. To operate reliably at
the Co-Creator level of leadership agility, you first need to master the
Achiever and Catalyst levels. So far, we’ve found no exceptions to this
pattern.12

All our research indicates that level of agility and personality type
are completely unrelated variables. Every personality type can be
found at each level of leadership agility. This means that, no matter
what your personality type happens to be, you have the potential to
master advanced levels of agility—an important thought to keep in
mind as you read the next chapter.13
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C H A P T E R  T W O

The Five Eds

A t this point, you may be asking yourself: What’s my
current level of leadership agility, and what would it be like to move
to the next level? You may also want to assess your colleagues’ agility
levels. Chapter One provided a brief introduction to each level. This
chapter offers the opportunity to assess yourself and others using a
more complete, real-life picture of each agility level. It presents five
scenarios designed to show you how a leader at each of the five agility
levels would respond to the same leadership challenge. In Part Two,
you’ll read about each agility level in greater detail.

A LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE
Ed is the new CEO of Overmyer AMT. During the 1990s, the company
was an industry leader in designing and installing advanced technol-
ogy used in manufacturing plants. Cecelia Overmyer, who ran her own
publishing company, became board chair of the family business when
her father died in an automobile accident. She quickly realized that
the company had lost its innovative edge and that the current CEO
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was a big part of the problem. The search for a new top executive led
the company to Ed.

Ed is a bright manager in his mid-forties, well-qualified for the job.
He has a bachelor’s degree in engineering, an MBA, and many years’
experience in the industry. He has a track record of successful assign-
ments and is known for his initiative and his ready grasp of business
and technological issues. In his last job, he led a small advanced man-
ufacturing technology firm that made inroads into Overmyer AMT’s
customer base.

Cecilia Overmyer has given Ed a clear mandate: Restore profitabil-
ity within two years and reclaim market leadership within three to five
years. Overmyer AMT’s larger size and its more complex array of
products and customers will make this a bigger challenge than the one
Ed faced in his previous job. Competition will be fierce, and customer
requirements for new advanced manufacturing technologies will con-
tinue to change rapidly.

“What we need now,” Cecilia tells him, “is real leadership. I’m con-
fident that you’re the man for the job.” She only hopes that she’s right.

A Little Imagination

As you read the five scenarios, we’re going to ask you to use a little
imagination. Taken as a whole, they’re a bit like the 1993 movie
Groundhog Day. In that film, Bill Murray plays Phil, a jaded weather-
man who’s covering the annual groundhog ceremony in Punxsutaw-
ney, Pennsylvania. After a very frustrating day in a town he hates on
sight, he wakes up to find himself reliving the day’s events all over
again. This bizarre time loop recurs morning after morning, until it
dawns on Phil that he can learn from his experience. Once he decides
to use each day as an opportunity to change his life, he gradually
transforms himself. In the end, with a few basic quirks still intact, he
becomes a happier, wiser, and more compassionate person, open to
the wonder and uncertainty of life.

Reading the five scenarios will be a little like watching Phil gradu-
ally transform as he repeats the “same” day. Each new scenario will
show the same person (Ed) responding to the same leadership chal-
lenge. The only difference is that, for each successive scenario, we
imagine that Ed has developed to the next level of leadership agility.
Throughout all the scenarios, Ed will remain exactly the same age and
have the same IQ and personality type.
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Assessing Your Level of Leadership Agility

As you read about “the five Eds,” ask yourself which scenario best de-
scribes the way you would respond to a similar kind of leadership
challenge. This will allow you to make an initial assessment of your
current level of leadership agility. Reading the scenario that follows
the one with which you most identify will show you what it’d be like to
move to the next level.

If you’re like the vast majority of managers, you have one agility
level that represents your home base—a way of operating you gravi-
tate to again and again throughout your day. But your agility level can
also vary somewhat over the day. For example, you might function
mostly at the Achiever level, sometimes at the Expert level, and occa-
sionally shift into the Catalyst level.

Each scenario shows how a leader at a particular agility level would
typically lead an organization, build a team, and conduct pivotal con-
versations. In reading these scenarios, notice whether your own level of
agility tends to change as you move in and out of these three action
arenas. For example, you might identify with the Achiever level of
team and organizational leadership, but when it comes to pivotal con-
versations, you might identify more with the Expert.1

Here are a few more details to set the stage: You and Ed are friends
but you don’t see each other that often. Seven months into his new
role as CEO, he invites you to dinner to catch up on things. Each sce-
nario will take the form of a brief, informal conversation. Each time,
you’ll ask Ed the same questions about how things are going at work.

The first evening, you’ll talk with Ed1, who’s spent the last seven
months leading at the Expert level. When that conversation is over,
you’ll take a few moments to reflect on it. Then you and Ed will have
a “groundhog day” experience: The next evening at the same table,
you’ll talk with Ed2, who’s just spent seven months operating at the
Achiever level. You’ll continue this way until you’ve talked with all five
Eds. One more thing: You can remember each conversation, but Ed has
“groundhog day amnesia”—he can only recall his current agility level.

Here we go . . .

ED1: THE EXPERT
you: Well, Ed, you’ve been at it for seven months. How’s it going?

ed1: You know that expression, when you’re up to your butt in alliga-
tors, it’s hard to remember you’re there to drain the swamp? Well, this
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place is full of alligators. It’s a tough job, but it’s the kind of pressure I
thrive on—having to use my industry know-how to fix a business. I’m
a quick study, and I like solving problems. Wind me up and I drill
down, figure out the problems, and come up with the right solutions.
The fact is, I’ve got a damned good track record with this kind of thing.

you: How did you get started?

ed1: I went right away after the information I needed to wrap my
head around the business. I met with each of my directs, but I con-
centrated on the main functions—R&D, Manufacturing, and Sales
and Marketing. I studied reports—got up to speed on sales projec-
tions, financials, manufacturing efficiencies, and the product devel-
opment pipeline. I kept in shape lugging two briefcases stuffed with
reports back and forth between home and the office!

I have to admit, though, we have so many different products for so
many different kinds of customers, this business is a little more com-
plex than I’d expected. The learning curve’s been a real bear and I
haven’t climbed it quite as fast as I thought I would.

But it didn’t take me long to figure out some obvious things that
needed to be done. I got R&D to accelerate development on a couple
of products that could really be big for us, and I got Sales and Market-
ing to support faster launches. I told my Manufacturing VP he needed
to cut costs for the year by 15 percent, and I showed him a few specific
budget items to prune. Looking toward improving next year, I told my
R&D VP and my Sales and Marketing VP to work with me on a prof-
itability analysis of all our products. Also, I told my VP of Finance to
start getting me the monthly numbers on time. I gave him a new way
to format the data to make it easier for me to analyze our costs.

you: What’s it been like working with your executive team?

ed1: I get more real work done with my directs when I meet with
them one-on-one. Getting everybody together on a regular schedule,
whether we need to or not, just isn’t productive. Don’t get me wrong.
If we need a group meeting, I call one, but I use those meetings mainly
to keep everybody informed about my latest thinking and review
progress. I usually start with Sales and Marketing, then focus on Man-
ufacturing, then R&D.

By and large, though, group meetings usually don’t get you that
much. People tend to hold back. When you do progress reviews, peo-
ple focus more on making a good impression than on getting down
to the real facts. Everybody else sits back and looks like they don’t want
to be there. I’ve tried all the usual techniques to get people engaged—
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forceful arguments, provocative questions. I’ve even tried to get them
to debate issues. But I usually leave thinking, “No wonder this place is
in trouble. Everyone just sits back and plays it safe.”

To be honest, I’m frustrated. My VPs don’t seem to share my sense
of urgency. I’m also not sure we have all the right people in the top
few levels of management. But I don’t think this is the time to shake
things up with a lot of personnel changes. Right now what I need to
focus on is getting this business back on track and under control.

you: Have you had any conversations so far that have been especially
challenging?

ed1: What pops to mind— Last week, my HR VP asked if she could
talk to me about company morale. I said OK, and she started talking
about this meeting I’d just held with the group that runs R&D. Ap-
parently, some people were offended by some of the comments I made
about how to run a first-class new product development process.
Something about my cutting people off when they reacted to what I
was saying. Well, I had to stop her right there, because the real prob-
lem was that they were defending business-as-usual. I’ve gotta say, I
was pretty disappointed to see how closed-minded they were to new
ideas. I mean, why did Cecilia Overmyer hire me in the first place? Be-
cause in my old job I was taking market share away from this com-
pany! I just wish more people here shared my passion for making this
a first-class operation. Sometimes I wish I could clone myself.

After you and Ed1 go your separate ways, you reflect on what he
said. He expressed a lot of pride in his knowledge and expertise. But
you get the distinct impression that he’s focusing on issues in so much
detail, he’s getting overwhelmed by the complexity of the business. You
wonder how much the executive team’s passive stance is a business-as-
usual mind-set and how much it has to do with Ed1’s behavior. Fi-
nally, there was that conversation with his HR VP, where he cut her off
just as he did with the R&D managers. You know he’s always been suc-
cessful in the past, but you can’t help but wonder how things will work
out this time.

ED2: THE ACHIEVER
you: Well, Ed, you’ve been at it for seven months. How’s it going?

ed2: It’s moving forward. The big challenge is shifting people’s mind-
sets. This place has an interesting history. In his own time, Cecilia
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Overmyer’s father was a pretty innovative guy. During the 1990s this
company was a real industry leader. But they fell into the success syn-
drome mentality. You know, everything’s working, you have a lot of
pride in what you do, and you just keep doing it. Pretty soon, you lose
your external focus, you miss changes in the marketplace, then com-
petitors start to eat your lunch. That’s the basic problem here. I’m
working on getting everyone’s head back into the marketplace, think-
ing further out and looking at things from the customer’s point of view.

you: How did you get started?

ed2: For the first six weeks or so, I mainly just took a lot in. Got to
know the executive team, did skip-level interviews, talked with cur-
rent customers and ones we’d lost, walked around the factory, and
generally made myself visible. Even did a town meeting. I think lead-
ership has a lot to do with the personal qualities you bring to your
mission, that ability to challenge and inspire others to go beyond what
they think is possible.

I know the industry quite well. The company’s biggest strategic prob-
lem is that it’s lost its innovative edge. In this industry new technologies
quickly become commodities, so we need to reignite Overmyer’s tradi-
tion of innovative leadership. We need to revamp our new product de-
velopment process and some of our other business processes so we can
be more responsive to our customers. From a strategic point of view,
we also need to deal with commodification by improving and expand-
ing the services we offer.

The other thing I did at the outset was look at our people. Having
the right strategy and infrastructure is essential, but to execute, you’ve
gotta have the right people.

you: What’s it been like working with your executive team?

ed2: We usually meet once a week, unless something major comes
up. I start by doing updates and sharing important information, but
I try to reserve most of the time for group discussion of important
topics, either strategic or operational. I know I need to motivate them
to focus more externally, so in every meeting I try to introduce at least
one agenda item that stretches them in that direction. For example, I
instituted a more meaningful customer survey process, and I make
sure we talk at the executive level about results and implications.

Several months after I got here, I started a strategic planning exer-
cise, and that’s worked really well. Nothing too detailed or ponderous.
I used it mainly to make sure my team and their directs are all work-
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ing off the same data. Even more important, we’re driving for the same
outcomes. By having them work on how we’re going to achieve Cecilia’s
mandate, I got them to buy into the mandate itself! Not only that, I got
them to sign off on some new strategies that really worked for me in
my last job.

I can’t say that it’s all been smooth sailing, though. I don’t think
everyone’s going to be up to the challenge in front of us. One guy in
particular I got very concerned about—Ray, my VP of Manufactur-
ing. I could tell he hadn’t really bought in to the need to change, that
he was just going through the motions. A few others in the top ranks
are question marks right now. But Ray’s performance really stuck out
like a sore thumb, so I knew I had to deal with it.

you: Have you had any conversations so far that have been especially
challenging?

ed2: The meeting I had last week with Ray. These discussions are
never easy, but I know from experience that if you avoid acting on
major performance issues you can be sorry later. I had a number of
conversations with Ray, starting early on. Before long, I was telling him
what he needed to do if he was going to stay with us. I asked our HR
VP to help me be sure I was handling this the right way. She was ac-
tually very helpful.

The previous VP of Manufacturing was a guy named Dan. When
Cecilia’s father went from being CEO and chairman to just being
chairman, he promoted Dan to CEO, and Dan tapped Ray to take over
Manufacturing. Unfortunately, Ray got promoted to a level over his
head. He was hanging on, doing the old turtle routine, keeping his
head in his shell and hoping no one would find out.

It finally came down to this: I realized I wasn’t going to achieve
Cecilia’s mandate with Ray in that role. Last week, I finally told him
he had to move on. We got him a good package, and I’m probably
going to replace him from outside. We may need to let a few other
people go as well.

Afterward, comparing this conversation to the one before it, it
strikes you that Ed2’s approach is quite different from Ed1’s. While
Ed1 focused mainly on discrete problems, Ed2 is more outcome-
oriented. His top priority is achieving Cecilia’s mandate. Whereas Ed1
seemed to lead primarily by giving orders, Ed2 wants to motivate peo-
ple to adopt a strategic mind-set that’s more focused on customers
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and marketplace dynamics. Ed2 also seems more prepared for the
give-and-take of tough conversations: Unlike Ed1, he initiates discus-
sion about major performance issues, and he accepts feedback and ad-
vice from his VP of Human Resources.

Then a few questions come to mind: Are his VPs really as support-
ive of his objectives and strategies as he thinks they are? Will the strate-
gies that worked so well for his previous company be on target for the
new one? What about the managers at the next level, which include
people managing the company’s overseas offices? Is Ed2 placing his
VPs in a situation where they’ll wind up getting things done by giv-
ing Ed1-style orders to their organizations?

ED3: THE CATALYST
you: Well, Ed, you’ve been at it for seven months. How’s it going?

ed3: It’s quite a challenge, but I’m excited about where we’re going!
Overmyer AMT definitely lost its edge after Cecilia’s father stepped
out of the CEO role, but I’ve always respected this company’s tradi-
tion of excellence and innovation. In the martial arts, they say you
need to aim right through and beyond your target. That’s what I want
to do with Cecilia’s mandate. I envision a company that will not only
regain its status as industry leader but also become a benchmark for
other industries—a participative, high-performing organization that’s
a great place to work. To do that, people need to learn to lead and
manage this place in new ways. It’s going to be challenging for every-
one, but I think the great majority will be able to rise to the occasion.

you: How did you get started?

ed3: I got to know people at the top levels, but I also walked around
a lot and started following some of the social networks. I sought out
the innovators, learned what they’re doing, and gave them some en-
couragement. I also met with key customers, including some former
customers, and I’ve asked my VPs and their people to do the same.
Then we talked about what we learned.

A couple of months in, I had a two-day off-site with my directs and
their directs, a good-sized group that included our top overseas man-
agers. To help design and facilitate the meeting, I brought in a facili-
tator I worked with in my previous job. I started by saying a few things
about myself and my respect for this company and its people. I said
I’d been in their place a few times before when a new leader came in,
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and I could easily imagine the questions they might have about the
company’s plans and their own future. I reiterated our mandate to
achieve profitability and industry leadership, and I said, “To achieve
these objectives, we need everyone to contribute their best work and
their best ideas. That’s what’s going to secure your job and mine, start-
ing right here in this meeting.”

Then I said that, these days, sustaining industry leadership takes
more than innovative know-how and a can-do attitude. If you look
out across different industries, I believe that the best companies are
those that intentionally set out to establish an organizational culture
based on participation, mutual respect, and straight talk—and that’s
what I intend for us to do, starting with this meeting. Of course, that
kind of talk makes people nervous, because they’re not used to man-
aging or being managed that way. But I got right into it by asking for
questions. A few brave souls spoke up, and we were off and running. It
was a hugely productive two days. We only touched the tip of the ice-
berg, but our facilitator captured everything in writing, and it really
opened things up.

you: What’s it been like working with your executive team?

ed3: In many ways it’s like a laboratory. I’m trying to develop an ex-
ecutive team that can serve as the prototype of a participative culture,
which they can then disseminate to the rest of the organization. This
is so important that I try to spend two hours a week with the team en-
gaging in important strategic and operational issues. They know I
make the final decisions, but they have a lot of influence. I may put
my ideas on the table and ask for their critique, or I may just throw
out a topic and let them go at it for a while. They may have fallen
asleep at the wheel before I got here, but they know a hell of a lot
about this company. Sometimes I wind up changing my mind, and
sometimes I don’t. But the main thing is that they see I can be influ-
enced by their ideas, and they know it’s not just a game to get their
buy-in. I’ve already made some better decisions with their input than
I would’ve made on my own. Not only that, it creates an environment
where anyone can step in and exert constructive leadership. It also
models what they can do with their teams.

Another vehicle I’m using is the strategic planning process. In ad-
dition to the usual process with the executive team, with their people
playing supporting roles, I said I wanted to set up a way to get mean-
ingful input from a cross-section of people at all levels. Not just as a
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feel-good thing, but because I think people at all levels can come up
with interesting ideas—strategic as well as operational—that can be
really useful.

The team batted the idea around a while, then dove in. A few weeks
ago, we started a series of focus groups to capture ideas from a broad
cross-section of employees. We also tasked a couple of groups to get
ideas from outside stakeholders. This process is generating a lot of
positive energy, which we really need right now, and I know from past
experience that we’ll get some ideas that will really make us think.
When my VPs see what this generates, I think it’s going to help change
the way they lead their own organizations. That’s the first step toward
creating a new culture.

We also need to reexamine our core business processes, especially
product development. We’ve also got some huge opportunities to
make our manufacturing processes more efficient and more environ-
mentally responsible at the same time. Lots of cost savings possible
there.

you: Have you had any conversations so far that have been especially
challenging?

ed3: I can think of several. I’ve been coaching some of my VPs. But
about three months ago, I asked my executive team for feedback on
my leadership approach. After some hemming and hawing, some peo-
ple actually spoke up! Parts of that discussion were a little difficult,
but it was very helpful overall.

The most challenging was a series of meetings with Ray, my VP of
Manufacturing. After a couple of months, I saw that we weren’t going
to turn this place around if he stayed in that position. These conver-
sations are always tough, but I finally just told him, very straight, what
I’d observed about his attitude and his performance. I checked out a
few assumptions I had, asked him how he saw the whole situation, and
gave him a lot of room to respond. Pretty soon he opened up and ac-
knowledged that he was over his head trying to manage an organiza-
tion on an international scale.

After we reached that level of honesty, I said, “If you could invent
any job you wanted, what would it be?” Turns out that Ray loves being
a plant manager. After I talked it over with other key players, I con-
cluded that he’d be a great asset back in a plant manager role. He said
he’d love to do that, even with the pay cut. I won’t go into detail about
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how it’s all going to work, but it’s opened the door to several other im-
portant personnel changes.

After you part company with Ed3, you reflect on the differences be-
tween this conversation and the previous one. Ed3 has a more ambi-
tious vision that involves creating a company that not only is an
industry leader but also has a model organizational culture. In fact, in
just seven months, he’s already doing things to shift the culture in that
direction: that first three-level meeting, the way he’s leading his man-
agement team, and the strategic thinking process he and his team have
instituted. This participative approach might go a long way toward
addressing the commitment and execution questions you had after
your dinner with Ed2.

The other thing that strikes you is the difference between how Ed2
and Ed3 dealt with the VP of Manufacturing. Both confronted the
issue, but when Ed3 got Ray to open up, it led to a more creative so-
lution. Actually, Ed3’s whole approach sounds pretty good. You just
wonder how he’ll handle the tension that might develop between the
people who commit themselves to the transformation he’s starting
and those who’d rather continue with business as usual.

ED4: THE CO-CREATOR
you: Well, Ed, you’ve been at it for seven months. How’s it going?

ed4: It’s challenging and exciting at the same time. Something of a
roller coaster. But I feel like we’re already revitalizing this place. The
company’s tradition of excellence and innovation gives us a lot to
build on. The other night, just as I was drifting off to sleep, I got this
image that brought together everything I’m trying to do here. The
image was three waves. The first, short-term wave returns us to prof-
itability, and we become an industry leader. On the medium-term
wave we develop the culture and the infrastructure of an agile, high-
performing organization that’s a magnet for the kind of people we
need. The long-term wave establishes us as the leader in creating the
AMT industry of the future, not just in technical innovation but also
in social and environmental responsibility.

For example, if you look at the future of advanced manufacturing,
you see highly skilled computer-control jobs driving out lower-skilled
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jobs. Yet here in the States, our students are way behind their worldwide
counterparts in math and science. I put together a task force to see what
we can do about this, and they tapped people from the education sec-
tor and some of our client companies. They’ve already identified a lot
of good ideas, like IBM’s practice of developing new career options for
senior employees. Instead of retiring, they stay with the company and
get certified to teach technical subjects to the next generation.

Each wave is longer than the one before it, all starting now and build-
ing over time. I think this could be the most meaningful assignment of
my career. As far as I’m concerned, I’m in this for the long haul.

you: How did you get started?

ed4: During the first six weeks or so, I got out and felt the pulse of
the place—learned a lot and had lots of “vision conversations,” where
I told people what I think this company can become and elicited their
dreams for this place. My vision for the company is so far-reaching
that I was surprised to find so many kindred spirits—including quite
a few closet environmentalists—along with many who’re stuck in the
mind-set that being environmentally responsible automatically makes
you less competitive.

I also met with key customers—and some former customers—face
to face, I sought out a number of other stakeholders, and I encour-
aged my VPs and their people to do this, too. I also instituted a process
where, every month or so, we pick a customer company in the area,
and we invite a few people—like a plant manager and a manufactur-
ing engineer—to spend an hour with us talking candidly about ways
to strengthen our relationship.

A couple of months in, I had a two-day off-site with my executive
team and their direct reports, including our top overseas managers.
By then I’d connected with just about everybody in the room, so when
I talked about where we can go as company, I knew I wasn’t just speak-
ing for myself. Then we moved into some facilitated discussions that
helped us get the company’s issues on the table. The two questions I
kept asking were: Where are the internal and external obstacles to
reaching our potential? and How can we overcome them?

you: What’s it been like working with your executive team?

ed4: If the three waves of change are really going to happen, I can’t
lead them by myself. I need to build a collaborative leadership team,
where every one of my VPs feels accountable not only for their own
function but also for the company as a whole. I have no intention of
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giving up my final decision-making authority, but I want my execu-
tive team to function much like a collective CEO, where company-
wide issues aren’t just my purview—they’re everyone’s responsibility.
A real team where each of us helps all of us succeed.

We’re still in the early stages of development, but I already see signs
we’re moving in the right direction. A few months ago, we decided to
create a scenario-based strategic thinking process that will incorpo-
rate input from a broad cross-section of employees, plus some out-
side stakeholders. We had a big meeting to launch the process, where
people from all levels made presentations. During the week before the
meeting, there was this incredible buzz as people prepared—lots of
energy and excitement. I was really impressed—moved, actually—by
the panel of manufacturing supervisors. They were so nervous and so
real. They had lots of good ideas, and you could see what it did for
them to be thrust into that role.

Ever since, we’ve been hearing how much our people liked the
meeting. But it was also a great opportunity for the VPs. They got to
experience themselves as a leadership team—empowering others but
also empowering themselves. It also gave me a chance to see how they
interact with people at different levels.

I also want the executive team to get to the point where we have
enough trust in each other that anyone can step in and exercise lead-
ership. I don’t want to be the only person in the room who confronts
Ray when he doesn’t walk his talk. I can do the tough one-on-ones
when they’re necessary, but I’d want to see a more collective sense of
responsibility, and I’ve told them that. I think we’re getting there, but
it’s still early days.

YOU: Have you had any conversations so far that have been especially
challenging?

ed4: The toughest I’ve had so far was a conversation with Cecilia
about social and environmental responsibility. The first time the sub-
ject came up was during the interview process, when I mentioned that
I’d cut costs in my old company by increasing energy efficiency and
cutting environmental waste. I could tell that this whole way of think-
ing was unfamiliar to her, and we didn’t pursue it further at that point.

Later, when I discovered some environmental co-conspirators in
one of our local plants, I gave them some money from my own dis-
cretionary budget so they could do a pilot program, under the radar,
and demonstrate how environmental efficiency cuts costs. But some
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good old boys from the plant got the word to Cecilia that I was “wast-
ing money on nonessentials,” and she called me on the carpet. She was
very angry, insulting actually. Said she’d explicitly told me to hold off
on doing anything like that. In fact, she hadn’t told me that explicitly,
but I knew well enough how she felt.

I just sat there at first, listening to her, aware of some very negative
feelings her rant kicked off in me. I didn’t agree with what she said,
but I think I managed to respond without being too defensive. I re-
flected back what I heard her say, then I asked if she’d be willing to
hear my rationale for doing the pilot. She said OK and seemed to calm
down. I explained how I’d done this on a larger scale in my old job
and gotten some fairly quick and impressive returns on the invest-
ment. Long story short, she agreed to withhold judgment until we
could review the results of the pilot together.

I guess that’s a pretty good overview of how things are going. Have
any advice for an old friend? I can use all the help I can get.

You think for a moment and then say, “You seem to be spending a
lot of time on what many managers might consider peripheral issues.
You’re trying to create a collaborative culture, and you’ve got teams
focusing on social and environmental issues, when the company is
struggling with profitability. Are you really sure about starting all three
waves at the same time?”

“That’s a very good question,” he replies. “In fact, it’s come up in
our executive team meetings. In terms of environmental efficiencies,
there’s enough low-hanging fruit in this area that it will help us, not
hurt us, in becoming more profitable. Things like the IBM idea that
have short-term costs and longer-term paybacks—we’ll have to play
those by ear. I’m trying to develop an executive team that can raise
and manage exactly these kinds of dilemmas. For me to be truly strate-
gic as a CEO, I think participation and collaboration are essential. The
faster we develop a cohesive, straight-talking executive team, the faster
we’ll return to profitability and industry leadership.”

ED5: THE SYNERGIST
you: Well, Ed, you’ve been at it for seven months. How’s it going?

ed5: It’s been exhilarating and almost all-consuming. Right now, I’m
in search of a little more balance between work and the rest of my life.
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At this moment, I’m just enjoying this opportunity to clear my head,
reconnect with you, and savor some good food!

When I was first offered this job, I wasn’t at all sure about it. I ac-
tually had a lot of questions about staying in the industry. In my last
job I had a lot of success demonstrating how much money an AMT
company can save by being environmentally efficient. But when I
looked at what’s happening globally, changing one company seemed
like just a drop in the bucket.

I thought about becoming a corporate responsibility consultant,
but I’m really more of a leader than a consultant, and manufacturing
is in my blood. Then one morning, just as I ended my morning med-
itation, this question hit me from out of the blue: What would a man-
ufacturing industry look like that’s really good for people and the
planet—both in the products it produces and in how they get pro-
duced? Could I develop a new kind of AMT company with an over-
arching mission to help create a truly sustainable manufacturing
industry on a worldwide scale? What if we started by becoming a
model company and then added consulting services to help our cus-
tomers follow our example?

The more I thought about it, the more exciting and scary the whole
idea became. It seemed like way more than I could possibly accom-
plish. But I also had this persistent feeling that, somehow, this was
what I needed to do.

you: How did you get started?

ed5: I did all the usual things—the stuff that, by now, feels very nat-
ural: Got to know my direct reports, started to build relationships, and
tried to understand the social networks. Had conversations throughout
the company, many about vision and innovation. Found quite a number
of highly competent self-starters and a number of co-conspirators and
gave them all a lot of encouragement.

I talked with customers and other stakeholders and got my VPs and
their people to do the same. I also held “opportunity conversations,”
where I’ve pulled our executive team and other groups of managers
together. We pooled our knowledge about emerging customer needs,
new technologies, what competitors are doing, and environmental is-
sues—even had a few speakers in. Then we brainstormed where our
best opportunities might lie.

A couple of months in, I had a two-day off-site with my executive
team and their direct reports, which included people from overseas. I
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gave a short talk to help them get to know me and let them know I’d
been in their shoes. I focused on profitability and industry leadership,
and then I planted a little seed that I’ve been watering ever since: Being
an industry leader isn’t just about market share. This industry is con-
stantly changing, sometimes in very new and disruptive ways. Being
a true industry leader means influencing how the AMT industry
evolves, which could mean influencing the future of manufacturing
itself. I was brief—just planted the idea.

After some Q&A, we spent the rest of the time in roundtable dis-
cussions on two sets of topics: First, what are our strengths? What ini-
tiatives are already moving us toward industry leadership, and how
can we build on those? Second, what are the obstacles to regaining in-
dustry leadership, and how can we remove them? It felt like a great
start. I could feel the energy shift as we began to talk about our
strengths and how we can build on them.

you: What’s it been like working with your executive team?

ed5: My aim is to transform the executive group into a truly collab-
orative leadership team that can essentially function as a collective
CEO, which will free me to focus more on long-term vision and ex-
ternal relationships. They’re already showing a lot of promise. They
designed a very successful meeting to kick off the scenario-based
strategic thinking process we initiated. That meeting generated a great
deal of buzz and lots of good ideas. Great developmental opportunity
for the VPs.

Within the first month, I knew we had the wrong guy as VP of
Manufacturing. We had some heart-to-heart discussions, and he ac-
tually acknowledged that he was in over his head. By mutual consent
we moved him back into a plant manager role and this allowed us to
make some other needed personnel changes. We’re about to replace
him with an extremely competent and innovative guy, someone who
shares my audacious vision for the company. He has extensive expe-
rience creating high-performance, team-based manufacturing
plants—exactly what we need going forward. Very exciting!

you: Have you had any conversations so far that have been especially
challenging?

ed5: The most challenging and interesting conversations have been
with Cecelia. In the early months it was extremely important to her
to see that we were taking tangible steps to return the company to
profitability. However, as she’s gotten more comfortable with me and
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more confident about what I’m doing, she’s been able to relax enough
to have some heart-to-heart conversations about what she wants as
her family’s legacy. I’ve encouraged her to talk about her values, and
we’ve also started to talk about ways we might begin to integrate those
values more fully into how the company operates.

For example, she was willing to support the pilot we’ve started,
where we’ve added environmental efficiency criteria into some process
redesign work we’re doing in one of the manufacturing plants. Down
the road, she’d like to be doing something to support better education
in math and science. But what really sparked her interest is this wild
idea a few of us came up with: Just before I was hired, my predecessor
was thinking about selling off the company’s old tool and die unit, the
last vestige of the Overmyer Tool & Die Company founded by Cecelia’s
great-grandfather. Our idea is to take the unit into the third world
where it can be used to support the development of micro-enterprises
among the poorest of the poor. It’s kind of a crazy idea, but once we’re
profitable again, we might just find a way to make it work.

Overall, I’d say I have a tiger by the tail! You’ve been a very patient
listener. I’m interested in your perspective on all this.

You tell him you think he’s pretty gutsy, and you ask him if he ever
worries that he’s being too idealistic—that he’ll overreach and wind
up crashing if others don’t ultimately share his vision.

“Yeah, sometimes I worry about that,” he replies. “Sometimes I feel
very confident. At other times, I feel I’m being stretched beyond my
capacity. Who knows how this will turn out? The thing is: The under-
lying vision is so compelling, I feel like I just have to go for it. It sure
keeps me on my toes!”

You respond and continue the conversation and before long you
realize that you’re talking about important things in your own life.
Ed5 has become the listener.

INITIAL SELF-ASSESSMENT
Some people who read these scenarios wonder if the post-heroic lev-
els we’ve portrayed aren’t a bit idealistic. A few even want assurances
that these levels are based on sound research.2 In fact, although the
preceding scenarios are fictional, each one is research-based, crafted
to be consistent with what clients and interviewees operating at that
agility level have said and done in similar situations. When you get to
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Part Two, you’ll see many connections between the scenarios presented
here and the real-life leadership stories presented in those chapters.

This would be a good time to flip back through the five scenarios
and consider which one best represents the way you exercise leader-
ship.3 (You could also use Table 1.1). As we noted earlier, you may find
that you function at somewhat different levels of agility in different
kinds of situations. If so, it’s helpful to note where these variances tend
to occur. Does your level of agility change mainly when you move
from one action arena to another, or are there other situational fac-
tors that cause you to act from different levels of agility?4

You can also begin to ask yourself: Having seen the full spectrum
of leadership agility levels, am I satisfied with where I am now? Sup-
pose you usually operate at the Achiever level, and you’d like to move
to the Catalyst level, but you’re not sure you’d ever want to be a Co-
Creator or Synergist. That’s fine. To shift fully from one level of lead-
ership agility to another requires time and intentionality. So take it
one step at a time. Once you’re firmly established in the next level, sub-
sequent levels may or may not attract your interest. You won’t know
for sure until you get there.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E

Four Competencies 
for Agile Leadership

How can you become a more agile leader? We ad-
dress this question more completely in Chapter Ten, but here’s the
short answer: The fastest and most reliable way is to use an integral
approach, one that combines the usual outside-in approach to lead-
ership development with an inside-out approach. Fine, you may say.
But what, exactly, does that mean?

You can increase your agility from the outside-in by developing
agile leadership competencies and putting them repeatedly into ac-
tion. The scenarios in Chapter Two identify behaviors associated with
each of the five agility levels. However, they only hint at the mental
and emotional capacities that make these competencies possible.
Why, for example, does Ed3, the Catalyst, lead his organization in a
more participative manner than Ed2, the Achiever? To answer this
kind of question, we need to understand leadership agility from the
inside-out.

As we noted in the Introduction, leaders develop the capacities
needed for a particular level of agility when they grow into the corre-
sponding stage of personal development. Through extensive research
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and analysis, we have discovered that each developmental stage is es-
sentially a constellation of eight mental and emotional capacities. Each
time you grow into a new developmental stage, this constellation of
capacities matures to a new level. Further, all eight capacities con-
tribute directly to your effectiveness as a leader.

An example of a developmental capacity is stakeholder complex-
ity, the ability to understand and empathize with perspectives that dif-
fer from your own, whether or not you agree with them. One reason
that Ed3’s leadership is more participative than Ed2’s is that Ed3 has
a greater capacity for understanding the perspectives held by his stake-
holders. Achiever-level leaders are frequently advised by coaches and
consultants to act more like Ed3. Yet these behaviors often don’t stick.
Why? It’s usually because achievers haven’t developed the mental and
emotional capacities needed to support participative leadership.1

As you’ll see in Chapter Ten, an integral approach to leadership
development makes it possible to develop new capacities and learn
new leadership behaviors at the same time. When you use this ap-
proach, new leadership behaviors come more easily, and they feel
more natural.2

THE LEADERSHIP AGILITY COMPASS
To help take full advantage of this integral approach, this chapter in-
troduces you to a graphic tool called the Leadership Agility Compass.
Through our research, we have discovered that those leaders who are
most successful in turbulent organizational environments exhibit four
mutually reinforcing competencies:

• Context-setting agility improves your ability to scan your envi-
ronment, frame the initiatives you need to take, and clarify the
outcomes you need to achieve.

• Stakeholder agility increases your ability to engage with key
stakeholders in ways that build support for your initiative.

• Creative agility enables you to transform the problems you en-
counter into the results you need.

• Self-leadership agility is the ability to use your initiatives as op-
portunities to develop into the kind of leader you want to be.3
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The Leadership Agility Compass shown in Figure 3.1 provides a
way to visualize these four competencies. Each quadrant symbolizes
one of the four competencies. The outer circle represents the leader-
ship tasks associated with each competency. The middle circle rep-
resents the capacities that make each competency possible. In this
chapter, we walk you around the four quadrants of the Compass, de-
scribing each competency with brief examples from the “five Eds.” As
we do so, we also describe the pair of inner capacities that underlie
each competency. Toward the end of the chapter, we present another
version of the Compass that displays all eight capacities.
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Context-Setting Agility

Viewed as a set of leadership tasks, the competency we call context-
setting agility includes scanning your environment, anticipating im-
portant changes, deciding what initiatives to take, scoping each
initiative, and determining your desired outcomes.4 As with all four
competencies, context-setting agility evolves through five levels. Your
level of agility in carrying out these tasks depends on how fully you’ve
developed two capacities: situational awareness and sense of purpose.

When you’re taking a leadership initiative, your situational aware-
ness refers to the quality of your attention to the larger context that
surrounds it. This capacity gives you the mental equivalent of a zoom
lens: You can step back from an issue, view it in a larger context, and
then zoom in on the issue, keeping this broader perspective in mind.
As you develop your situational awareness further, you gain an in-
creased appreciation of the impact of your initiatives on their larger
social context and on the natural environment.

As your sense of purpose develops, it becomes increasingly impor-
tant to you that your leadership initiatives serve others’ needs in truly
meaningful ways.5 You find these initiatives highly motivating, even if
their ultimate outcomes lie in the long-term future. As your sense of
purpose develops, you also find that you can move back and forth be-
tween different time frames with greater ease.6

For example, each of the post-heroic Eds has a level of context-set-
ting agility that allows him to launch visionary initiatives that take into
account factors beyond his particular industry. As a Catalyst, Ed3 has
aspirations for Overmyer AMT that include but go beyond achieving
specific strategic outcomes like profitability and industry leadership.7

He wants to create a culture that will be benchmarked by companies
in a variety of industries. Ed4 and Ed5 envision a business where cor-
porate responsibility is a central strategic and operating principle.8

Stakeholder Agility

As a set of leadership tasks, stakeholder agility involves identifying
your initiative’s key stakeholders, understanding what they have at
stake, assessing the alignment between your objectives and theirs, and
finding ways to increase alignment. Your level of agility in carrying
out these tasks depends on the development of two capacities: your
stakeholder understanding and your power style.
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Your level of stakeholder understanding determines how deeply
you can understand the viewpoints and objectives of those who have
a stake in your initiatives, especially when they differ from your own.
Your power style is determined partly by your assumptions about
power and authority. It’s also expressed in the way you typically re-
spond when your views and interests conflict with those of key stake-
holders. Most leaders have a power style that emphasizes one of two
basic forms of power: Assertive power takes the form of advocating
your own views and interests. Receptive power may initially seem like
a contradiction in terms. But it’s a more subtle form of power, based
on a willingness to understand and seriously consider others’ views
and objectives. Most managers at heroic levels of agility have a power
style that’s considerably more assertive than receptive, although a sur-
prising minority rely primarily on receptive power.9

As we’ve seen, the Eds with post-heroic levels of stakeholder agility
have a capacity to enter deeply into frames of reference that differ
from their own while still honoring their own perspective. This ca-
pacity is related to their enhanced ability to integrate assertive power
and receptive power. The post-heroic Eds are intent on developing
participative teams and organizations not simply to gain buy-in but
because they feel that genuine dialogue improves the quality of their
decisions.10

Creative Agility

Successful leadership initiatives transform actual or potential prob-
lems into desired results.11 The problems you encounter in complex,
rapidly changing environments are what cognitive scientists call “ill-
structured,” meaning that they’re complex and have novel features. An
ill-structured problem isn’t predefined. You have to define it yourself.
Rather than having one right answer, it has a number of plausible so-
lutions. You rarely have access to all the information you need to solve
the problem just when you need it. Problems become even more ill-
structured when they cross disciplinary, organizational, or cultural
boundaries and when they need to be solved in conjunction with
other problems.12

Ill-structured problems are best solved using a competency we call
creative agility: problem solving that uses both critical and break-
through thinking to generate uniquely appropriate responses.13

Viewed as a set of leadership tasks, creative agility involves applying
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this kind of thinking as you identify and diagnose key issues, gener-
ate and develop possible options, and decide on the best solutions.14

Your level of creative agility depends on two personal capacities: con-
nective awareness and reflective judgment.15

As you diagnose and solve problems, connective awareness is what
allows you to hold different ideas and experiences in mind, compare
and contrast them, and make meaningful connections between them.
It’s what allows you to step back from the problems you face, so you
can understand how they’re related, prioritize them, or see how they’re
similar to and different from those you’ve faced in the past. Connective
awareness also allows you to discover what apparent opposites have
in common—a noted hallmark of creative thinking.16

When you take leadership initiatives, reflective judgment is the
thought process you use to determine what’s true and decide the best
course of action to take. It also includes the rationales you use to jus-
tify these conclusions to yourself and to others.17 As your level of re-
flective judgment develops, you become increasingly aware of the
subjectivity inherent in all human perception and decision making.
You also begin to see ways in which your own judgment, and that of
others, is shaped by nonrational factors such as temperament, family
upbringing, and cultural background. As these realizations sink in
more deeply, you develop the ability to question underlying assump-
tions and seriously consider a range of diverse viewpoints.18

The post-heroic Eds see the same strategic problems and solutions
that Ed2 sees. However, their level of reflective judgment makes them
less attached to any single frame of reference as they think about these
issues. This orientation makes it easier for them to step outside con-
ventional wisdom and think more creatively. In addition, their level
of connective awareness enables them to hold the mental and emo-
tional tension between differing frames of reference. This capacity
gives them the ability to transform conflict into true win-win solu-
tions by making useful connections between ideas and objectives that
appear to oppose one another.

For example, consider Ed3’s approach to his VP’s performance
problem. Rather than limit his options to those considered by the
heroic Eds (keep him in his current role or fire him), Ed3 surfaces the
VP’s frame of reference (his operational rather than strategic orienta-
tion) and uncovers a win-win option: move the VP back to his plant
management role. This solution is actually win-win-win, because it
allows Ed3 to make other personnel changes, simultaneously solving a
wider range of problems.
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Self-Leadership Agility

In Mastering Self-Leadership Charles Manz and Christopher Neck say,
“If we ever hope to be effective leaders of others, we need first to be
able to lead ourselves effectively.”19 As a set of tasks, self-leadership is
a cyclical process: You determine the kind of leader you want to be,
use your everyday initiatives to experiment toward these aspirations,
reflect on your experience, and fine-tune the changes you’d like to
make.20 Your level of agility in engaging in this process depends on
two personal capacities, your self-awareness and your developmental
motivation.

Your level of self-awareness refers to the quality of attention and
reflection you bring to your own thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. In
a more general sense, it also refers to the accuracy and completeness
of your self-knowledge, including how well you understand your cur-
rent strengths and limitations as a leader. Each time you move to a
new stage, the quality of your self-awareness evolves, and what moti-
vates you to develop as a person and as a leader also changes.21

Particularly at the heroic levels, your developmental motivation is
shaped by three key factors: your primary source of professional self-
esteem, your leadership ideals (images of the leader you want to be),
and the emotional tone you use to assess your progress. When you feel
you’re living up to your leadership ideals, or making progress toward
them, your self-esteem typically goes up. When you feel you’re not liv-
ing up to them, or not making adequate progress, your self-esteem
typically goes down. In moderation, either reaction can provide mo-
tivation to move toward your leadership ideals.

At the Expert level, your underlying developmental motivation is
to improve yourself as a leader so you’ll be admired for your astute-
ness and expertise. At the Achiever level, you want to gain the com-
petencies needed to achieve outcomes that will advance your career
and bring success to your organization. At the post-heroic levels, you
develop an intrinsic motivation to grow as a person. You want to find
greater personal meaning in your work and in all aspects of your life.
Particularly at the Co-Creator and Synergist levels, you want to lead
in a way that serves others while bringing a deeper sense of purpose
to your own life. For example, Ed4 and Ed5 envision a company that
can achieve a greater good and provide everyone involved with ways
to make meaningful contributions.

At post-heroic levels of self-leadership, you reach new levels of self-
awareness. You become conscious of habitual behaviors, feelings, and
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assumptions that escaped your attention at heroic levels. You discover
that harsh self-judgment makes you feel defensive and discourages true
self-knowledge. Paradoxically, the more self-knowledge is accompa-
nied by an acceptant attitude, the easier it is to find the inner strength
to make the changes you need to make.22 With this outlook, it’s more
natural to be proactive in seeking feedback. For example, we see Ed3
soliciting feedback on his leadership style from his executive team.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Highly agile leaders orchestrate the four competencies we’ve just de-
scribed so they work in concert. It’s best to begin an initiative by ex-
plicitly setting the context, but it’s often wise to communicate with
key stakeholders before you complete this step. This is also a good time
to think about the opportunities your initiative may provide to ex-
periment with new and more effective leadership behavior.

Creative agility is particularly useful when you’re working on the
specific issues you encounter in planning and implementing your ini-
tiative. To maximize your effectiveness, you need to engage key stake-
holders in creative problem solving, and you need to be proactive in
learning from your experience throughout the initiative. Also, keep in
mind that new developments in the larger context may require you to
use your context-setting agility to reconsider your initiative’s scope
and objectives.

The relationships between the four leadership agility competencies
and the eight capacities that support them are depicted in Figure 3.2.

The outer circle on this graphic represents the tasks carried out
using the four leadership agility competencies. The middle circle rep-
resents the four pairs of capacities that support these competencies.23

LEVELS OF AWARENESS AND INTENT
Distilled to its essence, each leadership agility competency involves step-
ping back from your current focus in a way that gives you greater per-
spective, followed by full engagement in what needs to be done next:

• Context-setting agility entails stepping back and determining the
best initiatives to take, given the changes taking place in your
larger environment.
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• Stakeholder agility requires you to step back from your own
views and objectives to consider the needs and perspectives 
of those who have a stake in your initiatives.

• Creative agility involves stepping back from your habitual
assumptions and developing optimal solutions to the often
novel and complex issues you face.

• Self-leadership agility entails stepping back; becoming more
aware of your thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; and expe-
rimenting with new and more effective approaches.
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The innermost circle represents the level of awareness and intent that underlies each 
level of leadership agility.

Figure 3.2. The Leadership Agility Compass: Supporting Capacities.
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At any level of leadership agility, when you step back from taking
action, you step back into the “level of awareness and intent” that cor-
responds to that level.24 For example, when you step back at the
Achiever level, you activate a robust reflective capacity and an inten-
tion to achieve desired outcomes. Repeatedly using this level of aware-
ness and intent in your leadership initiatives helps you develop
Achiever-level capacities, such as the ability to think strategically.25

As you move to the Catalyst level, you activate an additional level
of awareness and intent: You learn to step back and reflect “on the
spot.” This new capability increases your awareness of assumptions,
feelings, and behaviors you’d otherwise overlook. You also develop an
intention to create contexts that enable the sustained achievement of
desired outcomes. Applied to your leadership initiatives, this new level
of awareness and intent helps you develop a new level of agility: As we
saw in Robert’s story in Chapter One, you gain an increased capacity
for visionary thinking, and you create opportunities for key stake-
holders to participate in shaping your strategies.

To return to the Leadership Agility Compass: The innermost circle
represents the level of awareness and intent that underlies your level
of leadership agility. Applied repeatedly in action, this level of aware-
ness and intent develops the eight mental and emotional capacities
identified in the middle circle. These capacities, in turn, bring the four
leadership agility competencies to a new level.

The five chapters in Part Two use real-life stories to give you a more
complete understanding of the five levels of leadership agility. Each
chapter ends with a section that shows how the eight capacities just
mentioned evolve at a particular level of agility. That section also in-
cludes a description of the level of awareness and intent that under-
lies these capacities, a topic we return to in Chapter Ten, when we
show how you can become a more agile leader.
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C H A P T E R  F O U R

Expert Level
Solve Key Problems

Tony was a sales manager in his early thirties who
worked for a company that made personal care products. After gain-
ing experience in various sales management positions, he was pro-
moted to trade marketing manager for Warehouse Clubs.1 Like about
45 percent of today’s managers, Tony operated at the Expert level of
leadership agility.

WHAT LEADERSHIP 
MEANS TO AN EXPERT

How does an Expert-level manager understand leadership? Tony wanted
to distinguish himself as a leader in the minds of his boss, his customers,
and his team. When asked what it meant to be a leader, he said:

The kind of leader I most respect is someone who is sought out to
solve problems and does so with self-assuredness and style. These lead-
ers consistently make the right choices. They aren’t afraid to stand
alone and defend their positions when they know they’re in the right.
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They defend, support, and instruct weaker teammates and maintain a
positive team spirit. If they do make mistakes, they immediately take
responsibility and make things right again. When things get hard, they
redouble their efforts. When things are good, they continue to press
for growth and further success rather than resting on their laurels.

That’s the kind of leader I want people to see me as being. I want to
be respected as a real expert in my position, someone with a lot of
business acumen, who really understands our business, our customers,
and our category. I want to be the first person sought by Marketing
and by the field on any issues pertaining to our business. If I can do
that, I think I’ll be considered, maybe even recruited, for a position
within our brand marketing department or a high-level field sales po-
sition for a top ten customer.

Asked what he thought he needed to do to become a better leader,
Tony responded:

I’ve already demonstrated that I can learn the salient nuances of new
products and classes of trade. What I need to do now is get fully up to
speed on brand directions and divisional initiatives. I think I can speak
in public with a good deal of poise, but I need to have a better com-
mand of the facts when I’m dealing with peers and colleagues.

When asked if he’d like to improve in any other areas, Tony ac-
knowledged that he was sometimes stubborn and opinionated, and
that he needed to work at keeping an open mind. Then he added, “But
a healthy skepticism toward others’ opinions generally serves me well,
because it forces me to think critically.”

In a moment, we’ll complete the picture of the Expert-level leader
with stories about three other managers: Beth, a team supervisor in a
bank’s Corporate Actions department, who learns how to have more
effective pivotal conversations at the Expert level. Carlos, an account-
ing manager in a young architectural firm, who confronts his limita-
tions as an Expert team leader. Kevin, the CEO of a regional hospital
council, who struggles to improve his organization. Taken together,
these stories illustrate both the strengths and the limitations of Expert-
level competencies. We’ll briefly summarize these competencies now,
so you can keep them in mind as you read.

If you’re an Expert-level manager, you have a strong problem-solv-
ing orientation, and your thinking is more independent and analytical
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than it was at pre-Expert levels. In taking leadership initiatives, your
orientation is likely to be more tactical than strategic. You tend to
focus on the organizational unit under your formal authority, and you
rarely take the initiative to improve relationships with other units.

At the Expert level, you don’t yet have a full appreciation of the ex-
tent to which the motivations and expectations of key stakeholders
can influence the effectiveness of your initiatives. If the goals and as-
sumptions that drive your initiative conflict with those of your stake-
holders, you tend to assume that your perspective is the correct one.
As we’ll discuss in a moment, the way you handle this conflict depends
upon whether your power style in a given relationship is predomi-
nantly assertive or accommodative.

When carrying out an initiative, your strong problem-solving ca-
pacities kick into gear. However, rather than stepping back to see how
various problems might be related, you tend to tackle one problem at
a time, each as an isolated task. As you move from problem to prob-
lem, innovative thinking takes a backseat. Although you don’t realize
it, limiting personal biases are likely to influence your approach. Be-
cause you tend to assume that your judgments are correct, you’re not
likely to test your views against objective data or differing viewpoints.

As you grow into the Expert level, you develop an introspective
awareness that allows you to recognize recurring inner moods and
fashion a more independent image of yourself. Just being part of a
group, a central motivation at the previous level, is no longer enough.
You now derive your self-esteem from developing your own beliefs, ad-
vancing your knowledge and skills, and being respected as someone
who can improve and accomplish things. When you feel you’re not
making adequate strides to improve yourself, you can be quite self-
critical. Together, your tendency to judge yourself harshly and your
need to be right make you hesitant to seek feedback from others.

PIVOTAL CONVERSATIONS 
AT THE EXPERT LEVEL

Pivotal conversations are discussions whose outcomes either con-
tribute to or detract from achieving important organizational objec-
tives. Almost inevitably, people come to these conversations with
differing views and priorities. The best outcomes occur when there’s
a good give-and-take, with each participant articulating their own per-
spective but also taking the others’ views into account. However,
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Expert-level managers often find this kind of conversation difficult to
initiate and sustain.

As an Expert, when you find yourself disagreeing with others, you
have a strong tendency to believe that your view must be correct. How
you handle this assumption depends on your power style. If you have
an assertive power style, you try to influence others without being in-
fluenced by them. If you have an accommodative power style, you may
politely express your views, or you may withhold them and outwardly
defer to others. With either style, you find it difficult to step back and
see the strengths and limitations of others’ perspectives as well as your
own. Consequently, you often adopt an either/or mind-set, assuming
that every argument must have its winner and its loser.

Research shows that most managers use the assertive style much
more frequently than the accommodative style.2 For example, con-
sider Tony’s description of the way he typically conducts himself in
his manager’s staff meetings:

I formulate opinions on issues and topics very quickly. I usually wait
for a few people to speak and then assert my opinion fairly aggressively.
I try not to be offensive, but I try to be pointed enough to trigger a re-
sponse from the group—either for or against. Unless I feel really
strongly about a particular issue, I try to be tactful enough that I have
an “out” or a face-saving means of retraction or repositioning. That
enables me to quickly move back into the group dynamic without
alienating people. But it needs to be strong enough to get a reaction.
This is something I do frequently. It can be a liability on occasion. But
at least it gets things moving!

Tony’s approach, typical of many Expert-level managers, was pre-
dominantly assertive. He recognized the need for some kind of give-
and-take in discussing important issues, but he didn’t entertain the
possibility that he might change his mind. Like most Expert managers
with an assertive style, he frequently overlooked, minimized, or ra-
tionalized anything that implied he might be wrong, make mistakes,
or have a weakness.3

Almost everyone uses some version of their less favored style at
least some of the time, and Tony was no exception. While he was as-
sertive with subordinates, he was much more accommodative with his
boss. As the preceding quote indicates, when he worked with peers, he
tried to temper his assertions with just enough accommodation that
he didn’t alienate anyone.
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However, because Tony didn’t ask for or receive feedback from his
coworkers, he didn’t know how his style affected them. To grow as a
leader, he needed to develop a more balanced power style that com-
bined assertiveness with an ability to seek out others’ views and take
them more fully into consideration.

Beth had the opposite challenge. A supervisor in one of the oldest
private banks in the country, she enrolled in a semester-long leader-
ship course taught as part of an evening MBA program. The course
used an action learning format, which included readings, class exer-
cises and discussion, weekly application of class learnings, journaling,
coaching, learning teams, and an organizational improvement project.
Throughout the course, students were encouraged to use what they
learned to improve their effectiveness as leaders in their everyday work
environment.4

Beth supervised the notification team in the bank’s Corporate Ac-
tions department. Her manager, Kathleen, had recently given her a
mixed performance review. Beth had the analytical skills needed to
monitor the specialists on her team, and she was good at keeping peo-
ple informed about volume spikes and corporate actions like stock
splits and tender offers. But she was so absorbed in her monitoring
work that she was rarely available to answer specialists’ questions, pro-
vide coaching, or think about ways to improve the notification process.

From an assessment she did early in the course, Beth knew that she
functioned at the Expert level with an overly accommodative power
style. For example, she avoided telling specialists about their mistakes
and often corrected their work herself without telling them. Reflect-
ing in her journal, she realized that she did this not only because she
knew they were short-staffed and overworked, but also because she
was afraid that pointing out their errors would strain her relationships
with the specialists.

When she and her learning team discussed her highly accom-
modative supervisory style, she saw that it increased her own work-
load, stress level, and error rate. This style also gave her no time to
think about ways to improve the notification process. In addition, it
was self-reinforcing, because the specialists continued to repeat mis-
takes that she then had to fix.

With further introspection, Beth realized that she avoided assert-
ing herself because she was afraid others wouldn’t listen. Despite her
fears, she decided that she had to become more assertive. With the
support of her learning team, she stopped correcting the specialists’
mistakes and started to give them feedback and coaching. Whenever
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these interactions didn’t go well, she used her journal and her learn-
ing team to rehearse ways to improve them. Within a month or two,
she completely shifted her role to that of a coach. As a result, the spe-
cialists became more productive.

Beth now had the time to approach Kathleen about solving an im-
portant problem in the notification process. At that time, the unit had
no reliable way to prevent the most costly errors the team could make,
many of which cost the bank more than a million dollars with each
occurrence. Beth proposed that she develop the new tracking and “tie
out” methods needed to solve this problem. Once these were ap-
proved, she would create and execute an implementation plan.

Kathleen, who’d been too busy fighting her own fires to address this
issue herself, was more than pleased to approve the project. Beth then
used a class assignment to do a simple analysis of her project’s two key
stakeholders: Kathleen and the relatively large group of specialists on
the notification team. When she asked herself what kind of support
she needed for the project to succeed, Beth realized that she needed
to get input both from her manager and from the team.5

After she got these inputs and designed the new methods, Beth de-
veloped an action plan that highlighted the costs and benefits of im-
plementation. Although her learning team felt Kathleen was very likely
to approve her proposal, Beth prepared for the meeting as if it were a
high-stakes conversation. Over the preceding month, she had prac-
ticed a pair of pivotal conversation skills taught in the leadership
course: advocacy and inquiry.6 Because she’d found these skills use-
ful, she decided to organize her presentation around them.

Advocacy and Inquiry
Advocacy is expressing what you think is true or what you think should
be done. You advocate when you describe how you see a situation, what
you think the causes of a problem are, what the goals should be, what
the options are, what the solution should be, or what would happen if
a particular course of action is followed. Advocacy can also include giv-
ing feedback or advice to others. Advocacy statements can be about ex-
ternal situations, other people, or even yourself.

Inquiry, as we use the term, has a somewhat more specialized mean-
ing than its usual one. Here, to inquire means explicitly to invite others
to express their views on a particular issue. To be genuine, inquiry is
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more than a request for another person’s views. It also involves really
listening to what others say and trying to take what they say into ac-
count. Inquiry usually takes the form of a question, but inquiries don’t
always take the form of a question: “Kathleen, I’d like to know what
you think about my proposal” would be an inquiry. Similarly, not every
question is a true inquiry. Leading questions and comments disguised
as questions are not inquiries. For example, “You’d agree with what I’m
proposing, wouldn’t you, Kathleen?” is a poorly disguised advocacy
statement, not a true inquiry.

In the meeting with Kathleen, Beth used these skills to advocate the
cost-benefit for the improvements she proposed and to inquire about
Kathleen’s approval. She used them again to advocate the implemen-
tation plan she’d developed and to inquire about her manager’s reac-
tion. While this is a fairly standard protocol for getting approvals, it
was good practice for Beth, who later found this approach useful in a
wide variety of conversations. Kathleen was impressed with Beth’s
work and approved her entire proposal, clearing her to present it to
the notification team.

When the day came for Beth to present to the team, she felt quite
anxious, but she took a deep breath and plunged ahead. She presented
her proposed implementation plan, answered questions, and incor-
porated some minor suggestions for improvement. She then asked for
the team’s support and received their unanimous approval. She ended
the meeting by offering to speak with anyone who had further ques-
tions or suggestions.

About a month later, Beth received her annual performance review.
Kathleen was extremely pleased with Beth’s progress, saying that she’d
“greatly matured” in her new role. She noted that Beth had overcome
her pattern of avoiding confrontation and was now giving specialists
direct feedback. She also observed that Beth had developed new com-
petencies through the “admirable job” she’d done to improve the no-
tification process. Beth was now viewed as a leader, not only by the
notification team but also by management. Kathleen told her she was
well on her way to receiving a promotion.

Beth emerged from this experience with a new sense of self-
confidence. She still needed to learn to use advocacy and inquiry in
more challenging, unstructured conversations. But she was well on
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her way to developing a style of interaction that was more balanced
between assertion and accommodation. In our experience, this is one
of the most important steps you can take to increase your effective-
ness in pivotal conversations at the Expert level. In the next chapter,
we show how developing to the Achiever level further enhances your
agility, especially in more challenging conversations.

TEAM LEADERSHIP 
AT THE EXPERT LEVEL

Carlos had lived and worked in the Southwest most of his life. Now in
his mid-thirties, he managed the Accounting Department of a small,
five-year-old architectural firm in Santa Fe, founded by renegades
from a large firm headquartered in San Francisco. Carlos had joined
the firm at its founding and now managed a department of sixteen
people.

Carlos was a participant in a customized leadership development
program conducted for the firm’s managers.7 Early in the program,
Carlos entered into a coaching relationship that began with a 360-
degree feedback process. The feedback showed that he was seen as a
bright, sincere, committed employee with high ethical standards and
mastery of accounting procedures. He was already considered a valu-
able asset, and his superiors viewed him as someone with great po-
tential to grow with the firm.

The feedback also indicated that Carlos had room for improve-
ment. Top managers said he had trouble “seeing the big picture,” be-
cause he was too much into the details of his own job. They wanted
him to “be more of a manager” and take greater initiative to make de-
partmental improvements.8 People within his department said he
seemed too busy with his own job to provide the leadership they
needed. Several wanted him to hold regular department meetings
“where everyone can discuss problems that need to be addressed.”

Carlos told his coach he agreed with all the feedback, both the pos-
itive and the negative. He and his coach then identified his current
level of leadership agility.9 Together, they determined that Carlos had
developed into the Expert stage during his freshman year of college
and fully established himself as an Expert-level manager during his
twenties. Now in his mid-thirties, he’d developed a few Achiever-level
capacities. However, in his professional life, he operated almost ex-
clusively at the Expert level.
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Carlos’s department included the three managers who reported to
him directly and twelve additional employees at the next level. At the
Expert level, when you head a department, you’re aware of its larger
organizational environment. However, like Beth, you tend to limit
your focus to your department’s internal operations. In addition, your
tendency is to focus much more on the work of each individual than
on the working relationships among group members.

Carlos’s approach to managing his department fit the typical Ex-
pert team leader profile with remarkable precision: He had fallen into
a hub-and-spokes approach to working with his managers. He was the
hub, meaning that most of their work was not coordinated among
themselves but in his head and at his direction. The spokes represented
his habit of interacting with his direct reports one-on-one. This con-
figuration is sometimes called a “staff group,” because subordinates
are treated largely as extensions of their manager, and they function
more as a group than as a team.10 As is typical of this approach, the
few sporadic meetings Carlos held with his managers focused almost
exclusively on sharing company-level information and getting indi-
vidual updates.11

The HR Department had instituted a process where the firm’s man-
agers set goals with their direct reports and formally reviewed perfor-
mance once a year. Carlos was up-to-date in clarifying his managers’
individual performance goals. However, he had set no goals for the de-
partment as a whole. He felt that the individual goals he and the CFO
had set for himself were sufficient for that purpose. Even so, he hadn’t
communicated these goals in any of the one-hour information-sharing
meetings he held for the department as a whole.

Carlos found it hard to shift into a more strategic orientation be-
cause he was caught up in the details of his work. Two Expert-level
characteristics made him particularly vulnerable to this malady. First,
he focused much more on accounting tasks than on managing his or-
ganizational unit. Second, it was difficult for him to step back from
his tasks and prioritize them. Consequently, whole workdays were fre-
quently consumed fighting fires. As Carlos observed, “Working nose-
to-the-grindstone can feel really productive while I’m doing it, but
sometimes when I’m driving home, I get this sinking feeling: Did I re-
ally accomplish anything important?”

The supervisory styles of Expert team leaders range from hands-on
to hands-off. Those who are assertive are often so hands-on that they
micromanage their subordinates. Experts who are accommodative tend
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to use a more hands-off style, unless a crisis arises. At that point, they
usually flip and become very hands-on, sometimes stepping in and
taking over tasks originally assigned to subordinates.

According to his assessment, Carlos’s power style was predomi-
nantly accommodative. On the positive side, he was calm and com-
posed, a great listener who took others’ feelings into account. However,
people at all levels said he had an overly laid-back management style
and needed to become a more direct, proactive, decisive leader. His
subordinates didn’t want him to micromanage them, but they did
want him to provide clearer direction and to confront a few long-
standing performance issues.

When Carlos combined his 360-degree feedback with what he’d
learned about his leadership agility, his development path became
clear: He needed to learn how to lead as an Achiever. In the next chap-
ter, we show how Carlos’s approach to leadership changed when he
developed to that level.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
AT THE EXPERT LEVEL

Kevin, a bright and highly opinionated manager in his mid-fifties, had
been president and CEO of a Midwestern state’s regional hospital
council for more than three years. He’d previously served as a hospi-
tal administrator and then as a VP for the hospital council. In his pre-
sent position, he was quite disappointed with the performance of his
seven-member management team. They, in turn, did not like his man-
agement style.

Bart, Kevin’s most senior direct report, was a genial silver-haired
man who headed the council’s lobbying efforts at the state and local
levels. Because of his experience, knowledge, and connections, he was
the one VP whom Kevin considered indispensable. Although Bart
loved his work in government relations, he was deeply concerned
about how well the council was serving the hospitals and medical
practices it represented. The council’s members had differing views
and priorities, and those at the extreme ends of the spectrum always
seemed to speak the loudest. To cope with these conflicting stake-
holder pressures, Kevin had retained the council’s rather innocuous
mission statement, and the objectives he set were not sharply defined.
To further protect himself, during his three years at the helm he had
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packed the council’s Board of Trustees with people unlikely to chal-
lenge him.

Kevin did not involve his management group in setting direction
or in making key decisions. Consequently, they weren’t aligned with
his priorities, and they didn’t always do things as he would. Partly for
this reason, Kevin was critical of the performance of most of his di-
rect reports. In fact, with the exception of Bart, he often felt he could-
n’t trust his VPs to do the right thing. It didn’t occur to Kevin that
their behavior might stem, at least in part, from unclear objectives or
his failure to engage with them as key internal stakeholders. As far as
he was concerned, the organization’s problems lay entirely with them.
This perception reinforced his habit of micromanaging their work.

Kevin mainly worked with his subordinates one-on-one or in small
task groups, but he also held a weekly staff meeting. About six months
into his tenure, the group complained that he set all the agendas uni-
laterally, so he instituted a procedure that allowed group members to
add agenda items prior to each meeting. Nevertheless, people rarely
contributed anything.

Kevin used his staff meetings almost exclusively for information
sharing. In addition, these meetings included a go-round where each
person shared important information and reported progress. During
this part of the meeting, Kevin often grilled people, expressed his dis-
pleasure, or engaged a direct report in intense debate. Group problem-
solving discussions were rare, and people sometimes left meetings
wondering whether or not decisions had been made.

At one point, one of his VPs said she felt too much meeting time
was spent on matters that weren’t very relevant to the group as a
whole. A few others agreed. What she really meant was that Kevin
talked much more than anyone else, sometimes going off on irrele-
vant tangents. Not understanding her real meaning, Kevin cut the
length of his staff meetings from an hour and a half to an hour, which
made meaningful group discussion even less likely.

Because the VPs’ roles were highly interdependent, their tasks re-
quired extensive coordination among themselves. Yet Kevin created
very few forums where VPs could work together to solve problems and
coordinate their work. For example, the council had to make a num-
ber of written public statements that required input from multiple
VPs. They all worked in the same office, but when they had different
opinions about these statements, they rarely got together face-to-face
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to resolve their differences. Instead, they e-mailed their edits and re-
edits back and forth to one another. On top of this, Kevin insisted that
he review all public statements before they went out. In fact, he spent
a good deal of his time on this task alone.

Consequently, even as change accelerated in the council’s organiza-
tional environment, the organization was slow to respond to current
events. Because Kevin overlooked his contribution to this problem, he
felt this lack of organizational agility was entirely the fault of his man-
agement group. For their part, management group members often
complained to Bart about what they saw as Kevin’s dysfunctional
management style.

The VPs came to Bart because they were afraid to raise these issues
with Kevin directly. Kevin usually had a reserved, low-key demeanor,
but under stress he could yell at VPs and other employees, insult them,
and make them feel like idiots. Not everyone was directly affected, but
it happened often enough that it significantly dampened office morale.
Kevin had already fired several VPs who clashed with him. Some of
the remaining VPs feared for their jobs. Others were considering leav-
ing. At the VP level, only Bart was entirely spared from Kevin’s abu-
sive behavior.12

While Kevin’s micromanagement and his emotional outbursts cre-
ated a good deal of conflict in the office, he often went out of his way
to avoid conflict. For instance, whenever possible he tried to get Bart
to address the performance issues of other VPs. Bart saw how every-
one contributed to the organization’s dysfunctions in their own way,
but he was caught in the middle. One option was to leave, but he loved
his government relations work. He could think of no job better suited
to his experience and abilities.

So Bart sat down with Kevin and had some long heart-to-heart
conversations. To depersonalize the issues, Bart emphasized that the
organization needed to evolve so it could respond more effectively to
its changing environment. At various points in these conversations,
Kevin agreed that he needed to become more strategic, shift to a pre-
dominantly outside focus, set clearer objectives, become less risk-
averse, and give his VPs more room to manage their own areas. But
three months went by and Bart saw virtually no change in Kevin’s be-
havior. The council continued to lurch from crisis to crisis.

Bart initiated another round of conversations. He asked Kevin to
retain a leadership coach who could help him grow as a leader and
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build an executive team that could manage needed organizational
changes. Kevin finally agreed to interview three candidates that Bart
had screened. Their proposals had one key feature in common: After
interviewing Kevin and his management group, each proposed to pro-
duce a report that would diagnose the present situation and make tai-
lored recommendations. Then they’d lead a facilitated discussion of
the report with him and the rest of the group.

Each consultant offered to meet with Kevin privately to help him
process the feedback and prepare for the group meeting. However,
when he learned that none of the consultants thought it appropriate
for him to edit the report so that it didn’t paint an “overly negative
picture,” he decided that he didn’t need outside help after all.

EXPERT-LEVEL LEADERSHIP 
AGILITY COMPETENCIES 

As we’ve seen with Carlos and Kevin, a great many managers who
function at the Expert level need to develop into the Achiever level.
Even supervisors, like Beth, are more effective when they operate as
Achievers.13 To help managers develop from the Expert to the Achiever
level (or to do so yourself), it’s essential to have a clear picture of the
competencies and capacities associated with both levels of leadership
agility. As an introduction, we begin by describing the core capacity
of this and every level of agility: your level of awareness and intent.

Expert Awareness and Intent

As you grow into the Expert level, you develop a level of awareness
characterized by a modest reflective capacity, a strong problem-solving
orientation, and an ability to think more independently and analyti-
cally. Using this ability to make analytical distinctions, you modify the
simple right-and-wrong imperatives you unconsciously incorporated
from your environment earlier in life.14 As a result, you develop a level
of intent that’s governed by high standards but also allows you to
apply these standards in ways that take situational differences into ac-
count. At the same time, you find it difficult to step back from your
standards and beliefs enough to compare, contrast, and integrate them
with one another. For this reason, you haven’t yet developed the co-
herent system of values and beliefs that emerges at the Achiever level.
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Expert Context-Setting Agility

Your agility in setting the context for your leadership
initiatives is supported by two capacities: situational
awareness and sense of purpose.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS. When you take a leadership initiative, your
situational awareness refers to the quality of attention you give to the
organizational context that surrounds the issue you’re addressing. At
the Expert level, your situational awareness isn’t very well-developed.
It’s something like a still camera lens that gives you a clear picture of
your subject with just enough background to give you some sense of
the surrounding situation. That is, whenever you focus on an issue,
you know that it exists in a larger context, but you tend to tackle it as
an isolated issue.

For example, Carlos was aware that his department operated within
a larger organization that had important relationships with customers
and suppliers. However, because he didn’t yet have an Achiever’s sit-
uational awareness, his initiatives focused entirely within the bound-
aries of his own department.15

SENSE OF PURPOSE. When Experts take leadership initiatives, their
sense of purpose is typically more tactical than strategic. In this sense,
Beth, Carlos, and Kevin are not true managers: They focus much more
on ensuring the accomplishment of functional or technical tasks than
on managing their team or organization.

In addition, in the midst of daily work pressures Experts find it dif-
ficult to hold multiple tasks in mind and prioritize them based on a
comparison of the various reasons for doing each task. As with Car-
los and Kevin, the Expert finds it difficult to step back from immedi-
ate, urgent tasks and prioritize work so that important but less urgent
tasks also get the attention they need.

For similar reasons, at this level you rarely step back and set explicit
success criteria. If, like Beth and Carlos, you work in an organization
where managers at higher levels set company objectives and strategies,
you usually take this larger strategic framework for granted. If you’re
a CEO, like Kevin, you operate without true strategic vision, focusing
instead on short-term goals. Although it’s no problem to think more
than one or two years into the future, you rarely find goals beyond this
time frame very compelling.
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Regardless of your position, your tactical orientation places you in
a reactive relationship to the deeper trends and more complex changes
taking place in the larger environment. Even when you think about
your future as a professional, you lack the career orientation that
comes at the Achiever level, so you tend to focus instead on your cur-
rent position and what might come next.

Expert Stakeholder Agility

The level of agility with which you engage with stake-
holders is made possible by two capacities: your
stakeholder understanding and your power style.

STAKEHOLDER UNDERSTANDING. At the Expert level, as you observe
people over time, you can infer personality traits, abilities, and recur-
ring emotional states that account for the regularities in their behav-
ior. You also develop an initial level of tolerance for people whose
backgrounds and viewpoints differ from your own.

Still, your capacity for understanding other perspectives is limited
by some very real biases. As noted previously, you usually assume that
your judgments are correct and not just a matter of opinion. Further,
when you feel that others aren’t living up to your standards, you have
a strong tendency to criticize and blame. Kevin provides a particularly
vivid example of this tendency.

POWER STYLE. Your power style is shaped partly by your assumptions
about power and authority. At the Expert level, you focus on power
based on expertise or organizational authority.16 Because you tend to
equate leadership and authority, you’re likely to assume that you can
lead only when you have formal authority over others. You also be-
lieve in the kind of authority that comes from expertise. As in Tony’s
case, your ideal leadership scenario may be one where people follow
your lead—not just because of your position but also because your
expert opinion is considered authoritative.17

When Expert managers describe what it means to be a good leader,
they routinely articulate one of two sets of standards and beliefs. Some
Experts focus on the successful completion of important tasks. They
say a good leader “runs an efficient organization,” “is a great asset to
the business,”“gets the most from the staff,” and so on. Other Experts
focus on the quality of working relationships. They say that a good
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leader “treats people fairly,”“takes an interest in individual staff mem-
bers,”“can make people’s jobs more interesting,” and so on.18

This focus on either task completion or working relationships is di-
rectly related to the two power styles described earlier in this chapter.
When you’re focused on task completion, you act from the assertive
side, trying to get others to follow your agenda. A focus on working
relationships, wanting others to feel that their needs are taken into ac-
count, is consistent with an accommodative style.

Consistent with their tendency to focus on only one set of criteria
at a time, Expert managers usually act as if they only must choose be-
tween being assertive or accommodative.19 Given this choice, most,
like Tony and Kevin, are distinctly assertive, while a significant mi-
nority, like Beth and Carlos, use an accommodative style. However,
many Experts change their power style for different relationships. For
example, given their assumptions about power and authority, it’s very
common for Experts to be accommodative toward their manager and
assertive toward their direct reports.

As an Expert, how do you typically respond when the stakeholders
in your initiative have views and interests that differ from your own?
First, because your stakeholder understanding hasn’t yet reached the
Achiever level, you rarely see the importance of motivating others and
managing their expectations. Instead, you rely on your assumptions
about power, which tell you that others “should” follow you, because
you have expertise or an authoritative position.20 Second, at this level
being right is so important that, when you say you respect others’ right
to disagree, what you usually mean (implicitly) is that you respect their
right to be wrong.

Therefore, as an Expert, you’re likely to treat your stakeholders in
one of several ways. If your power style is assertive, you may opt for
some form of unilateral communication: announce and explain your
initiative, but don’t ask for input or buy-in. If you get serious objec-
tions, and you can’t resolve conflicting agendas by asserting your au-
thority or expertise, you persuade and argue. This stance is vividly
conveyed in Tony’s description of the leaders he most admires: Peo-
ple who are “not afraid to stand alone on issues and to defend their
positions when they know they’re in the right.”21 Kevin’s approach to
organizational leadership represents a more extreme version of this
stance.

If your predominant power style is accommodative, you’re still
likely to assume that you’re right, but rather than openly disagree, you
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use a more indirect approach. This was the style that Beth and Carlos
both adopted. While this style allowed them to earn points as good
listeners, those who worked for them complained that they didn’t
meet performance issues head-on.22

Expert Creative Agility

Your level of creative agility is a reflection of two per-
sonal capacities: connective awareness and reflective
judgment.

CONNECTIVE AWARENESS. Experts have a relatively low level of con-
nective awareness, the ability to hold various ideas and experiences in
mind, compare and contrast them, and make meaningful connections
between them. For example, Expert managers are less likely than those
at the Achiever level to make meaningful connections between ideas
and experiences that have occurred at different times. When trying to
solve ill-structured problems, they’re also less likely to see cause-effect
relationships that recur across different time periods.

Experts find it difficult to hold dissimilar ideas in mind and dis-
cern relationships between them. This is particularly true with ideas
considered to be incompatible opposites. At the Conformer (pre-
Expert) level, you see opposites as stark black-and-white absolutes: al-
ways true versus never true, always good versus always bad, and so on.
At the Expert level, you continue to see polarities as mutually exclu-
sive opposites, but you see that each polarity has its own gradations.
For example, you recognize that there are degrees of goodness and de-
grees of badness. However, while this perspective represents an advance
over the Conformer level, it still limits you to an either/or mind-set.

REFLECTIVE JUDGMENT. Reflective judgment refers to the thought
process you use to determine what is true and what is the best action
to take to solve the ill-structured problems you encounter in all lead-
ership initiatives. It also includes how you justify these conclusions to
yourself and to others.

Some of the best information about Expert-level reflective judg-
ment comes from research on university students. A classic study at
Harvard University found that when students began their freshman
year, most had at least begun to develop Expert-level reflective judg-
ment. The small percentage who entered as Conformers reacted to
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the problems they encountered as if they were, or should be, well-
structured. In courses ranging from literature to economics, they saw
their professors as truth-giving authorities.23

However, as their college careers progressed, they were repeatedly
exposed, both academically and socially, to a range of different ideas
and perspectives. As they grew into the Expert level, they developed a
capacity for analysis that allowed them to think more independently
and examine issues in greater detail. Because most of the problems
they faced didn’t have one right, preestablished answer, they gradually
began to rely on their own judgment. However, once they developed
their own opinion about something, they had trouble genuinely be-
lieving that other opinions might be equally valid.24

Expert managers, faced with an ongoing stream of ill-structured
problems, treat some as if the right solution has already been deter-
mined, either by upper management, by their technical or functional
training, or by “how we’ve always done things around here.” However,
they respond to most problems they face with a problem-solving ap-
proach: They analyze the specific situation in which they find them-
selves and use their own judgment to make a decision.25

For example, a study of factory supervisors at the Conformer and
Expert levels showed that, faced with a personnel problem, Conformer
supervisors talked only about what should and shouldn’t be allowed,
according to the work rules. The Expert supervisors felt that work
rules were essential, but they didn’t treat them as absolutes. Instead,
they examined situational factors and considered multiple options be-
fore deciding how to proceed.26

That said, the Expert manager’s capacity for reflective judgment is
still rather limited. At the Achiever level, managers make a clear dis-
tinction between evidence (facts that can be objectively verified) and
beliefs (which are inferred from the available evidence). Achievers rec-
ognize that, because inferences can be biased or mistaken, a belief
needs to be substantiated by providing an evidence-based rationale.
However, when Experts form opinions, they’re often unaware of hav-
ing made an inference. While they may say that their beliefs are “just
my opinion,” they tend to experience their opinions as if they were ob-
jective perceptions of reality.

As a result, if someone disagrees with the Expert’s opinion and pro-
vides a coherent reason for a differing position, the Expert usually
shows little interest in considering the alternative rationale. Instead,
Experts are likely either to assume that the other person is wrong or
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to alter their own position without realizing what they’re doing. This
is the agility level where you’re most likely to have biased opinions, to
be unaware of your biases, and to see those who disagree with you as
suffering from your own malady.27

Experts tend to overlook their own biases partly because they’re
often unaware of the tacit mental frameworks they use to diagnose
problems and develop solutions. For example, most Expert managers
have been trained in a particular professional function or technical
discipline. When you’re functioning at this level, the mental frame-
work provided by past training becomes a taken-for-granted lens that
strongly influences how you view organizational and business issues.
This bias becomes most evident when you’re placed in a situation
where you need to work across functional boundaries to make orga-
nizational improvements. For example, if you’re in sales, you see or-
ganizational issues exclusively from a sales mind-set; if you’re in
human resources, you see issues through an HR lens; and so on.

Expert Self-Leadership Agility

Your self-leadership agility is supported by two per-
sonal capacities: your self-awareness and your devel-
opmental motivation.

SELF-AWARENESS. At the Conformer level, self-awareness is quite lim-
ited. You have little capacity for introspection, and your image of your-
self is still simple and stereotypical. However, as you grow into the Expert
level, the analytical awareness you develop gives you a capacity for in-
trospection that previously wasn’t possible. The feelings you articulate,
though still expressed in rather simple terms, have more shades of gray.

With this new introspective awareness, you recognize recurring
inner moods and develop a more independent image of yourself, a
budding sense of identity that includes what you stand for and believe.
Your self-image as a leader encompasses your perception of your cur-
rent role, your professional skills, and your personality traits. For ex-
ample, Tony believed that he had some but not all of the knowledge
and skills needed to be the leader he wanted to become. He thought
he embodied many of the personality traits he admired in others, par-
ticularly a willingness to take a stand on issues and defend his posi-
tion. At the same time, he acknowledged that he could sometimes be
stubborn and opinionated.
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DEVELOPMENTAL MOTIVATION. Your developmental motivation is
shaped by the interaction of three key factors: your leadership ideal
(the image you hold of the kind of leader you want to be), your pri-
mary source of professional self-esteem and satisfaction, and the emo-
tional tone you use when you evaluate yourself. At the Expert level,
your leadership ideal includes the knowledge, skills, and personality
traits to which you aspire as a leader. For example, Tony wanted to be
“an expert with a lot of business acumen, who really understands our
business, our customers, and our category.” He also wanted to be a
leader who maintains a positive team spirit, who’s unafraid to stand
alone on issues, who takes responsibility for mistakes, and so on.

Your developmental motivation is also shaped by your primary
source of professional satisfaction and self-esteem. This motivation is
partly intrinsic: At the Expert level, you feel satisfied when you can
solve short-term problems that require independent critical thinking
and advice. But your self-esteem also comes from feeling that you
stand out from others, that others admire you for your expertise and
the astuteness of your point of view. In this sense, you’re still strongly
motivated by what others think of you.28

The third factor that shapes your developmental motivation is the
emotional tone you use when you assess your progress toward your
leadership ideal. At the Expert level, you take your goals and standards
very seriously. When you feel you’re not living up to them, you have
a strong tendency to blame yourself, often rather harshly, a tendency
that can undermine your self-esteem. It can also lead you to amplify
any negative feedback you receive from others.

To convey how Expert level self-leadership works in a real situation,
we’ll introduce you to Guy, a manager in his mid-thirties. In the late
1990s Guy was a director of customer service for a company in the
semiconductor industry. Based in Austin, Texas, he reported to the VP
of Quality and Customer Service for one of the firm’s business units
and managed an on-site call center with about eighty employees.

Guy was an Expert manager par excellence. A seasoned profes-
sional, he knew his part of the organization backwards and forwards.
In many ways he’d fulfilled the dream we heard Tony articulate ear-
lier. He was a go-to person who’d gained great respect for efficient,
high-quality work. His boss would tell him she needed a new type of
analysis done on his center’s performance, by the next day. He’d stay
up late at night to complete it. The next evening, she’d call him at
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home and say she needed the data sliced another way, by tomorrow.
Guy always delivered.

Like Tony, Guy’s self-ideal was to be seen as competent, knowl-
edgeable, and efficient, capable of handling any demand. What he
didn’t see was that this constant striving was largely motivated by
fear—fear of how he’d feel about himself if others thought he wasn’t
capable or efficient. Because he constantly guarded against this dan-
ger, when his boss made unreasonable demands, he always complied.
In situations where he felt he wasn’t living up to his self-ideal, he
judged himself harshly. Whenever he felt let down, he noticed a re-
lentless stream of mental chatter going through his head, much of it
self-critical.

There’s nothing inherently wrong with wanting to be capable and
efficient. What caused problems for Guy was the motivation behind
this aspiration—the fear and self-judgment that are often such a big
part of the Expert’s striving for self-improvement. Guy’s nose-to-the-
grindstone work style prevented him from being strategic in his man-
agement of the call center, his work became progressively more
stressful and less satisfying, and he wasn’t sleeping well. Worst of all,
he convinced himself that he was stuck where he was, incapable of
doing anything new. In the next chapter, we show how Guy changed
by growing into the Achiever level of leadership agility.
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C H A P T E R  F I V E

Achiever Level
Accomplish Desired Outcomes

A fter Rachel completed her MBA, she worked at a
consulting firm for several years, then held a series of marketing po-
sitions in financial services firms. During that time, she developed a
talent for identifying high-value customer segments and finding ways
to use company capabilities to attract and retain them. In the late
1990s a brokerage firm’s senior VP of strategy and marketing realized
they needed a better understanding of their customers. He hired
Rachel to head a team to analyze the company’s customer base and
recommend ways to improve its business model.

Rachel began by focusing on the Fixed Income group. Considered
the firm’s weakest contributor, it had low profit margins, and it con-
stituted only a small percentage of the company’s business. The group
initially resisted the project because people feared that Rachel would
highlight their perceived inadequacies. But she explained that she’d
already done an initial analysis that suggested Fixed Income’s poten-
tial value was currently underrated. She stressed that her aim was to
gain a better understanding of their customers’ full potential value
to the company.
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In fact, when Fixed Income’s customers were compared with those
of the firm’s other investment groups, Rachel’s hypothesis was con-
firmed. Almost everyone who invested with the Fixed Income group
did all their stock and mutual fund investing with the firm, whereas
those who invested only with the company’s stock and mutual fund
groups also invested large percentages of their portfolios outside the
firm. Further, when customers withdrew their fixed income invest-
ments, they pulled all their other investments with the firm. Yet the
current business model subjected this customer segment to long wait
times, and the employees to whom they spoke lacked the level of ex-
pertise found in other investment areas. When fixed income customers
left the firm, poor service was the primary reason, and they rarely
came back.

Rachel involved Fixed Income employees in developing a strategy
for growing and retaining this important customer segment. Fixed In-
come customers would now enjoy a new level of service that included
ready access to people with high levels of expertise. Rachel also guided
the team in leveraging existing company capabilities to create more
innovative services. For example, the team discovered that the firm al-
ready had a good deal of information, which, properly packaged, could
help retain this vitally important customer segment.

WHAT LEADERSHIP 
MEANS TO AN ACHIEVER

Reflecting on this and other projects she spearheaded at the broker-
age firm, Rachel described what leadership means to her:

For me, leadership doesn’t necessarily mean being in a formal leader-
ship role. It can be leading the thought effort for something that truly
makes a difference for an organization or for a company as a whole. I
think leadership has a lot to do with personal qualities that allow me
to inspire, excite, and challenge myself and others to improve results
in interesting and challenging ways.

What gets me going is the newness, the interesting, the pushing.
That’s what’s fun for me. And when others see I’m having fun, it can
inspire them to take on things that interest them and that challenge
them to do things they didn’t think they could do. With the Fixed In-
come project I was very gratified to see people get excited about a new,
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more powerful vision for their business—going from just selling a
product to growing a market for the firm as a whole.

This statement is quite different from what we heard Tony, the Ex-
pert manager, say. Leadership is no longer equated with a position. We
hear no references to defending your viewpoint, instructing weaker
teammates, or being admired for your expertise. Instead, we hear an
emphasis on creating an environment that draws others into an in-
teresting and challenging enterprise, where they can reconceptualize
their business and contribute in ways that make a difference.

If you’ve grown into the Achiever level, you’ve developed a robust
reflective capacity that’s enabled you to create an explicit, consciously
examined system of values and beliefs to live by. You see the organi-
zation you work in as a system that operates in a large, complex insti-
tutional and societal context. You’ve learned to think strategically, and
you’re highly motivated by objectives that may take as long as two to
five years to achieve.

You realize that the success of your leadership initiatives requires
an adequate level of support from key stakeholders, and you’re aware
that their motivations and expectations are central to their willing-
ness to provide this support. Your power style may be assertive (fo-
cused on persuading others to follow your agenda) or, less likely,
accommodative (focused on getting stakeholder input and buy-in). Ei-
ther way, it’s likely that you often try to balance your predominant
style with elements of its opposite.

Like Rachel, when you carry out a leadership initiative, you want
problems to be diagnosed and solved using verifiable data. You see
how individual problems are connected. You can rethink issues and
arrive at innovative solutions by taking what was successful in one
context and applying it to another.

Finally, you develop a level of self-awareness that allows you to re-
flect on recent events and understand why you acted as you did.
Through these reflections and a newfound ability to recall what you
were like in different periods of your life, you construct a solid sense
of your own identity. Because you can also vividly imagine the future
effects of your actions, you have a strong sense that you control your
own destiny. Your professional self-esteem comes primarily from be-
lieving you’ve contributed to the achievement of significant outcomes.

In a moment, you’ll read the stories of three Achiever-level man-
agers who share Rachel’s understanding of leadership. You’ll find out
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how Guy and Carlos, two managers you met in the Expert chapter,
each developed into the Achiever level. You’ll also read about Mark,
an Achiever-level CEO who led his HMO through a fundamental
strategic change that required him to overcome initial resistance from
key stakeholders. As in Chapter Four, these stories represent the three
action arenas we introduced earlier: pivotal conversations, team lead-
ership, and leading organizational change.1

PIVOTAL CONVERSATIONS 
AT THE ACHIEVER LEVEL

To show what Achiever-level competencies look like in pivotal con-
versations, we pick up our story about Guy, the Expert-level call cen-
ter manager you met in Chapter Four. Just when everything seemed
to be going downhill, Guy was promoted to a new position imple-
menting a “knowledge capture” strategy developed by his business
unit’s top executives. The intent of the strategy was to collect the
know-how generated by product development efforts so that future
products and customized work could be produced more efficiently,
making the unit more competitive.

Guy and his new team of direct reports were responsible not only
for organizing product development knowledge and making it read-
ily accessible but also for obtaining this knowledge from product man-
agers. Once they’d thought through their basic approach, Guy invited
the senior product managers to a meeting to launch the initiative. To
his great disappointment, they responded to his presentation with
skeptical questions and critical comments. Taken aback by the strength
of their reactions, he felt he was facing an impenetrable wall of resis-
tance. He finally invoked top management’s mandate and essentially
ordered them to comply. The pronouncement was met with stony si-
lence. No one even looked at him as they filed out of the room.

When Guy tried to follow up, many of his calls and e-mails simply
weren’t returned. Those who did respond treated him like a pre-
sumptuous nuisance. He was extremely discouraged. He’d turned his
prospective partners into enemies virtually overnight. It looked like
the whole initiative might collapse before it even started.

Guy had initially hesitated to take the new job, afraid he didn’t have
the leadership skills needed to influence people over whom he had no
direct authority. But the hiring VP had encouraged him, saying that
if Guy ran into difficulty, he could use a leadership coach the VP had
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used himself to good effect. Now that all his worst fears seemed to be
materializing, Guy decided he’d better meet this coach.

Guy and his new coach quickly decided to have an accelerated se-
ries of coaching sessions. During these meetings, they clarified his cur-
rent leadership challenges, identified his present level of agility, and
set leadership development goals.2 Guy discovered that he’d been op-
erating at the Expert level for many years, and he became convinced
that to succeed in his new role he needed to grow into the Achiever
level. He also saw that his power style with peers and subordinates was
highly assertive, with little accommodation to others’ priorities.

To get started, they focused on the pressing matter of his relation-
ship with the product managers. With Guy’s overall objective in mind,
his coach asked a question to help him plan his next steps from an
Achiever perspective: “What outcomes do you want from what you do
next with the product managers?”“I want them to commit to imple-
menting the knowledge capture procedures,” he said. “I just don’t
know how to get there from here.”

To help him bring more balance to his power style, his coach said:
“It sounds like you’re being held accountable for this initiative but the
product managers are being held accountable for another set of objec-
tives. Right now, you each have different things at stake. Given that this
is the set-up, what would you like the outcome to be in terms of the
kind of relationship you want to develop with the product managers?”

After reflecting a moment, Guy said he wanted to replace the feel-
ing of mutual attack with a commitment to work together toward a
common goal. Putting himself briefly in their place, he understood
that, unless the product managers felt some sense of mutuality in the
relationship, they weren’t going to cooperate. He saw that he needed to
listen, understand, and negotiate a more positive relationship. With this
insight, he was positioned to bring more balance to his power style.

Guy’s coach then introduced the pivotal conversation skills of ad-
vocacy and inquiry, described in Chapter Four. In the first meeting Guy
had used advocacy to the exclusion of inquiry. Now, he could provide
some balance by starting with inquiry: asking questions to better un-
derstand what was behind the product managers’ concerns. Then he
could respond to their concerns with curiosity and clarifying questions
rather than defensive explanations. This would help rebuild the rela-
tionship, which was a precondition for securing their commitment to
new procedures. However, at some point, he’d also need to advocate
his own priorities. By using both advocacy and inquiry, he could stay
balanced and work out a mutually agreeable way to proceed.
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Guy decided that his next step would be to set up a meeting with
the product managers who reported to Dennis, the senior manager
who seemed least hostile to the new procedures. In preparation, his
coach introduced him to the skill of framing, that is, describing the
purpose and assumptions behind a meeting. Given how the first meet-
ing had gone, what was the best way to propose this idea to Dennis?
Then, how did Guy want to start the meeting? 

The next day, he dropped by Dennis’s office. Guy said he realized
the first meeting had been strained, and he wanted to have a different
kind of meeting, this time with Dennis and his direct reports, so he
could understand their pressures and concerns. Dennis agreed to the
meeting, but when Guy walked into the conference room several days
later, the air was thick with tension. To frame the meeting, he spoke
first directly to Dennis, then broadened his attention to the rest of the
group:

I’ve been thinking a lot about the meeting I had with you and the
other senior product managers, and I feel I really started off on the
wrong foot. I still believe knowledge capture can be of great benefit to
your group and to all our product managers. But I think I was overly
defensive in responding to your concerns. I should have stopped to
understand the pressures and priorities you’re facing, and how you
think these new procedures will impact your projects. So that’s what
I’d like to do now.

Dennis said, “That’s fine. I think that’s what we’re here for.” Guy
quickly got the group up to speed on the basics of the initiative. Then
he said, “So, I’d like to know: What are the main pressures and prior-
ities you’re already dealing with?” After a few moments of awkward
silence, Dennis led off with a little background on his group’s work.
Guy listened. When he asked for clarification on a particular point,
another manager jumped in. Before long a number of people had spo-
ken and the picture was clear: The product managers were held ac-
countable for three objectives: cost, quality, and schedule. Speed to
market was a huge priority, and they felt the knowledge capture pro-
cedures would slow them down.

Guy caught himself several times starting to correct what he felt
were myopic views and erroneous assumptions. But he let the com-
ments keep coming until the energy behind them begin to wane. He’d
now spent more than thirty minutes asking questions and taking
notes, probably more sustained listening than he’d ever done in his
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life. He thanked the product managers for their forthrightness and
said he now had a much better understanding of their goals and con-
cerns. He summarized what he’d heard and asked if he’d understood
correctly. After correcting a few minor points, the group said he had
it right.

Guy noticed that the group’s body language had shifted dramati-
cally. He had a receptive audience and a clear picture of the mind-set
he needed to address. He then asked one more question: Could they
make a ballpark estimate of how much time the new procedures
would take, on a monthly basis? They said that, to determine the ac-
tual time impact, they needed to understand the procedures in more
detail. Inwardly, Guy was greatly relieved. They’d implicitly acknowl-
edged that their concerns were based on assumptions about the time
the procedures would require—assumptions that he privately sus-
pected were overblown.

To wrap up, Guy said he wanted to hold a brief series of working
group meetings to assess how long the procedures would take and, if
necessary, adjust them to reduce the time requirements while still
meeting the objectives for knowledge capture. These meetings would
be attended by a representative from each of the product management
groups and some members of his own team. Dennis agreed to send
one of his people to the meetings.

Positive reports about the meeting spread to the other product man-
agement groups and made them more receptive. His confidence buoyed,
Guy used the same approach with them and got similar responses.
Within a few weeks the working group was having productive weekly
meetings. His initial mistake cost him some time, but now everyone
concerned was committed to making knowledge capture work.

After just two meetings, the working group felt it had good esti-
mates of the impact the proposed procedures would have on product
development cycle time. They decided that only three procedures
would cause real time problems, so they zeroed in on the best ways to
change those procedures. Here, the group got stuck. Every time some-
one proposed an idea, someone else shot it down. Ideas weren’t flow-
ing, and people were getting frustrated.

When he described this last meeting to his coach, Guy said he
wanted to find a better way to orchestrate the group discussion. His
coach said:

It sounds like the product managers are focusing on ideas consistent
with the cycle time outcome, and your people are focused on the
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knowledge capture objective. I think you need to frame the group dis-
cussion by referencing what’s going on and establishing a norm that
people need to provide rationales for their views—rationales that tie
into the four shared outcomes you’ve already established.

The coach suggested that Guy come to the next meeting with an
agenda that would take the group through three steps: brainstorm so-
lution ideas, group and prioritize the ideas, then improve and evaluate
them. Guy could remind everyone that “good ideas” would be those
that helped capture the necessary knowledge with minimal impact on
cost, quality, and—especially—time to market. He could review and
enforce the basic ground rules for brainstorming and record the
group’s ideas on flip chart paper while adding his own ideas to the
mix. For the last step, the group could identify the most promising
ideas, and subgroups could do their best to improve those ideas be-
fore they were reviewed by the whole group.3 His coach continued:

The other thing that makes for a good rationale is when the person
advocating an idea can show how it’s consistent with facts that every-
one can agree on. Let’s say you’re at the end of the meeting and you
need to work through some disagreements. You can use the four ob-
jectives as one set of criteria, but you may also want to ask them to
provide some relevant “data.” If there aren’t any objective data avail-
able, you can ask them to provide some other kind of concrete refer-
ence point, like describing an experience they’ve had where their idea
worked. Of course, it would also help if you modeled this type of ra-
tionale by using it to illustrate some of your own points.

Guy thought this approach would go a long way toward getting
people thinking along the same lines. But he was worried about how
to respond if the group zeroed in on ideas he felt were unworkable.
Keeping the Achiever level of leadership agility in mind, his coach said:

You can tell them up front that you’ll be making the final decision
about what changes to make in your proposed procedures—that
you’re looking to the group for their recommendations. But I think
the chances are good that you won’t need to make more than small
modifications in the group’s recommendations.

Guy structured the next meeting the way his coach suggested, and
he used some of the new skills they’d worked on. At the end of the
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meeting, everyone agreed about how two of the three procedures
should be changed, and they agreed to pilot the proposed changes to
a third procedure. Although the working group’s task was now com-
pleted, they decided to meet again periodically to make sure the new
procedures were capturing the knowledge needed without causing
cycle-time problems. Guy felt very good. The product managers had
now taken their share of the responsibility for making the initiative
work.

TEAM LEADERSHIP AT 
THE ACHIEVER LEVEL

In Chapter Four, we introduced you to Carlos, the accounting man-
ager at a small architectural firm in Santa Fe. For many years, he had
functioned at the Expert level of team leadership. He preferred to work
with his three direct reports one-on-one, and the infrequent meetings
he held with his sixteen-person department were used for information
sharing only. His 360-degree feedback said that, although he was bright
and knowledgeable, he was so immersed in the details that he wasn’t
truly managing the department. The feedback also indicated that he
needed to be more direct and decisive, set clear direction for the de-
partment, and confront some long-standing performance issues.

Agreeing that the feedback was valid, Carlos set three leadership
development goals: become a full-fledged department manager; rise
above the details and improve on prioritizing tasks; and develop a
more proactive, direct, and decisive leadership style. In working with
his coach, he discovered that he could accelerate his progress toward
these goals by developing to the Achiever level of leadership agility.

As one step toward becoming a full-fledged department manager,
Carlos changed the way he led meetings. He decided to hold meet-
ings with his managers every other week and to focus discussion on
department-wide issues. He also planned regular monthly meetings
for the whole department. Each department meeting would function
as a problem-solving forum, where people would identify, initiate,
and monitor projects to improve the department and its relationships
with other functions.

This was exactly what the firm needed from Carlos, and it was con-
sistent with Achiever-level team leadership. However, it would be hard
to do if he remained immersed in the details of accounting tasks, so
his coach gave him something to read on this issue.4 When they dis-
cussed it again, Carlos said he’d come to a realization: He’d been so
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driven to complete urgent tasks that important but not urgent work
rarely got his attention.

Carlos decided he’d start getting to work fifteen minutes earlier. On
Monday mornings, he’d spend thirty minutes planning his week. On
the other mornings, he’d take fifteen minutes to set priorities and
make an initial plan for his day. Throughout the week, he’d try to find
a better balance between urgent and important tasks.

Two weeks later, Carlos had made progress in prioritizing his work,
but he hadn’t scheduled a meeting with his managers. His coach asked
if he was concerned about what might happen if he made a decisive
move toward managing his department. Carlos reflected for a moment:

I’ve never liked managers who separate themselves and act like they’re
better than everyone else. There are a few people here at the firm who
do that, and I have no desire to emulate them. One of the things I’ve
always liked about my department is that it feels like a family. We
sometimes have our squabbles, but no one acts like they’re better than
anyone else. I don’t want to lose that feeling. It makes for a good work
environment. I know I need to be more of a manager, but I do worry
that it could be the beginning of the end for some of the positive re-
lationships I’ve built with the people in my department.

Like most Expert-level managers, Carlos held the assumption that
assertive and accommodative leadership styles are either/or alterna-
tives. When he committed to becoming more assertive, he assumed
he’d have to abandon his existing style and adopt its opposite. In fact,
he was wrestling with some basic questions: Can you be an assertive
leader and still empathize with the people who work for you? Do you
have to act like you’re above them, or can you still stay connected and
continue to have fun?

As he discussed these concerns with his coach, Carlos saw that he
wasn’t being asked to drop his ability to listen and empathize. His chal-
lenge was to balance these strengths with more assertive leadership. A
more balanced leadership style was actually likely to improve his work-
ing relationships, and he could still do the ski trips that had become
a department tradition.

Within a month, Carlos had held two meetings with his manage-
ment group and one with the whole department. People responded
positively to his new leadership. Several months later, he used a de-
partment meeting to facilitate a visioning session as part of a company-
wide effort to align departments with the firm’s vision. This session
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got him to think two to three years out and see Accounting from the
perspective of the outcomes needed by customers and subcontractors,
an experience that took him beyond his usual tactical orientation and
helped him to formulate clear departmental goals in a more strategic
context.

Carlos’s group meetings helped him shift from the Expert’s focus
on managing tasks to the Achiever’s focus on managing people. To
complete this shift, he needed to change the way he worked with in-
dividual direct reports. Instead of troubleshooting specific tasks, he
needed to identify and address individual performance issues that per-
sisted over time. To do this, he needed to be more direct in discussing
performance problems with his subordinates, something his accom-
modative style had led him to avoid.

In the months prior to the visioning session, Carlos used the piv-
otal conversation skills he’d learned in the company’s leadership de-
velopment program to address some minor performance issues. But
he still avoided the most glaring problem, a persistent set of issues with
Lorie, his direct report in charge of employee payroll and benefits.5

Carlos told his coach he hadn’t confronted the issue because he had
conflicting feelings about what to do. On one hand, he thought Lorie
simply couldn’t deal with the more complex employee compensation
issues brought on by the firm’s steady growth. On the other hand, he
wanted to be fair, and he realized that his assessment might be wrong.
After he touched base with the firm’s HR manager, his coach helped
him develop an approach that took both feelings into account.

When Carlos met with Lorie, he set the frame for the meeting, il-
lustrated the performance problems he saw, and asked her where she
agreed and disagreed with his assessment. Although she took issue with
some minor points, Lorie readily agreed that she was in over her head.
They worked out a three-month action plan, beginning with training to
get her up to speed, followed by weekly review meetings. However, after
two months, Lorie realized that she was no longer a fit for the job, and
she told him she needed to move on. A month later, Carlos was so
pleased with the person who’d taken her place, he couldn’t believe he’d
waited so long to confront the issue.

Meanwhile, Carlos’s coach built on the visioning session by asking
him a series of questions to help him think further about his vision.
In this conversation, Carlos reflected on a period in his life when sev-
eral people challenged him to develop his academic and athletic abil-
ities. Remembering how stimulating this was for him, he said:
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Part of my vision for my department is that I want people to feel mo-
tivated, to go home and say they feel great about where they work. For
that to happen, I need to be sure I’m creating a fun, challenging envi-
ronment where people feel their opinion matters. I want to provide
creative opportunities that challenge people to be their best. That’s
what I really want to get to. We’re on the way, but sometimes I feel
guilty because I feel like I’m not really there yet.

What stands out in Carlos’s statement is a desire, similar to
Rachel’s, to create an environment that’s both challenging and engag-
ing. At this point, six months after Carlos decided to become an
Achiever-level team leader, his coach interviewed everyone who’d pro-
vided his 360-degree feedback. The interviews made it clear that he’d
come a long way toward realizing his aspiration. In describing the de-
partment meetings, an employee who reported to one of Carlos’s di-
rect reports said:

The meetings seem to get better each time. The one we had yesterday
was about the atmosphere within Accounting. Carlos led us in an ex-
ercise where he had us write down all the things that were bothering
us. These were grouped on a board and discussed by the group. He did
a great job in dealing with a sensitive subject. We developed solutions,
and one day later I can already see changes in people’s behavior.

He’s not dictating or monopolizing the time in these meetings. He’s
setting the stage and managing the discussion. It’s a far cry from meet-
ings in other companies where I’ve been, where you’re afraid to say
anything. He’s built up a team concept—Carlos and the managers
working as a team—and they all do a great job.

Now an Achiever-level leader, Carlos had transformed his man-
agement group and his department into what we call “orchestrated
teams.” At this level, managers still assume that they have sole respon-
sibility for defining roles, motivating team members, ensuring indi-
vidual performance, and orchestrating team efforts. They frequently
enter decision-making meetings with a best solution in mind, but they
often prefer to get everyone’s views on the table, while orchestrating
the discussion toward their desired outcome. They feel that group dis-
cussion can increase team member buy-in and provide a way to test
their own ideas.
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LEADING ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHANGE AT THE ACHIEVER LEVEL

In the mid-1990s Mark was CEO of a successful HMO based in Ohio.
The health plan had grown into a highly respected midsized organi-
zation, now a major player in the region. A mature Achiever in his
mid-forties, Mark had a strong management team, and board mem-
bers were satisfied with the health plan’s steady growth. Due in no
small part to his leadership, the organization had a strong, cohesive
culture shaped by a clear set of values. Employees considered it a great
place to work.

In spite of his company’s success Mark was quite concerned about
its future. Knowing the industry as he did, he found it easy to look two
to four years down the road and see what was at stake if emerging
trends continued. New forces were at work: The managed care mar-
ketplace was about to be transformed by fierce competition and rad-
ical restructuring.

Strategies initiated by providers (hospitals and physician groups)
and by corporate purchasers would put HMOs in a squeeze. To cope
with declining revenues and high cost structures, hospitals and other
providers were consolidating into integrated health systems that of-
fered a whole continuum of care. Consolidation not only provided
greater efficiencies, it also gave providers more bargaining leverage with
HMOs. Meanwhile, purchasers were applying pressure from the other
side. Many large corporations had decided to limit their health plan
purchases to a small group of preferred suppliers, a move that stimu-
lated increased competition among HMOs. In addition, new legisla-
tion in Ohio allowed small and medium-sized companies to increase
their bargaining power by participating in large purchasing pools.6

As Mark looked around the country, he saw that some health plans
were already responding to these pressures by increasing operating ef-
ficiencies, tailoring traditional products for individual corporate pur-
chasers, and diversifying their product lines for one-stop shopping.
But these HMOs believed that what would most differentiate them in
the eyes of corporate purchasers was the cost and quality of their
provider network. In pursuit of this objective, they were creating pref-
erential relationships and exclusive alliances with physician groups
and hospitals. Some were also enhancing their provider networks
through mergers with other health plans.
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Given this strategic assessment Mark believed that, if his HMO
could form its own preferential and exclusive relationships with the
right providers, it could differentiate itself from its competitors as
never before. There was just one catch: Mark’s health plan was origi-
nally founded by a group of physicians seeking an alternative to the
traditional health insurance organizations that had dominated the re-
gion. His HMO had always welcomed virtually any qualified doctor
who was part of a participating hospital staff, and it was committed
to treating its physicians fairly and equally. The company was gov-
erned by a board of physicians as well as by a business board. Each of
the doctors in its network had a vote, and many felt they should have
a voice in its business plans and medical management policies.

Historically, this stance had served the company well, engendering
strong physician loyalty and distinguishing it from large insurance
companies and other HMOs. On one hand, Mark wanted to retain
these attributes. On the other hand, some HMOs in the region had al-
ready begun to form exclusive alliances with large medical practices.
If his company stood by as its competitors cherry-picked high-quality
medical groups, it could find itself in serious trouble.

Mark was what leadership guru Jim Collins calls a “Level 5 leader,”
a person with unwavering resolve and understated presence, who
channeled his ego needs away from himself and into the larger goal of
building and sustaining a great company. As Collins points out, “It’s
not that Level 5 leaders have no ego or self-interest. Indeed, they are
incredibly ambitious—but their ambition is first and foremost for the
institution, not themselves.”7

Mark was like that. In many ways, he’d grown up with the com-
pany. He and a whole community of colleagues had worked long and
hard to develop a company that reflected their values. Unless they
made some major strategic changes, he feared they’d be acquired by
a large corporation that didn’t share their values.

In his own mind, Mark had concluded that the only way to main-
tain the company’s identity and independence was to initiate a true
“merger of equals” with a larger Ohio-based HMO that had a com-
pletely different provider network strategy. While many independent
physicians had joined that HMO’s network, it had its own clinics, and
it had already formed preferential and exclusive relationships with
some of the largest medical practices in the state. Together, they would
have a diverse, high-quality provider network that could make them
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the premier health plan in the region. If they chose this path, he
promised himself he’d do everything possible to maintain the strong
employee-centered values that had been so much a part of his com-
pany’s tradition.8

Mark was a bright, confident leader who also had strong “people
values” and a realistic sensitivity to the need for stakeholder buy-in.
His power style leaned to the assertive side but was highly balanced.
He knew that championing this change would be a new and chal-
lenging experience. He also knew that, to be successful, he’d need the
sanction of his boards and the unflinching commitment of his man-
agement team. Only then could he hope to generate the support he
needed from his physician network and from the employees who’d
made the company what it was today.

Mark’s management team had the same concerns any top group
would have about merging with a larger company. But they under-
stood the issues and were generally supportive. The primary resistance
would come from the two boards, who were locked into a traditional
strategic mind-set and uninformed about new competitive realities.

Mark decided that a day-long retreat would be the best way to edu-
cate, motivate, and align the two boards and his top management team.
Yet, he knew that simply standing up and trying to persuade the boards
that he was right would only generate endless debate and continued re-
sistance. So he chose a consultant to help design and facilitate the event.

Mark didn’t want to make specific strategic decisions at the retreat.
The outcome he wanted was for the boards to ask him and his team
to seriously explore several new strategic options. He and his consul-
tant designed the weekend so that the combined groups could do their
own strategic analysis, and they prepared a packet of background in-
formation for participants to read before the event.

At the retreat Mark’s consultant facilitated a series of activities that
allowed the participants to identify the most important trends, threats,
and opportunities the HMO faced over the next two to four years. The
group then visualized what would happen two to four years out, if the
company maintained its current strategy. Next, they assessed the pros
and cons of incremental improvement versus major strategic change.
They concluded that the organization needed to do both, but that fun-
damental change was essential. With this understanding, they brain-
stormed new strategy ideas and then distilled these into the five that
looked most promising.
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The highlight of the retreat was a series of fifteen-minute debates
that took place in the afternoon. Five groups of eight were formed, each
group focusing on one of the top strategy ideas. In each group the four
who most strongly favored their group’s assigned strategy became one
subgroup. The four who had the greatest reservations became the
other.

They were told to prepare for a debate, but with a twist: The sub-
groups in favor of the strategy idea were to debate against it, and the
subgroups with reservations were to debate for it. Once the shock and
laughter abated, the subgroups went to work, and a rousing series of
debates ensued. The whole idea, of course, was to ensure full explo-
ration of each idea, giving everyone an opportunity to examine issues
from a new perspective.

When the retreat was over, the participants rated it a huge success.
Mark was extremely pleased with the outcome: In a combined board
meeting the following morning, he and his team were asked to explore
two new strategic possibilities: merging with another health plan, and
pursuing preferential relationships with physician groups. Within sev-
eral months, Mark and his team were engaged in serious merger talks
with the larger health plan. The talks had their tense moments, of
course, but overall they went remarkably well.

Six months later, a true merger of equals was under way. For sev-
eral months, each part of the new company was managed by two co-
leaders, one from each company. This arrangement worked very well
and was phased out as decisions were made about which of the two
would head each function. Two years later, Mark became the CEO of
the new company. At the top level, the merger was a great success.
Mark and his newly configured management group initiated a new
strategy that called for aggressive growth into neighboring states.

Unfortunately, Mark and his top group became so focused on their
growth strategy that they overlooked the company’s operational vul-
nerabilities. Incompatible computer systems had yet to be integrated,
and many areas of the company still had separate business processes.

A year after Mark became CEO, the growth strategy began to strain
the HMO’s operational capacity, and real problems began to emerge.
The new health plan’s board, increasingly concerned, finally decided
that new leadership was needed. Mark was asked to leave. His Achiever-
level successor ultimately got the HMO through its post-merger phase
successfully, and it became one of the leading health plans in the region.
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Mark took an executive position in another health care organization
where he performed admirably.

The merged HMO’s early stumble was caused by a complex set of
factors. But two factors concerning Mark’s leadership are worth noting
here: First, when he became CEO of the new health plan, he contin-
ued to exhibit the strong resolve and understated presence character-
istic of the “Level 5 Leader,” but he moved away from his balanced
power style and adopted the more exclusively assertive style exhibited
by executives from the larger HMO. His inclination to seek out and
take in differing perspectives diminished accordingly. Second, once
you read about leading organizational change at the Catalyst level, we
think you’ll agree that Mark’s chances of succeeding during the post-
merger phase would have been greater if he’d learned to operate at
that level.9

ACHIEVER-LEVEL LEADERSHIP 
AGILITY COMPETENCIES

How do the four leadership agility competencies change when you de-
velop to the Achiever level?

Achiever Awareness and Intent

Growth into the Achiever level of leadership agility begins when your
reflective capacity deepens, allowing you to discern more abstract
themes and relationships that persist over longer periods of time. You
find yourself thinking about earlier periods of your life, noting how
you’ve changed and how you’ve stayed the same. Your capacity for
thinking about the people, organizations, and industries you en-
counter as a leader expands accordingly. This new level of awareness
even affects the way you learn from your experience. For example,
consider the following Achiever-level vignette:

One evening, you go to an obligatory event where you’re pleasantly
surprised to find that the after-dinner talk is actually stimulating. The
speaker is a retired CEO, and the talk is about leadership.

Various things he says trigger vivid memories from different peri-
ods in your career. One of his points is a different spin on something
you learned from an early mentor. A story he tells brings to mind an
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uncomfortable episode you lived through in your previous position.
A question from the audience makes you think of a leadership chal-
lenge you’re about to take on. At one point he asks, “Have you ever
thought about what you want your legacy to be?” For a few minutes,
you project yourself into the future and imagine that you’re now a re-
tired CEO, giving your own talk. What do you want your legacy to be?
Hmm.

Your attention wanders from time to time, but as the talk goes on,
your reflections weave a web of connections between different ideas
and experiences, jelling into a few basic themes that remain with you
as you drive home from the event. The next day, you find yourself
thinking about one of these themes—something about the importance
of stakeholder buy-in—and you put it into action.

This is what it’s like to reflect as an Achiever.10 As an Expert, you’re
more likely to quickly evaluate the speaker’s credentials, react to com-
ments on a point-by-point basis, and pit the speaker’s opinions against
your own. As an Achiever, you take more in. You gain a more nuanced
understanding based on connections made over longer time frames,
and you take what you learn more to heart. Over time, this level of re-
flection allows you to step back from the standards and beliefs you de-
veloped at the Expert level, compare and contrast them, and integrate
them into a coherent system of values and beliefs.11

Ellen, a businesswoman in her late forties, provides an example of
what we mean. Recently promoted to president of one of America’s
best-known Fortune 100 companies, she entered the Achiever level of
agility early in her career. She attributes much of her success to a lead-
ership philosophy she developed over the years. A sought-after speaker
and role model for others, she has distilled her values and beliefs about
leadership into an explicit set of principles.

For Ellen, a leader has an obligation to “sound the trumpet”—to
provide vision and direction—and to communicate with others in ways
that are clear, concise, and candid. She believes that leaders also need
to exemplify the values they expect others to follow, acting with in-
tegrity (being an honest and faithful steward of the money invested by
the company’s owners) and setting a tone of caring and respect, not
only toward stockholders, but also toward customers and employees.

Ellen believes that, both publicly and privately, leaders should be
bold, dynamic, and courageous but also courteous and appreciative.
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She’s happiest when her organization is solving problems and mak-
ing money, and she says the best leaders are those who motivate others
by expecting and celebrating high performance.

Even this highly condensed version of Ellen’s principles shows how
they differ from an Expert’s laundry list of standards and beliefs. She
has a conceptually coherent system of ideas and ideals that spans mul-
tiple action arenas, ranging from face-to-face relationships to the com-
pany’s relationship with its larger environment.12

Although many Achiever-level leaders have a leadership philoso-
phy similar to Ellen’s, the specific values and beliefs embedded in their
leadership philosophies can vary widely. What these philosophies have
in common is the fact that they are systems of values and beliefs, de-
veloped as the result of robust personal reflection.

At the Achiever level, regardless of how much you respect external
authorities, you understand that developing your own system of val-
ues and beliefs is ultimately a matter of personal choice and respon-
sibility. Psychologists refer to this development as the full “relocation
of authority within the self.”13

Achiever Context-Setting Agility

We now turn to the two developmental capacities
that shape the way you set the context for your lead-
ership initiatives: situational awareness and sense of
purpose.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS. As noted in Chapter Four, at the Expert level
your situational awareness is something like the fixed lens of a still
camera.14 It gives you a clear picture of your subject (the central issue
of your initiative), but only a general sense of its immediate context.
At the Achiever level, your situational awareness is more like an ad-
justable lens. You can focus on the issue at hand, but you can also
zoom out and view it from a wider angle.

This level of situational awareness allows you to understand any
issue or organizational unit in the context of its relationships with its
larger environment. For example, this awareness guided Rachel’s
strategic analysis of the Fixed Income group, which identified busi-
ness needs and opportunities at the interface between the company
and its customers.
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SENSE OF PURPOSE. As your situational awareness develops, your sense
of purpose expands from tactical to strategic. Your Achiever-level re-
flective capacity not only allows you to look back and see things in
greater historical context, it also allows you to vividly imagine possi-
bilities that lie further down the road. As we saw in Carlos’s story, at
the Expert level you’re rarely motivated by goals lying more than a year
or so in the future, but at the Achiever level medium-term objectives
(two to five years out) become quite compelling.

With this new level of context-setting agility, you understand that
no team or organization can succeed over the longer term unless it
anticipates and responds to the changes taking place in its environ-
ment. This understanding, along with your capacity for envisioning
future possibilities, provides the foundation for strategic foresight, the
ability to anticipate important environmental trends and scenarios.
As we saw in Mark’s story, organizational leaders at the Achiever level
have the interest and ability needed to analyze the dynamics of their
industry. They’re particularly interested in discerning midterm trends,
problems, and opportunities concerning customer needs, competitor
behavior, and emerging products and services.

Achiever-level context-setting agility also entails a significant shift
in the way you think about a team or organization’s performance. At
the Expert level, your primary focus is on “doing things right”—mak-
ing improvements within a system’s boundaries so that tactical goals
can be achieved. At the Achiever level, you realize that a system’s suc-
cess over the longer term requires it to produce the outputs needed by
its central stakeholders (owners, stockholders, customers). As a result,
your primary focus as a leader becomes “doing the right thing,” en-
suring that the objectives set for the system are optimal outcomes.15

This outcome orientation allows you to think and plan strategi-
cally. Once your outcomes are clear, you identify the strategic initia-
tives needed to achieve them. You retain the ability to think tactically,
but your tactics are now linked to strategic outcomes. Like a good
chess player, you can think several steps ahead, see multiple pathways
to your end game, anticipate potential obstacles, and plan ways to
overcome them.

While the Expert focuses mainly on functional or disciplinary tasks,
the capacities you develop at the Achiever level give you the mental
agility needed to master the tasks classically associated with effective
management: strategic planning, resource allocation, and staffing;
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designing organizational structures and processes; and using infor-
mation systems to monitor and improve organizational performance.
You have a much greater appreciation of the way in which multiple
functions, properly orchestrated, can contribute to the achievement
of a common set of organizational outcomes.

Achiever Stakeholder Agility

Your level of stakeholder agility is directly supported
by two personal capacities: your stakeholder under-
standing and your power style.

STAKEHOLDER UNDERSTANDING. At the Expert level, you can observe
people over time and come to conclusions about their personality
traits, abilities, and characteristic emotional states. Although you’ve
developed an initial level of tolerance for people whose backgrounds
and viewpoints differ from your own, you ultimately assess others ac-
cording to your own set of high standards. You’re often inclined to be
very critical (inwardly or outwardly) when they don’t live up to these
standards.

At the Achiever level, as you become more self-reflective you gain
a more specific awareness of your own feelings and motivations. Be-
cause your stakeholder understanding always deepens to the level at
which you understand yourself, you now see that others’ behavior is
caused by specific motivations. This enhanced awareness of others’
feelings and motivations allows you to be more empathetic than you
were at the Expert level. You also develop a new interest in talking
about your personal experiences and finding out how they compare
with those of others.

As illustrated in each of the stories earlier in this chapter, Achiever-
level stakeholder understanding makes you more attuned to the role
that stakeholders’ motivations and expectations play in determining
their support for your initiatives. As a result, you realize that it’s im-
portant to at least know who your key stakeholders are, anticipate their
likely reactions to your initiatives, and consider the best way to influ-
ence their expectations and gain their support.

POWER STYLE. How you engage with stakeholders depends a great deal
on your power style, which includes your assumptions about power
and influence. At the Achiever level, you view formal authority struc-
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tures as an important part of any organization’s design, but you don’t
automatically equate leadership with a position of authority. While
you view your own authority as a powerful tool, you realize that au-
thority alone is rarely sufficient to accomplish anything of great con-
sequence. As Rachel expressed it, your power is partly a function of
certain personal qualities you bring to your role.

As an Achiever, you also realize that the real sources of power ex-
tend far beyond formal structures. You see that an organization is in
many respects a political organism: an arena where multiple stake-
holders—both internal and external—exercise power and influence,
each trying to maximize its self-interest within a context of larger
shared interests. It’s clear to you that any time you initiate change,
multiple interest groups will have a stake in what happens and, in-
variably, some will hold views and priorities that differ from your own
and from one another.16

As you’ll remember, Expert managers usually adopt either an as-
sertive or an accommodative power style. In contrast, the reflective ca-
pacity that emerges at the Achiever level allows you to hold aspects of
both styles in mind, compare their relative value, and work out ways
to take both into account.

In spite of this capability, a small minority of Achievers adopt a
power style of extreme assertion or extreme accommodation.17 Those
with extreme assertive styles pursue their own agendas without consid-
eration for other views. The only legitimate stakeholders, in their mind,
are those who are willing to support their agenda. They essentially treat
those with opposing or competing agendas as enemies. The smaller mi-
nority who adopt an extreme accommodative style try to ensure that all
stakeholders are happy, even if this means minimizing their own respon-
sibility for setting clear direction and asserting appropriate authority.

Rather than viewing assertion and accommodation as complete
opposites, the great majority of Achievers see a continuum that runs
from one extreme to the other. Most adopt a style that’s on the assert-
ive side but that also incorporates certain elements of accommoda-
tion. The rest do the reverse. For example, earlier in this chapter we
saw how two Expert managers, Guy and Carlos, developed a more bal-
anced power style as they developed into the Achiever level, although
Guy still leaned toward the assertive side and Carlos toward the ac-
commodative side of the spectrum.

Whatever their primary stance, Achievers are more likely than Ex-
perts to develop a style that’s relatively balanced between assertion and
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accommodation, as Mark did early in his career. Compared with Ex-
perts, Achievers also are more agile in moving back and forth along
this continuum, depending on the specific situation they’re facing.

How do Achievers with assertive power styles respond to stake-
holders who have views and interests that differ from their own? Be-
cause they understand that the expectations and motivations of key
stakeholders can have a big impact on an initiative’s success, they usu-
ally find some way to engage with them. Some try to sell their change
initiatives by relying primarily on various forms of one-way commu-
nication. Others, like Guy and Mark, also find ways to solicit stake-
holder input, although this input isn’t likely to alter their overall
agenda in a significant way.

Less frequently, we find Achiever-level leaders whose strengths lie
on the accommodative side of the spectrum. Compared with other
Achievers, they’re good listeners, coaches, and team-builders, and they
often seek and seriously consider stakeholder input. They’re often re-
spected by others for not putting their own interests above those of
the organization. At the same time, when these leaders aren’t willing
to take strong stands with their stakeholders, they limit their effec-
tiveness in important ways.18

As an Achiever dealing with key stakeholders whose views and in-
terests differ from your own, you’re likely to visualize a continuum of
options for resolving this conflict. At one end of the spectrum, you
win. At the other end, you lose. In between are a number of possible
compromise positions. Given this mind-set, the classic forms of ne-
gotiation become your primary means for resolving differences. Your
style of negotiation may be assertive, accommodative, or relatively bal-
anced, but until you grow beyond the Achiever level, you’re unlikely
to discover ways to resolve conflict that lie beyond the options of win,
lose, or compromise.

Achiever Creative Agility

Invariably, the kinds of problems leaders face in carry-
ing out their initiatives are ill-structured. The more
complex your business environment and the more
rapidly it’s changing, the more ill-structured these
issues will be. Creative agility is the ability to transform these ill-
structured problems into desired results. Your level of creative agility
is supported by two developmental capacities: connective awareness and
reflective judgment.
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CONNECTIVE AWARENESS. Connective awareness is the ability to hold
various ideas and experiences in mind, compare and contrast them,
and make meaningful connections between them. Just as scientists use
experimental data to construct explanatory and predictive theories,
Achiever leaders reflect on what they’ve learned in specific situations,
see connections, and arrive at more general truths. Like their scien-
tific counterparts, they realize that these insights are probabilistic (gen-
erally true, very likely to be true), not absolute.

While Experts are more attracted to procedural frameworks (lists,
steps, and how-tos), Achievers appreciate the leverage that new ideas
and conceptual frameworks give them in the world of action.19 They
aren’t interested in systems of thought as ends in themselves. But they
often have a strong interest in practical conceptual models that can
help them interpret events and predict the future consequences of
their actions.

At the Achiever level you also develop the ability to hold opposing
ideas and experiences in mind, compare them, and, when needed,
work out ways to take both into account. As we saw with assertive and
accommodative leadership styles, at this level, you see that opposites
are related to one another along a continuum. While circumstances
sometimes call for either/or choices between opposing alternatives,
Achievers can also envision solutions that represent a compromise be-
tween extremes. However, at this level it’s unusual for a leader to de-
velop true win-win solutions, where each party comes away with what
they most need.

REFLECTIVE JUDGMENT. This capacity refers to the way you determine
what’s true and what’s the best course of action for solving ill-structured
problems—and to the way you justify these views to yourself and to
others. At the Expert level, you often perceive ill-structured problems
as if they must have well-established answers just waiting to be re-
membered or rediscovered. You also have a limited understanding of
the extent to which biases of all kinds enter into the way you diagnose
and solve problems. As a result, you can easily confuse your opinion
with an objective perception of reality, and you don’t fully appreciate
the need to use factual information and other viewpoints to test the
validity of your views.

At the Achiever level, your reflective judgment deepens. You have
a greater appreciation of the ill-structured nature of business and or-
ganizational problems, and you’re more aware of how easily bias and
error can enter into attempts to solve these problems. Consequently,
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with important problems, you want to make sure your diagnoses are
consistent with the available evidence. Similarly, when you solve prob-
lems, you want to consider any data that will help you predict which
solutions best meet your success criteria.

At the same time, Achievers are typically unaware of the extent to
which their own value and belief system influences their selection and
interpretation of factual information. Once Achievers have arrived at
a position that seems consistent with the available evidence, they often
find it very difficult to seriously consider alternative interpretations
of the same evidence. It’s not until the Catalyst level that leaders begin
to develop a genuine interest in value and belief systems that differ
from their own.

Achiever Self-Leadership Agility

Your self-leadership agility is made possible by the
depth of your self-awareness and your developmental
motivation.

SELF-AWARENESS. Achiever-level reflective awareness not only gener-
ates a more complex understanding of the external world, it also ac-
tivates a new level of self-awareness. As your reflective capacity
deepens to include longer time frames, you’re more likely to think
about earlier periods of your life. Looking forward, you can vividly
imagine what your life might be like in future decades.

The self-awareness you develop at the Achiever level also allows you
to reflect on recent events and answer questions such as these: How
did I contribute to that particular outcome? What were my motiva-
tions? What was I thinking and feeling at the time? When you re-
member past behaviors, emotional states, and motivations, you’re able
to call on richer and more specific detail than you would have at the
Expert level.

Because you can now reflect on your life in greater depth and over
longer time frames, you gain new insights about your most enduring
traits. As a result, the self-image you developed at the Expert level
evolves into an interrelated system of ideas about your personal
strengths and limitations. Psychologists refer to this as the develop-
ment of a “strong sense of identity.”20

To illustrate this development, we turn briefly to the story of Karen,
an Atlanta housewife who grew into the Expert stage in her mid-thirties,
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while she worked as an administrative assistant, got involved in polit-
ical campaigns, and joined a women’s support group. She then began
to follow the promptings that would take her into the Achiever stage:

I started getting really strong urges to have a career. I wanted to move
toward being a self-reliant, independent person. I didn’t want to iso-
late myself from other people—I just wanted to do something not out
of need or dependence but because it was what I really wanted to be.
Admittedly, I went through an overly selfish and rebellious period at
that time. My husband and many of my friends found the “new me”
pretty threatening. That was when I decided to dissolve my marriage.
It was a really drastic step, and I sometimes had grave doubts about it,
but to grow sometimes you have to risk letting go of what’s familiar
and realize that you’ll have some doubts along the way.

During a period of concentrated journaling, Karen developed a
more reflective self-awareness and a stronger sense of identity:

After the divorce, I isolated myself for about two months and had these
intensive sessions with myself. For the first time in my life, I was really
honest with myself—what had motivated me and why certain things
had happened. That’s when I realized that many of the things I’d
blamed on my marriage really had nothing to do with my husband.
I’d used my marriage as an excuse not to risk going after what I wanted
to do professionally.

Part of what came out of this was a very sincere commitment to
continue to get clear about who I really am, what I’m really like. I de-
cided I’d actually write down all of my attributes. I came up with a very
long list! Then I went through it and tried to be totally honest with
myself, and I reduced the list considerably. What I learned is that the
real me doesn’t have nearly as much as I’d thought of either the posi-
tive or the negative. That’s when I realized I could do anything I
wanted to, as long as I was willing to acknowledge and deal with my
limitations.

Karen went on to earn a master’s degree in public administration
and become an executive in a community development corporation.

DEVELOPMENTAL MOTIVATION. Your developmental motivation is
shaped by your leadership ideal, by your primary source of professional
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self-esteem and satisfaction, and by the tone of your self-evaluation. At
the Expert level, your leadership ideal includes your short-term profes-
sional goals and the knowledge, skills, and personality traits you want
to have as a leader. At the Achiever level, it expands to include long-term
career objectives and an explicit or implicit leadership philosophy.

At the Expert level your professional self-esteem and satisfaction
come primarily from feeling that you’re admired for your astuteness
and expertise. At the Achiever level, your ability to visualize the future
results of your actions gives you a strong (and sometimes exaggerated)
feeling of responsibility for the impact you have on the world around
you. For this reason and because of your newly developed outcome
orientation, your professional self-esteem and satisfaction come pri-
marily from your own belief that you’ve contributed to the achieve-
ment of significant outcomes.

At the Expert level, you take your self-ideal very seriously. As Guy’s
story illustrates, when you feel you’re not accomplishing your goals or
living up to your standards, you can easily become quite self-critical.
Although this reaction can motivate you to change, it can also eat away
at your self-esteem, often making it harder to change.

At the Achiever level, you still criticize yourself, but the tone of your
self-criticism is not as harsh, so you’re left feeling more guilty than
ashamed. For this reason, developmental psychologist Jane Loevinger
uses the term “conscientious” to describe the Achiever stage.21 This
less punitive form of self-criticism gives you a bit more mental space
to reflect on your experience and decide how to respond to what’s
happened.

If you’re coaching an Achiever, it’s useful to know that they have a
capacity for taking in feedback that’s less developed at the Expert level.
Achievers may even solicit feedback, something that Experts rarely do.
Achievers are often most receptive to feedback when it takes their de-
sired outcomes as givens and provides more effective ways to achieve
them. Achievers may also be open to feedback that shows them how
they can act more consistently with their leadership ideals. They are
most receptive to specific examples where their behavior worked
against their ideals or their self-interest, combined with concrete al-
ternatives that will lead to their desired results.22
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C H A P T E R  S I X

Catalyst Level
Mobilize Breakout Endeavors

A s the senior environmental health and safety offi-
cer for a global chemical corporation, Brenda was charged with im-
plementing the company’s worldwide commitment to sustainable
development.1 A bright and spirited Catalyst-level leader, she felt
strongly that a genuine commitment to environmental responsibility
would not only benefit the planet, it would also make the company
more profitable. She described the chemical industry’s historical stance
toward environmental issues in this way:

Before the mid-1980s, the industry assumed that anyone concerned
about chemical risks was either wrong or irrelevant. The only real
stakeholders in their minds were shareholders and government regu-
lators. The primary strategy for dealing with the public’s concerns was
to stonewall.

Then in 1984 came the Bhopal disaster. Even without that, the in-
dustry was finding that, when people were ignored or misled, they got
distrustful and angry, and the pressure to change increased. They re-
alized they had to deal with the public, so they adopted a PR strategy
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to try to convince the people that chemicals are safe and chemical
plants can make good neighbors.

The first real shift took place in the very late 1980s when there was
a new wave of environmental consciousness, and the industry ac-
knowledged that it needed to change. By 1990, a worldwide industry
movement called Responsible Care was under way, and our company
was part of that. A commitment to environmental responsibility and
public accountability, two pillars of the Responsible Care movement,
became conditions for continuing membership in the Chemical Man-
ufacturers Association.

By the early 1990s, some people in the company understood that,
in a whole host of ways, environmental responsibility is good for the
bottom line, and these ideas were starting to get traction at the top
level. They came up with a new set of global business principles, and
they made a commitment to reducing the environmental impact of
their products from cradle to grave: health and safety, greenhouse
emissions, energy efficiency, the whole nine yards. Then, after several
years of PR about how they were into sustainable development, they
realized they had to actually deliver!

It was at this point that Brenda joined the company. A manager
named Dan had volunteered to take over the company’s lowest-
performing facility in the United States, an operation that was also in
deep trouble with the EPA. As a pilot project, he set out to transform
it into a high-performing, environmentally responsible organization.
He hired Brenda as his EH&S manager. They had anything but a
smooth start:

About a month after I took the job, a SWAT team of Feds with heli-
copters and guns burst into our offices waving their badges and say-
ing, “Don’t touch anything! You’re under arrest!” I kid you not.

Yet within several years Dan, Brenda, and their respective teams
turned their operation into a model facility:

Everyone was very excited. We created this empowered organization
that was just screaming off the charts on all the traditional perfor-
mance measures—operating efficiency, quality, safety—and on all the
new environmental measures. Plus, we put a whole lot of money in
the bank. The EPA now loved us, and at the state level we were nomi-
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nated for the Governor’s Award for Environmental Health and Safety
Excellence.

The corporation’s officers were extremely impressed. Before she
knew it, Brenda was living in Europe where she had a job at corporate
headquarters, reporting to a top executive in her new role as Global
Project Manager of the company’s sustainable development initiative.
She taught people throughout the company how to replicate what she
and Dan had accomplished, and they had many similar successes.

Then we were told to go to the company’s highest-performing facility
and work our magic there. This would be a test case to see if we should
roll out this approach all across the corporation. I was wary at first. With
such a high-performing operation, I was concerned that the improve-
ments would be fairly minor. We had to generate a 1.8-year simple pay-
back. That’s big. It’s hard to find a capital investment that’ll do that for
any facility. But I really believe in this stuff, so I decided to go for it.

Sure enough, we helped them find a host of capital improvements
for a clear 1.8 payback. They reduced their emissions by 55 percent
and improved their operating efficiency, liability, and energy con-
sumption by 45 percent. When we back-tested out across all the other
facilities, it was a $60 billion opportunity for the corporation world-
wide over seven to ten years. Not to mention a reduction in worldwide
emissions that would take us below the levels to which the company
had publicly committed.2

WHAT LEADERSHIP MEANS 
AT THE CATALYST LEVEL

Brenda’s understanding of leadership is reflected in the way she ap-
proached her change initiatives. As one example:

In the U.S. facility, my team identified our emission levels and where
they came from. Traditionally, the next step is to give this analysis to
the manufacturing engineers and have them fix the problems. But in
my experience this doesn’t create the best solutions, nor does it help
employees adopt an environmental mind-set. Instead, we pulled to-
gether a set of cross-functional teams that included everyone from
frontline people to the facility’s most innovative thinkers—mainte-
nance operators, operations people, process engineers, manufacturing
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engineers, you name it. We told them what the problem was, the out-
comes we needed, and we turned them loose to do their best and most
creative thinking.

What this did inside the organization was remarkable. People felt
empowered, people felt excited, people felt honored. Somebody was
looking at them and saying, “You’re not just a cog in the wheel. You’re
a smart, creative human being.” People came alive in that environment.
And guess what? They came up with a really inexpensive way to cap-
ture one of the largest emission sources and reintroduce it into the
process in a way that significantly increased our daily output. That’s
like gold. We got rid of fifteen tons of toxic emissions. That’s just one
of over thirty major improvements they came up with. The whole ap-
proach we took, not just in that first facility but in many different fa-
cilities, is based on seeing the facility as a community, a place that can
come alive when everyone is treated like a real human being.

This, in a nutshell, is the Catalyst’s understanding of leadership.
Catalyst-level leadership means creating new contexts where people
can tap into their creative potential by participating in the develop-
ment of solutions that benefit multiple stakeholders. It’s the first level
of “post-heroic” leadership.

The Catalyst leadership orientation is supported by the mental and
emotional capacities that emerge at this level. When you grow into
this level, you begin to feel more at ease with change and uncertainty,
and you develop a broader, longer-term view of your organizational
environment. Because you realize that what’s made you successful in
the past may not be what’s needed now, you tend to be more vision-
ary in your response to new leadership challenges. While you retain
the Achiever’s strong outcome orientation, you recognize that the sus-
tained achievement of desired outcomes takes place within a larger
context of human relationships (teams, organizational culture, al-
liances), and you make it a priority to enhance the quality of these
contexts.

Your interest in engaging with stakeholders comes from the con-
viction that strategies and solutions are usually better when they’re
influenced by a diversity of relevant viewpoints. Your increased ca-
pacity for tolerating conflict, both within yourself and with other peo-
ple, allows you to respond to stakeholder complexity with greater
mental and emotional agility. Because you understand that you do not
and cannot have all the answers, you’re more likely than you were at
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the Achiever level to use participative decision making to empower
and develop your people.

At the Catalyst level you develop a capacity for trying on differing
frames of reference, and you see that diametrically opposed viewpoints
can each be valid in their own way. This new perspective sparks your
creative thinking and makes you more aware of the powerful role that
frames of reference play in joint problem solving. As a result, you’re
more likely to question the assumptions you and others make when
framing problems and developing solutions. You’re also more likely
to see a problem as part of a larger pattern caused by deeper organi-
zational issues.

At this level, you develop a new capacity for self-observation. You
can now step back from your image of yourself and recognize feelings,
assumptions, and priorities that would otherwise escape your con-
scious awareness. You begin to see that your need to achieve comes,
much more than you’d realized, from a desire for approval and recog-
nition. At the same time, you discover that your self-esteem is deter-
mined primarily by your own reactions to your successes and failures.
You also become more proactive in seeking feedback and in looking
for ways to bring greater meaning into all aspects of your life.

You’re now about to read the stories of three Catalyst-level leaders,
each of whom was centrally involved in turning around a faltering
company: David, an embattled software executive who became a
leader in creating a highly collaborative organizational culture; Joan,
who led the way in creating a new future for a small consulting firm;
and Robert, the oil company president you met briefly in the first
chapter.3

PIVOTAL CONVERSATIONS 
AT THE CATALYST LEVEL

David put down the phone and looked up. John’s tall figure loomed
in his office doorway, frowning in frustration. “We’ve gotta talk about
EDR,” John said, referring to one of their most important new prod-
uct development projects. David grimaced. Oh no, he thought, not an-
other problem with EDR!

David was executive VP for systems development at Financial Soft-
ware Systems (FSS), a young 250-person firm that developed sophis-
ticated software for financial institutions. The company had been quite
successful as a start-up, and revenue from initial products continued
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to be good, but its new products were chronically late. Customers were
constantly complaining, and programmers were leaving the company
at an alarming rate.

The corporation that owned FSS used two measures to assess the
firm’s performance: 75 percent was based on its annual revenues. The
other 25 percent hinged on new product innovation. Because the par-
ent company was rapidly losing confidence in FSS’s ability to inno-
vate, its product development budget was about to be cut, and the firm
was in real danger of losing what autonomy it still had.

The company was organized into two major divisions. David, the
company’s technical guru, was in charge of the systems organization,
which was responsible for the design of new software applications.
David’s organization interfaced with four sales and marketing units.
Each unit, headed by a VP, was responsible for sales, installation, and
customer service for a particular customer segment. Each part of the
company had its own budget, performance measures, and standards
of compensation.

EDR was the most complex new product development project the
company had launched to date, and a great deal rode on its success.
John had come to David’s office because he’d just received a call from
Elliot, a tech who worked with the equipment supplier for EDR. “The
project plan says that what we charge for the equipment is supposed
to include the first step of installation, provided by the equipment sup-
plier,” Elliot had said. “But I just found out they don’t do that kind of
work. They recommended a contractor, but, as I’m sure you know,
contractors for this kind of work are really expensive.”

John was stunned. David, who’d written the project plan before
John was hired, had made a costly mistake, but because it concerned
the installation budget, it was John’s performance that would suffer.
The meeting that ensued was subsequently written up by David as a
“learning case” for a Pivotal Conversations program provided for FSS’s
top management group.4

In the introductory part of his learning case, David said his objec-
tive for the meeting was to solve the EDR installation problem as
quickly as possible, in a way that would require as little as possible
from his own people. Knowing that his people were already over-
committed and afraid that John would try to get him to accept full re-
sponsibility for solving the problem, he wanted to get John to agree
that they shared responsibility for resolving the issue.
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In the left-hand column of his learning case, David documented his
conversation with John. In the right-hand column, he wrote what he
was thinking and feeling at each point in the conversation. At the end
of the case, he described where he felt he had and hadn’t been effective:

DAVID’S UNSPOKEN 

CONVERSATION THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

john: I just got a call from Elliot. I immediately feel irritated and 
There’s a problem with the first defensive. Having the equipment 
step of the installation process. supplier take care of the first step 
Elliot just found out the supplier of installation was just a working 
doesn’t do that kind of installa- assumption. But I feel guilty about 
tion work. They recommended a just dumping EDR in John’s lap 
contractor, but, as I’m sure you when he joined the company and 
know, contractors for this kind not discussing it with him. Now 
of work are extremely expensive. he’s going to try to pin this problem

on me and my people. That’s what
he usually does. He never comes in
here without telling me that Jessica
is screwing up and he wants me to
get her to change something she’s
doing.

My whole organization is operating 
beyond capacity. If my people took 
the time to help John on this issue,
it would hurt their performance in 

david: Come on in and sit down. other areas. They’re already behind 
Let’s go over the facts and see what on enough projects. But I don’t 
the options are. want to get into an emotional 

confrontation with John.

[We go over the project plan and 
budget. We figure out what things 
will and won’t cause expense 
overruns.]

john: So here’s where we’re 
coming out: To know exactly what 
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DAVID’S UNSPOKEN 

CONVERSATION THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

the costs will be, we need your 
people to coordinate getting the 
estimates. But, ballpark, it looks 
like this. If we could use our own 
contractor to do all the installations,
we’d be over budget, but it wouldn’t He’s saying, “Whose problem is 
be that bad. The real kicker is we this?” I wish I’d anticipated that this 
know some of our key customers was going to be so expensive. But 
are going to insist on having us pay what I really can’t afford are solu-
for their own installation contrac- tions that take too much of my 
tors to do the work, and that’s going people’s time. I’ll try to put it back 
to involve expensive union labor. on him.
How do we handle that?

I don’t think John will be able to get 
david: In those cases, let’s see if the customer to agree to my 
we can get the customers to pay for proposal. We’re in a bad position.
this themselves. If that won’t fly,
we could offer to reimburse them 
an amount equal to having our 
contractor do it. Well, that didn’t work. He threw it 

back at me. I can’t duck my respon-
john: I’ll talk to the customers, sibility to generate the estimates.
but I seriously doubt they’ll go for John’s people can’t do that.
it. I want your people to coordinate 
getting all the estimates.

This is not good. I don’t think John 
will be able to get the customer to 
agree to pay for anything.

david: OK. My people will 
coordinate estimates, but I think 
you should push hard on the 
customer.

john: All right. I’ll need those 
estimates by Thursday.

Reflections: I wasn’t effective in minimizing unplanned expenses or the
impact of the installation problem on my people. The outcome, because 
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I didn’t really believe we were going to get any money from the customer,
really ended up with me carrying the ball on the whole problem. I didn’t
end up feeling that it was a shared problem and that we were going to work
together on it. I believe that having it be a shared problem might have re-
sulted in a more effective solution.

In the workshop, David readily acknowledged that he hadn’t
achieved his desired outcomes, and he asked how he could handle
meetings like this more effectively. The initial feedback he received
from his colleagues focused on the fact that both he and John kept try-
ing to put the ball in the other’s court. Because they didn’t openly dis-
cuss their differing perspectives and priorities, neither felt satisfied
with or committed to the steps they agreed on.

David’s colleagues helped him see that he contributed to this out-
come by repeatedly advocating his own ideas without ever inquiring
about what would work from John’s perspective. One of the sales and
marketing VPs put it this way:

David says, “Why don’t we see if we can get the customers to pay for
this themselves?” But in the back of his mind, he knows damn well
they aren’t going to do that. But he doesn’t say that to John.

[To David] Why are you proposing that John do that, when you
know the customers aren’t going to do that? It seems to me, not that
it’s a bad suggestion, but you ought to finish it by saying, “I know that
it’s going to be a bitch, and here are the reasons why. Do you think it’s
worth a shot, John? Is there anything I can do to help you get that
done?” But it’s more like, “Let me give him a half-assed solution, and
let him go run off with it.” I mean, that’s how I interpret it.

Because a real solution to this project required a joint effort, get-
ting the problem defined as a shared one was an important objective.
However, as his colleagues pointed out, David didn’t take the oppor-
tunity to frame the discussion this way. In fact, in the workshop David
acknowledged that his attempt to establish joint responsibility had re-
ally been a defensive maneuver, a tactic to prevent him from taking
full responsibility. His actual objective, in the moment, was to take as
little responsibility for the problem as possible.

Like everyone else in their management group, David and John
functioned at the Achiever level. For this reason, it’s not surprising that
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each manager focused only on maximizing those outcomes used to
measure his own performance. However, in pivotal conversations like
this one, where the issue at hand crosses organizational boundaries,
focusing solely on your own objectives often leads to results that sat-
isfy no one.

To be effective in these types of conversations, David learned that
he needed to shift from a unilateral intention (focusing on only what
was good for him) to a collaborative intention (a willingness to de-
velop a solution that took into account the priorities of all the key
stakeholders—including himself). Put differently, he needed to shift
from a predominantly assertive power style to one that balanced as-
sertion and accommodation.

To make good on this collaborative intention, David needed to
know how to initiate and sustain a problem-solving dialogue. He
learned he could do this by advocating his position and then imme-
diately inviting the other person to express his own views.

David also received feedback about his “unspoken thoughts and
feelings.” For example, David knew that the assumptions he’d made
about installation costs were now going to hurt John’s performance,
but he didn’t acknowledge this. Brian, the president of FSS and the
person to whom both David and John reported, put it this way:

The conversation is like a surface dialogue. The real conversation is in
the unspoken thoughts and feelings. In other words, John is probably
saying to himself, “David didn’t set this up right, and now I’m bagged
with the thing. That annoys the hell out of me. What can he do to help
me?” And I’m just talking about the business aspects of it. And, David,
you’re probably saying in your own mind, “I’ll bet that’s where John’s
coming from.” It seems to me it would have helped to get this out in
the open. Then John could say to you, “I don’t understand why you
did this in the first place. Why was the deal structured this way? How
did we get to this point?”

The fact that John was sitting across from David in the workshop
gave them an opportunity to discuss this for the first time. John said
that David’s response in the meeting had angered him and reinforced
his distrust of the systems organization. In his relatively short tenure
at FSS, John felt that David’s people constantly pushed him away and
kept him in the dark. He didn’t always trust their reasons for project
delays, and when John asked David to intervene, it rarely made any
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difference. David sensed this distrust, but he never brought it up to
see what they could do about it.

Had David and John been able to discuss these issues using the
skills they were now learning, they would have discovered that they
held different views about what David’s role should be in solving the
problems that arose on new product development projects. In fact,
there was no commonly understood process for resolving these kinds
of issues.

In the workshop, David and his colleagues were introduced to the
Catalyst-level definition of framing, which went beyond the Achiever-
level definition Guy’s coach gave him in Chapter Five: At the Catalyst
level, framing isn’t just making your objectives and assumptions ex-
plicit at the beginning of a conversation. It’s also the skill of explic-
itly describing the key priorities, feelings, or assumptions influencing
your perceptions and actions at any key point in a conversation.
David and his colleagues discovered that getting many of these in-
ternal thoughts and feelings on the table can be extremely useful, not
only for solving the problem at hand but also for identifying and re-
solving underlying issues.

Pivotal conversations often provide unrecognized opportunities to
surface important underlying issues regarding organizational struc-
tures and working relationships. Quite often these issues are problem
generators. For example, the lack of clarity about how to resolve dif-
ferences at the interface between the systems organization and the sales
and marketing organization was a big cause of new product delays.
Yet, partly because of the “Ping-Pong” discussions that were the norm
at FSS, these issues remained undiscussed and unresolved.

Like his colleagues, David was initially much better at reflecting on
conversations after the fact than he was at changing his behavior while
it was happening. However, through practice, he gradually developed
a Catalyst’s level of awareness and intent: the ability to recognize a tacit
feeling, assumption, or behavior and then immediately adjust his re-
sponse to take this new awareness into account.5

As this new capacity developed, David was quick to recognize op-
portunities for joint problem solving. He also developed the ability to
shift, on the spot, from unilateral to collaborative intent, pausing after
key advocacy statements to inquire about others’ views. With contin-
ued coaching and a few refresher workshops over the two years that
followed, these skills gradually became a natural part of his repertoire,
and his leadership agility began to restabilize at the Catalyst level.
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During this period, David played a major role in transforming what
had been a poorly functioning executive team into a collaborative lead-
ership team that transformed FSS into a high-performing business.

TEAM LEADERSHIP AT 
THE CATALYST LEVEL

Joan came to the front of the ballroom and looked out at sixty expec-
tant faces. For the past year, she’d served as COO for the people sitting
before her, a highly respected consulting firm called Pricing Strategy
Solutions (PSS). Now in her mid-fifties, she had substantial experi-
ence in similar roles, including a stint as managing partner of a much
larger firm.

Joan’s first year at PSS had been a bad year for many consulting
firms, but especially so for PSS. Some of its Fortune 1000 clients had
taken their business to the full-service global consulting firms they
used for other purposes. It was a challenging situation:

As in many partnerships, whatever profits were made in the year be-
fore I arrived had been disbursed to the shareholders, so there was very
little money in the bank. When we had this bad year, we were forced
into salary deferrals, and we laid off eleven people. I’ve had experience
with this sort of thing, but for PSS it was the first time. So it was a very
tough year. The only upside was weeding out our low-performers.

The meeting was in a hotel about a mile from the firm’s main of-
fices near Research Triangle Park, the huge industrial park between
Durham, Chapel Hill, and Raleigh, North Carolina. The meeting had
started shortly before dinner, just as the group from their small San
Francisco office arrived. Doug, the firm’s pricing guru, primary owner,
and nominal CEO, began the meeting with an important message:

I’m not interested in surviving. I want us to thrive. As far as I’m con-
cerned, everyone in this room is part of a team. I’m going to stick with
this team. We’re going to sink or swim together.

Now, as Joan came to the front of the room, people looked both
concerned and curious. She and Doug had decided to speak before
dinner to give everyone a chance to talk and think things over before
the next day’s meeting. Joan’s remarks were brief:
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I’m going to put what Doug just said in very concrete terms: There
won’t be any more layoffs. We’ve evaluated the business, and we’ve de-
cided we want everyone in this room to be a part of the firm’s future.
Tomorrow’s meeting will be an opportunity for all of us to participate
in creating that future. I urge all of you to jump in and give us your
best thinking.

Members of the firm spent most of the next morning in small
groups, addressing key topics concerning their collective future. Each
group had people from all different levels of the company, and one
person in each group was assigned as a facilitator. During the late
morning report-outs, the most commonly mentioned idea was to ex-
plore the possibility of being acquired by a larger consulting firm.
Doug and Joan said this had already occurred to them as an option,
but they’d postponed any serious discussion to see what emerged at
this meeting. Now, seeing the groundswell of interest in the idea, Joan
suggested that they spend the afternoon testing its viability by having
subgroups flesh it out in more detail.

By the day’s end, the groups had identified the pros and cons of
being acquired, both on a business level and on a personal level. They
also took a first pass at defining the desired characteristics of the larger
firm. What emerged was a strong business case for pursuing an ac-
quisition partner. Joan summed it up this way:

The larger firms were beginning to get into pricing strategy. The work
we’d been known for was on its way toward becoming a commodity. To
retain leadership in this area, we needed to be part of a broader platform.

Also, for PSS to grow the way we want it to, we need more market-
ing muscle and financial wherewithal. Doug is a genius, but he’s an
idea guy. I’m a strong strategic and operational person. But, unlike
many successful small consulting firms, our top person isn’t a sales and
marketing type who can go out and make it rain.6

At the end of the all-hands meeting, Joan told everyone that the
management team would devote their next few weekly meetings to se-
rious consideration of the work they’d all done at the retreat. The
management team decided they wanted to be acquired by a global
consulting firm that shared their values and would honor their au-
tonomy. Within the month they initiated serious conversations with
several larger firms.
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The trap in a small firm is to think that everyone already knows what’s
going on. So you really have to work at keeping people informed. You
really can’t communicate enough. It increases the trust quotient. I’m
still amazed at what people make up about why certain things are hap-
pening if you don’t tell them.

We have two meetings every Friday, an hour with the executive team
and an hour before that with our go-to-market team, which is the ex-
ecutive team and about ten more people. This larger group talks about
how the business is doing, the opportunities we’re pursuing, what kind
of help we need. So these meetings keep our core people informed. In
addition, someone on the executive team sends a voicemail each week
to everyone in the firm. We were especially conscious of this during
the acquisition process. All the way along, we were very open with peo-
ple about what we were doing and why.

When the executive team narrowed the options down to the top
three firms, Joan got everyone’s agreement to conduct interviews with
the whole go-to-market team, about twenty people in all. Each of the
three firms knew how important it was to make sure PSS’s culture
would mesh with their own. By using this interview process it also be-
came very clear to the whole go-to-market team which firm they
wanted to join.

When the deal was consummated, Joan called everyone in PSS to-
gether to celebrate. As part of a top-quality global consulting firm,
they would now have access to a worldwide client base. At the same
time, PSS would enjoy a high degree of autonomy. Pricing Strategy
Solutions would keep its name, its management team, and its con-
sulting staff. Given the larger firm’s values and its acquisition track
record, PSS felt confident that these commitments would be honored.

When PSS decided to be acquired, all its consultants were highly
marketable. Some got offers to go elsewhere at higher salaries, but
everyone stayed with the firm.

I think the retreat and the way we managed the acquisition process
had everything to do with the end result. Because of the way we han-
dled it, I think the crisis we faced turned out to be extremely fortu-
itous. It allows us to bring the mind-set we’d developed within the
management team into the whole firm.
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When Joan joined Pricing Strategy Solutions as its COO, she
started holding weekly executive team meetings each Friday that fo-
cused primarily on operational issues and a monthly meeting that fo-
cused on strategic issues.

Doug selected me because PSS had never been managed by anyone
with experience growing a firm. He needed someone who would come
in and do things differently. At the same time, he knew it wouldn’t
work to have someone come in and impose things on people. So he
needed someone with a participative style, who would respect people’s
individuality and, at the same time, get them to work together as a real
team.

Joan said she originally developed this style because team mem-
bers wind up feeling greater ownership for decisions, which results in
better, faster implementation. “When it’s not just me pushing but
everyone is pulling in the same direction, everything is much easier
and a lot more likely to succeed.”

I usually ask for input. It’s a genuine request. More often than not, I’ve
had some ideas about a solution. So I often say, “Here’s what I’m think-
ing—what do the rest of you think?” At other times I’ll just say, “What
do you think?” But either way, the key to making it work is that, even
when I think I know the solution, I realize there could be more to the
picture.

Doing it this way, I get a lot of good ideas. Sometimes people agree
with me, sometimes they make small modifications, and sometimes it
results in dramatic changes. When people are engaged and feel some
ownership, it’s not at all unusual that we’ll come out with a better
solution.

It’s important not to confuse Joan’s participative approach to team
leadership with an accommodative power style. She had honed a well-
balanced power style by observing other leaders who were either too
assertive or too accommodating. Her approach was to encourage a
good team discussion that examines issues from multiple viewpoints:

When we do that, it doesn’t become me versus the team. Everyone is
influencing everyone else. I’ll certainly state my own views, but at
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times, other people will express these same views in ways that are more
persuasive for the team as a whole. In addition, when we talk some-
thing through from multiple perspectives, I wind up feeling more con-
fident myself that we’re doing the right thing.

There are also times, of course, when several team members take
one position and several take an opposite position—or when Joan
takes a position that’s different from most of the team. In these situ-
ations, she is quite comfortable making the decision herself and mov-
ing on. She observed that when team members see their input
considered and acted upon as frequently as they do, they have no
problem supporting her decisions, even when they may disagree.

But I don’t always do it the same way. Occasionally, when I get strong
resistance to my position, I back off a bit and go for a compromise that
gets things moving in what I feel is the right direction. I may ask them
to keep an open mind and revisit the issue at a later date. Later, I may
come back to the issue from a different angle and persist in taking it
where I think it needs to go.

When she’s let the team have its way, she’s often been pleasantly
surprised with the outcome. For example, in addition to consulting
services, PSS also provides educational seminars on pricing strategy.
When Joan first arrived, the seminars weren’t growing. She pulled to-
gether a team to look at the issue and endorsed their recommenda-
tion to grow educational services as a separate business line. The best
way to do that, she said, was to hire someone from outside the firm
with experience doing just that. However, the team felt very strongly
that Nick, one of the firm’s best presenters and educators, should run
the business.

Joan didn’t think so. Nick had no experience growing a line of busi-
ness. But the team pointed to his passion for this line of services and
said Nick would get great internal support because he lived the values
of the firm. The team did not address Joan’s concern about Nick’s lack
of business experience, but she decided to take the risk that the team
was right. As it turned out, Nick and the business line he now heads
have both flourished. As Joan put it:

This wasn’t about giving up my authority and making sure everyone
else was happy. I couldn’t do that. What I think is most important,
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overall, is that people know they can influence me and they can influ-
ence each other. That creates a level of trust and cohesiveness that’s re-
ally hard to beat.

LEADING ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHANGE AT THE CATALYST LEVEL

Robert had recently become president of a Canadian oil company. He
was now seated across the table from Ian, a senior partner in one of
the world’s top strategy consulting firms. Robert had retained Ian and
his team because he faced a monumental strategic challenge: He
wanted to transform his rather lackluster company into the best re-
gional in North America. In fact, his vision was to develop an organi-
zation whose business performance and innovative ways of operating
would be benchmarked by companies from a wide variety of indus-
tries. At the same time, he needed to boost the company’s stock price
at least $5 a share right away.

In light of present circumstances, this was an extremely ambitious
vision. Robert’s company was an average player in a crowded, mature,
margin-sensitive marketplace where long-range demand was projected
to be flat. His predecessor had tried to improve the company’s per-
formance, but he’d come up short. Earnings were going steadily down-
hill, and morale was at an all-time low. As Robert described it later:

People were frustrated and unhappy. My predecessor did everything
he knew how to make the company more efficient, but he couldn’t get
any traction. There’d been a lot of reactive downsizing in response to
the pressure to cut costs—without much communication, under-
standing, or participation in the process. The whole organization was
in a state of fear. People didn’t know what was going to happen next.

Now, a month into work on a new strategy, Robert and Ian were
meeting because they both felt uneasy about how the work was pro-
gressing. Ian was a Catalyst in a consulting firm wedded to Achiever-
level assumptions and methodologies. On one hand, he had great
respect for the firm, its people, and their capabilities. On the other
hand, he understood its limitations in a way that few other partners
did. Sitting across the table from Robert, he felt he had to be frank:

The people on my team are among the best in the world when it comes
to assessing an oil company’s strategic options. I’m sure we’ll come up
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with some very good ideas. But there won’t be any silver bullet here.
To realize your vision, you need a number of breakthrough strategies.
For that, you’ll need some really fresh ideas. Our methodology is very
solid, but it’s also very linear. Your team and my team both hold so
many assumptions in common, I think we could miss some impor-
tant opportunities.

This was exactly what Robert had been feeling. Ian said, “I think
you need to find a boutique consulting firm that can come in, bring
groups of employees and other stakeholders together, and have them
think creatively about a wide range of possible strategies. We can feed
the best ones into our strategic review.” Ian hadn’t done this before,
but as a Catalyst he had a history of initiating experiments that ex-
panded his repertoire. Robert approved the recommendation.

With Ian’s help, Robert hired a small consulting firm that could
work collaboratively with the company and with Ian’s team. The new
firm custom-designed and facilitated ten “Idea Factories”—creative
strategic thinking sessions, each attended by fifteen to twenty people.
They did one session with the executive team and their strategy con-
sultants, two with a variety of external stakeholders, and seven others
with a wide range of company employees.7

In the Idea Factories, trios of participants created metaphors that
captured the company’s strategic situation and listed its greatest chal-
lenges and opportunities. The entire group was then guided through
a “creative leap”—a visualization of their industry as they imagined it
seven years in the future, recorded on a large blank mural at the front
of the room.8 Still thinking seven years out, participants visualized
their company as the leading regional in North America, then engaged
in an energetic brainstorm of what the business and operational
strategies of such a company would be.9

Robert and his team were so enthused by the Idea Factories that
they had the new firm design and facilitate a one-day meeting to syn-
thesize these ideas with those developed with the strategy firm. At that
meeting the management team made creative connections between
hundreds of “raw” strategy ideas and developed them into powerful
strategic initiatives. Only after each initiative was strengthened as
much as possible were they subjected to rigorous evaluation.10

Roughly a third of the new strategies approved came from the Idea
Factories. About a third came from the strategy firm, and another
third came from both sources. One strategy was a strong commitment
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to becoming a leader in the area of environmental responsibility. An-
other was a “people strategy” designed to catapult the company into
the ranks of high-performing organizations.

This new “people strategy” included human resource policies and
practices that gave priority to the development and retention of highly
effective personnel. It also included a commitment to increase the fre-
quency and quality of communications with company employees and
to build an organizational culture that would foster greater teamwork,
empowerment, and accountability.

The top team also decided they needed a smaller, more focused or-
ganizational structure, which immediately put the company’s new
“people strategy” to the test. When it was time to launch the new
strategies, Robert and his team presented them to their employees be-
fore announcing them to the market. At the end of the presentation,
even though some jobs would be changed and others eliminated, peo-
ple applauded. As Robert later described it:

This was not a slash-and-burn exercise. We were undertaking an or-
ganized, step-by-step three-year project. We wanted to treat everyone
fairly. If someone’s job was going to disappear, we gave them as much
notice as possible. We tried to find homes in the organization for as
many as possible of those who were displaced.

As implementation of the new strategies proceeded, Robert and his
team opened the communication channels. They created opportuni-
ties to discuss the company’s new direction and its organizational im-
plications in forums ranging from one-on-one conversations to large
group meetings. They used these forums to keep everyone informed
about the company’s business performance and the progress it was
making in implementing its new strategies. In addition to holding
quarterly company-wide meetings, Robert met personally with twenty
different management teams each year to discuss issues and ensure
alignment with vision and strategy.

Over the three years that followed, Robert and his team led the
company through a remarkable transformation. The once-faltering
company not only survived without selling any of its divisions (a move
under serious consideration by the outgoing president), it entered a
phase of aggressive growth. Annual earnings grew from $9 million to
$40 million, and cash expenses were reduced by $40 million a year.
The company became one of the most efficient and effective refiners in
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North America and one of the top retailers in its marketplace. Once
shunned by investors, the business press now pronounced it one of
the darlings of the stock market.

Robert later said that, while developing the right strategies was an
essential part of the turnaround, the participative process he used to
arrive at these strategies was equally important. Why? Because it de-
veloped the trust, alignment, and commitment needed to implement
the new strategies effectively. “We started to think with one brain. In-
stead of being at cross-purposes, we could understand and support
each other’s decisions.”

Let’s step back for a moment and compare Robert’s post-heroic ap-
proach to the heroic approach used by Mark, the CEO described in
Chapter Five. Everything Mark did proceeded from the assumption
that, with some input and assistance from others, he should be able to
figure out the right strategy for his company. He involved his boards
and his management team in an exploration of the HMO’s strategic
options, not because he thought it might change his mind, but to in-
crease stakeholder buy-in.

When Robert became president of the oil company, he established
an ambitious, inspiring vision for the company, and he involved a wide
variety of stakeholders in developing the strategies needed to achieve
this vision. Although he remained the final decision maker, he did not
feel, as Mark did, that it was his responsibility to figure out the new
strategies and then sell them to others. Mark involved only those stake-
holders whose buy-in was essential. Robert’s central question was,
“Who can we learn from?”

Mark designed his retreat so that no strategic decisions would be
made during the meeting. This way, he didn’t risk losing control of
the decision-making process. By contrast, Robert’s strategy retreat was
the primary forum in which he and his team, together, developed the
company’s new strategies. Although Robert clearly articulated the cri-
teria for good strategies prior to the retreat (consistency with the vi-
sion and with the need to raise share price), the specific strategies that
emerged could only be partly predicted in advance.

CATALYST-LEVEL LEADERSHIP 
AGILITY COMPETENCIES

The development of Catalyst-level competencies is fueled by a shift in
a leader’s level of awareness and intent.
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Catalyst Awareness and Intent

The new level of awareness that emerges at the Catalyst level begins
with a heightened interest in the relationship between experience and
reflection. At the Achiever level, you have a well-developed reflective
capacity, but your reflections on your experience don’t take place on
the spot. Motivation to develop to the Catalyst level arises when you
repeatedly experience the limitations of this after-the-fact awareness
and begin to want something more immediate.

For example, when one of our clients made the transition from
Achiever to Catalyst, she kept a journal of the process. A key early in-
sight came when she realized that she reflected on her behavior every
day but had trouble reflecting in action. For example, she’d go into a
meeting with her direct reports intending to have a rich group dis-
cussion about important departmental issues, then realize afterwards
that she’d once again dominated the meeting. The story of David, the
software company EVP, illustrates how leaders can develop a level of
awareness that allows them to adjust their behavior on the spot.

This level of awareness begins with direct, momentary attention to
some aspect of current experience, followed immediately by a rapid
reflective process that allows you to make sense out of the experience
and adjust your response accordingly. Patrick, a fully developed Cata-
lyst manager in a large consumer products company, provided a lucid
description of this level of awareness:

It starts with being aware of the situation I’m in. One part of this is my
perception of what’s going on around me, how other people are be-
having. What does their body language say? What are their tones of
voice? Another part is being aware of what I am feeling, how I’m re-
acting to what I see. If I’m in a foul mood, that’s going to influence
how I see things. Or maybe what’s going on is a conflict between two
people and maybe this scares me, or maybe I’m excited about the issue
they’re arguing about. But whatever I’m feeling, I need to be aware of
that, so I can take that into account when I respond.11 It’s a process of
being aware of my experience, interpreting my experience, then tak-
ing action.

As a fully developed Catalyst, you make it a practice to return fre-
quently to this new level of awareness, but it’s not as if you’re con-
stantly operating on this frequency. Rather, you’ve activated this level
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of awareness often enough that it’s usually available to you when you
want it to be. Meanwhile, you retain the after-the-fact reflective ca-
pacity you developed in the Achiever level.

The more you practice Catalyst-level awareness, the more you real-
ize that your actions are governed by assumptions, feelings, and prior-
ities of which you’re often unaware. As you develop this facility, your
agility increases because you can now make adjustments that, formerly,
you wouldn’t have made. For example, as you’re talking, you might re-
alize that you’ve just made a major assumption, then pause and find a
way to check its validity. Or you might catch yourself as you’re about
to escalate a conflict and switch to a more constructive response.

At the Achiever level, you develop a strong sense of identity and a
robust value and belief system. At the Catalyst level, you develop a
compelling interest in discovering what lies beyond the boundaries of
your known world. As you begin to recognize the tacit feelings and as-
sumptions that shape your actions, you realize that your image of
yourself isn’t entirely accurate. You develop a keener interest in learn-
ing more about yourself and your impact on others.

You also see that your self-chosen values and beliefs are more pro-
foundly conditioned by your life circumstances than you formerly re-
alized. As a result, you may develop an interest in questions such as:
What would it have been like to grow up in a family where your par-
ents’ backgrounds and expectations were entirely different from those
of your actual parents? What if you’d grown up in a community some-
where else in the world, at a completely different level of economic
development, or where you were treated quite differently and learned
dramatically different lessons about life? What’s it like to belong to an-
other racial or ethnic group, have a different sexual preference, or grow
up with a completely different religious background?

One way or another, you realize that the conditions governing peo-
ple’s early development and current life have a profound effect on
their system of values and beliefs. You see that you harbor more un-
conscious biases and assumptions than you formerly imagined. The
critical attitude you formerly held toward value and belief systems that
differ from your own begins to shift: Your appreciation of diversity in-
creases, and you develop an interest in understanding other ways of
life from the inside out.

The Catalyst level of intent is clearly illustrated in Robert’s story.
While Mark focused on creating and implementing the right strategy
for his organization, Robert had a broader aspiration: He created a
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context that fostered sustained organizational achievement. The cre-
ative strategy process was only the beginning. What he really estab-
lished was an ongoing process of participative decision making that
catalyzed his direct reports into becoming a true leadership team. To-
gether, they created an organizational culture that emphasized in-
creased employee involvement.

Catalyst Context-Setting Agility

We now turn to the leadership agility competencies
that emerge at the Catalyst level.12 The two capacities
that affect your level of context-setting agility are your
situational awareness and your sense of purpose.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS. In Chapter Five, we likened the Achiever’s
situational awareness to an adjustable camera lens: You can zoom in
to focus on a particular person, issue, or organizational unit, and you
can zoom out to observe the dynamics of its surrounding environ-
ment. For example, we saw how Mark focused on the competitors,
providers, and purchasers in his marketplace, identifying their moti-
vations and anticipating their future moves.

Catalyst leaders have this same capacity, but they can also take a
more wide-angle view. This capacity makes them more attentive to
the larger context within which they and their stakeholders operate.
As a result, leaders who reach the Catalyst level are more likely than
they were at previous levels to be attuned to the health of the natural
environment and the well-being of the larger society.13 Brenda’s envi-
ronmental perspective is one clear example. Robert’s decision to pur-
sue a strategy of environmental leadership also reflects an enlarged
situational awareness.

Within their teams and organizations, Catalysts know that every-
thing they focused on as Achievers still requires attention. But their
primary intention is to create contexts that will generate the sustained
achievement of valued outcomes. Put differently, at the Catalyst level,
leaders pay more attention to managing the “white spaces” in the or-
ganization chart: the working relationships within and between units
and the organizational culture that shapes these relationships.14

SENSE OF PURPOSE. At the Achiever level, you develop a strategic ori-
entation and a strong interest in achieving outcomes that lie two to
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five years in the future. Over the past two decades, as more and more
leaders have been encouraged to articulate their “vision,” this term has
been increasingly applied to Achiever-level outcomes, whether or not
they’re truly visionary. For example, Mark wanted his HMO to be-
come an organization that could offer a full range of health care
provider models. This strategy was a new one for his organization, but
it followed what other HMOs were doing.

By contrast, Catalyst leaders have the capacity to create visions that
challenge commonly held assumptions.15 This proclivity for vision-
ary thinking is fueled, in part, by their desire to find greater meaning
in their work. Brenda’s vision, which held that environmental re-
sponsibility and long-term profitability are mutually compatible ob-
jectives, held great meaning for her personally. The same was true for
Robert. He not only took a number of steps that made his company
and its parent corporation more environmentally responsible, he also
served as chairman of a leading environmental organization dedicated
to protecting Canada’s most threatened habitats.

Even if Catalysts don’t have a strong personal commitment to so-
cial and environmental responsibility, they focus on creating envi-
ronments within their organizations where people can find greater
meaning in their work. For example, Joan was strongly committed to
creating a participative management team and organizational culture.
As David and his colleagues moved to the Catalyst level, they devel-
oped and delivered on a similar commitment.

As your visionary capacity expands at the Catalyst level, so does the
time horizon that motivates your strategic thinking. Because you can
more vividly envision long-term outcomes, you can be inspired by vi-
sions that take a decade or longer to fully realize. You also become a
more agile strategic thinker, moving with greater ease through short,
medium, and long-range time frames.

Catalyst Stakeholder Agility

The two capacities that influence your level of stake-
holder agility are your stakeholder understanding and
your power style.

STAKEHOLDER UNDERSTANDING. As we discuss later in this chapter, at
the Catalyst level you begin to see that your image of yourself is just
that—an image. You also begin to develop an attitude toward yourself
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that’s more accepting of your faults and foibles. This attitude toward
yourself is mirrored in your attitudes toward other people. You begin
to see that behind everyone’s socially conditioned persona is a totally
unique person who, paradoxically, shares a common humanity.

In addition, your on-the-spot reflective capacity allows you to catch
underlying assumptions you previously overlooked. The more you en-
gage in this kind of reflection, the more you find that your value and
belief system is biased by a variety of factors, including your family
upbringing, socioeconomic class, and national culture. Through these
discoveries, you see that your views and priorities, and those of every-
one else, are irreducibly subjective.

Through these insights you begin to place real value on under-
standing views that differ from your own. At the Achiever level,
“putting yourself in another’s shoes” usually means realizing how you
would react if you were faced with their circumstances. At the Cata-
lyst level, this capacity deepens. It now becomes easier to imagine what
it’s like to be someone else, experiencing their circumstances as they
experience them.16 We saw the leaders of the software company put
this level of stakeholder understanding into practice in their pivotal
conversations, when they advocated their views and immediately in-
vited others to express theirs. We also saw this capacity at work in
Robert’s insistence on involving a wide range of stakeholders in the
company’s strategic review process.

POWER STYLE. At the Achiever level, you realize that an organization
is, in part, a political arena where multiple stakeholders exercise power
and influence. However, you tend to equate the exercise of power with
the unilateral pursuit of self-interest. From this perspective, organi-
zational politics can never be more than a zero-sum game where you
can either win, lose, or compromise. You think of empowerment as
something that people with more power do for people with less power,
and the primary methods you use to empower others are structural.
For example, an Achiever-level executive might empower middle man-
agers by giving them increased budget authority.

At the Catalyst level, you remain cognizant of personal and polit-
ical power, but you become interested in two new forms of power:
the power of vision and the power of participation. Of this pair, vi-
sion represents the more assertive side of power, while participation
represents its receptive side. Because assertion and accommodation
are most powerful when they work together, Catalysts are most
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effective when they use a leadership style that balances vision and
participation.

Catalyst-level visionary leadership differs from the Achiever’s ap-
proach in several important respects. First, as we’ve noted, the visions
that Catalyst leaders are capable of creating tend to be more far-
reaching. Second, Catalysts are more likely than Achievers to develop
an inspired vision that has significant personal meaning. Third, be-
cause their visions spring from their desire to make a meaningful con-
tribution, they can communicate them in a way that evokes the same
intrinsic motivation in others.

Catalyst leaders also emphasize the power of participation. They
don’t abdicate their decision-making authority, but they enjoy creat-
ing teams and organizations where people feel empowered to con-
tribute their own unique talents and ideas. While Achievers sometimes
express frustration that their people don’t take more initiative, Cata-
lysts work to create environments where initiative is infectious.

Catalyst leaders are most effective when they articulate an inspir-
ing vision and actively encourage others to participate in bringing it
to life. Overly assertive Catalysts, who articulate a compelling vision
but don’t actively encourage participation, ultimately turn people off
by stifling the very energy their vision arouses. Overly accommoda-
tive Catalysts, who develop participative environments but don’t pro-
vide sufficient direction, generate a scattered energy that ultimately
devolves into frustration.17

The four Catalyst leaders featured in this chapter all provide ex-
amples of balanced power styles. David and Joan both worked with
their colleagues to create participative organizational cultures, but they
also exercised the power of vision. Robert responded to his leadership
challenge by creating a far-reaching vision and endorsing a process
that allowed a wide range of stakeholders to engage in developing the
strategies needed to realize it. Brenda used the same approach to mo-
bilize change efforts that helped her company become simultaneously
more profitable and more environmentally responsible.

Catalyst Creative Agility

To achieve results consistent with a far-reaching vi-
sion, you need to tackle and resolve complex, non-
routine problems. Creative agility transforms these
ill-structured problems into desired results. Your level
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of agility in this domain is supported by your capacity for connective
awareness and reflective judgment.

CONNECTIVE AWARENESS. Connective awareness is the ability to hold
different ideas and experiences in mind, compare and contrast them,
and make meaningful connections between them. At the Catalyst level,
your understanding of the relationship between intentions and results
deepens, and you begin to appreciate the extent to which others’ be-
havior isn’t always consciously intended. You get interested in the fact
that, even when you achieve your objectives, your actions can have un-
intended negative consequences—for yourself as well as for others.
This realization is part of a more general insight that causality in
human relationships can be circular as well as linear.18

As your capacity for connective awareness expands, you develop
the ability to “try on” frames of reference that differ from your own.
To understand how this new capacity goes beyond Achiever-level
awareness, it’s important to understand the role that underlying
frames of reference play in giving meaning to ideas and experiences.

For example, when David and John discussed the EDR installation
problem, both were operating at the Achiever level. Each had the abil-
ity to hold the other’s solutions in mind and compare them with his
own. However, neither had yet developed the capacity to ask and ac-
curately answer the question: “What would it be like to be the other
person in this situation, with his needs and priorities? How do my so-
lution ideas sound from that frame of reference?”19

At the Catalyst level, you can “try on” frames that differ from or even
conflict with your own by exercising a “willing suspension of disbe-
lief.”20 You temporarily drop your own frame and adopt one with al-
ternative assumptions and priorities long enough to understand what
a situation looks like from a new perspective. You then return to your
own frame of reference with a better understanding and greater ap-
preciation of an alternative viewpoint. This capacity, which allows you
to import ideas from other frames of reference into your own, also
makes you a more creative thinker than you were at the Achiever level.21

As an Achiever, you see that diametrically opposed ideas are related
to one another along a continuum with many shades of gray between
them. Faced with conflicting alternatives, you can choose between
them, but you can also envision various degrees of compromise be-
tween the two extremes. At the Catalyst level, your ability to move back
and forth between opposing frames of reference opens you to a new
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understanding of paradox: Perspectives and priorities that seem to
contradict one another may each be valid in their own way.22

The major limitation in Catalyst-level connective awareness is that
you can try on only one frame of reference at a time. If your power
style is primarily assertive, then even though you can perceive situa-
tions from other frames of reference, you’ll have a strong tendency to
default to your own frame. If your style is accommodative, you’re more
likely to side with nondominant frames of reference. It’s not until the
Co-Creator level that you develop the capacity to hold differing frames
of reference in mind at the same time, compare and contrast them, and
make meaningful connections and choices between them.

REFLECTIVE JUDGMENT. Reflective judgment refers to the way you de-
termine what to believe and what to do about the problems you face—
and how to justify these beliefs to yourself and to others. As an
Achiever, you realized that any point of view is ultimately personal
and subjective, but you assumed that biases in human thinking could
be corrected through rational thinking supported by verifiable data.
At the Catalyst level, you still believe that good data and rational
thought are important and useful, but you also see that underlying
frames of reference are much more powerful and pervasive than you’d
formerly imagined.

As we noted earlier, the Catalyst level of awareness involves directly
but momentarily attending to some aspect of current experience, fol-
lowed immediately by a reflective process that makes sense out of the
experience. Once it’s a reliable part of your repertoire, this level of
awareness allows you to recognize and reflect on a new whole array of
assumptions, feelings, and priorities. Through these discoveries you
gradually experience for yourself the famous insight recorded in the
Talmud: “We don’t see things as they are. We see things as we are.”

Consequently, at the Catalyst level you see that virtually every prob-
lem you work on is ill-structured, simply because other people are in-
volved. You know that any time two or more people work together to
solve a problem—such as the software installation problem faced by
David and John—the chances are extremely high that they’ll each de-
fine the problem differently and have different solution criteria.

Further, your understanding that every problem statement is based
on a particular frame of reference makes you much more likely to ask
yourself, Is this the right problem to be working on? and What as-
sumptions have we made in the way we’ve defined this problem?23 As
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in David’s story, you’re also more likely to ask if you’re getting to the
underlying issues that generate problems on a regular basis.24

Catalyst Self-Leadership Agility

Your level of agility in developing as a leader is made
possible by your level of self-awareness and develop-
mental motivation.

SELF-AWARENESS. As an Achiever, your robust reflective capacity al-
lows you to develop a strong sense of identity, including a clear image
of your strengths and limitations as a leader. However, with the de-
velopment of Catalyst-level self-awareness, you find that your image
of yourself is based partly on accurate self-observation and partly on
a combination of wishful thinking and overly negative self-evaluation.
You discover that your self-image acts as an interpretive filter, screen-
ing out internal feelings and external feedback that would give you a
more complete picture of yourself.

This realization fuels a desire to increase your level of self-knowledge.
By detecting and letting go of your own defense mechanisms, you dis-
cover more about your “shadow side,” those parts of yourself—both
positive and negative—that lie beneath the rational persona of your
Achiever self.

With this new level of self-awareness, you discover that you’re mo-
tivated by feelings you thought you’d already transcended. For exam-
ple, you find that you’re more strongly motivated to seek others’
approval than you thought you were. In Chapter Five you met Karen,
an Achiever who became a Community Development Corporation
administrator. At that time, she fulfilled her drive for independence
by establishing a career and becoming financially self-sufficient. How-
ever, when we interviewed Karen, she’d developed to the Catalyst level,
and she’d redefined independence as an emotional issue:

The biggest conflict I feel now in my development is between emotional
dependence and independence. Now that I’m aware of the extent to
which I’ve been dependent on other people and their approval, I un-
derstand more clearly what it means to be emotionally independent.

Patrick, the Catalyst-level consumer products manager introduced
earlier in this chapter, reported a similar discovery. In his work with a
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coach, he discovered that his need for control, so central to his
Achiever-level persona, was often motivated by a desire for others to
admire his abilities. For example, he discovered that he unconsciously
manipulated group meetings and other situations so that he would
look good. This discovery and his Catalyst level of self-awareness al-
lowed Patrick to alter his behavior by changing his frame about what
was at stake:

When my desire to get others’ approval gets mixed in with the need to
get the job done, then if I don’t get my way, I wind up feeling bad
about myself. That’s a really counterproductive set-up. But now I’m
starting to separate those out. Sometimes I get my way, and sometimes
I don’t. But my feeling of self-worth isn’t on the line.

A related discovery is the realization that your degree of dependence
on others’ approval is a direct function of your own level of self-
acceptance. Further, you begin to realize that any feelings of inadequacy
that lurk beneath the surface are created primarily by automatic and
largely unconscious self-judgments. Consequently, you see that the best
way to overcome these feelings is not to try to control others’ percep-
tions but to develop a more affirming attitude toward yourself. As a re-
sult, you begin to discover the inner dimension of empowerment.25

Rather than automatically judging or rejecting thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors that conflict with the way you “should” be, you learn to
meet them with an attitude of curiosity and reflective acceptance. This
posture gives you more choice and flexibility in responding to a whole
range of different situations. It also makes it easier to accept the fact
that you have mixed feelings and inner conflicts. For example, this is
the first level where you can clearly appreciate the fact that assertion
and accommodation are expressions of two different sides of yourself.

DEVELOPMENTAL MOTIVATION. Joyce was an extremely effective Catalyst-
level organization development consultant who worked for a large com-
puter company. When we interviewed her, she was the lead internal
consultant helping to transform a traditionally managed plant into a
flatter organization built around empowered work teams. She was so
personally committed to this innovative vision that she drove herself
very hard. One night, about a year into the assignment, she was up late
again working in her office, when the janitor came by and poked his
head in the door. As Joyce relates the experience:
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I had stacks of paper around me and felt under tremendous pressure.
I was totally stressed out and was actually close to tears. Victor is a
sweet man, a simple man. He comes in, takes his headset off, and says,
“Do you ever listen to Enya?” I say, “Yeah, sometimes, Victor, some-
times I do.” He goes, “I think you should listen to her music, Joyce. I
think you should get a stereo in here. It would change the energy in
this room.”

Then he says, “Come with me for a minute,” and we walk outside
the building onto a little knoll. He gestures to the facilities that sur-
round us, and he says, “This is your community—all the people who
work here, day and night. The people here trust you. They believe in
you. They know you’re working really hard to make this place the best
it can be.”

“So don’t be so hard on yourself,” he says. “You’ve already changed
this place so much. You have no idea the power of the love that you’ve
brought to this community. They love you for it in return. That’s more
important than anything else in the world. You gotta remember that,
Joyce. It’s all about people. It’s all about caring for each other. That’s
what’s changing this place. You gotta believe in yourself, because the
rest of us do.”

The janitor says this to me. What a gift!26

If Joyce were still at the Achiever level, she probably wouldn’t have
been so receptive to Victor’s message. At that level of agility, the time
you spend working toward future outcomes seems like a commodity,
a means to an end. Because it keeps you focused and produces results,
this orientation can become subtly addictive.27 As Joyce’s story shows,
Catalysts aren’t immune to this syndrome. However, at the Catalyst
level it’s easier to catch it when it happens, step back, and shift to a
larger perspective.

At the Achiever level, your primary motivation to develop as a
leader is a desire to succeed in achieving your chosen outcomes. As a
Catalyst, you’re still motivated to achieve outcomes. In fact, as we’ve
seen, you may be motivated by a very ambitious vision. But you also
begin to focus on something deeper: You want the vision and the out-
comes you pursue to have personal meaning, and you want your life
between achievements to be meaningful and fulfilling as well.

When she reached the Catalyst level, Karen, the Community De-
velopment Corporation administrator, said she saw leadership devel-
opment as being as much about personal growth as about learning
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new skills. And personal growth at this level isn’t so much a goal to
achieve as an ongoing, open-ended process:

You never quite reach that place where you know yourself completely.
I may never totally achieve my goal of freedom. I just feel that it’s a
continuing process. As I perceive it now, you have to work on it until
you die.
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C H A P T E R  S E V E N

Co-Creator Level
Realize Shared Purpose

The New Year’s party had ended, and Larry’s guests
had all gone home. He sat on his deck smoking a cigar, looking at the
stars, thinking about his life. Here he was, thirty-nine years old, newly
divorced, and it seemed like his whole life had emptied out before him.
He didn’t want to go into one of those after-divorce tailspins like some
of his friends had. Instead, he’d use the divorce as an opportunity to
do what he’d always wanted to do—if he could just figure out what
that was.

In many ways, Larry’s career had been very interesting and pro-
ductive. During the early 1980s, he worked at Bell Labs and did some
of the groundbreaking work that brought computerization to the
desktop. After earning his MBA, he’d managed a number of different
IT functions in both client and vendor IT companies.

Sitting on his deck, blowing smoke rings into the night air, Larry
kept thinking about a book he’d just read called The Experience of
Insight, by Joseph Goldstein. It was a clearly written guide for what 
is known in the West as insight meditation.1 Learning to meditate 
was something he’d wanted to do for years. The next day he called a
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local meditation center and enrolled in a class. A week later he began
a daily meditation practice.

Several years later, he joined a Fortune 100 financial services com-
pany based in New York City. Once there, he started going to some of
the evening sessions at the insight meditation center in Manhattan,
and he attended some of their weekend retreats in the heart of the city.

After a couple of years in New York—about four years into my medi-
tation practice—one of the teachers at the center, a retired business-
man, started a group that meets once a quarter specifically to talk
about mindfulness in business.2 I’ve met some great people through
that group. We meditate together and talk about what it means to
apply Buddhist ethics in the workplace.3

WHAT LEADERSHIP 
MEANS TO A CO-CREATOR

In the five years since he joined this group, Larry says, it’s had more
impact on his work as a leader than any other single thing he’s done:

Combining sitting meditation with deep conversations about ethics,
I started seeing more subtleties—how everyone is connected with
everyone else—how a company’s policies and practices affect the
human beings inside and outside the corporation—how the way you
treat other people affects your own happiness. Being in this group
brought me back to a question I’d had since my Bell Labs days about
the relationship between personal growth and global issues. In one way
or another it’s a question everyone in the group is grappling with.

As an outgrowth of this experience, Larry began to volunteer his
time with nonprofit organizations, and he got quite involved in the
“resource groups” his corporation established to support employees
from diverse backgrounds. He’s now a participant in the Women in
Technology group, the Asian American group, the African American
group, and the Native Peoples group.

If I wanted to work in a company that was fully living the values I be-
lieve in, a large financial services corporation wouldn’t be the right
place for me. But if everyone with my values reacted by leaving their
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company, I think we’d have even more Enrons and Global Crossings.
By staying here, I and others who feel the same way have an opportu-
nity to help change things from the inside. For example, I’ve had some
involvement in helping set the direction of our Environmental Affairs
Council. I’d like our company to be doing more along these lines, but
I feel I’m influencing things I wouldn’t otherwise be able to influence.

I used to think that leadership was the charismatic side of being a
manager—how to inspire and influence people to take action. But in-
creasingly, I see leadership more as a form of service. Sometimes I’ve
even chosen to move “down” a level, because this is how I could best
be of service. But I kept getting promoted back up! So I decided, OK,
I’m someone who’s good at leading large organizations. Since this is
the service I’m apparently able to offer, the main thing is to be con-
scious about how I do it.

For example, I have mentor relationships with about fifteen man-
agers. I help them with management challenges, ethical quandaries,
and career issues. I try not to focus just on how they can climb the lad-
der, but on how they live their lives. I ask them: What do you find ful-
filling? Is your life in balance? Are you doing anything that gives back
to the community? I see them as human beings who inhabit profes-
sional roles. I try to help them see that, if they approach work as an
opportunity for self-development and serving others, it can be trans-
forming for them and for the teams and organizations they work
within.

For Larry, leadership also means being conscious of the behavior
he’s modeling and being able to acknowledge specific mistakes he’s
made and what he’s learned from those mistakes.

I’m very committed to collaboration. But I found myself in a situation
a few months ago where I was anything but that. I’d recently taken over
a position leading a management group that had been fairly dysfunc-
tional. Its relationships with other groups weren’t very good.

I was in a meeting with my boss [the CIO] and his other direct re-
ports. We were talking about how IT could be more responsive to the
needs of the business, and I described a slightly different way to orga-
nize the IT function. Then, Craig—this guy who runs a unit my group
has had problems with in the past—he completely blows up and rips
into me, telling me in a very insulting way that I had no business trying
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to change his organization when my own unit was doing such a piss-
poor job. Before I knew it I was yelling back at Craig at the top of my
lungs.

In the midst of the shouting, Larry suddenly remembered sitting
in meditation that morning. The discrepancy was so shocking, he im-
mediately stopped. The meeting broke up shortly after that.

I’d never been attacked like that or reacted like that in a public forum.
When I left the room, I was breathing hard and my hands were shak-
ing. I went into the men’s room, went into one of the stalls, and just
stood there. I didn’t try to shut down all the churning, but by being
mindful of it I stopped feeding it, and it gradually subsided. It hit me
that I’ve carefully lived my life to avoid getting upset—and I wondered
what it’s cost me to do that.

The next day Larry had a weeklong vacation scheduled. Rather
than taking the hiking trip he’d planned, he decided to go to a medi-
tation retreat and use some of his free time to reflect on his conflict
with Craig.

After several days of meditation, I found it much easier to see how my
group’s behavior had affected Craig and his group. I also realized that
I’d said things to my group that just reinforced their negative feelings
about Craig’s unit.

When I came back, I called him and set up a meeting, but I was ner-
vous about how it would go. He came to the meeting with a book
called The Five Dysfunctions of a Team. He said, “I read this, and I think
it captures a lot of the problems that both of our teams have.” I was
amazed. I almost wondered if all the time I’d spent at the retreat em-
pathizing with Craig had somehow affected his attitude. He suggested
that I read the book. I did, and he was right.4

We sat down the next week and made a commitment to work on
the problems within our own teams and to model the right behavior
by publicly supporting each other and seeking common ground. We
continued to meet once a week and talk about the good, the bad, and
the ugly. It was a real breakthrough. It was also very striking how much
our teams’ behavior changed once Craig and I developed a more col-
laborative relationship.
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When leaders grow into the Co-Creator level, they develop capac-
ities that build on those that emerged at the Catalyst level. Their vi-
sions often take into account realities beyond their own industry,
reflecting an evolving sense of life purpose aimed at enhancing the
lives of other human beings. In fact, as you’ll see, Co-Creators who es-
tablish new companies are often visionaries who pioneer new forms
of organization with a firm commitment to social and environmen-
tal responsibility.

Co-Creator leaders are intent on developing organizations ani-
mated by shared purpose, where individual initiative and shared re-
sponsibility are both strong norms. Whenever possible, they prefer to
develop stakeholder relationships characterized by mutual commit-
ment, trust, and collaboration. Their ability to build these kinds of re-
lationships is supported by a “centered” power style that allows them
to enter deeply into others’ frames of reference, as well as their own,
balancing self-assertion with appropriate receptivity to others’ needs.

This capacity to enter into multiple frames of reference gives Co-
Creators a keen awareness of interdependence and a well-developed
capacity for integrative thinking. Their ability to step back and see
where different frames conflict and where they have common ele-
ments allows them to enter into creative problem-solving dialogues
and discover true win-win solutions.

The level of self-awareness you develop at the Co-Creator level
gives you the capacity to stay with difficult feelings longer than you
would have at the Catalyst level. As you gradually become more aware
of your own experience, you discover inner conflicts and begin to in-
tegrate parts of your “shadow side” into your conscious personality.
As you become more attuned to your actual thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors, you increase your capacity for experimenting with new per-
spectives and behaviors and for learning from your experience.

Meditation plays a part in several stories in this chapter, and you
may wonder why. Through our research, we found that many of the
leaders who develop Co-Creator-level awareness and intent do so by
bringing the attentiveness they cultivate during meditation practice
into their everyday lives. Meditation certainly isn’t the only way to de-
velop this level of awareness and intent. However, while only a few Cat-
alysts in our sample practiced meditation, we found it noteworthy that
40 percent of our Co-Creators had a more-or-less daily meditation
practice, with another 10 percent meditating on a less regular basis.
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This chapter presents stories about three Co-Creator managers:5

Ken, an entrepreneur who created an innovative health spa; Alison, an
attorney who started a multidisciplinary firm dedicated to collabora-
tive law; and Graham, a researcher and activist who organized several
dozen global problem-solving networks into a “meta-network” dedi-
cated to mutual support and action learning. One note of caution:
By using these three examples, we might give the impression that the
vast majority of Co-Creators work in very small organizations. A
comparison of our Catalysts and Co-Creators does show that the lat-
ter are much more likely to start small organizations dedicated to op-
erating in a socially and environmentally responsible manner. Yet just
as many Co-Creators, like Larry, work in large organizations. We in-
clude several of these leaders toward the end of this chapter. Also note
that most of the Synergists in Chapter Eight (all of whom are former
Co-Creators) work in large organizations.

PIVOTAL CONVERSATIONS 
AT THE CO-CREATOR LEVEL

From the moment you enter the path that leads to the Deep Peace Day
Spa, you begin to absorb its atmosphere. The walkway winds through
a lush landscape of oriental grasses and Mediterranean flowers, takes
you past a secluded meditation garden, and brings you to a clear, tran-
quil pond. Beyond the pond stands a low Japanese-style building
where the spa’s guests are welcomed. There, the subtle scents that waft
through the air, the respectfully quiet voices that greet you, and the
orderliness of robes artfully arranged in the changing rooms all speak
of a single-minded intent: Relax, quiet down, and let go. You will be
well cared for.

Guests arrive daily for facials, body wraps, massage therapy, and
yoga classes. Ken, the majority owner of Deep Peace and its top exec-
utive, is justifiably proud. After only six years in existence his day spa
is rated one of the best in the country. The grounds of the spa are a
large part of its attraction. Guests are invited to remain after their ap-
pointments to sit or roam quietly through four acres of authentic
Japanese gardens.

Ken, a Japanese American in his early forties, grew up and at-
tended college in California. Although he majored in computer sci-
ence, he spent much of his free time working in a landscaping
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business he started with some friends. After college he cut off his long
ponytail and took a job in San Diego as a computer programmer for
Sony Electronics. Just before his thirtieth birthday, the company of-
fered him a job in Kyoto, the city where his great-grandfather had
lived and died. Still single and bored with his life in San Diego, he de-
cided to take the leap.

In Japan, Ken was surprised to find himself drawn to the traditional
Japanese arts. He was especially moved by the quiet dignity of the tea
ceremony, the elegant simplicity of Japanese flower arrangement, and
the spare beauty of Kyoto’s historic Zen gardens. One cold winter af-
ternoon, he was walking slowly and appreciatively through one of those
centuries-old gardens. The trees were bare, and no one else was in sight.
As he stopped and surveyed the scene, all his thoughts dropped away.
At that moment it seemed as if everything around him had been pur-
posefully designed to bring him to a deep, peaceful, intensely present
state of mind.

Shortly after this experience, he met a traditional Japanese gardener
who invited him to become his student. Without knowing where this
might lead, Ken quit his job at Sony and accepted the gardener’s invi-
tation. During this period, he developed many new friendships and
experienced a sense of community that had been sorely lacking dur-
ing his years in San Diego.

Ken’s new friends included a number of hip young professionals who
were starting their own businesses. Maro and Yoshimi, a couple he was
especially fond of, were about to start a day spa just outside Kyoto. One
night over a long dinner, they asked him if he’d turn the day spa’s
grounds into a Zen garden. If he’d do that, invest some money, and work
with them to make it a success, they’d make him an equal partner. Ken
jumped at the offer. He later said that learning to run a business and to
deal with all the conflicts that arose among the three of them matured
him much more rapidly than any previous experience.

About four years after they started the spa in Kyoto, Ken met a
young woman named Stacie who was in Japan visiting her cousin.
They fell in love, and within a year they were married and back in
southern California with a baby on the way. Through Stacie, Ken met
Carlyene, a woman who’d managed a successful day spa in Los Angeles
and wanted to make a fresh start. As they talked, a vision grew: They’d
create a day spa outside Los Angeles, a true oasis from city living. The
grounds of the spa would be an expanded version of the Zen garden
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he’d created in Kyoto. Ken, who made the largest investment, would
be the spa’s executive director. Carlyene would be spa director, hiring
and supervising all personnel involved in guest services.

Soon they were having long phone conversations with Tomo, a
younger student of the Zen gardener Ken had worked with in Kyoto.
Because of Tomo’s love of adventure and his great respect for Ken, he
was persuaded to move to California and become a third partner. Ken
and Tomo would design the gardens together, and Tomo would su-
pervise the maintenance of the spa’s grounds and facilities. They hired
a woman named Luisa to oversee the financial aspects of the business.

Two years into the business, they created an explicit shared vision:
Everything about the spa would create a palpable atmosphere of deep
peace. Guests would leave feeling rejuvenated in body and spirit.
Deep Peace would be an environmentally responsible business and
would make modest contributions to local nonprofits. They would
create a working environment where communication, collaboration,
shared understanding, and organizational learning were the norm.

Now six years old, Deep Peace has more than a hundred employ-
ees and almost two dozen massage therapists and yoga instructors on
contract. Many employees are part-timers who often work for the
company only for short periods before moving on. Ken and his man-
agement team originally envisioned a profit-sharing plan for em-
ployees, but they discovered it was more practical and effective to offer
fun, attainable monthly incentives.

Once a month, Ken and his three-person management team meet
as a “vision circle” to discuss their vision, their current action plans,
and how well they’re doing. Ken’s aim is for everyone to feel a sense
of personal responsibility for the business as a whole—something
that’s just now starting to jell.

When we interviewed Ken, we asked him to describe a conversa-
tion that had been pivotal for the organization. He related the follow-
ing story:

Something like that actually happened earlier today. It involved an em-
ployee named Jim, a big, strong guy who came to work on our main-
tenance crew about a year or so ago. He was exceptional—the best we’ve
ever had in that role. Very tuned in to the values of our company. Took
on additional things without being asked—that kind of thing.

One day I was helping Tomo get things ready for some major main-
tenance and repair work on the pond. I ran into Jim and asked him to
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do some heavy lifting. I didn’t know it, but he’d just injured his shoul-
der. He was offended by my request, and we had an unfortunate inter-
action that left him angry and me confused. I finally told him I was
sorry if I’d offended him and went on about my work.

The next day he came to me, very steamed, and said he was resign-
ing. He said he had some hard truths he needed to tell me and, since
this was supposed to be a community, he wanted to say these things
to me in front of the management team.

I thought it over for a moment. I was raised in a very conflict-averse
family, and for years conflict was very hard for me to deal with. But
I’m quite a bit better now dealing with emotionally charged situations.
Besides, he was right. I do want our communications to be open and
above board. So I agreed.

When I walked into the meeting room, Jim and everyone else
looked very uncomfortable. I was nervous but I was also confident I’d
be able to handle whatever might come up. I thought, if I can be com-
fortable with this discomfort, maybe I can provide some comfort to
others.

Jim quickly got up a head of steam and blasted me with a long list of
criticisms: I don’t walk the talk. I’m too tight with money. I don’t ex-
press appreciation for people’s hard work—things like that. I could see
that the others were sort of in shock. It was very intense, but I didn’t
interrupt him. More than a few of the things he said were based on
misinformation or misunderstanding. But some were at least partly
related to shortcomings I’ve been aware of and trying to work on.

When I was sure he’d finished, I asked him if he’d be interested in
having some conversation. He’d built up such a case in his own mind
that I didn’t expect him to change his position. But I thought maybe
we could end with some level of mutual respect and understanding.
He thought about it for a minute, then he said, yeah, he was willing to
hear what I had to say.

I told him he was right—a lot of what he’d said was hard to hear. I
said I have great respect for him—for being the best maintenance
worker we’ve ever had and for his strong commitment to the values
we stand for.

He said the whole problem was that I treated those values like they
were just words. He spoke with passion, but I noticed that his tone and
demeanor had softened. I acknowledged that some things he said
about me are things I need to work on. I also went on to clear up some
things he’d been misinformed about. In response to his rant about
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money, I said I’d learned in Japan that you can be successful in busi-
ness and still care about other people—that the fusion of the two is
what I want Deep Peace to be.

As we talked, it turned out there were some other reasons why he
needed to leave besides how he felt about me. I don’t know how much
he changed his mind, but it felt like we resolved things on some level.
I thanked him for having the courage to share his truth, and the others
did too. He does some kind of sculpture in his spare time. Before he
left, he invited me to come to his studio to see his work, and I accepted
his invitation.

We asked Ken what allowed him to sit there in the face of all that
negative energy and take in what Jim had to say.6

It’s a carryover from my meditation practice. While I was working with
the Zen gardener in Kyoto, he offered to teach me how to meditate.
My practice hasn’t always been as consistent as I’d like, but I’ve con-
tinued here with what I learned in Japan.

There were many times back when I was in business with Maro and
Yoshimi that I’d sit down to meditate and all kinds of strong, painful
emotions would come up. It still happens from time to time. When it
does, I’ve learned to let go of my tendency to either shut off the feel-
ings or keep feeding them with my thoughts. When I just let them be
and they just play themselves out, it’s like silt settling to the bottom of
a pond. When this happens it increases your reflective capacity and
gives you a greater sense of inner peace.

While I was listening to Jim this morning, I was able, to a certain de-
gree, to let my feelings just play out internally without adding addi-
tional negative reactions. By the time he’d finished blasting me, I didn’t
have any desire to blast him back. I just wanted to stay with the process.
That’s why I asked him if he wanted to have a conversation.

We then asked Ken how his management team reacted to this con-
versation and what he felt he’d learned from the experience:

After Jim left, Carlyene, Tomo, and Luisa asked me how I was doing. I
said I was feeling moved by the experience and very good about where
we got to. Although I don’t want us to go around blasting each other,
I said it was good for me to hear how someone like Jim perceives me.
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I have to sort out what I think is and isn’t valid, but I think it may help
me be a better person and a better leader.

Even though they were quick to say they didn’t agree with Jim, I said
I hoped this little encounter would make it easier for the four of us to
talk about issues that could be hard to discuss. Like: Do our employees
feel as appreciated as we think they do? Are there, in fact, some issues
about money or incentives or recognition that we need to understand?7

Finally, we asked Ken what was the most important thing this ex-
perience had taught him about leadership.

When you’re the top person in an organization—even when you’re
trying like I am to be a nontraditional, low-profile leader—you’re
much more visible to people than you think. Like everybody, I have
flaws, but in a position like this everything about me becomes more
visible. And you don’t really have much control over how you’re seen.
Like with Jim. I’m just starting to come to terms with some of the ex-
aggerated expectations and projections that people can put onto some-
one in this kind of position.

TEAM LEADERSHIP AT 
THE CO-CREATOR LEVEL

Alison sat across from her husband in a Manhattan restaurant talking
about a crossroads she’d reached in her career. It was the end of the mil-
lennium, and they’d been through a lot together. Back in the late 1960s,
they’d both attended the University of Wisconsin, where they were active
in the civil rights and anti-war movements. When they graduated, they
got married, settled in Madison, and had two children. By the end of
the 1970s, Alison’s husband had established himself as a documentary
filmmaker, and she had entered social work school.

After studying social work for a year, Alison decided she could bet-
ter pursue her passion for social justice by going into public interest
law. When her application was accepted at the NYU law school, the
family relocated to New York. When Alison graduated in 1984, she
joined a Manhattan law firm.

During my first six or seven years as a litigator, I began to see how liti-
gation, even for good causes, isn’t a very effective way to resolve conflict.
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In family disputes it actually tends to exacerbate the conflict. I felt there
had to be a better way.

Some of my colleagues in the firm had become interested in alter-
native dispute resolution. They asked me to join a committee to see if
it made sense for the firm to create a subsidiary with this as its focus.
We decided it didn’t, but it piqued my interest. I decided to get trained
in arbitration and mediation. By the end of the 1990s, about two-
thirds of my practice was a combination of mediation, arbitration, and
collaborative law. Collaborative law is a process where the parties to a
dispute are represented by legal counsel, with a written agreement that
they’ll attempt to settle without litigation or the threat of litigation.

Alison’s career conversation with her husband grew out of a lunch
meeting with Cliff, a colleague at the firm. Like Alison, he’d grown up
in Madison, gone to law school in the East, and developed a strong in-
terest in collaborative law. They had a good deal of respect for one an-
other’s work. Over lunch, Cliff told her he’d decided to move back to
Madison to start his own collaborative law firm. When Alison told him
how much she envied his decision, Cliff asked if she’d consider mov-
ing back to Madison and joining his firm. Alison said she’d give his
offer some serious thought.

The more Alison and her husband discussed it, the more they
warmed up to the idea. Their children had both graduated from col-
lege and were living their own lives. Her husband didn’t need to be
based in New York, and they both felt their quality of life would be
better in Madison. They moved within the year, and Alison became
the fifth partner in the Madison Collaborative Law Group.

Alison’s practice prospered, and she became increasingly interested
in adding multidisciplinary affiliates to the firm.

I read an article in the ABA Family Law Journal about a firm that had
a clinical social worker on staff. Having been to social work school my-
self, I could see how helpful someone from that discipline could be to
clients. Also, if you believe in deep conflict resolution and in looking
at people in a holistic way, an interdisciplinary approach makes sense.
More than 90 percent of divorces involve financial issues, so I could
see some real value in adding a financial planner. And, in divorces
where children are involved, I felt a family therapist would be very
helpful.
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Alison was rather surprised when Cliff and her other colleagues
strongly opposed the idea of developing a multidisciplinary practice.
They felt it would dilute the firm’s focus. Ultimately, Alison found
that she felt so strongly about working in an interdisciplinary man-
ner that she made the difficult decision to leave the firm, hire an assis-
tant, and put out her own shingle.

Later that year, she began to refer some of her clients to Tim, an-
other Madison attorney who practiced collaborative law. Tim shared
Alison’s vision of creating a multidisciplinary firm and soon joined
her as a minority owner of the practice. Their firm blossomed: Over
the next several years, they added five more attorneys, an office man-
ager, four paralegals, and three affiliate members in the disciplines
she’d earlier envisioned: a clinical social worker, a financial planner,
and a family therapist.

In bringing people into the firm, I’ve tried to present it as work in pro-
cess, so that they can participate not only in doing the work but in cre-
ating and shaping the firm and making it better.

We have weekly staff meetings. They start at noon with lunch. Then
we go into a business meeting that usually lasts until two or two-thirty.
Everyone in the firm is invited, including the paralegals and support
staff. Attendance usually ranges from ten to twelve people. Many law
firms do something like this, but only the lawyers are invited. We
wanted to depart from that for several reasons: To avoid creating a
caste system within the firm and to foster communication and team-
work across different levels of responsibility.

In the business meeting portion, we either talk about cases or about
marketing, ethical issues, or other issues associated with the complex-
ities of running a multidisciplinary practice.8 Other than the retreat
we do twice a year, this is our firm’s forum for team problem solving
and decision making.

Alison and Tim run the firm in a highly collaborative manner with
a great deal of emphasis on consensus decision making. They use their
semi-annual retreats as a way to address big issues that need to be dis-
cussed by the firm as a whole. One of the affiliate members interviews
everyone in the firm. At the retreat, without identifying individual
comments, the affiliate highlights the most frequently voiced issues
and facilitates the discussion. At one retreat a suggested enhancement
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in employee benefits led to a wellness initiative that now includes a
Weight Watchers program, a runners club, and a Tuesday morning
meditation session for those who are interested.

At another retreat, Alison and Tim learned that people thought
they were placing too much emphasis on consensus decision making.
Certain decisions, the group felt, should come from Alison and Tim.

Part of my commitment to consensus decision making comes out of
my commitment to social justice. If you’re young or a woman or a per-
son of color or you don’t have a law degree, everything about our legal
culture tells you that your views, your energies, are not as important
as those of the white male, the highly educated, highly experienced
lawyer. On paper, the structure of most law firms, including the more
progressive firm I joined in New York, is supposed to be a true democ-
racy of the partners. In fact, it rarely is. It can even feel quite alienat-
ing at times. Tim and I had each experienced that, so we didn’t want
to duplicate the traditional structure. We both feel that a consensus-
based firm is both more respectful and more productive than a tradi-
tional hierarchical firm.

However, when we got that feedback at the retreat, we took it to
heart. We realized that we were probably overreacting to our experi-
ences with traditional firms and that we needed to modify the process
somewhat to take into account that Tim and I are, in fact, the two
owners of the firm.

Since that time, Alison and Tim have been much clearer in the
weekly meetings about how specific decisions will be made. They lis-
ten to each issue to determine whether it’s something the group can
decide on the spot, something a subgroup needs to discuss or flesh out
for a future meeting, or something the two of them need to go off and
decide based on the group’s input.

The decisions that Tim and I make together tend to be strategic rather
than operational. Fortunately, we have a common vision for the firm
and a great deal of respect for each other’s judgment, so these deci-
sions have been fairly easy to make. Also, whenever we bring our de-
cision back to the group, we always ask for their feedback. So far, no
one has pointed out any problems with what we’ve proposed. If they
did, I think we’d want to at least consider their comments before mak-
ing a final decision.
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Alison and Tim have also elevated Nora, a lawyer in the firm who
initially served as its administrative director, to executive director.
Nora now meets regularly with Alison and Tim, has some influence
on their decisions, and manages the operational aspects of the firm.

Above all, it’s been Alison and Tim’s intention to create a firm where
everyone feels the same sense of responsibility the two owners feel for
upholding the firm’s mission and values and for sustaining its success.
For example, the weekly staff meeting isn’t the only opportunity for
staff to have input into key firm decisions. Whenever someone inter-
views to join the firm, they meet with paralegals, administrative staff,
and staff attorneys as well as Tim and Alison. The firm has also initi-
ated an annual 360-degree feedback process for partners, staff attor-
neys, and administrative staff that includes input from paralegals.

When someone comes in new, it doesn’t take them long to catch the
spirit of the place. Nora likes to tell the story that when she first inter-
viewed with us, Jonas, one of our paralegals, told her, “You’ll never
work for a firm that you’ll want to succeed as much as this one.” An-
other lawyer has frequently said to me, “Working here is my dream
job.” A third attorney, who does wonderful work for us, said in her an-
nual salary review, “I love working here. I want to work here for the
rest of my life, whether you give me a raise or not.”

I’m also thinking about one of the paralegals, someone who works
closely with me, who’s a wonderful example of this kind of commit-
ment. She cares about every aspect of what we do—how our clients
are cared for, how people out in the world see us, how our mission is
viewed and understood. She comes to me frequently with very good
improvement ideas, including ideas that won’t benefit her directly but
will benefit the firm as a whole.

A lot of the best ideas we’ve had come from this keen sense of re-
sponsibility that people feel for maintaining our unique culture and
for ensuring the firm’s success. I’m impressed that people are willing
to give up their time to go to retreats and to go out and give talks about
what we’re doing. It’s really very moving, having planted the seed and
nurtured the sapling, to see that we’re now a group that cares very
much about what we’ve created together. Perhaps that’s the key: We
feel that we’re in this together and that you don’t have to be one of the
owners to have a serious influence on the firm’s direction and how it
operates.
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This sense of shared responsibility stems partly from a common
commitment to the firm’s mission (resolving conflict) and to the val-
ues it stands for: multidisciplinary client service, integrity, work-family
balance, and service to the community. Over the past three years, the
firm’s attorneys have provided charitable donations and pro bono ser-
vices for more than two dozen local and national organizations.

I think it helps people, myself included, when they go to work each
day and feel they’re doing some real good in the world. Coming home
each day feeling they helped carry forward this mission to change the
way law is practiced—to change the way people resolve conflict.

Before I started this firm, I never really thought of myself as a leader.
But now I’d say that the leadership role I play is one of the most mean-
ingful aspects of my work. Especially the more intangible aspects of
leadership. Back in the 1970s, I learned this technique called Tran-
scendental Meditation.9 I haven’t done it all that consistently, but I’ve
kept it up over the years. It’s helped me to experience a certain degree
of centeredness. On my better days, I try to bring that sense of being
centered into my work. My hope is that this energy somehow resonates
with others and helps create a space where they too can feel centered
and self-aware. This part of leadership isn’t so much about what you
do. It’s more about the quality of being that you bring into every
interaction.

I think this is why I so much enjoy what I’m doing now. It allows
me to reach toward being my best self and at the same time toward
being of real service to others.

LEADING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 
AT THE CO-CREATOR LEVEL

During the 1990s, Graham served as program director for a small orga-
nization in Washington, D.C. The firm used action research methods
to improve working relationships between business, governmental, and
civil society organizations that addressed global problems like poverty,
hunger, malnutrition, disease, and environmental degradation.10 A na-
tive of Australia, Graham had worked there during his twenties on
projects that brought companies and government agencies together to
work on various social and economic issues. In his early thirties, he
moved to the United States, where he entered a dual degree program,
emerging with an MBA and a Ph.D. During this period he also at-
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tended a series of personal growth workshops and began what has be-
come a lifelong meditation practice.11

After moving to Washington, Graham spent a good part of the
1990s researching and consulting to projects addressing global prob-
lems in various parts of Asia, Africa, and South America. For exam-
ple, when South Africa’s post-apartheid government came to power,
they wanted to create an alternative to traditional approaches to in-
stalling water facilities in poor areas, because those approaches had
resulted in rapid breakdowns.12 To address the problem, the govern-
ment formed a consortium that included local communities, NGOs
(nongovernmental organizations),13 and water companies like the
global giant Vivendi.

The consortium’s members used a collaborative approach to de-
fine their roles and coordinate their activities. The NGOs helped
organize the communities so they could participate fully in the plan-
ning and construction process. The corporations changed their role
from that of conventional construction companies to developers of
sustainable water systems. The communities took responsibility for
ensuring they could maintain and pay for a reliable water system in-
frastructure once it was built. Based on his experience with this
project and others like it, Graham discovered that these collabora-
tions work when each sector contributes a unique set of competen-
cies and resources that compensates for the limitations of the other
sectors.

At the end of the 1990s, Graham was asked to contribute to a UN
report on the future of global governance.14 His work on this project
drew his attention to a new type of network organization dedicated
to solving global problems. Like the South African water consortium,
these networks brought together business, government, and civil so-
ciety organizations to work on a shared issue. However, unlike that
consortium, these networks operated simultaneously on the local, na-
tional, and global levels.

For example, in 1993, stimulated in part by the Earth Summit and
the failure of an intergovernmental process to agree on a global for-
est compact, 130 people from around the world came together to
found the Forest Stewardship Council. FSC is a network that now in-
cludes members from more than six hundred logging companies, for-
est product manufacturers, forestry organizations, and environmental
and human rights groups. Its mission is to promote sustainable
forestry worldwide.
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Committed to operating in a manner that is both democratic and
transparent, FSC’s members examined the existing international
forestry product supply chain and its environmental, social, and eco-
nomic impacts. They then developed a set of standards to transform
this supply chain into a process that is environmentally appropriate,
socially beneficial, and economically viable. Establishing these stan-
dards has allowed FSC to accredit independent third-party organiza-
tions to certify forest managers and forest product producers who
operate according to sustainable forestry principles.15

Graham eventually came to call organizations like FSC “Global
Transformation Networks,” or GT-Nets. What he found most in-
triguing about these networks was the fact that they’d developed ways
to overcome the key limitations of the dominant approach to global
problem solving. A good example of the dominant approach can be
found in a series of UN conferences on environmental degradation
and world poverty. The first UN conference on the environment, held
in Stockholm in 1972, produced an agreement to integrate environ-
mental concerns into national economic planning and decision mak-
ing. But years went by, and global warming, ozone depletion, and
water pollution all became more serious problems, and the destruc-
tion of the Earth’s natural resources accelerated at an alarming rate.16

Finally, in 1987, the UN’s World Commission on Environment and
Development produced the Brundtland report, which advocated a
global commitment to sustainable development, a new approach to
socioeconomic development designed to “meet the needs of the pre-
sent without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.” To mobilize commitment to sustainable develop-
ment on a global scale, the UN General Assembly called for an Earth
Summit to be held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.

At the Earth Summit, 108 national governments signed Agenda 21,
an agreement hailed as a blueprint for combating poverty and achiev-
ing sustainable development worldwide. Following Rio, the UN held
additional conferences on specific environmental issues, forged addi-
tional agreements, and integrated the concept of sustainable develop-
ment into its own policies and programs. However, at the end of the
millennium, no one disputed the fact that progress on sustainable de-
velopment had been extremely disappointing. World poverty was
deepening, and the global environment continued to deteriorate.17

This approach and others like it, by themselves, clearly aren’t agile
enough to be effective in addressing the complexity of global prob-
lems—or the rate at which they’re growing and changing. More specif-
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ically, Graham’s analysis is that the dominant approach to global prob-
lem solving is hampered by two primary limitations.18

First, the dominant approach is a bureaucratic one, where each step
is carried out by a different set of specialized actors. In the example
just cited, specialists in socioeconomic and environmental issues col-
lected data and analyzed problems. Representatives of national gov-
ernments drafted and signed agreements. Then a much larger set of
actors from multiple sectors within each nation state was expected to
implement the agreements.

Second, the dominant global problem-solving process relies on
agreements between national governments. For the most part, the ne-
gotiators for each nation state hold the implicit assumption that they
must maximize the economic and political self-interest of their coun-
try’s elites.19 Even when they sign agreements like the ones in Stock-
holm and Rio, this mind-set has an extremely strong influence on
their subsequent actions.

The result is a long, drawn-out process that’s unable to forge align-
ment between the many organizations that need to work together to ad-
dress complex, rapidly growing global issues.20 GT-Nets are faster and
more effective, because they work at a more advanced level of agility.21

Rather than relying on negotiations between nation states, a GT-
Net spans global, national, and local action arenas and brings together
those organizations from the business, government, and civil society
sectors needed to solve a particular global problem. In so doing, it con-
nects people from rich and poor countries and from different cultures
and professional disciplines. By establishing a shared mission and a
collaborative operating style, each GT-Net creates a “container” that
allows all its participants to see their individual self-interest in a larger
context.22 Richard Barrett, now a fellow of the World Business Acad-
emy, describes this broader understanding of self-interest as follows:

All human motivations are based on self-interest. We are only moti-
vated to do something when it benefits us in some way. What about
the common good? Are actions that support the common good also
based on self-interest? Yes, but . . . it is a self with an enlarged sense of
identity. . . . It is a self that recognizes that it is part of a web of inter-
connectedness that links all humanity and living systems.23

In addition, when GT-Nets are operating at their best, initiatives
are treated as action experiments where multiple stakeholders are
involved in each step of the process: diagnosing issues, developing
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solutions, and taking action. Regular collaborative progress reviews
provide a way to maintain a reasonable degree of stakeholder align-
ment, while achieving results in a timely manner.24

When Graham learned that the UN and the World Bank had no
plans to support the emergence of GT-Nets, he decided to embark on
his own initiative. As a first step, he wanted to further clarify the fea-
tures that make GT-Nets different from hundreds of other global net-
works. To do this, he put together an advisory group and raised
enough money to do detailed case studies of four GT-Nets. To test his
conclusions and start making the people engaged in these efforts more
aware of one another, he invited members of each network to a small
conference to discuss the case studies.

The success of this initial step led to action research projects with
two additional GT-Nets. During this period, the vision implicit in
Graham’s initiative began to take shape: He would facilitate the for-
mation of a GT-Net network that would support the development of
member networks and help them learn from one another’s experi-
ences. He teamed up with a U.S. activist and philanthropist named
Alan and put together a budget for the initiative.

As Graham met with members from a wider variety of GT-Nets,
sharing what similar networks were doing, interest started to build.
He and Alan then held a second annual conference that drew twenty-
four people, including several key GT-Net funders. It was at this con-
ference that the concept of Global Transformation Networks and the
value of bringing them together really took hold. This meeting was
followed by a series of teleconferences that began to build relation-
ships among GT-Nets. When Graham and Alan held the third annual
conference, they had no trouble attracting participants. Thirty-five
people attended, representing twenty-one GT-Nets in various stages
of development as well as six additional organizations.

The third annual conference had two primary purposes. The first
was to reaffirm the shared vision of a “meta-network” of GT-Nets that
had already emerged over the past several years. The other was to launch
a set of initiatives that would support this vision. The conference con-
sisted almost entirely of working sessions on topics including funding
strategies, leadership development, strategic planning, new communi-
cation technologies, and multi-stakeholder dialogue methods. By the
end of the conference, Graham’s dream had become a shared vision.

In the months that followed, GT-Meta-Net launched a variety of
collaborative initiatives. One project, designed to develop the meta-
network into a “community of practice,” helps GT-Nets share experi-
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ences, develop new tools and practices more quickly, and avoid pitfalls
encountered by other networks.25 Other initiatives include identifying
measurement criteria tailored to network structures and establishing
e-conferencing relationships among GT-Nets. GT-Meta-Net is also
supporting a group of Global Transformation Networks committed to
complementing one another’s efforts in Central America.

In addition, the meta-network will convene GT-Net CEOs to de-
velop a shared long-term vision for their organizations based on a
twenty-year time frame. Asked about his vision of GT-Meta-Net’s fu-
ture and his role as a leader in the network, Graham said:

For the meta-network to be successful in the long run, there clearly
has to be a strong sense of collective ownership, and I think we’re on
that track. I see myself right now as a steward of GT-Meta-Net’s de-
velopment phase. In the future I definitely want to be an integral part
of the network, but I don’t want to be its executive director. Raising
money and doing budgets isn’t where my passion and talents lie. I’m
not even sure it needs an executive director.

The leadership role I want to play as the meta-network matures is
to continue to contribute to the development of a learning commu-
nity—so it becomes something like a learning organization, only tai-
lored to its unique purpose and structure.

My personal vision is that GT-Meta-Net becomes a very broadly
owned global community that transcends and includes the concept of
citizenship. There’s something at the heart of this that’s about rela-
tionships—helping people connect in meaningful ways so they feel
powerful in their lives. Ultimately, although it’s very much about cre-
ating new collaborative structures, it’s also about fundamental change
at the personal level, improving our relationships with one another
through ongoing action learning.

THE CAPACITIES OF 
CO-CREATOR LEADERS

What changes take place in the four leadership agility competencies
when you grow into the Co-Creator level of leadership agility?

Co-Creator Awareness and Intent

To clarify the Co-Creator level of awareness, it’s useful to briefly re-
view the kind of awareness that emerges at the Achiever and Catalyst
levels. At the Achiever level your reflective capabilities are typically
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limited to your conscious mind. As a Catalyst, you develop a more im-
mediate reflective capacity that allows you to attend directly but mo-
mentarily to some aspect of current experience—a tacit assumption,
an unconscious feeling, or a behavior pattern—that would otherwise
escape your conscious awareness.26 This momentary realization is fol-
lowed immediately by a quick reflective process that allows you to
make sense of the experience and adjust your response accordingly.

The level of awareness that emerges at the Co-Creator level can be
described as the capacity to enter intentionally (though temporarily)
into a state of effortless attention that psychologist Mihaly Csikszent-
mihalyi calls “flow.”27 You’ve probably had experiences of concentrat-
ing so intently on what you’re doing that you become completely
absorbed as one moment flows into the next. You’re not distracted by
extraneous thoughts and judgments, and you may lose track of time.

People at all stages of development have experienced flow at one
time or another. It’s easiest to enter into this state when you’re engaged
in an entertaining activity that requires little active participation on
your part, like watching a good movie or reading an absorbing book.
Csikszentmihalyi, however, has focused on the experience of flow
amid goal-directed activities like sports, chess, and musical perfor-
mance. He notes that people are most likely to enter the flow state
when they’re engaged in a relatively well-structured activity. This
structure frees the mind to concentrate totally on the task at hand.

What’s new about the Co-Creator’s level of awareness is the ability
to enter intentionally into the flow state while engaged in ill-structured
leadership challenges that are mentally complex and often emotion-
ally charged. Take, for example, Ken’s ability to experience Jim’s highly
emotional attack on his integrity without reacting defensively. This
clearly is not just “going with the flow,” in the sense of doing whatever
feels good at the moment. It’s one thing to enjoy a good dance party,
where the environment is designed to bring you into a pleasurable
flow, and it’s something again to enter intentionally into the flow of
unpleasant emotional reactions.

Co-Creator awareness gives you the ability to stay a bit longer with
direct attention to disconcerting feelings than was possible in the Cat-
alyst level. However, at this level it still feels quite important to use
your reflective capacity to resolve emotional turmoil. As with both
Larry and Ken, Co-Creator leaders usually feel it’s important to make
meaning out of these experiences in ways that are nonblaming and
lead to deeper understanding.28
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At the Co-Creator level, your increased ability to understand what’s
behind surface-level thoughts and feelings extends to your relation-
ships with others and the world around you. As a result, you can now
enter more deeply into different frames of reference. This allows you
to step back from multiple frames (including your own) and iden-
tify where they conflict and where they have common elements. You
develop a keen awareness of interdependence and a capacity for inte-
grative thinking that allows you to see how multiple frames of refer-
ence can work together to address ill-structured problems.

The Co-Creator level of intent is rooted in an evolving sense of life
purpose that allows you to express your deeper talents and interests
while enhancing the lives of other human beings. At the same time,
following this sense of purpose frequently requires the courage to take
significant risks. Larry decided not to leave a large corporation in
search of more like-minded colleagues but to work for change within
it. To pursue her vision, Alison had to undergo a painful separation
from otherwise like-minded colleagues. To pursue his vision of a
Global Transformation Meta-Network, Graham had to operate on a
shoestring budget from a one-person office.

The risks entailed in pursuing a deep sense of life purpose often pro-
vide significant opportunities for personal and professional growth.
Engaging in these challenging opportunities with the Co-Creator level
of awareness and intent, a leader’s personality becomes more integrated
than it was at previous levels of development. For this reason, you’ll see
that the capacities that emerge at this level of agility are more closely
related to one another than they were at earlier levels.

Co-Creator Context-Setting Agility

We now turn to an overview of the four competen-
cies that emerge at the Co-Creator level, beginning
with the two capacities responsible for context-setting
agility: situational awareness and sense of purpose.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS. As we’ve traced the development of situa-
tional awareness through previous levels, we’ve described Achievers’
ability to analyze the motivations and behavior of the key players in
their immediate environment and Catalysts’ ability to take into ac-
count the larger context within which their industry and its key stake-
holders operate. As a result, we noted, a business leader who’s reached
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the Catalyst level is more likely than a heroic leader to demonstrate a
proactive concern about the organization’s social and environmental
impact.

At the Co-Creator level, your situational awareness is likely to expand
to a global scope, if it hasn’t already done so. Even more significantly,
this awareness changes in its quality and depth: You become more
deeply aware of the experience of other human beings around the globe,
your relatedness to them, and the interdependence between the human
family and the natural environment.29 As with Ken and Alison, when
Co-Creator leaders start new businesses, it’s very likely that they’ll make
a commitment to social and environmental well-being integral to the
way they operate.30 However, while some Co-Creators try to address is-
sues on a global scale, others “think globally and act locally.” 31

At the Co-Creator level, the Catalyst’s awareness of the “white spaces”
in the organization chart deepens to include a keen appreciation of the
interdependent nature of organizational life. For example, Co-Creator
leaders see their organizations both from a macro perspective and a
micro perspective: While organizational structure and culture shape
individual behavior, it’s equally true that structure and culture are co-
created every day by the attitudes and actions of an organization’s mem-
bers. This perspective is reflected in Graham’s earlier comment about
GT-Meta-Net:

Ultimately, although it’s very much about creating new collaborative
structures, it’s also about fundamental change at the personal level,
improving our relationships with one another through ongoing ac-
tion learning.

SENSE OF PURPOSE. As leaders move through the post-heroic levels of
context-setting agility, they develop the capacity to create visions with
increasingly extended time frames.32 However, while these visions are
often long range, or have long-term implications, their time horizons
can vary a good deal simply because of circumstantial factors. What
most differentiates a Co-Creator’s vision isn’t so much its time frame
as the depth of purpose behind it. At this level, your sense of purpose
grows out of a desire for greater personal fulfillment that’s fueled by
an increased appreciation of present experience as the qualitative di-
mension of time.33

Denise, a VP of Human Resources for a growing adventure travel
company based in Portland, Maine, puts it this way:
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What’s most important to me is that my life has meaning and purpose.
A real sense of purpose isn’t something you just think through and de-
cide about. It’s a lot more intuitive and intangible than that. I suppose
you could also call it a sense of direction. It’s not something you’re al-
ways aware of. It’s not something you figure out once and for all. It’s
not a destination you ever get to. Until you die, it’s something that
keeps evolving as you keep discovering it.

What I feel really gives life meaning is the process of intuiting that
sense of purpose and moving to align your life with that. When my
mind and my feelings can be aligned with what my deeper self is call-
ing me to do, then I can act with real authenticity and integrity. To me,
this is creative expression.

The sense of life purpose that emerges at the Co-Creator level is al-
ways unique, yet it has some universal qualities. For example, it usu-
ally involves doing something you find particularly fulfilling that
enhances others’ lives in a meaningful way. We see this with all the lead-
ers featured in this chapter. While some Co-Creators pioneer new
forms of organization firmly rooted in human values,34 those who
work within established organizations often adopt what might be called
an ownership mind-set. Srini, a long-time individual contributor in a
Fortune 500 computer company, describes this mind-set as follows:

Managing large organizations isn’t one of my skill-sets. Fortunately,
I’ve always been able to find or create an environment that feels like a
start-up. I get involved in creating these little subcultures, where we’re
building a complete business model, working on something new and
different, and there’s a lot of room for creativity.

If I start thinking about all the bureaucracy, it really bogs down my
creativity. So instead I think, “What if this new business model was my
own start-up?” I imagine I’m totally in charge of my own destiny. If I
had to write a one-page business plan for a venture capitalist, what
would I want to put in it?

Empowering myself in this way is extremely motivating. It allows
me to come up with creative ideas, which I then test with customers
or whoever will benefit from them. Creating things that are both orig-
inal and useful gives me the energy I need to mobilize other people
and get them excited. What I’ve developed gets further refined by oth-
ers, and then it gets implemented so that it changes people’s lives for
the better. It’s like the circuit gets completed.
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Like Catalysts, Co-Creators want to create teams and organizations
characterized by open communication, increased autonomy, and par-
ticipative decision making. However, they are particularly intent on
developing work environments where high levels of collaboration,
rooted in an ethos of shared responsibility, are the norm. For exam-
ple, although Ken, Alison, and Graham were the primary visionaries
for their organizations, they developed their visions in collaboration
with other leaders. They also developed teams and organizations
where status hierarchies are diminished and positional authority is
used on an as-needed basis.

Finally, Co-Creator leaders often place a strong emphasis on orga-
nizational learning. Whatever the size of their organization, they es-
tablish forums that serve the purpose of the law firm’s retreats and the
day spa’s “vision circle”: People enter into honest dialogue about the
extent to which they’re living their mission, vision, and values, and
they take responsibility for making needed changes.35

Co-Creator Stakeholder Agility

The two capacities that support your level of stake-
holder agility are your stakeholder understanding and
your power style.

STAKEHOLDER UNDERSTANDING. At the Catalyst level you realize that
value and belief systems are strongly conditioned by factors such as
family upbringing, socioeconomic class, cultural assumptions, and so
on. As a result, you develop a greater tolerance for, and a greater in-
terest in, frames of reference that differ from your own. You also de-
velop a level of empathy that allows you to imagine what it might be
like to be another person, experiencing life as they experience it.

In the Co-Creator level, this capacity for empathy grows, allowing
you to enter more fully into frames of reference that may differ
markedly from your own. For this reason, Co-Creators often develop
a deeper capacity for understanding other cultures, subcultures, and
ethnic groups. For example, although Ken is a Japanese American, he
grew up with very little exposure to traditional Japanese culture. How-
ever, by the time he developed into the Co-Creator level, he could
move fluidly between traditional Japanese culture, contemporary
Japanese culture, and American culture. He was also at ease working
closely with a management team that included an African American
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woman, a Mexican American woman, and a Japanese man. Similarly,
Larry chose to get deeply involved in issues faced by a wide range of
minority groups within his corporation.

The full extent of the Co-Creator’s emotional capacity for stake-
holder understanding is illustrated by Larry’s response to Craig’s at-
tack and by Ken’s response to Jim’s attack. Larry and Ken both
demonstrated a remarkable capacity for understanding and empa-
thizing with what it felt like to be the person who’d attacked them.36

This capacity enabled each Co-Creator to respond in an unusually
constructive manner.

POWER STYLE. When you develop into the Co-Creator level of stake-
holder agility, you have a solid appreciation for many kinds of power:
the power of expertise and position (at the Expert level), the power of
personality and political positioning (at the Achiever level), and the
power of vision and participation (at the Catalyst level). As a Co-
Creator, you retain the ability to function on all these levels. However,
your growth into this level of agility brings with it a preference for the
power of life purpose and deep collaboration.

Because the Co-Creator’s sense of life purpose brings about per-
sonal fulfillment through the meaningful enhancement of other peo-
ple’s lives, it enables you to develop a power style that allows you to
assert yourself and help meet others’ needs at the same time. For ex-
ample, Ken responded to Jim’s feelings in a remarkably centered man-
ner: he could put himself inside Jim’s frame of reference, and he could
also maintain his own frame. This ability to hold both frames allowed
Ken to respond in a way that extracted valid points of feedback while
taking both of their situations into account.

To understand what collaboration means to the Co-Creator, it’s
useful to review how it’s understood at previous levels. At the Achiever
level, you’re likely to see collaboration as a process of working out
compromises so your stakeholders will be more motivated to support
the decisions you make. For Catalysts, collaboration is meaningful par-
ticipation in decision making, initiated with the conviction that this
leads not only to greater commitment but also to better decisions. At
the Co-Creator level

[Collaborative relationships] are characterized by authentic, open self-
expression and the constructive clarification and working-through of
differences honestly faced. Collaboration means a relationship in
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which there is both individual integrity and shared vision and pur-
pose. This is one of the reasons why truly collaborative relationships
are so rare.37

Co-Creator leaders realize that everyone in their team or organi-
zation, even those who may see themselves as passive victims, plays
some role in creating its overall power dynamic. Therefore, while those
who hold the greatest positional and political power in an organiza-
tion have a crucial role to play in creating a culture of empowerment
and collaboration, leaders at this agility level realize that culture is ul-
timately co-created. As a result, they go out of their way to encourage
others to join with them in developing teams and organizations char-
acterized by mutual empowerment and shared responsibility.38

Co-Creator Creative Agility

Your creative agility is made possible by your level of
connective awareness and reflective judgment.

CONNECTIVE AWARENESS. As noted earlier, at the Co-Creator level you
develop a level of connective awareness that allows you to step back
from several frames of reference, compare and contrast them, and
make meaningful connections between them. In situations that in-
volve conflicting frames of reference, this capacity allows you to iden-
tify what the frames are, where they conflict, and where they have
common elements, enabling you to discover true win-win solutions.39

For example, this capacity for integrative thinking underlies Graham’s
robust understanding of the differing mind-sets and operating styles
of the business, government, and civil society sectors—and his deep
appreciation of their interdependence and collaborative potential. We
also see this capacity for integrative thinking at work in Alison’s un-
derstanding of the ways each discipline housed in her current law firm
can contribute to meeting the needs of the “whole client.”

As your connective awareness evolves through each level, you de-
velop a more complex understanding of causality in human interac-
tion. At the Expert level, you have a simple, linear understanding: “If
you want to accomplish X, do Y.” At the Achiever level, you can work
toward multiple outcomes, realizing that multiple pathways lead to
these outcomes and that specific tactics may need to change to take
changing circumstances into account. You also understand that
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human interaction is reciprocal: Each action you take affects what oth-
ers do next, and vice versa.

At the Catalyst level you see that even your successful actions can
have negative unintended side effects that can come back to haunt
you. In other words, human interaction can be circular as well as lin-
ear. At the Co-Creator level you understand that human interaction
involves mutual causality: All organizational processes and results are
created by many people working together simultaneously. This un-
derstanding of mutual causality underlies the Co-Creator’s interest in
creating work environments that emphasize shared responsibility.

REFLECTIVE JUDGMENT. As we’ve noted, at the Co-Creator level you
gain deeper insight into the extent to which value and belief systems
are shaped by largely unconscious factors such as family upbringing,
temperament, character structure, social class, ethnic background,
religious and political conditioning, and so on. You also develop an
increased ability to identify and understand the assumptions that un-
derlie different interpretive frameworks, including your own.

Whenever you engage with others in solving business or organi-
zational problems, you can readily see that these problems are ill-
structured. Even before you enter into conversations about them, you
know it’s extremely likely that each person will define problems and
evaluate solution ideas using differing assumptions and criteria. This
perspective, combined with your preference for mutually satisfying out-
comes, leads naturally to an interest in meaningful dialogue: collabora-
tive conversation that explores differing perspectives in order to enhance
shared understanding and develop mutually beneficial solutions.

Co-Creator Self-Leadership Agility

Your self-leadership agility is made possible by the depth
of your self-awareness and developmental motivation.

SELF-AWARENESS. Catalyst-level self-awareness is the ability to attend
directly to a behavior, feeling, or assumption you’d normally miss, fol-
lowed immediately by a reflective process that puts your observation
into thoughts or words. Applied repeatedly in a wide variety of situa-
tions, this level of self-awareness allows you to develop an under-
standing of yourself that’s more accurate and complex than the one
you developed at the Achiever level.
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Yet some fully developed Catalysts sense that this level of self-
awareness still limits their experience of underlying feelings and as-
sumptions. For example, consider this statement by Patrick, the
consumer products manager cited in Chapter Six:

I go through periods of relative complacency, where everything seems
fine. But sometimes I get into real emotional turmoil, usually triggered
by some sort of unpleasant interaction. If I can’t work it out with the
other person in a way that leaves me feeling better, the turmoil keeps
going. At those times, I try to talk it through with someone I trust. But
even then, I mainly “head trip.” I haven’t been willing to experience
these uncomfortable emotions in a really direct way just yet. If I tried
to envision the next stage in my development, I would have much
more direct and sustained access to a much broader range of feelings.

We asked Patrick if he knew anyone who he felt had developed this
capacity, and he immediately thought of Marilyn, a senior product de-
velopment manager in a biotech company. Patrick and Marilyn went
to the same church and were both on the social action committee.
When we interviewed Marilyn, we discovered that her transition to
Co-Creator self-awareness began when she decided to see a psy-
chotherapist. She entered therapy because she wanted to overcome an
aversion to conflict that was limiting her effectiveness as a leader and
creating problems in her relationship with her daughter.

After spending a number of months in face-to-face “talk therapy,”
Marilyn and her therapist decided to switch to a format that would
help her experience a wider range of feelings more directly. As Marilyn
put it:

The therapist provides some gentle guidance, but she’s not very direc-
tive. I lie down on a couch, close my eyes, and just tune in to whatever
feelings are there—just let them come up and give voice to them. It’s
not so much that I’m analyzing different feelings and events. It’s more
just letting them flow through me by giving them voice and then just
following that process wherever it takes me.

We’ve found that most people who’ve developed Co-Creator self-
awareness do so either through a therapeutic process similar to Mar-
ilyn’s, or through a meditation practice similar to the one that Ken
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described. Although these approaches have different long-range aims,
they both allow thoughts and feelings to flow through conscious
awareness without judgment or fixation.40

As with earlier agility levels, being at the Co-Creator level doesn’t
mean that you function continually at this level of self-awareness.
However, when you do activate this level of awareness, it allows you
to stay a bit longer with direct attention to painful and disconcerting
feelings. You also find it easier to cycle back and forth between direct
awareness of these feelings and the meaning you make of them.41

Marilyn told us a story similar to Larry’s, which showed how this
level of self-awareness made her a more effective leader by dramati-
cally improving her ability to deal constructively with conflict. She
said it had also improved her relationship with her daughter. “It’s been
a wonderful process, really,” she said, “of reclaiming parts of myself
that I’d somehow walled off.” In other words, when you enter into the
flow of thoughts and feelings once previously walled off from con-
sciousness, this gradually and spontaneously integrates aspects of your
“shadow side” (parts of yourself you normally avoid experiencing)
into your everyday personality.

While Co-Creator self-awareness doesn’t yet have the depth and
subtle power needed to fully balance and integrate all your internal
conflicts, it does make it possible to experience them with greater ease
and clarity than you would have at previous levels. Perhaps the two
most common internal conflicts you experience at the Co-Creator
level are the one between your assertive and receptive sides and the
one between an internal critic and the part of yourself that reacts to
that internal voice with hurt or anger, conformity or rebellion.42

If you’re like most managers, you won’t be aware of this second basic
conflict until you enter the Catalyst level. You then begin to discover
how you unconsciously depend on others to bolster your self-esteem
(for example, when Patrick realized that his need to be seen as a high-
achiever was a form of emotional dependency). To overcome these de-
pendences, you cultivate a more affirming attitude toward yourself,
particularly in situations that may challenge your self-confidence and
self-esteem.

At the Co-Creator level, you find that opening yourself more fully
to your present experience provides a level of self-acceptance that’s
more direct and powerful than retrospective self-affirmation. You also
become more accepting of the fact that all significant relationships
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entail some level of mutual emotional dependency. Paradoxically, the
more fully you experience vulnerable feelings, the more you free your-
self from these feelings and the reactive behaviors they lead to.

DEVELOPMENTAL MOTIVATION. As you become a Co-Creator your Cat-
alyst-level interest in overcoming your defenses and living a more mean-
ingful life evolves into a strong commitment to authenticity. And as you
seek to live your life in a manner that expresses your deepest values and
potentials, you become more attuned to a felt sense of life purpose. It’s
not a matter of feeling you should do this or that. Your motivation for
development is fueled instead by a deep interest in self-fulfillment.

As a leader, pursuing an evolving sense of life purpose gives you the
opportunity to employ your greatest talents. Almost inevitably, however,
it also challenges you to overcome your personal limitations. In fact, you
see more clearly than ever before that leadership development requires
personal growth. But your interest in personal development isn’t limited
to how it will affect your leadership competencies. The central motiva-
tion is a desire to bring about greater fulfillment in all aspects of your
life. As Marilyn put it:

Why live life only halfway? Why not experience the whole thing? If you
don’t try to develop as a person, you cut off so many experiences and
emotions. If you’re aware of yourself and you’re constantly growing as
a person, that leads to more satisfying relationships with other people,
which is something I find very important, not just as a leader but as a
person.

This stance makes Co-Creator leaders more honest with themselves
about their real thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; better able to ex-
periment with new attitudes and behaviors; and more proactive in
learning from experience.
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C H A P T E R  E I G H T

Synergist Level
Evoke Unexpected Possibilities

Christine grew up in the South and went to Emory
University in Atlanta, where she became very active in the civil rights
and peace movements. After college, she earned a master’s in theol-
ogy and became a vocal member of the women’s movement. During
the mid-1970s, she became director of a center for women and reli-
gion that was funded by a consortium of theology schools. She and
her colleagues singled out those seminaries in the consortium whose
policies and practices were most sexist and racist. They confronted
their presidents, publicized their shortcomings, organized protests,
and tried to embarrass them into doing the right thing.

The confrontational strategies didn’t work. In fact, they only made
the schools they targeted angry and determined not to give in. The con-
sortium’s budget for the center began to shrink, and some schools
threatened to cut off funding altogether. The experience was a turning
point in Christine’s development as a leader. Seeing that she and her col-
leagues were fueling resistance rather than change, she changed the cen-
ter’s strategy: They shifted their focus to those schools that were doing
the most for women and minorities. They publicized the positive steps
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these schools had taken, and they championed their presidents, inviting
them to speak to others about their visions and their values.

The new approach worked wonders.1 Rather than increasing neg-
ativity, it amplified positive energy. They even found ways to use it
with the schools they’d previously confronted. When they discovered
that the least progressive school had taken one positive step to remove
bias, they highlighted that step. The president of that school eventu-
ally became a big supporter of the center and praised it publicly for
its work.2

Between the mid-1970s and mid-1980s, Christine held several
other nonprofit leadership positions, and she became increasingly
concerned about the impact of global corporations on the future well-
being of the Earth and its people.3 She also became convinced that her
purpose in life lay inside the business sector, helping to reform cor-
porations from the inside out. She began her new life humbly enough
as a local staffing manager for a Fortune 50 high-tech corporation.

Early on, Christine had an encounter with one of the managers
she supported, confronting him for abusive behavior toward an ad-
ministrative assistant. By now, however, she’d developed a highly bal-
anced power style. Through a series of firm but gentle encounters,
Christine transformed a potential enemy into a long-term friend.
When she suggested that he have a more open mind about hiring mi-
norities as summer interns, he was skeptical, but he gave it a try. His
experience was so positive that he agreed to hold his regular employee
recruiting interviews at a minority college as well as the usual Ivy
League colleges.

The manager came back astounded. He said the minority students
were much more mature than the Ivy League kids he interviewed. He
reported that they had already proven themselves to be exceptional
managers, people who supported their parents and their children by
holding down two or three jobs in addition to their full-time courses.
He said they were just as smart and capable as the Ivy League students.
“They just don’t have the financial support the rich kids are getting.”
Together, he and Christine figured out how to bring many of these mi-
nority students into their division. Three years later, the division had
far exceeded its affirmative action goals, and Christine became head
recruiter for the whole corporation.

In the years that followed, Christine had many remarkable accom-
plishments. Each was consistent with her own sense of purpose, and
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each contributed to the success and well-being of the corporation.
Whenever she reached a crossroads or felt conflicted or intimidated,
she consulted a “still, small voice within, a deep knowing that’s a part
of myself and yet apart from myself.” These inner promptings guided
her to take initiatives that were aligned with her sense of life purpose,
although she often initially had no idea how to proceed. Yet she suc-
ceeded each time by drawing on her strengths: Time after time, she
collaborated with colleagues, amplified the positive, and turned po-
tential adversaries into friends and allies.

After six years with the company, she became head of HR for one
of its most important business units. In that role, she was tapped by
the unit’s EVP to lead a change initiative to transform it into the best
organization of its kind in the world. Rather than ask the EVP to en-
vision what that might look like, Christine advised him to pose a set
of vision questions. People at all levels were asked what they could do
differently to make the organization “the world’s best.”

Christine launched an employee survey that generated reams of
ideas. Rather than distill all these ideas into a massive set of overhead
slides, she used a process called Readers Theater, which she’d last used
fifteen years earlier: She selected key quotes from the surveys and wove
them into a play about the organization.4 She then recruited six man-
agers to speak the views expressed by engineers and administrative as-
sistants, and six engineers and administrators to convey the managers’
perspective. The play was then performed for the organization’s top
thirty managers. The response was silence followed by thunderous ap-
plause. They said they “got it” at a level that slide presentations can
never reach.

The top management team’s usual response to employee surveys
was to delegate responsibility for change to people at lower levels.
This time, they took responsibility for initiating change at their own
level, and they encouraged and empowered people at all levels to
contribute to the change process in any way they could.5 Over the
next several years, the intention to become the world’s best found its
way into a wide range of organizational improvement projects.
Christine developed an incredible network of colleagues inside and
outside the organization, all supporting her and the collective change
effort.

Eleven years after she joined the company, she was asked to keynote
its annual women’s conference, an event she’d helped initiate several
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years earlier. After much trepidation, she decided to speak her own
truth: She said that asking what they could do for the company was a
necessary question, but it wasn’t sufficient. Why? Because it confined
them to the company as they’d always known it. The real question was:
What contributions can our company make, through us, to our beau-
tiful, fragile world and its precious, suffering people?

Christine touched a nerve. She was flooded with positive responses
from men and women throughout the corporation. Before she knew
it, her business unit’s vision was no longer simply to be the best in the
world, but to be the best for the world. Many adventures later, six years
after the original initiative began, it could legitimately lay claim to
being one of the best organizations of its kind in the world.

Meanwhile, Christine learned about the Grameen Bank and the
microlending revolution it had sparked.6 Twenty-seven years after its
founding, the bank was lending $500 million a year to two million of
the most destitute people on Earth and getting a remarkable 96 per-
cent return rate. Inspired by this model’s success in bringing people
out of poverty, Christine initiated countless conversations about what
her corporation could do along the same lines. In addition to old and
new co-conspirators inside the company, she made contact with
dozens of people around the world who had knowledge, expertise, and
contacts in this area.

After three years of serious exploration and experimentation and
with the support of her CEO, Christine co-founded a start-up within
the company. The start-up, which is now five years old, collaborates
with governments and the international development community to
provide the world’s poor with access to technologies that accelerate
socioeconomic development at the grassroots level. This innovative
organization not only empowers people in impoverished communi-
ties, it also makes the larger corporation more competitive through
access to new talent and the discovery of new business models to serve
emerging markets.

Christine is now a sought-after speaker and has a role in the com-
pany that allows her to focus full time on transformative projects. Her
well-developed capacities for appreciative listening and creative col-
laboration have made her part of a vibrant network of global change
agents, all dedicated to using their intelligence and good will to make
the world a better place for everyone. Whenever she meets a kindred
spirit, she invariably connects them with several people who can help
them reach their goals.
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WHAT LEADERSHIP MEANS 
AT THE SYNERGIST LEVEL

When Christine was young, she thought great leaders were people
born with special gifts. Maybe she’d find a real leader to follow, but
she’d never be one herself. As she now sees it, leaders who make the
world a better place are people who’ve chosen to live their lives in the
context of a larger story that has deep meaning and purpose. First, she
said, you need to search for a story that’s worth your life—or invent
one from those you find compelling.7

To help explain what she means, Christine described the story she
holds: A vision that a critical mass of the world’s corporations must
become stewards for the planet. She acknowledges that there’s plenty
of evidence to justify despair rather than hope. Yet she still finds the
story she’s chosen consistently hopeful and compelling. By working
with others to build on strengths and amplify positive movement, a
leader can make a pragmatic commitment to hope into a self-fulfilling
prophecy. If you commit yourself to a deep and meaningful story, she
believes, great people will be attracted to you, and things will fall into
place that you’d never expect.

As Christine’s example shows, Synergist leaders have an evolving
sense of life purpose that often expresses itself as a robust concern
about human issues on a global scale. They are very strongly inclined
to align their leadership initiatives with this sense of purpose, even
when they work in organizations that have narrower objectives. They
often experience heartfelt moments of purposefulness. At these mo-
ments, they may feel a remarkable sense of being the right person at
the right place at the right time. Or they may have a strong intuition
about a next step that will keep them “on purpose.”

Playfully familiar with many forms of power, Synergists cultivate
the “power of presence,” a subtle form of stakeholder agility centered
in the present moment. This orientation gives Synergists the capacity
to deeply attune themselves to people, groups, and organizations. At
times, they can sense subtle energetic dynamics that would have es-
caped their awareness at earlier levels. The power of presence also al-
lows them to remain focused on the common good while holding in
mind, in an accurate and empathetic way, multiple and conflicting
stakeholder views and interests, including their own.

When they work with others to solve ill-structured problems, the Syn-
ergists’ ability to hold mental and emotional complexity in awareness
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can result in “synergistic intuitions” that resolve apparently irrecon-
cilable conflicts in ways that are beneficial for all parties involved. Yet,
even when these intuitive breakthroughs seem to do just that, Syn-
ergists usually feel compelled to double-check the practical validity
of their insights, either through feedback or by testing their ideas in
action.

The Synergists’ motivation for personal and professional devel-
opment grows from a wish to engage with life in all its fullness and to
be of real benefit to others. As Synergists cultivate a direct, present-
centered awareness of their five senses, their physical presence, their
thought processes, and their emotional responses, self-awareness takes
on a fresh and immediate quality. As a result, Synergists not only de-
velop greater awareness of their habitual reactions, they also experi-
ence the joy and wonder of being alive.

Even though this is the final level we describe in this book, it’s im-
portant not to overidealize what leaders “must be like” who’ve grown
into this level of agility. For one thing, the Synergist stage is not the
final stage of human development.8 For another, the process of devel-
oping as a human being is not a march toward perfection but a jour-
ney toward wholeness.

The remaining stories in this chapter illustrate the remarkable
agility of which leaders at this level are capable, while also conveying
their humanness and their diversity. You’ll meet Jeff, the owner of a
very successful wealth management firm and a master at the produc-
tive resolution of conflict. You’ll find out why Don, a foundation CEO,
is noted for his ability to solve difficult problems in ways that create
mutually beneficial opportunities. You’ll see how Stan, the senior VP of
corporate governance for a Fortune 50 company, mobilized an IT or-
ganization that was an obstacle to corporate agility. Finally, you’ll dis-
cover how Laura resolved a nightmare of stakeholder conflict over a
health education program at a leading university.

PIVOTAL CONVERSATIONS AT 
THE SYNERGIST LEVEL

Jeff is the CEO of Generativity, a unique, highly successful wealth
management firm headquartered in London, with branch offices in
New York, Paris, and Frankfurt. Generativity, a concept that comes
from the work of developmental psychologist Erik Erikson, is some-
what akin to creativity, but it refers specifically to the mature adult’s
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contribution to the well-being of future generations.9 The firm’s motto
is the often-quoted African proverb: “The world was not left to us by
our parents. It was lent to us by our children.”

Generativity’s approach to financial planning goes beyond con-
ventional methods, which are typically confined to easily quantified
factors such as a client’s financial goals and tolerance for risk. Gener-
ativity’s advisers build high-trust client relationships and help clients
clarify their core values and most heartfelt aspirations. Working col-
laboratively with each client, they then develop a sound financial plan
designed to fulfill these aspirations. This approach has earned the firm
an appreciative client base and kudos in the business press.

Generativity operates independently. It accepts no commissions or
finder’s fees and sells no services beyond its own. The firm works ex-
clusively with high-net-worth clients and has a strategy of contained
growth, selecting a limited number of new clients each year. Not sur-
prisingly, most of its clients want to make contributions of lasting
value to the larger world in which they live.

The partners have worked to develop an organization where the
values of respect and generosity govern client relationships, internal
working relationships, and the firm’s relationship with the world
around it. As an expression of these values, Generativity operates in a
socially and environmentally responsible manner. The firm uses these
criteria to screen its own investments, donates a percentage of its prof-
its to charities, and has a profit-sharing plan for its employees.

Decision making among the partners is highly collaborative, and
open communication and participation is the norm at the weekly all-
hands meetings held in each office. Jeff and his partners also have a
strong commitment to personal growth. Each partner has practiced
meditation or some related discipline, such as yoga, tai chi, or chi
gung, for several decades.10 They also make it a priority to hire peo-
ple who are committed not only to social and environmental respon-
sibility but also to personal development.

Jeff has a reputation for being exceptionally effective in resolving
interpersonal conflict. The awards he’s won as a financial adviser are
due partly to his fiscal acumen and partly to his ability to deal with
difficult issues. For example, one of his specialties is helping couples
work through conflicts regarding their money. Employees emphasize
his masterful responses to client complaints. Even his wife says he’s
extremely good at dealing with conflict! Asked why he thought he was
perceived this way, Jeff said:
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I think it’s rooted in feeling more and more at ease in “uncomfortable”
situations. It’s developed in a gradual way, mainly from my meditation
practice. I took up meditation many years ago. Early on, my motivations
were rather mundane: Wanting to be mentally sharper so I’d do better
on exams. Then I found it gave me more confidence socially, which
helped me get into some leadership positions while I was at university.

It’s only the past seven years or so that I’ve been working with a gen-
uine meditation teacher and sitting on a daily basis. The main prac-
tice is being present to my experience, just being aware of whatever
comes up without judgment. Learning not to push any thoughts or
feelings away, but to welcome whatever comes up.

Also, in recent years, much of the emphasis has been on bringing
this kind of awareness into everyday life situations—first very simple
situations like walking down the street, but gradually more complex
situations like conversations with other people.

Developing this capacity to experience all kinds of emotions in sit-
ting meditation—then bringing it into everyday life at home and at
work—this is what’s behind this ability to deal with conflict that you
mention.

We asked Jeff to describe a situation where this capacity was at
work, specifically a situation where at least part of the tension was be-
tween himself and another person. He related the following story:

When our London office manager departed about four months ago, I
promoted a man named Tom to replace him. Initially, I thought he
was quite good. But after a few months a whole stream of people began
to troop into my office saying he was very hard to work with.

So, of course, I was concerned. I went round and in various ways
talked with everyone who worked with Tom, and I had opportunities
to see him in action. The people who worked for him directly felt he
constantly criticized them and tried to control their every move. They
felt quite resentful. Others were simply frustrated. They said he was
difficult to work with, that he went on at length talking about himself,
that sort of thing.

I used these conversations to coach these people about ways they
might deal with some of Tom’s quirks. But to get to the root of the
problem I knew I needed to have a heart-to-heart with Tom. So I in-
vited him to dinner.
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At this point, we asked Jeff to go back and re-live what happened
next, describing it in the present tense:

I prepare for the meeting not by trying to figure things out but by
going into a sort of meditation on Tom. I notice feelings of confusion
and fear in my belly and some sadness around my heart. Tom has
worked so hard for us, and in many ways he’s doing a great job. Yet he’s
getting in his own way and not really enjoying what he’s doing. I see
images of Tom, and I see his up-tightness. I sense that Tom has the ca-
pacity for growth, but he can also be closed and defensive. As I stay
with this uncomfortable stew, I feel a sense of empathy for Tom and a
determination to do what I can to help him rise to the occasion.

We then asked Jeff to tell us what happened over dinner, keeping
his description in the present tense:

We’ve just ordered, and I’m bringing my attention back into my body,
sitting across from Tom. I let go of what I planned to say and just tune in
to him. He’s already launched into a list of things he’s accomplished over
the past two months. His tone is ill at ease and defensive. For a moment,
I wonder if he’ll be at all receptive to feedback. Then I’m completely pre-
sent with Tom. Taking in his words and his energy at the same time, I get
this very visceral sense of what it must feel like to be him right now.

I say, and it’s quite genuine, “Tom, even without those particular ac-
complishments, you’re a great asset to our firm. You’ve been extremely
productive, and you’ve made a visible contribution in every role you’ve
played.” I see him take this in, let out a breath, and relax. His defen-
siveness melts and his whole demeanor shifts. I’m amazed and not
amazed at the same time. I don’t want to disturb what’s happened, so
I just hold the space that’s opened up between us.

Tom asks me if he can tell me something in confidence about a big
crisis in his personal life. I say, “Of course. Whatever you feel comfort-
able sharing.” He tells me about something quite painful—something
very difficult for anyone to go through. Because of what’s happened,
he’s lost a good deal of confidence in himself. As a result, he says, he
often isolates himself at work—and he basically acknowledges all the
things he does that the others complained about.

He says, “It’s strange. I was looking forward to this dinner, because
I hoped you’d tell me how well I’m doing. But when you did, I realized
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that hearing it from someone else doesn’t make up for how I feel about
myself. I’m going in circles. I don’t feel good about myself, so I do
things others don’t like, which makes me feel bad about myself, and
on and on.”

At this point, I say that, if he’s really willing to do some work on
this, the company will pay for a coach. He says, “Yes, I could use some
help. I’d really like to do that.” What amazed me was that I didn’t need
to lay out all the feedback. He did that on his own. He started work-
ing with a coach about three months ago, and there’s already been a
very noticeable change.

Our interest in Synergist-level pivotal conversations also led us to
Don, the president and CEO of a foundation headquartered in Seattle.
A dedicated, unassuming leader, he is very adept at solving difficult
problems and creating mutually beneficial opportunities. His office is
tastefully decorated with artwork from Asia, Latin America, and other
world cultures. He collected most of these objects earlier in his career
while leading trips abroad for various educational and humanitarian
purposes. One wall was filled with group photographs taken during
these trips and on more recent visits to organizations supported by
the foundation.

Don’s foundation, only about twenty years old, operates on a fee-
based model. It raises funds through donations and investments, then
provides grants and loans for organizations around the world that
promote sustainable economic development, political equality, and
cultural autonomy. The foundation provides additional assistance in
the form of philanthropic management, community investment, con-
sulting services, and educational programs.

When we asked Don about his reputation as a creative thinker, he
responded:

I would have to agree with that. I did receive a good deal of feedback
to that effect last summer, when I attended a leadership program at
the NTL Institute.11 One person told me they felt I lead from my heart.
Meaning that I often connect with a situation first through my heart
and then with my brain. It’s something that happens very quickly, but
I’ve noticed that this is what generates some of the most interesting
and useful ideas.

We asked if he could describe this process as if it were happening
in slow motion:
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It begins with an intention that I’ve been cultivating for many years.
Whenever a person walks in the door, my inner question is always,
“How can I help you?” This question takes me to a very, very deep
place. It’s almost as if the molecular structure of my body slows down
and I’m in a semi-meditative state. I become so present that I actually
feel the other person’s emotions.

This is not about projecting my own feelings onto the other per-
son, and I’m not thinking, “He must be feeling this or that.” The best I
can describe it, it’s a direct, visceral experience of the other person’s
emotional state. Then it’s like a spark suddenly goes from this feeling
to my brain, and ideas just start popping.

We asked Don if he could describe an example of something recent
where this had happened:

A few months ago, a man was sitting across from me, just where you’re
sitting now. He represents a nonprofit organization that certifies or-
ganic products. We’d given them a large grant, and they’d become a
big success story. They were growing 20 percent a year.

But they were concerned about the results of customer surveys.
There’s a small group of consumers who started buying organic years
ago. Much of their growth has come from people who are trying these
products because they’re something new. Their understanding of the
real benefits seems shallow. With the greater expense of organic prod-
ucts, our grantee was concerned that interest would spike and then
diminish.

They felt that the answer was better consumer education. But, be-
cause the majority of their revenue comes from licensing, they felt it
would be a conflict of interest for them to receive donations to pro-
mote consumer education.

Many times what a person brings along with a problem like this is a
good deal of pain and anxiety. These problems have to do with their
ability to fulfill their mission, and they feel a lot is at stake. In this case
I could feel that pain right here in the area just below my heart—in
my solar plexus. I was feeling this knot of emotions in this man’s solar
plexus.

As I think of it, between what you might call “feeling the problem”
and getting ideas to solve it I experience a space of “not knowing.” It’s
like a feeling of acceptant anticipation—if there is such a word! It can
be a very short space, or it can be longer. This is something I need to
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pay more attention to. It’s usually when I stay with not knowing a lit-
tle longer that ideas come that address all aspects of a problem.

Then, as I said, I felt something like an electric spark. My brain was
turned on and ideas started coming. The main idea was that our foun-
dation could establish a fund dedicated to promoting consumer edu-
cation about organic products. Then their licensees and anyone else
concerned about this issue could contribute to the fund.

This was an edgy idea, because it required a high level of trust and
transparency between the foundation and the grantee organization.
By bringing its licensees into direct contact with the foundation, the
organization ran the risk that the foundation might mishandle these
relationships or hear negative things about the licensing program. But
the trust level was there, and the grantee organization embraced the
idea. Don added:

When the ideas flow into dialogue, and I can see that something really
needed is being created, a feeling of joy and gratitude comes over me.
So the process ends up back in my heart, though I also feel it through-
out my whole body.

Sometimes it seems that something bigger is at work. Shortly after
this meeting I’ve just described, I flew to L.A. to visit our office there.
I had just come out of my hotel to find a place for lunch, when I ran
into a woman who’s one of our larger clients. We had lunch together,
and a great deal happened. Potential new businesses were spawned.
Later in the conversation, I mentioned the new fund for consumer ed-
ucation on organic products, and she suddenly thought of a high-net-
worth individual who’d want to help establish it.

Things like this happen. It’s amazing. When you get the sense that
something bigger is at work, you’ve got to follow it. You get so much
back when you do.

TEAM LEADERSHIP 
AT THE SYNERGIST LEVEL

Stan powered down his laptop as Frank was shown into his office.
Looking spry for his sixty years, Stan had long ago developed the prac-
tice of “sensing” people. Nothing fancy, just a heightened attention to
his own physical presence and that of the other person. In a few sec-
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onds, he could reliably sense Frank’s comfort level and his readiness
for open conversation.

Frank was nervous, and understandably so. Stan had just been as-
signed as interim CIO for a Fortune 50 manufacturing corporation, and
Frank was one of his direct reports. For the past five years, the IT func-
tion had suffered from inadequate leadership. The last CIO used a
hands-off, hub-and-spoke management style. His direct reports focused
so much on their internal clients that the organization fragmented.

The corporation now had a new, IT-savvy CEO. After six months,
he declared his intention to develop an IT function that would help
differentiate the company from its competitors. To begin this trans-
formation, he appointed Stan interim CIO and gave him from Janu-
ary to July to accomplish two major tasks: Get the 2,000-person
organization moving in the right direction, and install a new CIO who
could deliver on the CEO’s vision.

Stan had begun his twenty-five-year tenure as an internal organi-
zation development consultant, but during the 1990s, he was tapped
for a series of line management positions, creating the strategies and
structures needed for emerging markets in Europe, Africa, and Asia.
His formal title was senior VP of corporate governance, reporting di-
rectly to the CEO and the chairman of the board. He’d advised the
board on four CEO successions and was still consulting to the CEO
and the board—a rather unusual distinction.12 Just before his CIO
assignment, he’d completed an interim stint as head of Human Re-
sources, where he’d changed HR strategy, made major personnel de-
cisions, mobilized needed change, and found a new executive to take
over the function—all in a very few months.

Although he was extremely bright and articulate, Stan had a way
of engaging with others that put them at ease. In no time, Frank was
telling him how much he wanted the CIO position and why he
thought he was qualified. Stan said he appreciated Frank’s forthright-
ness. But he steered the conversation to the question most on his
mind: How prepared were Frank and his peers to transform their
function into one that would help differentiate the company from its
competitors?

Several months earlier, the corporation’s senior leadership team ap-
proved a plan to create a consolidated Supply Chain function that
would serve all five businesses, just like Finance and HR. The new
structure would save the corporation billions of dollars over the next
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several years. In assessing the company’s readiness to implement this
change, the senior team looked at all the support organizations. Strat-
egy and Law were ready. HR could help facilitate the change. Finance
needed to learn to account for things differently, but that wouldn’t be
a problem. The only function that stood in the way was IT. Unless IT
changed how it was managed and organized, the corporate change ef-
fort would be stymied.

Stan immediately reversed his predecessor’s hub-and-spoke style
of operating. The previous CIO brought the group together once
every three months. Stan held day-long meetings on a monthly basis,
with dinner together the evening before. During each intervening
week, he held a half-hour phone conference where he got his own
points out quickly, followed by a brief go-round. He also had monthly
“net meetings” to communicate the latest developments to everyone
in the global IT organization.

In his first two face-to-face meetings, Stan reiterated the CEO’s
high-level vision for IT and tried to focus the group on aligning with
it. Because he had relatively little IT expertise, he relied heavily on the
facilitative skills he’d developed as an OD professional. However, the
first two meetings showed him just how fragmented the group had
become:

Marty was the strategy and architecture guy. Whenever he spoke, two
of the five business guys—Frank and Gary—would each rebut what-
ever Marty said. But if Frank took the initiative and advocated his
point of view, Gary would immediately rebut him. And vice versa.
Classic bad group dynamics. I stopped the action several times and de-
scribed what I saw. They acknowledged that what they were doing was
counterproductive, but they kept doing it.

Right after that second meeting, it hit me: Intentionally or not, I
was being treated like a substitute teacher. They were just going
through the motions, waiting to see what the “real” CIO would tell
them to do.

By the third monthly meeting, Stan had talked with IT’s internal
customers, its middle managers, and the corporation’s top executives
about their perceptions of his management group. This group was too
fragmented to support the corporate change effort effectively. If he
had enough time, he felt he could develop them into a collaborative
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team capable of top-quality decisions. But the rest of the company
couldn’t wait that long.

Stan stepped back and took a wide-angle look at his management
group as a system within a larger system (the IT organization), within
a larger system (the corporation), within a yet larger system (its global
marketplace). With this perspective, he realized that he needed to re-
vise his approach completely:

What came to mind was the metaphor of an energy field. I needed to
set up a “container” or force field around the group—create conditions
that would make it compelling for them to step up, get aligned, and
take collective responsibility for acting on what they already knew they
needed to do.13

One of these conditions was an unflinching dose of the truth. They
needed to know how their performance was viewed, and they needed
to know that their stakeholders were watching them closely. Was this
the right thing to do with a fragmented group with a very limited ca-
pacity for collaboration? I figured maybe if I treated them as if they
were a highly trusting and evolved group of people, they’d rise to the
occasion.

Stan began the third monthly meeting by having the CEO come in
and talk to the group, coaching him before the meeting to pull no
punches:

He did a great job. He had a lot of IT experience, and he let them know
he understood the challenges and the complexities. At the same time,
he said in no uncertain terms that IT was the major impediment to
improving corporate performance. He was very specific about what a
revamped Supply Chain organization could deliver, if IT could move
rapidly and help it get there—and how much it would cost the com-
pany if they didn’t.

When the CEO left, Stan laid out the feedback he’d received from
the company’s senior leadership team and IT’s middle managers. De-
spite viewing them as highly competent professionals, the people
above and below them were deeply disappointed in how they func-
tioned as a team. Although the company’s individual business units
were once content with their performance, now that IT was needed to
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support the reorganization, these units were holding the function to
a new standard.

I put two glaring examples on the table. Over a year and a half ago,
they agreed on a portfolio management process and a reorganization
plan. These two changes would have put them just where they needed
to be to support the corporate restructuring effort. But they hadn’t im-
plemented either one!

Prior to the meeting, Stan had taken a close look at the original
portfolio management proposal, and he was ready to make his first
real declaration as CIO: The new process had to be implemented by
June 1.

I gave them two and a half months to put their corporate hats on and
prioritize projects in a way that would support the new corporate con-
figuration. They expressed a lot of consternation about this deadline,
but I knew if they put together the right team, they could do a good
job and do it on time.

Stan said he’d also reviewed the stalled reorganization plan and had
told his HR manager to get ready to pull together a team of twenty of
their best and brightest people from the next two levels. That team
would have two months to review the original plan and come back
with recommendations: Given the role we now need to play, will this
plan get us there and, if not, what modifications are needed? They
generated the list of people then and there.

I took a page from the GE Work-Out process and told them, “In our
May meeting, when they come back with recommendations, you need
to decide on the spot how you want to move ahead on the reorgani-
zation. Implementation needs to start immediately thereafter. I’ll be
communicating the outcome of that meeting in the monthly net meet-
ing the following week.”14

Setting decision deadlines for these two projects helped Stan
achieve another objective: He got the group’s resistance to taking ac-
tion out on the table.

To move on portfolio management, they had to have tough conversations
with their internal clients, who wanted new forms of support but also
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wanted earlier promises kept. Reorganizing meant that their own jobs
might change. All very compelling concerns. But when you say them out
loud they’re a little embarrassing, because you know that the only real
alternative to embracing change is to fail because you’re living in denial.

During the next two months, Stan made sure the rest of the orga-
nization was well-informed that changes were in the works. He fre-
quently reiterated the CEO’s message that their purpose wasn’t to cut
costs or downsize the function but to increase its effectiveness. After
talking with his management group about how IT’s reorganization
process would work, he told those at lower levels that they’d be in-
volved in working out the details.

In the May meeting, when the reorganization team’s three repre-
sentatives came to present their recommendations, Stan said, “A few
months from now, I’m not going to be here. You’re the ones who’ll be
leading the reorganization. So I’m going to leave the room, and you’re
going to act as a collective CIO.”

When I left the room, I felt I’d taken the final step in establishing the
force field. They were facing three highly respected people who repre-
sented the rest of the organization. They were also very much aware
that the whole senior leadership team was tracking their actions. No
one dictated to them what IT’s new structure had to be, but I felt it’d
be hard for them not to step up and make good decisions.

With Stan out of the room, group members occasionally disagreed,
but they stepped back and realized they were using different words to
mean the same thing. They endorsed the team’s recommendations
with a few modifications, leaving one piece of the design open, to be
determined during implementation. In Stan’s view, what made it pos-
sible for them to be so productive in this meeting was “the force field,
the container, the conditions that had been set up around them.” Two
weeks later, on June 1, the portfolio management process went live,
just meeting Stan’s deadline.

In July, Stan and his search committee selected the new CIO. Be-
fore she was officially on the payroll, he invited her to attend that
month’s management group meeting.

For the first hour Carol sat and listened. During the second hour she
asked questions. By the third she was making her views known. By the
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end of the meeting, she’d become the new CIO. She made it clear that
she supported the direction we’d taken. Any remaining obstacles to
change dissolved at that point. Now that she’s full time, she’s picked
up the pace on the reorganization, which will mesh well with the cor-
porate restructuring process that’s already under way.

To wrap up, we asked Stan about the sense of purpose that ani-
mates the various roles he continues to play in this large corporation:

I’ve had a remarkable opportunity to shape not only the succession
process but also the operating models we’ve used to remain competi-
tive. As we head into the twenty-first century, I think we have an op-
portunity to construct something that people can look back at ten
years from now and say, “Wow! So that’s how you attract, identify, and
develop the best leaders. So that’s how you organize to be fast, flexible,
and responsive amid continuous and often disruptive change.”

I’d also like us to become a model for what it looks like for a large
corporation to be socially and environmentally responsible. As the se-
nior VP of corporate governance, I work closely with the senior VP of
quality to champion social responsibility and environmental health
and safety at the top level of the company. Our new CEO is more sen-
sitive to these issues, so that helps.

As a global manufacturing company, we can model ways to excel fi-
nancially while minimizing our environmental impact. I also want to
see us build on current efforts, where we’re using our corporate where-
withal to get people who are desperately poor the resources they need
to empower themselves by developing their own local economies and
by solving their own health, education, and transportation issues.
That’s why I enjoy going to China and India to advise major firms
there on how to govern themselves, so they can attract capital and con-
nect to the more developed parts of the world.

What means more to me than anything else is cross-pollinating
with other people who’re like little lights all over the planet, doing
things that make the world a better place.

LEADING ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHANGE AT THE SYNERGIST LEVEL

It was hard for Laura to say good-bye to her friends in Boulder, espe-
cially those who’d stayed close to her through her husband’s battle with
cancer and the early months of her grief. As she drove the big U-Haul
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truck through the wheat fields of Kansas, great feelings of sadness
washed over her in waves. For the past year it seemed like everything
in her life had been about losing what she’d come to treasure: Eric,
whose smile had warmed her heart until the end, and now the won-
derful community of friends in Boulder and the mountains she loved
so much. She knew now how to let the waves of sadness come and
pass away and to face whatever came next.

Only as she barreled toward New England did she feel a spark of
excitement about the new life that awaited her. For the past three years,
she’d run an innovative health education program at a local university.
Although she was only thirty-two, administrators at one of Boston’s
leading universities had heard about her work and offered her a posi-
tion in their student health center.

The new job included two roles. She’d spend half her time over-
seeing an array of initiatives designed to promote student health—
programs that dealt with drugs and alcohol, depression and anxiety,
eating problems, rape prevention, and sexual health. The other half of
the time she’d be renovating and administering a program that gave
volunteer pre-med students experience as medical assistants in the
university’s student health center.

Laura was especially excited about the program for pre-med stu-
dents. Charles, the student health center director who’d hired her, said
the model they’d been using for the program, now over ten years old,
no longer worked. He said he wanted her to apply the creativity evi-
dent in the Boulder program to the one in Boston. To Laura, this
sounded like a dream job. Using innovative forms of education to pro-
vide future doctors with a broader vision of health care was very much
in line with her sense of life purpose.

When Laura rolled into Boston in early August, she had no preset
plan for the medical assistant program. She thought she’d take the first
semester to establish herself in her two roles, get to know the students,
and think about what an innovative medical assistant program might
look like at a top-notch university.

In her first meeting with Charles, he told her to write a letter to all
pre-med students, not only to introduce herself but also to tell them
the program wouldn’t be taking any new volunteers that year. The pro-
gram, he said, was being downsized. Laura was stunned. She told
Charles she was shocked to learn that shrinking the program was one
of the changes he had in mind.

Without any hint of apology, Charles explained that this was a
costly program and, to remain viable, it had to meet the needs of the
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health center as well as those of the volunteers. For a long time, the
volunteers had filled a real need at the center. But now, with sixty stu-
dents in the program, they slowed down patient visits and reduced
needed contact time with professional clinicians.

Laura wrote the letter. What happened next, she said later, was “ab-
solutely awful”:

What I immediately got back was hate mail. I’m not exaggerating. Some
of the students actually came by my office, seething at me and saying
“How dare you do this!” I’m a person who’s very uncomfortable with
conflict, so I found the students’ reactions extremely painful.15

Then their parents started complaining to the organization on cam-
pus that supports pre-med students. I started getting calls saying,
“What do you mean, you’re cutting people off from the program? This
is going to jeopardize their careers!”

When I went to Charles about this, I learned that my letter was the
first communication the students had received about any changes in
the program. The administration hadn’t even told the students that
my predecessor was leaving. Charles was totally taken aback by the re-
action to the letter. He said he’d talk with the pre-med organization.
Beyond that, whenever I asked for help, he pushed it all back on me,
saying he knew I was a bright and creative “people person” who could
handle this sort of thing.

When I saw that this was the only stance Charles was willing to take,
I was tremendously disheartened. For a short time, I got very de-
pressed, feeling like I’d been duped and victimized. I’d left everything
dear to me for this supposed dream job, and now I was living a night-
mare. I also spent some time kicking myself: Why didn’t I insist on
more details about the job? Why didn’t I ask Charles what had already
been communicated to the students?

On top of all this, I was still going through cycles of grief about
Eric’s death. I’d learned that the best way to deal with grief is not to
shut down and wallow in it, but just let the waves of feeling flow
through and subside at their own pace. So, while I was making space
in my life for these feelings about Eric, I made some space too for the
loss I was feeling about my “dream job.”

This gave me some inner strength and I stopped feeling so de-
pressed. I knew that in the grand scheme of life this too would pass.
And I did feel intuitively that there was some purpose for my being
here. I felt that, if I moved ahead, being true to my purpose, things
would somehow come together.
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At that point I learned that a couple of the students were getting
ready to meet, planning to organize the other students and write a let-
ter of protest. My ability to relate to college students has always been
my strong suit, so I asked to meet with them.

Meeting with Drew and Benny, two articulate pre-med students,
Laura heard firsthand that students viewed the medical assistant pro-
gram as a very well-organized opportunity that gave them lots of valu-
able hands-on experience. It also gave them an advantage in applying to
top medical schools. After several of these meetings, Laura decided she
needed to do something proactive to get the key stakeholders together:

I called a meeting of all the returning medical assistants, and most of
them showed up. I also rounded up three of the six other health cen-
ter administrators to be there with me.16 Charles said he had a conflict
and couldn’t be there.

I opened the meeting and said we were here to open the lines of
communication about the medical assistant program. I told them
about my background and some of the innovative things we did in
Boulder. I told them the problems that the health center had with their
program. But I said that no decisions had been made about how to
solve these problems and that I welcomed their input on that. Then I
turned it over to their questions and concerns.

It was a very tense meeting. They somehow thought the program
was being shut down, and I had to reiterate several times that it wasn’t.
Still, the students who spoke up didn’t want any changes to be made.
At the end, I said that I’d continue to meet with students and admin-
istrators until we’d worked this through. Then, as everyone left the
meeting, a student named Justin came up to me. He was just seething.
He told me how betrayed and hurt he felt. He said, “I won’t ever for-
give you for this!” I was close to tears when I left the meeting.

Over the next two months Laura continued to meet with Drew and
Benny, whom the students had asked to speak for their interests. She
had one-on-one and group meetings with administrators and health
center staff, and she held three more meetings that brought everyone
together. It was an extremely difficult, complex process, because every-
one had a different agenda, and everyone was upset with everyone else.

Three tiers of nurses worked at the health center. The director of
nursing services didn’t like the medical assistants program, because
the LPNs, the nurses with the least professional training, often sat back
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and let the volunteers do work the LPNs were supposed to do. Other
nurses sometimes became de facto mentors for the volunteers. They
loved that role and didn’t want the program to change. The physicians,
on the other hand, complained that they didn’t get the amount of con-
tact time they needed.

The program had always been three semesters. Prior to working at
the health center, pre-med students spent a semester receiving sixty to
eighty hours of specialized training. The students and their parents
felt this initial semester was extremely valuable, but they wanted ad-
ditional opportunities in the health center to strengthen their med
school applications. In contrast, Laura’s fellow administrators all
wanted to reduce the number of volunteers at the health center, and
they each had different visions for the program. A few, she sensed,
didn’t really care about it. They just wanted everyone to calm down.

From Laura’s perspective, the pre-med students were much more
unidimensional than the social work and public health students she’d
worked with in Colorado. The Boulder students wanted to make a dif-
ference in their communities, socially and politically. The Boston pre-
med students had a much narrower view of health care and focused
only on their own careers. She thought the program would be a lot
more fun and more meaningful if the students learned communica-
tion and teamwork skills and got some outreach experience. By inter-
acting with people on campus and in the community, they could learn
about the larger context of health care.

As far as she could see, Laura was the only person who felt there must
be a way to get beyond mere compromise, to revise the program so it
was actually better, not only for the students but for all the stakeholders.

My way of approaching things is to engage with each group in an em-
pathic way and to really feel the situation from their perspective. After
meetings, I sometimes called people and asked, “Did I understand your
concern correctly? What do you think about this idea?”

Holding all this complexity in mind was kind of crazy-making and
bewildering at times. I made lists. I drew diagrams. When I had a clear
understanding of all the different perspectives, I came up with several
models for a revised program, but I couldn’t figure out anything that
would meet everyone’s needs. Yet I knew there had to be a way.

Pressure was building to find a solution. Laura spent the evening
before the fourth large group gathering in the meeting room, filling
the walls with flip-chart pages that summarized all the different per-
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spectives. The next morning, as she stood in the shower, water pouring
over her, all her ideas rearranged themselves in her mind. Everything
suddenly came together. She quickly dressed and wrote it all down.17

All at once, I saw how these very disjointed needs and ideas could ac-
tually fit together. It was something I could put together quickly
enough that I could train people for it the following semester. To tell
the truth, it felt like I’d tapped into something beyond my ordinary
intelligence.18

I got very excited, but I kept asking myself, “What am I forgetting?
Will this really work?” I went in and ran the basic idea by a few staff
people and asked them if they thought I was missing anything. They
said it sounded great. I also talked with Benny and Drew, and they
were all for it.

Before the meeting that afternoon, I went into the meeting room
and made diagrams of what the program could look like from semes-
ter to semester, and I even sketched in a mock curriculum. It all came
together in a couple of hours.

In the meeting, I really wasn’t sure how they’d react. I thought we
might have another big debate. But everybody loved it. They actually
stood up and applauded. What a relief!

The new program retained the original three-semester format with
its initial semester of training.19 Although it still included training in
basic intake procedures, the students would now experience a much
richer learning process:

The new curriculum gets them thinking beyond symptoms. It exposes
them to behavior change theory and holistic health models. We bring
in social workers and public health people as speakers, so they learn
about community health, why people wind up coming to the health
center, what the contributing factors are, and why certain groups don’t
feel as comfortable coming there as others do.

The new program also helps the students develop as leaders by using
experiential methods, like ropes courses, to help them learn commu-
nication and teamwork skills. Unlike all their regular pre-med courses,
to succeed in this training they have to learn to collaborate. In fact, this
program, with its emphasis on collaborative group activities, provides
the one safe, noncompetitive place on campus where pre-med students
can relax and form a circle of friends. It creates a very different kind of
learning environment.
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Another change: Students spend one semester in the health center
and the other in an outreach program on campus and in the community:

This cuts the number of volunteers in the health center in half. This
way, everyone already in the program could complete all three semes-
ters, and we didn’t need to stop recruiting new students, although we
did have to recruit half as many for each cohort.

The organization on campus that supports pre-med students was OK
with these changes, because they felt the increased quality of the pro-
gram counterbalanced the fact that fewer students could participate.

In the past, mentoring from the nurses was an informal, hit-or-miss
thing. Now every student volunteer has a nurse-mentor who stays with
them throughout the program. When I talk with the nurses who vol-
unteer as mentors, they always say how much they enjoy sharing some-
thing they’re passionate about. It gives them a greater sense of pride
in the work they do every day.20

Each year, Laura has used a variety of different assessment methods
to evaluate the program’s effectiveness. Everyone is very pleased with
it, from the medical assistants and their parents to administrators,
health center staff, and the other students on campus. One bright
Spring day, two school years after she first arrived on campus, Laura
received an unsolicited evaluation in the form of a lovely card. It was
from a student who’d been through the program, telling her how much
he valued the experience. Later that afternoon, while she was complet-
ing some paperwork, he stopped by for a brief visit and thanked her
for all she’d done. “It was a brave thing for Justin to do,” she said later.
“I really appreciated it. It helped bring everything full circle.”

THE CAPACITIES OF 
SYNERGIST LEADERS 

As with every previous level of agility, Synergist level competencies
develop through a shift in your level of awareness and intent.

Synergist Awareness and Intent

Leaders at every post-heroic agility level have a heightened interest in
attending to their ongoing experience. The key difference between the
levels of awareness in each of these levels lies in the quality of atten-
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tion. Catalysts can attend directly but momentarily to their ongoing
experience, and they can reflectively recognize assumptions and emo-
tional reactions immediately after they’ve occurred. Co-Creators can
attend a bit longer to the flow of their ongoing experience, giving them
the ability to access and verbalize experiences that would otherwise
remain out of consciousness.

However, at the Co-Creator level, even when you enter intention-
ally into the flow state, your awareness is completely absorbed in what
you’re focused on at the moment. The extent to which this absorption
in focal awareness limits your experience of life isn’t readily apparent
until you experience the level of awareness that emerges at the Syner-
gist level. One person described this discovery in the following way:

I suddenly realized I’d been asleep all these years, because I wasn’t in
the moment. I thought I was awake, but I was lost in a dream world. I
couldn’t actually see the present—and I didn’t even know.21

At the Synergist level you begin to experience an alert and relaxed
present-centered awareness that flows from one moment into the next.
There is no mental description or evaluation of what’s experienced,
just bare awareness. Though a flower is immediately recognizable, it
is no longer “a flower,” just a vivid sensory experience without a label.22

These simple moments of presence often give rise to subtle feelings of
wonder or wonder. Ted, a Synergist who provides leadership develop-
ment programs for large corporations, describes it this way:

The most striking experiences I have when I enter the present moment
are experiences of beauty. This happens many times every day with very
ordinary things. For example, I’m on an airplane, tapping away on my
laptop and, suddenly, I look over and see this Coca-Cola can, or I look
ahead and see the light shining through someone’s hair. When I really
stop and look at things, it just knocks me out how beautiful the details
are. I just slow down and take it in, and I get this feeling in my heart. I
guess you could call it a sense of appreciation or gratitude.

What distinguishes this level of awareness from Co-Creator aware-
ness is its unforced intentionality, its vividness, and the way your im-
mediate awareness expands beyond the focus of your attention. The
flow of present experience becomes so vibrant that whatever you hap-
pen to be focusing on stands out sharply from its background. You
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don’t just see the flower (or the Coke can); you see it in contrast to an
expanded, slightly out-of-focus, but nonetheless vivid sensory back-
ground. As with every other stage, Synergists don’t (by any means) op-
erate at this level of awareness at all times. However, in one way or
another, they cultivate this awareness, and, whenever they have a gen-
uine wish to do so, they can access it fairly readily.

At the Synergist level you have persistent interest in experiencing
life in all its fullness. You also develop an enlivened sense of goodwill,
a genuine intention to be of real benefit to others and to yourself. You
often experience a sense of purpose that’s even more present, palpa-
ble, and intangible than the sense of life purpose that emerged at the
Co-Creator stage. Like Co-Creators, Synergists are often engaged in
projects or organizations that are aligned with their sense of purpose,
but they more frequently have specific experiences that feel deeply
purposeful.

Like many Synergists, Don and Ted find that their awareness of the
world around them often touches their hearts, evoking deeper emo-
tions like joy, appreciation, gratitude, and empathy. While it’s quite
possible to touch this level of depth at previous levels of agility, at the
Synergist level, one begins to experience heartfelt goodwill with in-
creasing frequency even amid difficult everyday life situations.23

As you read through the capacities that support the Synergist level
of leadership agility, keep two points in mind: First, the eight capaci-
ties are more integrated at this level than at any of the previous levels,
so their descriptions overlap more than at any other level. Second,
Synergists retain the capacities developed at earlier levels, including
the capacity for reflection and analysis. In fact, the more you grow into
the Synergist level, the more these previously developed capacities are
enhanced.

Synergist Context-Setting Agility

When you grow through the post-heroic levels, your
situational awareness and your sense of purpose ex-
pand in scope and time frame, but the primary way
that they evolve is qualitative: Both capacities deepen.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS. Virtually all the Synergists in our sample
had a well-developed awareness of and concern about global issues.
However, most of the Co-Creators in our sample displayed a similar
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capacity. The primary difference between Co-Creator and Synergist
situational awareness is the latter’s depth of insight into the human
dimension of their larger environment. For this reason, there’s a good
deal of overlap between Synergists’ situational awareness and their
stakeholder understanding.

When Stan realized that the IT management team was avoiding a
stance of collective accountability, he sensed that the fastest and most
effective way to generate that stance was to align the “energy field”
around the team in a manner that made this a compelling stance to
take. Similarly, when Christine takes leadership initiatives, she detects
the “vectors of energy” in the organization that are already moving in
the desired direction, and she takes action that intentionally amplifies
this positive energy.24 At one point in Jeff ’s conversation with Tom, he
“held the space” that opened up between them. Although the termi-
nology varies, in each case, these leaders were able to perceive and
work with something subtle and significant in the context surround-
ing their initiative.25

SENSE OF PURPOSE. The evolving sense of purpose experienced at the
Co-Creator level motivates leaders to undertake initiatives that are
personally fulfilling and, at the same time, empowering for others. At
the Synergist stage, this sense of living “on purpose” comes alive in the
moment with much greater frequency. For example, Ted, the leader-
ship development consultant introduced earlier, spoke not only about
moments of beauty but also about moments of purposefulness:

Many of my leadership development programs involve team meetings
where we customize various aspects of the program. It’s usually a cou-
ple of my consultants and myself working with a similar number of
people from the client company. Sometimes in these meetings I have
this beautiful feeling of the rightness of the moment—the sense not
only of doing something really worthwhile but also of being well used,
as if I were made for that particular moment with that particular
group or company. Part of what makes these experiences so enjoyable
is that they feel so creative. For instance, we might be at a place where
the team is stuck, and then a new energy comes in that allows the
group to shift and reformulate the issue at hand in a more holistic way.

Synergists often tune in to what might be called “next step intu-
itions”—inner promptings that help them align with their purpose.
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For example, Jeff prepared for his dinner meeting by “going into a sort
of meditation on Tom.” He experienced a kaleidoscope of images and
emotions that lead to an intuitive sense of how to approach their din-
ner together. In a similar way, when Don follows his intuitions, he
often has synchronistic encounters that generate creative possibilities
and unexpected next steps.

However, as Ted stressed in our interview, these next-step intuitions
aren’t always entirely pleasant. As we noted earlier, many of Christine’s
leadership initiatives are prompted by “a still small voice within, a deep
knowing that’s a part of myself and yet apart from myself and guid-
ing me.” At the same time, one of her strengths is her willingness to
acknowledge the feelings of fear and dread that these promptings can
generate. To cite another example: Laura had a deep feeling that the
new job in Boston somehow represented the next step in her devel-
opment, yet she found it very difficult to leave Boulder, and even more
difficult to navigate the early months in Boston.

Leadership expert John Schuster notes that such feelings of trepi-
dation can arise because, at these “moments of truth,” a leader is often
challenged to take a big step in personal development. He continues:

One sign that the real voice, the substantive call, is at work is feeling a
kind of fear. If the voice makes you quake a bit, or even a lot, on the
big issues you face, then you may well be in the right path. . . .

[This particular fear is about] a need to do something that is not
easy, that you may or may not love or be totally equipped for, and
which you know will both put something into you and take something
out of you. . . .

Another indication that the real voice and not your ego is at work
is when the cause or the problem you address is beyond what you
could possibly finish in your lifetime with even your most Herculean
efforts.26

Perhaps one reason Synergists experience these inner promptings
is that they frequently return to questions like Why do I work in the
first place? or, as Christine says, “When we remember Who we work
for, whether you see this as God or nature or the Great Spirit or a vi-
sion of what our world could be like, we go to the largest context. If
we work for anything smaller, we get lost in personality conflicts, pol-
itics, and our own pettiness.”
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Synergist Stakeholder Agility

Synergists’ level of stakeholder agility is made possible
by their level of stakeholder understanding and their
power style.

STAKEHOLDER UNDERSTANDING. Different Synergists tune in to others
in different ways. However, if we recall Jeff sitting across the dinner
table from Tom, Don sitting across from his grantee, and Stan sitting
across the desk from Frank, we see that they all have something in
common: an ability to attend deeply to other people while maintain-
ing a background awareness of their own bodily presence.

Synergists also have the capacity to hold in mind, in an accurate
and empathetic way, the views and interests of multiple and conflict-
ing stakeholders, even under highly stressful circumstances. For ex-
ample, Laura was able to maintain this level of awareness and remain
focused on the common good, even when she was under attack from
the stakeholders she most wanted to serve. We also see this capacity at
work in Christine’s remarkable and persistent ability to convert po-
tential enemies into friends and allies.

POWER STYLE. At the Co-Creator level, you have the ability to use
many kinds of power: expertise and positional power, personal and
political power, the power of vision and participation, and the power
of life purpose and deep collaboration. At the Synergist level, you add
to these capacities the power of presence. By presence we don’t neces-
sarily mean charisma. Some leaders become more charismatic as they
grow through the post-heroic levels, while others don’t seem to change
on this dimension. Still others let their charismatic tendencies mel-
low, because they detract from authentic presence and connection
with others.

By “the power of presence” we simply mean the subtle power and
agility that comes from being centered in the present moment. This
capacity allows Synergist leaders to take a more playful approach to
power than we find at any previous level. Take, for example, Stan’s abil-
ity to shift gears from a directive power orientation (when he took
over HR) to a facilitative orientation (when he first became interim
CIO) to a power orientation that was both directive and facilitative.
He played with the various sources of power available to him in much
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the same way that an accomplished artist might play with variations
of light and shadow in an oil painting.

The power of presence also contributes to an integrated power style
that allows Synergists to embrace their assertive side and their recep-
tive side at the same time. By taking this highly balanced stance, Syn-
ergists can remain fully centered in their own sense of what is needed
and, at the same time, be highly responsive to the felt needs of stake-
holders, even when those needs seem to conflict with their own. For
example, Laura took the views and interests of all her stakeholders
very seriously, holding them all in mind (along with her own), even
when it seemed impossible that important aspects of her own vision
would ever be realized. Ultimately, by staying with this ongoing power
tension, a solution emerged that worked not only for all her stake-
holders but also for herself.27

Synergist Creative Agility

Synergist leaders are masters at transforming ill-
structured problems into desired results. Their creative
agility is supported by their well-developed capacities
for connective awareness and reflective judgment.

CONNECTIVE AWARENESS. At the Synergist level, connective awareness
becomes even more wide-ranging and creative than it was at the Co-
Creator level. Many Synergist leaders have an ability to work simulta-
neously with the local and the global. For example, recall Stan’s ability
to see his IT management group as a system within a larger system
(the IT organization), within a larger system (the corporation), within
a yet larger system (its global marketplace). Christine has a similar ca-
pacity. She can examine an issue like inner-city violence and connect
it with projects and people in systems ranging from her own company
to the continent of Africa.

Another aspect of connective awareness is the ability to hold in
mind multiple and conflicting ideas, emotions, and possibilities. Lead-
ers at the Co-Creator level have the ability to understand differing in-
terests and viewpoints, note key points of commonality and difference,
identify shared solution criteria, and then think creatively about so-
lutions that meet everyone’s criteria. At the Synergist level, the emer-
gence of present-centered awareness makes it possible to take this
capacity for thinking to another level.
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Leaders at the Synergist stage often have the novel ability to access
“synergistic intuitions” that resolve apparently irreconcilable conflicts
in ways that are beneficial for all parties involved. For example, Don’s
inner question, “How can I help you?” takes him to a deep place where
he empathizes so fully with another person’s problem that he can ac-
curately feel their pain. When he remains present to the problem and
the pain, this triggers a rapid intuitive process that leads to ideas that
will benefit a wide range of people. Laura’s epiphany in the shower
provides another example, as does Jeff ’s conversation with Tom.

What differentiates this process from thinking at the Co-Creator
level is its emphasis on surrendering to a direct experience of the
impasse, the “not-knowing,” where feelings oppose each other and
nothing seems possible. Attending to this experience in a conscious,
patient, and caring way liberates energy and opens the way for new,
synergistic possibilities. Synergistic intuitions are similar to the intu-
itive breakthroughs that lie behind many scientific discoveries.28 The
main difference is that Synergist leaders access this level of creativity
to address conflicts that arise within and between human beings.

REFLECTIVE JUDGMENT. At the Achiever level, your budding awareness
of human subjectivity leads to an emphasis on data-based problem
solving. At the Catalyst level, you become attuned to the influence that
differing frames of reference have on problem definitions and solu-
tion ideas. At the Co-Creator level, you develop an ability to enter un-
familiar interpretive frameworks and imaginatively experience them
from the inside out. When you grow into the Synergist level, your
present-centered awareness allows you to enter even more deeply into
multiple and conflicting ways of framing reality.

At the Synergist level, the more alertly present you are to your
everyday life perceptions, the more deeply you understand the sub-
jectivity of all human perception. At the same time, you find that
present-centered awareness has a remarkably objective quality, not in
the conventional sense of “rational conclusion based on verifiable em-
pirical data” but as a direct, wordless awareness of bodily postures,
trains of thought, and emotional reactions.29

In a similar way, a Synergist’s sense of purposefulness in the mo-
ment can have a “feeling of rightness” about it, as Ted put it earlier. So
can a breakthrough intuition that seems to work for all key stakehold-
ers. Consequently, at the Synergist level you can sometimes find your-
self in the paradoxical position of feeling you really know something,
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all the time being keenly aware that you are a thoroughly subjective
human being.

To resolve this paradox, the leaders featured in this chapter do what
scientists do when they have breakthrough intuitions: They find ways
to test the validity of their insights. When everything shifted in Laura’s
mind and what seemed like a multiple-win solution fell into place, she
did not walk into the office and announce, “I’ve just received the an-
swer to all our problems from a source of intelligence beyond my or-
dinary consciousness.” Instead, she first asked herself and a few key
stakeholders if the idea would really work for everyone. Then she laid
it out in detail at a meeting attended by all the stakeholders and asked
for their feedback. Only at the end of that process did she decide that
it was really going to work.

The other Synergists in this chapter tested their intuitive break-
throughs by putting them into action, observing the results, and find-
ing that they had real practical value. In most cases, the results not
only were beneficial for others, they also contributed to the leader’s
personal and professional development.

Synergist Self-Leadership Agility

Finally, the capacities of self-awareness and develop-
mental motivation affect the Synergist’s self-leadership
agility.

SELF-AWARENESS. Catalysts can reflectively recognize underlying as-
sumptions and emotional reactions immediately after they’ve occurred.
Co-Creators can access and verbalize thoughts and feelings that would
otherwise remain just below the surface of conscious awareness. At the
Synergist level, you develop an interest in cultivating a direct, present-
centered awareness of your five senses, your inner physical sensations,
your thought processes, and your emotional responses.30

On a physical level, you discover that full attention to muscular ten-
sions helps these tensions relax. When you attend to your breathing,
without trying to alter it in any way, it becomes smoother and more
relaxed. Simple acts like walking down the hall and driving your car
become gateways to a more vivid experience of life. By cultivating this
awareness in a wide variety of everyday activities, you receive non-
judgmental glimpses of your habits of physical expression: postures,
gestures, facial expressions, and tones of voice.
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You also become more familiar with what begins to feel like re-
lentless mental chatter. As one Synergist put it:

I take a thought and keep it alive by worrying it like a loose tooth. They
keep spinning around, and they keep my mind going all the time—
thoughts about the past and thoughts about the future, so very little
of my being is actually in the present.

Repeatedly, you see your mind take an experience like a walk on
the seashore and obscure its freshness with past associations and men-
tal commentary. You see how language, in fact thought itself, biases
perception and expression. Through these experiences, you begin to
realize that your mental associations and emotional reactions are ac-
tually more automatic and habitual that you’d formerly realized.

As you learn to relax obsessive thinking and inhabit your own body,
you begin to experience your emotional reactions more directly. At the
Co-Creator level, your experience of your feelings is tied to a “story
line” about what happened and why, and what might happen in the fu-
ture. As you grow into the Synergist level, you develop an increasing
capacity to drop the story line and experience emotions as energies
coursing through your body.31 For example, you might experience ex-
citement as energy moving up through your torso, wanting to leap into
expression. You might experience fear as an energetic tightening in var-
ious parts of your body, leaving you with cool hands and a dry tongue.

Here are two distinct examples of Synergist-level emotional aware-
ness, recorded in the journal of a woman in her mid-sixties while tak-
ing a three-month sabbatical in the Pacific northwest:

I notice pain in my chest, light and tender and pain-full. What shall I
do with it? Let what happens happen. My breathing becomes deeper,
stronger. Then lighter, again. There is water in my eyes. Not trying to
understand it, just noticing what happens, I begin to understand in a
way that is not transmissible to others. It is my own knowing.32

Walking back to my cabin, I knew that I was angry with/at him. I
knew that I didn’t have to belt him with my anger to [resolve this feel-
ing], though I had no idea how to go about it otherwise. In my cabin,
I let me feel my anger, feel it totally. I became anger. Nothing else ex-
isted but anger. When I tried, then, to latch onto who or what I was
angry with, I couldn’t. . . . “At” or “with” seemed irrelevant. . . . That
passed. I wasn’t angry any more. All washed away.33
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This ability to experience emotions in the present provides a more
enlivening way to deal with conflicting emotions. Hal, a West Point
graduate whose journey into personal growth eventually led him into
roles as an academic administrator and a government official, pro-
vides an illuminating description of the Synergist’s approach to con-
flicting feelings:

I am finding that I have many polarities, many contradictory feelings
or dichotomies that often leave me confused. To the degree that I force
myself to clear it up or deny it, I find that I avoid my real feelings, de-
ceive myself, and end up more confused than ever. My life is a contra-
diction: tough and weak, love and hate, joy and sorrow, pain and
pleasure, feelings and intellect. I am only beginning to accept—to sur-
render to—the experience of being all of these things. The inner place
where my polarities meet is the place where I am stuck, and where my
pain exists, and where, after I surrender to myself, my joy overflows
and my aliveness grows.34

DEVELOPMENTAL MOTIVATION. What Christine calls “the search for a
story that’s worth your life” is not a search for fame or fortune but a
search for life purpose, motivated by the wish to experience life in all
its fullness and to be of benefit to others and to yourself. As Denise
described it in Chapter Seven, this sense of purpose is “something that
keeps evolving as you keep discovering it.” At the Synergist level, this
process of discovery often unfolds in moments of purposefulness,
sometimes feeling prompted to take another step on your path, some-
times simply feeling, as Ted put it, “well-used.”

Particularly at the Synergist level, the leadership initiatives that feel
most purposeful often challenge you to develop further, both person-
ally and professionally. Quite frequently, these initiatives call on your
greatest strengths and, at the same time, evoke your greatest fears and
limitations. The opportunity they provide, as Christine has noted, is
to use your strengths to stretch beyond your limitations.

Yet Synergists don’t need special challenges to motivate them to-
ward continued growth. As we’ve seen, they feel motivated to bring a
present-centered awareness and a sense of goodwill into as much of
their lives as possible. In so doing, they gradually and inevitably be-
come more vividly aware of the power and pervasiveness of the ha-
bitual reactions that pull them away from their aspirations.
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For example, consider the following journal entry by Matt, a young
organization development professional. At the time of this entry, he’d
been meditating for about three years and had a strong interest in
bringing present-centered awareness into his everyday life:

This past week I was able to open my awareness to the present fairly
often—a soft, clear awareness that doesn’t interfere with what I’m
doing at the time.

I’m starting to see how reactive and habitual I am. I began, almost
for the first time, to be aware of judgments and daydreams without in-
terfering with them—just seeing them for what they are. When I’m
aware of the movement of my attention, I see that it’s pulled here and
there, as if it has no life of its own.

On Saturday morning, I had a very uncomfortable conversation
with my mother. The rest of the day I was constantly getting sucked
into negative feelings, resentments, arguments that went around and
around in my head. It was very hard to get back to the present mo-
ment. Finally, when I was hitting balls against the backboard at the ten-
nis court, I came back into my body, standing, swinging the racket. It
was a very powerful experience, like being in another world.

Repeated experiences like these generate the motivation to increase
the frequency and depth of these periods of presence. This motivation
isn’t something you can force. It’s an energy that grows naturally when
it’s fed with attention.
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C H A P T E R  N I N E

Assessing 
Leadership Agility

The final two chapters of this book are designed to
help you use what you’ve learned in Parts One and Two to increase
your leadership agility. This chapter guides you through a more indi-
vidualized assessment of your leadership agility, noting where it’s al-
ready strong and where it needs improvement. You can also use this
chapter to assess the agility of managers who work for you. If you’re
a leadership development professional, you can use it to assess your-
self and the managers you support. Chapter Ten outlines steps you can
take to become a more agile leader.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
When managers make a thoughtful assessment of their leadership
agility, they frequently ask a few key questions. We’ll answer these
questions, then guide you through your own self-assessment. Feel free
to skip any questions that aren’t yours.
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Leadership Agility and Levels 
of Organizational Responsibility

Some people wonder how the leadership agility levels are related to
levels of organizational responsibility. Are the earlier agility levels bet-
ter suited to lower levels of responsibility? Are the more advanced
agility levels needed for higher levels of responsibility? Managers often
ask these questions because they want to know if higher levels of
agility will help them assume higher levels of responsibility. Leader-
ship development professionals also ask these questions as they con-
sider how to use this framework with the leaders they support.

Can you use a manager’s level of organizational responsibility to
predict level of leadership agility, or vice versa? The stories in Part
Two (and perhaps your own experience) show that level of respon-
sibility isn’t a reliable predictor of a manager’s agility level. For ex-
ample, you’ve read about five CEOs who operated at five different
agility levels.1 Similarly, agility level doesn’t predict level of respon-
sibility. If it did, one of our Synergist exemplars (Laura) wouldn’t be
a junior administrator.

Yet, statistically speaking, there is some relationship between agility
level and organizational responsibility. Table 9.1 summarizes findings
from a series of studies that assessed the agility levels of managers at
four different levels of organizational responsibility.2 The table shows
that there’s no one-to-one correspondence between the two kinds of
levels. Yet, on the whole, we see that managers at higher organizational
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Level of Responsibility

Junior and 
First-Line Middle Senior 

Supervisors Managers Managers Executives Total
n = 37 n = 177 n = 66 n = 104 n = 384

Rounded 
Agility Level (%) (%) (%) (%) Averages (%)3

Pre-Expert 24 14 6 3 11

Expert 68 43.5 47 43.5 46

Achiever 8 40 33 39.5 36

Post-Heroic 0 2.5 14 14 7

Table 9.1. Correlations Between Agility and Responsibility Levels.
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levels tend to be somewhat more agile than those with lower levels of
responsibility.

A more relevant way to ask the question would be, Are higher lev-
els of agility needed to be effective at higher levels of organizational re-
sponsibility? Studies that have addressed this topic haven’t identified
threshold levels of agility required for effective leadership at specific
levels of responsibility.4 However, they have found that managers at
all responsibility levels, from frontline supervisor to CEO, become
more effective as their level of agility rises.5

This brings us back to a finding we highlighted in Chapter One:
The best criterion for determining the level of agility needed to be
effective in your role is the degree of change and complexity you face
on a daily basis. In the past, top executives have been more directly
exposed to environmental turbulence than those at lower levels 
of responsibility. However, in recent decades, change and complex-
ity have penetrated organizations to such an extent that higher lev-
els of agility are now required for effective leadership at all levels of
responsibility.

Leadership Agility and Leadership Effectiveness

We’ve said that leadership agility is a master competency needed for
sustained success in today’s turbulent economy. Does this mean that
the four leadership agility competencies are all you need to be an ef-
fective leader in today’s complex, rapidly changing environment? It
does not.

For example, think of everything Ed had going for him when he
became CEO of Overmyer AMT: He was bright and had a solid edu-
cational background. He had many years of managerial experience
and a ready grasp of business and technological issues. He was known
for his initiative and his strong track record. These may be only some
of the success factors you personally want and need to cultivate in
your quest to become an increasingly effective leader.

As we see it, leadership agility is an essential supplement to the full
range of leadership success factors. Think of it as a meta-competency
because it enhances all your other competencies. For example, what-
ever skills, mind-sets, and personal qualities you need to become a
more effective leader, self-leadership agility enhances your ability to
identify and develop them.
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Leadership Agility and 
Corporate Responsibility

A very small percentage of the Achievers we studied incorporated con-
siderations of social and environmental responsibility into their ini-
tiatives. This percentage increased noticeably at the Catalyst level. All
the leaders featured in the Co-Creator and Synergist chapters incor-
porated a strong personal commitment to social and environmental
responsibility into their initiatives on a regular basis.6 Does this mean
that such a commitment is a prerequisite for higher levels of leader-
ship agility?

Our research was not explicitly designed to answer this question.
However, we believe the findings we’ve just described are a reflection
of the capacities developed at each level: Experts are unlikely to be
proactive in taking socially or environmentally responsible initiatives,
because they give limited attention to the larger context of their ini-
tiatives. Some Achievers may undertake socially or environmentally
responsible initiatives because they’re consistent with their value and
belief systems. Others may do so simply because they see them as a
way to achieve other highly valued outcomes, like enhanced corporate
reputation.7

Why are post-heroic leaders increasingly likely to have a strong
personal commitment to corporate responsibility? Because their sit-
uational awareness, sense of purpose, stakeholder understanding,
and power style all develop to levels that motivate them to do so. The
primary difference between Co-Creators and Synergists in our
sample is that Synergists, on the whole, were prepared to take even
greater risks on behalf of these principles. Our overall conclusion:
Commitment to social and environmental responsibility isn’t a nec-
essary condition for more advanced levels of leadership agility, but
in most cases it seems to be a natural outgrowth of developing to
these levels.

FINE-TUNING YOUR SELF-ASSESSMENT
In our experience, the best support for increasing your agility is a
workshop, coaching relationship, or action learning program that fo-
cuses specifically on leadership agility.8 Beyond this, the primary en-
gine for developing increased agility is self-leadership: Being proactive
in assessing your current strengths and limitations, clarifying your de-
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velopment goals, and using your everyday initiatives to experiment
with more agile attitudes and behaviors.9

Identifying Your Current 
Level of Leadership Agility

Although no one’s leadership agility level is the same at all times,
everyone has a home base—a level of agility they return to repeatedly
throughout the day.10 At this point, you may feel you already know
your current level of leadership agility. If not, we recommend that you
review the chart in Chapter One, Ed’s scenarios in Chapter Two, or
the chapters from Part Two with which you most strongly identify.

When you assess your level of agility, it’s a good idea to compare
your own perceptions with feedback from other people. By talking
with three or four people, you can conduct an informal, small-scale
360-degree feedback process.11 Show them the chart in Chapter One.
Ask what level best describes the way you operate most of the time in
each of the three action arenas. The best people to select will meet two
criteria: First, between them, they’re familiar with your behavior in a
variety of different settings. Second, you can trust them to give you
open and honest feedback.

When you get their feedback, it’s helpful to ask them to illustrate
general comments with brief stories or concrete examples. In the end,
you have to make your own assessment. For example, if some people
think you lead your team like an Achiever and others think you lead
it like an Expert, consider these opinions in light of your own experi-
ence and the examples they’ve provided.

Downshifting

Some managers are so aware that they operate at multiple agility lev-
els, they find it difficult to identify their home base. For example, you
may feel that you split your time between the Catalyst, Achiever, and
Expert levels. If you identify with a broad set of Catalyst characteris-
tics, this means that the Catalyst level is your home base, but you
downshift to other levels of agility when the situation calls for it. For
example, if the situation allows, Catalysts often develop a long-range
vision. Yet they also have to think about medium-term strategy and
short-term tactics. The fact that you downshift doesn’t mean you have
multiple home bases.12
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Growing into a New Agility Level

In the preceding example, the idea that your behavior reflects inten-
tional downshifting makes sense if you feel you’re fully established at
the Catalyst level. Alternatively, you may feel that you’re moving fre-
quently back and forth between two levels, like Achiever and Catalyst.
If so, you may be in the process of growing from one level to another.
Being in transition between levels is quite different from downshift-
ing. The more advanced level feels like a newly preferred way to take
leadership, while the previous level feels older and more familiar. It’s
a developmental process that involves shifting up to a new level of
agility, unconsciously falling back into old ways, and repeatedly shift-
ing back to the new level until it gradually becomes home base.

As an example, recall Guy, the call center manager in Chapters Four
and Five who was promoted into a new knowledge management po-
sition. He’d fully mastered the Expert level, but to be effective in his
new job, he needed to move from the Expert level to the Achiever level.
We say more about the process of moving from one level to another
in the next chapter. Meanwhile, if you feel you’re in the midst of a sim-
ilar transition, we recommend that you make yourself familiar with
both levels of agility.

Straddling Two Levels

Here’s another possibility: You strongly identify with certain elements
in each of two successive levels of agility, but you don’t feel you’re ac-
tively growing into the more advanced level. Many managers find
themselves in this situation. For some, it’s because they consistently
use different agility levels in different action arenas. An example would
be someone who operates primarily at the Catalyst level when lead-
ing organizational change, but at the Achiever level when leading
teams and engaging in pivotal conversations. Other managers strad-
dle two agility levels because they’ve developed some leadership agility
competencies more than others. For instance, a leader might operate
at the Catalyst level of creative agility but otherwise operate at the
Achiever level. If you’ve plateaued in a way that leaves you straddling
two agility levels, your opportunity is to transform this static split into
an active process of growth that will bring you fully into the more ad-
vanced level.
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For example, in Chapter Four, when we met Carlos, the account-
ing department manager, he’d mastered the Expert level of agility and
had developed a certain degree of Achiever-level stakeholder agility,
mainly because he had a strong capacity for stakeholder understand-
ing. However, he had plateaued at this point. To complete his devel-
opment of Achiever-level stakeholder agility, Carlos needed to forge a
more balanced power style. By doing this and also developing his
context-setting, creative, and self-leadership agility, he became a highly
competent Achiever-level manager.

Unintentional Downshifting 
and Emotional Hijacking

Some leaders (usually post-heroic) are so aware that they uninten-
tionally shift into lower agility levels that they have trouble identify-
ing with one home base. For example, a Co-Creator leader might say,
“I usually try to develop collaborative relationships with my stake-
holders, but sometimes, without intending to, I act like an Expert or
an Achiever. I either assume I’m right and don’t even ask for their
input, or I ask for input, but it’s really just to get them to buy in to my
own ideas.”13 We call this unintentional downshifting.

Other leaders hesitate to identify a single home base because of
what Daniel Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence, calls “emo-
tional hijacking.”14 This usually happens when a stressful situation
triggers a strong reactive emotion such as anger, fear, depression, or
professional jealousy. When the emotion takes over, your usual level
of awareness and intent collapses down to a narrower level. For ex-
ample, Larry, the Co-Creator leader, suddenly found himself yelling
at his colleague, and Laura, the Synergist, went into a temporary de-
pression when she came under attack from the students she hoped to
serve.

Unintentional downshifting is a less extreme version of emotional
hijacking. In both cases, emotional reactions arise that take you down
a path you never intended. With unintentional downshifting, these re-
actions redirect your behavior because you’re unaware of them. With
emotional hijacking, it’s because the emotions are so powerful.

People at all five agility levels experience both kinds of reactions.
However, at higher levels you’re more likely to be aware of the reac-
tions as they’re happening, and you’re less likely to feed them and
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make them worse. To the extent that they do take over, you tem-
porarily become much less agile than you are most of the time. In this
sense it’s quite accurate to say that your agility level fluctuates through-
out the day. However, keep in mind that the purpose of the assessment
you’re doing now is to identify your home base, the leadership agility
level you embody most of the time.

ASSESSING AGILITY WITHIN 
YOUR CURRENT LEVEL

When we say the five levels are stages in the mastery of leadership
agility, it’s natural to focus on the movement from stage to stage.
Viewed in this way, leadership development is like climbing the rungs
of a ladder. However, while this metaphor is accurate in some ways, it
overlooks an essential part of leadership development: the process of
mastery that takes place within each level.

Mastering Leadership Agility Levels

The process of mastering a level of leadership agility is better cap-
tured by a metaphor that comes from a particular genre of video
games. These games are structured into multiple levels of play. At the
outset, you assume the identity of a character who has only a rudi-
mentary set of capabilities. You master each level of play by using the
abilities you already have to successfully meet the challenges you en-
counter. Each successful encounter stretches you, giving you new
powers or abilities. By the time you’ve mastered all the challenges on
a particular level, you’ve also gained a new set of abilities. Once mas-
tered, these abilities provide you with the foundation you need to
enter the next level.

While it’s possible that you’ve mastered your current agility level,
most managers find they can develop further within their present
level. So, if you’re like most managers, you’ll benefit from informally
assessing where you are within your current agility level.

THE FOUR LEADERSHIP AGILITY COMPETENCIES. To do this informal as-
sessment, you need to consider the four leadership agility compe-
tencies. The Leadership Agility Compass, originally introduced in
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Chapter Three and repeated here as Figure 9.1, is a useful tool for this
purpose.15

Look at the four quadrants. Which leadership agility competencies
have you developed the most? Which do you want to master more
fully? We recommend that you go back to the chapter that describes
your current agility level and find the section toward the end that de-
scribes the competencies that emerge at that level. Use these descrip-
tions to assess which competencies you feel you’ve developed the most
and which you’d like to develop further.
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Figure 9.1. Revisiting the Leadership Agility Compass.
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A Real-Life Self-Assessment

Sarah was a bright, competent product development manager in a cor-
porate business unit that made precision equipment for biotech and
pharmaceutical labs. Having assessed herself as an Achiever-level
leader, she solicited feedback from her colleagues, and discovered that
she wasn’t very effective in dealing with a particular kind of conver-
sation. The example that caught her attention was a discussion she
had with a QA manager who disagreed about a product’s readiness to
move from R&D to manufacturing. Although Sarah prided herself on
being diplomatic, she reacted to the QA manager’s opposition by ask-
ing loaded questions that made him defensive and even more resis-
tant to her views.

Sarah gained two important insights from this feedback: First, she
saw that her own behavior had contributed to the fact that this had
been an unproductive conversation. Second, she realized that this
wasn’t an isolated example. She often reacted to these types of inter-
actions in just this way, with similar results.16 Third, her reactions 
in these situations were an example of unintentional downshifting.
She decided she wanted to get to the point where she could respond
to these situations in a manner that was consistent with her best
Achiever-level capacities.

Sarah then used the Leadership Agility Compass to assess her
strengths and limitations in responding to forceful opposition. One
of her greatest strengths was her creative agility. However, in this type
of situation, she had a low level of stakeholder agility, which signifi-
cantly compromised her ability to find creative solutions. In addition,
she wasn’t making use of her context-setting agility. Although she
knew that disagreements between R&D and QA are to be expected,
she rarely took the initiative to frame the conversation in a way that
invited cooperative problem solving. At the same time, self-leadership
was one of Sarah’s strengths: She was willing to take an honest look at
herself, and she was willing to use her everyday initiatives to experi-
ment toward greater effectiveness. In the next chapter you’ll find out
how she fared.
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C H A P T E R  T E N

Developing 
Leadership Agility

This final chapter begins by helping you set leadership
development goals. As part of this process, you can decide whether
you want to develop further within your current agility level or
whether you want to develop to a whole new level. Either way, you’ll
learn how to use “reflective action” to reach your development goals.
To show how this process works, we complete the story of Sarah, the
product development manager, who used reflective action to become
more effective while remaining at the Achiever level. We also describe
how Adam, a communications company VP, used reflective action to
move to the Catalyst level of agility. Finally, we explain how develop-
ing your attention can fuel your growth as a post-heroic leader.

SETTING LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Once you’ve assessed your current level of leadership agility, the next
step in the self-leadership cycle is to set your leadership development
goals. When setting these goals, you need to decide whether you want
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to move to a new level of leadership agility or simply to increase your
agility within your current level.

Developing to a New Agility Level

In Chapters Four and Five Guy and Carlos both decided to move to a
new level of agility. They each made this choice for the same reasons:
First, to be effective in their roles, they had to learn new leadership
behaviors. Guy wanted to develop skills that would help him succeed
in working with stakeholders over whom he had no formal author-
ity. Carlos wanted to become a true manager of his department. In
both cases, the behaviors they needed to learn required them to move
to the Achiever level of leadership agility. Second, Guy and Carlos
were both fully developed Experts who were ready to move to a new
level. Most managers who decide to move to a new level do so for
these same two reasons. However, some are so primed to move to the
next level that just learning about it triggers a strong motivation to
go there.

However, simply deciding that you’re ready to grow into a new level
of leadership agility is not sufficient. As Guy and Carlos did, you also
need to identify specific behavioral changes you want to make. Many
managers try to make too many changes at once. Start by choosing
two to four behaviors you want to learn that are consistent with your
next level of leadership agility. As you begin to master these behaviors,
you can add more.

Developing Within Your Current Level

While the idea of moving to a whole new level may be very com-
pelling, it’s also important to be pragmatic: Start where you are and
take your next step. For many managers this means developing fur-
ther within their current agility level. The story of Sarah, the manager
we met in Chapter Nine, provides a good example of how much you
can grow as a leader even within your current level.

As you’ll remember, Sarah had trouble with a particular kind of
work-related conversation: When coworkers forcefully opposed her po-
sition on important issues, she reacted by asking loaded questions that
made them defensive and even more resistant. These encounters took
place with some frequency, usually at crucial points in the product de-
velopment process. Sarah found these discussions quite unpleasant.
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Even more important, she estimated that an effective conversation at
any of these pivotal points had the potential to save at least a month of
cycle time.1

The feedback Sarah received helped her to see that the root cause
of her difficulties lay in the power style she had adopted: When oth-
ers forcefully opposed her, she responded by failing to adequately as-
sert her own views. Why? She felt that, if she asserted herself too
strongly, she’d jeopardize an important working relationship. With-
out realizing it, she tried to compensate for this accommodative style
by asserting herself in an indirect and counterproductive manner: She
asked loaded questions that felt like biting criticisms. Ironically, this
produced the very results she hoped to avoid: She caved in on impor-
tant issues, and she made the other person angry.

Once Sarah understood her contribution to these negative out-
comes, she set her leadership development goals: She wanted to in-
crease her stakeholder agility by balancing her power style and
increasing her stakeholder understanding. Building on these insights,
she identified three new behaviors she wanted to learn.

To develop a more balanced power style, she would learn to use
“advocacy with inquiry” to solve problems in a collaborative manner:
Instead of “zinging” the person who opposed her, she would be more
forthright in advocating her views. Rather than acquiescing to the
other person’s views, she would couple her advocacy statements with
inquiry: She’d sincerely ask for the other person’s views and take them
seriously. By inquiring in this way, she could empathize with others,
even in the face of forceful opposition.2

Sarah chose two other behaviors to work on: She’d take the initia-
tive to frame challenging conversations, letting others know she
wanted to resolve the issue at hand in a collaborative way. In addition,
if the other person became quite forceful, she would welcome their
honesty, match their high energy level, and channel the conversation
in a positive direction. Mastering these new behaviors would be chal-
lenging enough. If she had tried to do more, she would have over-
loaded herself.

SELF-LEADERSHIP IN ACTION
Once you’ve clarified your leadership development goals, the next step
in the self-leadership cycle is to use your everyday initiatives to ex-
periment with new behavior.
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Sarah’s Action Experiments

Sarah decided to try out her new behaviors in any situation where she
felt her viewpoint was opposed by another person. Minor conflicts
were especially welcome, because they provided low-risk opportuni-
ties to practice new behaviors. Sarah found opportunities to experi-
ment with these behaviors on a daily basis. At the end of each day, she
used the drive home to reflect and learn from her experiences. Once
every week or so, she met with Ron, a senior product development
manager who served as her coach and mentor. Ron helped her reflect
on her experiments and offered his seasoned perspective on the orga-
nizational issues she faced.3

A few months into this process, Sarah received a call from a team
of scientists who worked for one of her company’s customers. The sci-
entists had recently purchased a live cell imager, newest technology
available. The new imager used a type of clear bottom plate designed
only by Sarah’s team and two of her company’s competitors. Her cus-
tomer’s problem was that none of the plates on the market actually
worked with the new imager.

By meeting with the scientists who used the imager, Sarah learned
that the decision about which plate to buy would be made by higher-
level managers. They, in turn, insisted on an unqualified endorsement
by the imager’s inventor, a scientist named Klaus who worked at the
company that produced the new device. The scientists with whom
Sarah met had already sent Klaus a sleeve of her plates for evaluation.
Hoping to get on the inside track, she got permission to contact Klaus
directly, and he agreed to send her a copy of his evaluation.

Sarah’s Worst Nightmare

When Klaus’s report arrived, the data showed that Sarah’s plate met
all the formally stated specifications except one, an issue she believed
was correctable. But it also contained a number of comments imply-
ing that other, less clearly stated requirements hadn’t been met. Even
worse, the whole tone of the report was quite negative. Klaus not only
refused to endorse her plate, he seemed to harbor a strong irrational
bias against it. One of her fellow managers told her that, while she’d
been on maternity leave, he’d clashed with Klaus over an earlier ver-
sion of the plate, leaving both men angry and frustrated. A few other
colleagues reported similar experiences.
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Sarah’s heart sank. She could see what was coming: She would have
to meet with Klaus in person, and it would be exactly the kind of
meeting she found most difficult. To get Klaus’s endorsement, she
knew she’d need to elicit all his criteria for an acceptable plate and gain
his trust that her team could meet them. But as she thought about the
irrational bias he seemed to hold against her product, she felt stymied.
The next day, she talked it over with Ron.

The Reverse Role-Play

Ron knew that the meeting with Klaus posed a real challenge for
Sarah. To help her replace her anxiety with a more centered, empa-
thetic orientation, he invited her to try a coaching method we call the
reverse role-play. This method is especially useful in helping leaders
deepen their capacity for stakeholder understanding.4

Ron asked Sarah if she’d be willing to spend a few minutes putting
herself in Klaus’s place. She agreed. Rather than asking Sarah how she
thought Klaus might feel, he asked her to imagine that she was Klaus,
sitting in a chair and waiting for Sarah to come meet with him about
the bottom plate problem. He said, “I know you haven’t met Klaus yet,
but draw on everything you’ve heard about him. Sit like you think he
might sit, and imagine how he might speak.” Because Sarah and Ron
had developed a strong bond of trust, she was willing to go for it.

Ron then interviewed Sarah as if she were Klaus: “I understand you
recently invented a new state-of-the-art cell imager. How do you feel
about that accomplishment?” Sarah (as Klaus) said, “I am very proud
of it. It’s now the best imager on the market. But I’m very frustrated
about these companies that make the bottom plate. No one has done
it right! My new imager is worth nothing unless it has a good bottom
plate to go with it.” Ron asked Sarah to continue to “be” Klaus and to
feel his pride and his frustration.

Ron then said, “I understand you’re about to meet with Sarah, a
manager from one of the companies you just mentioned.” As Klaus,
Sarah responded, “Yes. I did a report on their bottom plate. I haven’t
met her, but my last experience with her company was very frus-
trating.” Ron asked, “What could Sarah do in your meeting that
would allow you to respond positively to her efforts?” “Klaus” said,
“I would want some kind of acknowledgment from Sarah about my
previous frustrations in dealing with her company. I’d also need to
be reassured, at a technical level and maybe even at a personal level,
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that I could trust these people with something so crucial to the future
of my invention.”5

When they finished the exercise, Ron asked Sarah what she’d
learned. She said, “I feel that giving Klaus a chance to voice his frus-
trations and feel heard will be an important step in gaining his trust.”
As a way to do this, she would ask Klaus “what they should have
learned” after producing the earlier version of the plate. This would
help her understand Klaus’s full set of specs within a constructive,
“lessons learned” framework. Sarah then surprised herself by saying
she owed Klaus a certain measure of gratitude. “Without being asked,
he spent many hours testing our plate and producing a valuable analy-
sis our team couldn’t have done on its own. I’d like to explicitly rec-
ognize the value of what he’s done.”6

The Big Meeting

Sarah also realized that her meeting with Klaus could be a develop-
mental opportunity not only for her but also for Janice and Scott, the
two team members who’d be coming to the meeting with her. She de-
cided to coach them on how they could contribute to the meeting in
ways that were consistent with the approach she’d developed with
Ron. She would take the lead at all the key transition points, but she
gave them both important roles to play.

When they met with Klaus, Sarah expressed genuine appreciation
for his report and told him she wanted to customize their plate to
work perfectly with his new imager. Klaus smiled warmly. But when
Sarah asked him what they should have learned after producing the
earlier version, his negative feelings came pouring out. He listed prob-
lem after problem and expressed a great deal of frustration about all
the time he’d wasted. Sarah and her team listened and asked clarify-
ing questions. Then Klaus said, quite forcefully, that he would show
them his reports on the earlier version.

Sensing that his past frustrations had now been heard, Sarah re-
sponded in a tone and volume that matched his high energy level: She
said, “Thank you, Klaus! But we’re so close to getting you a plate that
meets your specs, I’d rather start from where we are today. How does
that sound?” Klaus paused for a moment and responded, “Yes. Let’s
do that.” His tone had shifted dramatically.

Janice and Scott reassured Klaus that they had new manufacturing
technologies that would allow them to do what they hadn’t been able
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to do previously. He clarified his full set of specifications, said their
plate was already better than their competitors’, and said he’d be happy
to put in more time to test further iterations. Sarah was so astounded
by the shift in Klaus’s attitude that she repeated what he’d said, just to
make sure she’d heard it correctly. By the time they’d wrapped up this
remarkably short meeting, his recommendation of their plate was a
virtual certainty. In addition, his help with testing would shorten time
to market and ensure sales of his imager (with their plate) to a wide
range of companies. Sarah later described it this way:

We achieved all of our objectives and then some. By using a collabo-
rative approach, we moved from a testy stand-off to a partnership re-
lationship. Within a short period of time, we were first to market with
the only plate that works with this brand new technology. My conser-
vative estimate of the financial benefit to the company is at least
$750,000 over a five-year period.

By repeatedly practicing self-leadership, Sarah accomplished two
objectives at the same time: She succeeded in her initiative, and she
became a more agile leader.

THE POWER OF REFLECTIVE ACTION
At its core, leadership agility is a process of stepping back from your
current focus in a way that allows you to make wiser decisions and
then fully engage in what needs to be done next. We call this core
process reflective action. Reflective action is both the essence of lead-
ership agility and the best way to develop it.

The Reflective Action Cycle

Reflective action is a four-step cycle that enhances the natural process
of learning from experience. In Figure 10.1, each quadrant in the cycle
represents one of the four steps.

In practice, you can begin the cycle with any of the four steps. To
walk you through it, we begin in the lower-left quadrant with “assess
situation and results”:

1. Assess situation and results: Scan your environment and determine
what issues (problems or opportunities) need your attention.
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2. Diagnose: When you identify an issue that needs attention, be-
fore you take action, try to understand what’s causing the prob-
lem or preventing the opportunity from being realized.7

3. Set intentions: Clarify the results you want to achieve and deter-
mine how you can achieve them.

4. Take action: Carry out the steps you’ve decided to take.

5. Assess situation and results: Move on around to Step 1 and assess
the results of your actions. Then keep the cycle going.

We all move through the reflective action cycle many times every
day. However, we usually do so in a rather unconscious way. As a re-
sult, we miss much of the power it has to offer. What makes Sarah’s
story unusual is the proactive way she engaged in the cycle. Even more
unusual is the fact that she also used it to practice self-leadership.8

When you practice self-leadership, you move through the reflective
action cycle in a way that includes yourself. For example, consider how
Sarah approached her meeting with Klaus: When she thought about
the problems she needed to solve in that meeting, she included more
than the technical issues and Klaus’s volatility. She also focused on the
challenge of remaining centered when she was forcefully opposed on
important issues. When she set her intentions for the meeting, she had
two kinds of objectives. One was to win Klaus’s confidence. The other
was to use the meeting to experiment with more effective attitudes and
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behaviors. These objectives were so complementary that they merged
into a single intention.

The Resilient Attitude

Reflective action involves a willingness to experiment with new be-
haviors and look honestly at yourself, so it takes a certain degree of
curiosity, courage, and self-confidence. It also requires a conviction
that you’re ultimately responsible not only for your own development
but also for your response to whatever life brings your way. We call
this the resilient attitude, because resilience encompasses everything
we’ve just described. Its motivating force is what gives reflective ac-
tion its juice.

Your level of resilience depends partly on your developmental mo-
tivation. As you know from earlier chapters, each time you move to a
new level of leadership agility, your developmental motivation evolves
to a new level. Generally speaking, at each new level the attitude with
which you respond internally to your own successes and failures be-
comes more resilient.

In addition to your developmental motivation, your level of re-
silience also depends on a number of other factors.9 If you want 
to maintain a resilient attitude, we recommend three brief daily
practices: aerobic exercise, a centering practice (using a relaxation or
meditation technique), and a simple “creative practice” that you find
both satisfying and invigorating.10 Experience has shown that doing
each of these three practices for an average of just fifteen minutes
each day builds a palpable feeling of well-being and a reliable reser-
voir of resilience.11

Making Reflective Action a Foundational Practice

To increase your leadership agility, it’s very helpful to make reflective
action a conscious daily practice. Each day, pick one issue (major or
minor) that you want to address in a conscious and intentional man-
ner. That’s step one. Before you jump to a solution, make sure you un-
derstand the issue. That’s step two. The third step has two parts. The
first and most commonly overlooked is to clarify your desired out-
comes. Then clarify what you’ll do to achieve these outcomes. Finally,
after you take action (step four), make a little time to reflect and learn
from what happened.
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Reflective action can be very rapid and intuitive, as in the midst of
a conversation, or it can be more sustained and systematic, as in de-
veloping a new business strategy. What’s important is to practice the
four steps until they become second nature. You want to pay enough
attention to diagnosis, objective-setting, and planning that it increases
your effectiveness, but you don’t want to get tied up in self-analysis or
self-judgment. You want to learn to move through the cycle with a
light touch. The more you nurture a resilient, self-empowering atti-
tude toward the challenges you face, the more your commitment to
reflective action will grow.

If you make reflective action a foundational practice, it can also in-
crease your effectiveness in coaching the people who report to you. It
helps in two ways. First, it will help you see that effective coaching in-
volves activating and enhancing another person’s commitment to re-
flective action. Second, when you make reflective action a daily
practice, you model a commitment to lifelong learning that will serve
as an inspiration for others.

LEVELS OF AWARENESS AND INTENT
Sarah’s story shows how you can use reflective action to become sub-
stantially more agile even within your current level of leadership
agility. But what if you’re ready to move to a whole new level of agility?
In this case, reflective action is still the key: You need to use your
everyday initiatives to practice new leadership behaviors and develop
the capacities that support them. Now, however, you focus on the be-
haviors and capacities associated with the new agility level. And here’s
the real secret: You do this using the level of awareness and intent that
corresponds to your next level of leadership agility.12

What exactly does this mean, and how do you do it? As we’ve
noted, the underlying dynamic of leadership agility is reflective action:
You step back from your current focus to gain new insight and make
wiser decisions, then engage in what needs to be done next. The pro-
cess of stepping back corresponds to the first two steps in the reflec-
tive action cycle: selecting and understanding an issue. The other two
steps capture the process of reengaging in action: you set your inten-
tion and do what you’ve decided to do. The depth and breadth of in-
sight you gain from stepping back depends on your level of awareness.
The way you set your intention and take action depends on your level
of intent.
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For example, because Sarah operated at the Achiever level, when
she stepped back, she activated a capacity for robust after-the-fact re-
flection. She learned from her experience by pausing and reflecting
after a meeting, in a coaching session, or on her drive home. When she
set her intention and took action, she tapped into the Achiever’s level
of intent: She wanted to achieve her desired outcomes in a manner
that was consistent with her values.

In her quest to develop further as an Achiever, this level of aware-
ness and intent served Sarah well. To move to the Catalyst level of
leadership agility, she’d need to engage in reflective action using the
Catalyst level of awareness and intent. This would require her to de-
velop the capacity to reflect on her thoughts, feelings, and behaviors
on the spot. She’d also need to shift her underlying intent to focus on
creating contexts that would make possible the sustained achievement
of desired outcomes.

Before we provide a real-life example of this process, let’s review
the five levels of awareness and intent. (Note that each level of aware-
ness and intent includes and goes beyond those developed at earlier
levels of agility.)13

Heroic Levels

Expert Awareness: A modest reflective capacity

Intent: To improve and accomplish things

Achiever Awareness: A robust reflective capacity

Intent: To achieve desired outcomes in a way consistent with
self-chosen values

Post-Heroic Levels

Catalyst Awareness: The ability to step back “in the moment” and at-
tend directly but very briefly to a current assumption, feel-
ing, or behavior that would otherwise escape your attention

Intent: To create contexts and facilitate processes that are
experienced as meaningful and satisfying and that enable
the sustained achievement of desired outcomes

Co-Creator Awareness: A slightly more sustained attention to the flow of
your ongoing experience, giving you a more robust capacity
for processing painful feelings and for understanding whole
frames of reference that may differ from your own
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Intent: To tap into an evolving sense of life purpose and
actualize it in your everyday life through deep collaboration
with others

Synergist Awareness: Sustained, expanded present-centered attention
to your physical presence, including your five senses,
thought processes, intuitions, and emotional responses

Intent: To engage with life in all its fullness and to be of
benefit to others as well as yourself

GROWING INTO A NEW AGILITY LEVEL
Adam had recently been promoted to VP of Central Services for a
communications company headquartered in Chicago. He had eight
direct reports, and his organization numbered several hundred peo-
ple. At forty years old, he was a bright, competent manager who con-
sistently exuded a natural enthusiasm, even though the company was
going through rough times. The business had been restructured re-
peatedly in recent years, with several waves of layoffs.

As part of its comeback strategy, the company invested in a lead-
ership development program for high-potential managers. As a par-
ticipant in this program, Adam received 360-degree feedback and had
the opportunity to select a leadership coach. He was also fortunate to
have a supportive boss who gave him honest, constructive feedback
on a regular basis.

A fully developed Achiever, Adam was a classic heroic leader who
didn’t like to ask for help. He rarely involved his team in the decisions
he made. But he also realized that these tendencies held him back from
being the leader he wanted to be. As soon as he learned about the Cat-
alyst level of leadership agility, he knew it was the next step in his de-
velopment. He wanted to build a participative team, take more time
to develop his direct reports, and create a compelling vision for his
organization.

Adam was also drawn to the Catalyst level because he wanted to
experience a deeper sense of meaning in his life and work. He told his
coach about a talk he’d attended recently, given by a retired business
leader, who, like Adam, was African American:

It got me reflecting about my life. I’d like to be a CEO someday. But
it’s not about making money or getting to the top. I focus too much
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on being “professional,” and I don’t pay enough attention to my real
passion. What am I all about? What’s the thing I care about that’s big-
ger than me? I want to get really clear about this and start living it
more on a daily basis. That’s my quest. I do know that I want to do
something that changes the world for the better. I have a real passion
for helping people, but I don’t know what form I want it to take. My
wife and I volunteered to help out with this great after-school program
that provides kids with tutors, dieticians, and mentors. They deal with
all aspects of a child’s life. I was able to get our company to donate
computers to the program. Do I want to volunteer for more things?
Do I want to join a nonprofit board? I don’t know yet.

Meanwhile, Adam was concerned about an upcoming presentation
he had to make to a group of VPs in another unit. He’d be making the
case for a new way to measure customers’ satisfaction with the com-
pany’s products and services. He was convinced that the new index
would benefit the business in a number of ways, but he also knew that
this group resisted new methodologies. “I have twenty minutes, max,
to present this,” he said. “My boss told me my presentations sometimes
don’t exude enough confidence. How can I project my passion for this
new index in a way that will convince them of its value?”

It was an Achiever’s question. Adam was thinking of the presenta-
tion as a performance: He felt he had to use the force of his personal-
ity to persuade a key stakeholder group to support his initiative.14 His
coach took him to the threshold between the Achiever and Catalyst
levels: “For just a moment, go beyond your bullet points about com-
pany benefits and put yourself in the place of the people in this group.
Are there ways that they, personally, will benefit from the new index?”

“Absolutely,” Adam said, and he described the benefits. His coach
then said, “From the way you talk about this, I can tell that your mo-
tivation isn’t just to get a win for yourself. You actually care about these
people and want to help them succeed.” Adam nodded, and his coach
continued, “I think that’s where your real passion lies. Use your bul-
let points about company benefits. But also tell them how they will
benefit. And rather than try to amp up your passion to persuade them,
just speak from your heart—person to person—from that feeling that
you want to help them succeed.”

The meeting went extremely well. There were a few skeptics, but the
group as a whole responded positively. Afterward, the group’s EVP com-
plimented Adam on the quality of his presentation and assured him that
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his group would adopt the new index. The next week, when Adam’s
coach asked him what he’d learned from the experience, he said:

If you really want to communicate with someone, you’ve got to get
into their world. Find out what’s important to them and then just be
real. Speak from the heart. This past week, I’ve been doing that a lot.
Like with the two guys who just got moved onto my team. In my first
one-on-ones with them, they each held back a lot. The conversations
were just surface-level. So I decided to put myself more into their
worlds, ask better questions, and get more real with them. It made a
big difference. It even helps in talking with my wife.

When his coach saw how easily Adam had put this new behavior
into action—and how quickly he transferred it to other situations—
he felt that Adam was definitely ready for Catalyst-level self-leadership.
In their next session, Adam raised an issue that provided an opportu-
nity to get started. Whenever a male direct report had a performance
problem, he could address the issue in a straightforward and con-
structive manner. However, he found it extremely hard to give nega-
tive feedback to women. “I wind up being too nice and just avoiding
the issue,” he said.

As he reflected on the reason for his avoidance, Adam realized he
was afraid he might make the woman cry. Asked how he’d feel if a
woman did begin to cry, he said he’d feel deep pangs of guilt. He said
he had a similar problem with his six-year-old daughter. His wife com-
plained that he allowed his daughter’s whining to manipulate him into
letting her do things that she really shouldn’t.

Adam’s coach suggested that he begin by focusing on his relation-
ship with his daughter. For the next week, each time his daughter tried
to do something he had any reservation about, he would simply ob-
serve his emotional reactions, in the moment. He wouldn’t try to an-
alyze why he felt as he did, and he wouldn’t attempt to act differently.
He would simply note the feeling and then let it go. This would build
his capacity for Catalyst-level self-awareness, and he’d gain a better
understanding of the emotional reactions that held him back.

To Adam’s surprise, even though he didn’t try to change his be-
havior, after several evenings of doing the exercise—he began to re-
spond more firmly to his daughter’s whining. In other words, as he
gained more perspective on the feelings underlying his behavior, the
feelings shifted and his behavior changed. His wife was amazed.
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Adam continued to practice this exercise with his daughter at least
once each evening. Two weeks later, he initiated a meeting with a
woman whose performance issues he’d been avoiding. They had sev-
eral candid conversations about her strengths and limitations, which
ultimately led to a change in her job description.

As Adam began to practice Catalyst-level awareness in other situ-
ations, he observed other counterproductive emotional reactions. For
example, he noticed that, whenever he was challenged, he felt he “had
to be right.”

The feeling is: If I’m not right, there’s something wrong with me. For
instance, I brought in some consultants to assess one of my units and
make recommendations. The director who runs that unit came and
complained to me. He felt that everything was under control and that
I’d gone around him. That’s when I noticed the feeling that I had to
be right. I was so busy defending my position that I didn’t get into his
world and understand where he was coming from.

Adam’s coach told him that heroic leaders have these feelings fre-
quently, but they’re often not aware of them. Because he knew Adam
wanted to become a more participative leader, he asked him to con-
sider his perception that the director’s unit needed outside help. He
then showed Adam how to act on that perception, and others like it,
as a Catalyst would: Discuss it with the director first. Combine advo-
cacy and inquiry. Have a conversation where each person’s assessment
and the reasoning behind it could be fully heard. Then, if he still be-
lieved that consultants were needed, he could use his authority and
make that decision.

Adam was more resilient than the average manager. But when a
new round of layoffs was planned, he told his coach that his stress level
was rising. He already had a regular aerobic practice: He ran every day.
So his coach introduced him to the other two resilience practices men-
tioned earlier in this chapter. Adam wasn’t sure he wanted to learn to
meditate, but he decided to take fifteen minutes of “alone time” every
evening to relax and decompress. When it came to choosing a creative
practice, he said he’d always wanted to learn to fly. He couldn’t fly fif-
teen minutes a day, of course, but he took fifteen minutes most
evenings to read about flying, and he took a flying lesson every week-
end. He found it to be a thrilling experience.
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Over the next several months, Adam found frequent opportunities
to shift into Catalyst-level awareness, both at work and at home. Al-
though many of his peers were in a constant frenzy, Adam became
calmer, less frazzled, and more centered. Previously, his confidence
was based on how well he thought he was performing. He now felt a
growing sense of confidence in himself as a person. “I feel I can let
people see the human side, the real me,” he said. “I feel like I’m con-
necting with people more, person to person.” His boss noticed the
change as well. “You’re speaking with more confidence,” he said. “Ask-
ing more questions, not shooting from the hip so much. That’s great!”

Adam also moved into more of a coaching relationship with his di-
rect reports, particularly those who were more experienced:

In the past I used to watch what Jason did very closely. I was always in
there controlling and dictating. I would justify that on the basis that
he was managing really important projects. I’d have him run things by
me, and if I felt uneasy about his approach, we’d talk about it until my
concern became his concern. But on his last big project I tried some-
thing new. This was an employee engagement survey, a huge company-
wide project with high visibility. I had virtually no input into the
design or management of the project. All I did was to coach him to be-
come a more effective leader. For instance, I helped him identify the
project’s stakeholders and think about the best ways to work with
them.

I was able to do this partly because I realized that my directors are
really intrinsically motivated. So my job isn’t to make them feel moti-
vated. It’s to create conditions where their intrinsic desire to learn and
achieve is channeled in the right direction.

The other shift is that I no longer feel I need to get the credit. For
me, this project was about Jason and his development. From the per-
spective of my Achiever self, I didn’t really contribute anything. But
from a Catalyst perspective, my contribution was the coaching I pro-
vided: Asking questions, listening, being a sounding board, and pro-
viding encouragement. If he’d headed off in the wrong direction, I
would have stepped in to get him back on track. But the fact is, with
some regular coaching, he did an outstanding job. As I see it now,
part of my job is to train my people to be better leaders, to help them
learn how to collaborate in a company that doesn’t yet know how to
collaborate.
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In a similar vein, Adam began to involve his management group in
making important decisions. His directors responded very positively
to this development, and they began to function more like a real team.
For example, because of the company’s financial difficulties and a per-
ception that some top executives were just out for themselves, morale
had become a real problem in most parts of the company. Adam
brought his team together to discuss what they could do in this chal-
lenging environment to remain true to their own values and ensure
that their organization did the same. Word about his leadership began
to spread, and people from other units began to ask if he had a place
for them in his organization.

When the company’s top executives ordered Adam and his peers
to institute another round of layoffs, he called a meeting with his team,
and they made the decisions together. “It was gut wrenching,” he said
later, “but we did a good job, and we did it in three hours—much
faster than I could have done on my own.” Two weeks later he pulled
his team together to create a vision and strategy that they then pre-
sented to the rest of the organization. Adam felt this was an impor-
tant step, not only because it brought his management team together
and set a clear direction, but also because of what it modeled for the
rest of the organization. “I want our people to see us as a real leader-
ship team,” he said. “I want this to set the tone for how people oper-
ate down the line.”

Adam attributes most of the changes he’s made, at work and at
home, to his newfound ability to shift into the Catalyst level of aware-
ness and intent:

I do that a lot now: I ask myself what I’m feeling and then let it go. If
you’re not on the right path, this little practice helps you get there. If you
are on the right path, it makes things more interesting.

My job requires me to travel a lot. Usually not more than two weeks
at a time. Recently I was on the road for four weeks. During the third
week, I was talking with my wife, and she told me how much my daugh-
ter missed me. A special event at her school was coming up in two days
called “Daddies and Donuts.”You come to school and your child shows
you all the things she’s been doing there. But I was down in Jackson,
Mississippi, and I had a full day of meetings to attend that day.

After the phone call I was in back-to-back meetings, but I kept
thinking: What’s really important? If I died tomorrow, what would my
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life be about? Fortunately, the meetings I had scheduled for the next
day were with direct reports, not with customers. I booked a flight
back to Chicago that evening and spent the morning at “Daddies and
Donuts” with my daughter. I was back in Jackson in time for dinner
with my business colleagues. I am so glad I did that. It made a huge
difference for my daughter.

My wife says she sees a big change happening in my life. There’s no
way I would have done that even three months ago. I feel like I’m get-
ting closer to living my values, just clearing all the extraneous BS out of
my life. When I’m at work, I want to give it my full attention. When I
come home, I want to be at home. This past weekend I left all my work
stuff at work for the first time ever. When we came home from church
on Sunday, I suddenly got this feeling: “Go and give some blankets to
the homeless. Just go do it.” So I did.

ATTENTIONAL PRACTICE
Reflection is a mental process that allows you to recall and think about
previous thoughts, feelings, and behaviors after they’ve occurred. At
any level of leadership development, heroic or post-heroic, reflection
can be a powerful ally. The great strength of Achiever-level awareness
is its capacity for robust reflection. Its key limitation is that it always
takes place after the fact. As an Achiever, you can act or you can re-
flect, but you can’t do both at the same time.

Adam’s feeling that he had to be right, his fear of making a woman
cry, his desire to get credit for his subordinates’ successes, his as-
sumption that he couldn’t risk a day away from work to be with his
daughter—these are good examples of reactive feelings and assump-
tions often missed by Achiever-level awareness. To discover how these
kinds of reactions operate on the spot, you need the more subtle form
of reflective awareness that develops at the Catalyst level.

You can activate Catalyst-level awareness as Adam did, by attending
directly to an assumption, feeling, or behavior that would otherwise
pass you by. These moments of heightened consciousness produce
new insights, giving you greater freedom to adjust your behavior.
However, at the Catalyst level, the impulse to move away from direct
experience (via action or analysis) kicks in very quickly, limiting the
depth and power of your insight. While some behaviors may yield eas-
ily to Catalyst-level awareness and intent, more deeply ingrained re-
active patterns often do not. To develop an awareness that has greater
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depth and power, you need to strengthen your ability to attend to the
present experience.

The Power of Attention

Attention, as we define it, is the direct, nonconceptual awareness of
physical, mental, and emotional experience in the present moment.
(Other terms sometimes used for attention are presence and mindful-
ness.) For most people, reflection is much more familiar than atten-
tion. Everyone has some degree of free attention. But our attention is
usually so absorbed in our experiences and reflections that we’re not
cognizant of it as a distinct mode of awareness. Yet it’s by developing
this capacity to live “in attention” that you can move into and through
the post-heroic levels of leadership agility.15

What makes it possible to move to the Co-Creator level of agility
is the development of a more sustained attention to thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors. For example, you’re sitting in your office preparing for
a presentation when you notice a tightness in your chest and “butter-
fly” feelings in the pit of your stomach. Reflecting in the moment, you
realize that you’re feeling anxious. As you hold the feeling of anxiety
in attention, you recognize it as a fear of rejection that pops up in dif-
ferent parts of your life. You notice that your first reaction is to want
this feeling to go away. But as you attend to your anxiety in a non-
judgmental way, you begin to relax.

This movement back and forth between direct attention to expe-
rience and reflection on the meaning of the experience is a hallmark
of the Co-Creator level of awareness. However, because your attention
remains absorbed in your experience (the anxiety) and in your re-
flections about it, you may not be aware of the role that attention plays
in making this level of awareness possible.

Meditation as Attentional Practice

For most people, attention as a distinct mode of awareness first becomes
clearly evident through direct sensory experiences of the present mo-
ment. One of the most reliable ways to cultivate this quality of atten-
tion is through a meditation practice that emphasizes present-centered
awareness. We found that leaders are much more likely to practice med-
itation at the Co-Creator and Synergist levels than they were at earlier
agility levels. Forty percent of the leaders in our Co-Creator sample
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meditated regularly, while another 10 percent did so in a more sporadic
way. In our Synergist sample, 50 percent had a daily meditation prac-
tice, and 35 percent had a “semi-regular” practice.16 However, we’ve
also found that managers at all levels of agility can learn to meditate.

The particular form of meditation doesn’t matter, as long as it helps
you develop your attention. For example, four of the leaders featured
in this book practice some form of Buddhist meditation.17 Alison
(Chapter Seven) practices Transcendental Meditation, which comes
from India’s Vedic tradition. Several of Jeff ’s partners (Chapter Eight)
practice chi gung, tai chi, and other Taoist practices.18 Other Syner-
gists in our sample practice forms of meditation from the Jewish tra-
dition19 and the Sufi tradition.20 Ted (Chapter Eight) practices a
traditional form of Christian meditation called “the centering
prayer.”21 In addition, every morning, before he and his wife get out
of bed, they each say a “gratitude prayer”:22

She says three things she’s grateful for, and I say three things I’m grate-
ful for. I’m sure this has a lot to do with the fact that I keep noticing
moments of beauty throughout the day.

Some of the leaders we’ve just mentioned are members of the reli-
gion with which their particular form of mediation is associated, but
just as many are not.23 Other leaders practice forms of meditation that
are distinctly areligious.24 One example is the “relaxation response,” a
form of meditation developed by Dr. Herbert Benson at the Harvard
Medical School.25 The trick is to find a practice that works for you and
to carve out a brief period of “alone time” to do it each day.

Other Ways to Develop Your Attention

Some leaders in our sample found other ways to develop Co-Creator
and Synergist-level awareness. For example, Srini and Marilyn (Chap-
ter Seven) developed Co-Creator awareness by participating in forms
of psychotherapy that fostered this awareness. For many years, Laura
(Chapter Eight) has attended a weekly shamanic drumming circle, a
practice that’s deepened her awareness and developed her intuition.26

Although Stan (Chapter Eight) practiced yoga and Transcendental
Meditation regularly throughout his twenties, he practices neither
today. Yet, for decades, he’s actively cultivated an awareness of the pres-
ent moment in everyday life.
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Here’s what we’ve observed about those Synergists who don’t have
a regular meditation practice: They’ve each made a commitment, in
both their personal and professional lives, to enter repeatedly into the
flow of their ongoing experience. We see this in Laura’s ability to ride
the waves of grief and depression, and in Christine’s practice of “feel-
ing the fear and doing it anyway.”27 By doing this so fully and fre-
quently in their everyday lives, they repeatedly break through the
absorbed awareness of the Co-Creator into the more vivid presence
of the Synergist.

ATTENTION AND LEADERSHIP AGILITY
The psychological and health benefits of meditation have been well-
documented.28 Sitting meditation can become a true oasis from the
stresses of everyday life, a way to access the wellspring of peace and
joy that we all have at the core of our being. Further, if you practice
regularly, the states of mind you experience in meditation will spill
over into your everyday life, at least to some extent. Scott, an internal
leadership development professional, began a daily sitting practice
while making the transition to the Catalyst level of agility. After about
six months, he described the effect of this practice on his life:

I have more energy, I have better focus, and I’m more resilient. I don’t
necessarily feel an instant benefit each time I meditate. Sometimes
when I sit down in the morning and meditate, it seems like I get noth-
ing out of it at the time. But I do it anyway, because so often I find that
I’m more resilient later in the day.

If you establish such a practice, you’ll probably experience sponta-
neous moments of presence during the day. In the beginning, these
moments usually occur in emotionally neutral situations: doing yard
work, climbing a flight of stairs, sitting down in a chair. When you no-
tice these moments of heightened attention, relax into them. Without
becoming self-conscious or interfering with anything you’re doing, let
this awareness extend itself, even if it lasts only a few more moments.
You can aid this process by beginning each morning with the inten-
tion to use the day to become more present in your life.

If you expect instant, dramatic results, you’re likely to be disap-
pointed. However, if you come back to this awareness many times each
day, your attention will grow and become stronger. It will gradually
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extend itself over longer periods of time, and it will become more spa-
cious and panoramic. If you stay with this practice, you will eventu-
ally learn how to be present amid more complex circumstances.29

Recall how Jeff prepared for his dinner meeting with Tom: He was able
to remain present even while he reflected on the past and anticipated
the future. Ken was able to remain present much of the time during
his difficult emotional encounter with his employee. Both had worked
for years to bring present-centered awareness into their everyday lives.

Even in the early months of meditation practice, bringing increased
attention to challenging circumstances can help you develop the men-
tal and emotional capacities you need for increased leadership agility.
For example, like Adam, Scott accelerated his growth into the Catalyst
level by bringing increased on-the-spot attention to his feelings and
assumptions. As he describes it:

My meditation practice has given me more perspective on the things
that happen in my life. When I say that, it’s not like I’m more detached
from my experience. I’m actually more aware of my feelings and more
connected with them.

Being more aware of my feelings has changed the way I relate to my
coworkers. By seeing how reactive my own feelings are, I also see how
other people are driven by their own automatic reactions. This just
naturally makes me less judgmental and more empathetic, even when
my coworkers do things that make life more difficult for me. Just yes-
terday I was in a meeting where someone implied I’d made a mistake
that slowed down a project. Because I was aware of my reactions, in-
stead of going into attack mode, as I would have in the past, I handled
it in a much more productive way.

Scott makes several important points. First, his meditation practice
has made it easier to bring Catalyst-level awareness into his everyday
life. Second, applying this new level of awareness in the workplace has
helped him develop his mental and emotional capacities to the Cata-
lyst level. The capacities he specifically mentions are his self-awareness
and his stakeholder understanding. In terms of self-awareness, he’s
more directly aware of reactive feelings that, formerly, he would have
overlooked. He is more connected with his feelings and, paradoxically,
has more perspective on them. Even when others criticize him, this
new level of self-awareness allows him to be less defensive and more
empathetic, because he realizes that other people are driven by their
own emotional reactions.30
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At the beginning of this book, we talked about the power of taking
an integral approach to leadership agility, one that works both from
the outside in and from the inside out. From an outside-in perspec-
tive, it’s essential that you set leadership development goals that iden-
tify specific behaviors you want to change. Scott’s example emphasizes
the leverage you gain when you also approach leadership development
from the inside out: When you repeatedly cultivate a new level of
awareness in the midst of action, your mental and emotional capaci-
ties develop accordingly. These capacities, in turn, support more agile
leadership behavior.

THE CHALLENGE AHEAD
We began this book by highlighting two deep trends that pervade our
world: accelerating change and mounting complexity. The leaders
we’ve featured operate in a wide variety of industries and sectors. Yet,
in every story the challenge they faced required an effective response to
complex, rapidly changing conditions. Whether the initiative involved
organizational change, team development, or pivotal conversations,
this was always the central challenge.

To develop organizations that are effective in anticipating and re-
sponding to change and complexity, we need agile leaders—not just
at the top but at all organizational levels. Yet we face a significant lead-
ership agility gap: About 10 percent of today’s managers still operate at
Pre-Expert levels, 45 percent are Experts, and 35 percent are Achiev-
ers. Only about 10 percent have developed into the post-heroic levels.
Beth (Chapter Four) and Sarah (Chapters Nine and Ten) have shown
us that heroic leaders can become more effective even within their cur-
rent level of agility. But in this new era, with its increased demand for
continuous change, true teamwork, and collaborative problem solv-
ing, we need to at least double the percentage of leaders who operate
at post-heroic levels. Imagine what would happen if half of today’s
managers developed to their next level of agility: Five percent would
remain at pre-Expert levels, about 28 percent would be Experts, about
45 percent would be Achievers, and about 27 percent would be post-
heroic leaders.

To put it more graphically: What would it be like if half of today’s
Experts (managers like Tony, Beth, Guy, Carlos, and Kevin), became
Achievers, as Guy and Carlos did? What would happen if half of the
Achievers (people like Rachel and Mark), began to lead like Brenda,
the environmental health and safety officer; David, the software EVP;
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Joan, the consulting firm COO; and Robert, the oil company presi-
dent? How might this change your organization? How would it change
the world in which we live?

If we want our organizations and our world to change for the bet-
ter, we can’t sit back and hope that others will develop the wisdom and
skill to do it for us. Mahatma Gandhi, one of the greatest leaders of
the twentieth century, famously said, “You must be the change you
want to see in the world.” Whatever others may choose to do, we can
each make the commitment to become leaders who change things for
the better.

Through our work with leaders, we’ve become convinced that agile
leadership and personal development go hand in hand. Most of us
spend about half our waking hours on the job. Depending on how you
approach it, work can grind you down or polish you like a jewel. By
approaching your leadership challenges with greater mindfulness, you
can develop your agility, make a difference in the world, and enjoy the
person you become in the process. If this rings true for you, we hope
this book will serve you as a guide and companion for years to come.
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A P P E N D I X  A

Research Behind 
This Book

We developed the framework presented in this
book from two sources:

• A long-range, three-phase research project that began in the
early 1970s

• Three decades of direct experience coaching, teaching, training,
and consulting to leaders in organizations based in the United
States, Canada, and Europe

This Appendix is divided into two parts. The first summarizes our
three-phase research effort and cites the primary influences on our
thinking about stages of leadership development. The second part de-
scribes the research methods we used in the intensive third phase. It
also explains the reasoning behind our estimates of the percentage of
managers at each level of leadership agility.
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THREE PHASES OF RESEARCH
Phase One: Understanding Developmental Stages

Our initial exposure to leadership and to stage development psychol-
ogy as fields of study came in 1972 when we took a course called “To-
ward an Action Science,” taught by William R. Torbert. Our experience
in this course led to a graduate-level paper that synthesized existing
developmental stage theories into an original framework that focused
on the five adult stages that later became the focus of this book. The
final version of this paper, completed in 1976, also incorporated a
number of findings from Jane Loevinger’s then-new book, Ego Devel-
opment, which was itself a powerful synthesis of previous research and
theory on stages of personal development.

This paper also drew on a number of in-depth interviews we con-
ducted with people who’d developed into what we now call the Cata-
lyst, Co-Creator, and Synergist stages. In addition, several people
graciously provided us with access to journals they kept during peri-
ods of intensive personal growth. At that time our primary focus was
on what we now call self-leadership agility. The information we
gleaned from these sources contributed a great deal to our under-
standing in this area.

This constellation of data, along with reflection on our own expe-
rience, led to the paper’s most original contribution: We described a
distinct “level of awareness” underlying each of the five developmen-
tal stages described in the paper. We found confirmation for this per-
spective a year later when philosopher-psychologist Ken Wilber
published his first book, The Spectrum of Consciousness.

Phase Two: Connecting Stages and Leadership

During the late 1970s, amid our graduate training and early consult-
ing work, we conducted a new research project, using an in-depth
interview technique called “modeling” to map the thought patterns
that underlie the behavior of high-performing leaders and other pro-
fessionals. However, it wasn’t until the early 1980s that we embarked
on a research project that explicitly connected developmental stages
and leadership effectiveness. This project was one of a larger set of
studies conducted around this time, which established a positive con-
nection between developmental stages and leadership effectiveness.
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During the first half of the 1980s, a number of new books on de-
velopmental stages were published that deepened our understanding
of the subject: Robert Kegan’s The Evolving Self, James Fowler’s Stages
of Faith, and a number of more conceptual books by Ken Wilber.1 But
the spark for doing a new phase of research on stage development and
leadership came in 1982, when we attended a graduate course on adult
development taught at Harvard by Harry Lasker, who’d recently con-
ducted the first academic study that looked at differences between
managers at different stages of development.2

To assess the “ego development” stage of each manager in his
study, Lasker used the Washington University Sentence Completion
Test (SCT), a research instrument designed and painstakingly vali-
dated by Jane Loevinger and her associates.3 This study established a
positive empirical relationship between stage development and ef-
fective leadership. Lasker also led training programs designed to help
managers move beyond their current stage of development. These
experiences gave Lasker a number of deeper insights into the inner
psychology of Loevinger’s stages, which confirmed and expanded
upon our earlier research.4

In 1983, inspired by our exposure to Lasker’s work, we received the
training needed to score the SCT, and we conducted a six-month re-
search project designed to further our understanding of the relation-
ship between developmental stages and leadership effectiveness.
Participants in the study were willing clients from the company called
FSS in Chapter Six.

For this project, participants completed Loevinger’s instrument,
then we scored the responses and conducted interviews where we ar-
rived at a mutual assessment of their developmental stage.5 Because
each participant had attended our training program in collaboration
skills and was also a coaching client, we were able to identify key dif-
ferences in the ways that leaders at the Expert, Achiever, and Catalyst
stages functioned in the action arena of pivotal conversations.6

In 1984, we were asked to conduct a research project at Polaroid
Corporation, doing in-depth interviews with managers who’d attended
a variety of personal development workshops. This study, which fur-
ther advanced our understanding of the relationship between personal
development and effective leadership, showed that a high percentage
of managers exhibited new behaviors that led to measurable—and in
some cases dramatic—financial benefits for the company.7
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During this period Bill Torbert and his associates at Boston Col-
lege began a program of intensive academic research that built on
Lasker’s initial inquiry.8 Taken as a whole, these studies form a criti-
cal mass of findings showing that leaders at more advanced stages of
development, as measured by Loevinger’s instrument, are more ef-
fective than their counterparts in carrying out a variety of leadership
tasks. In 1987, Torbert reported these findings in Managing the Cor-
porate Dream, the first book ever published on stage development and
leadership effectiveness.

A Sustained Interlude of Practical Work

By 1980, we were coaching and consulting to leaders full time. Dur-
ing the ensuing decade, what we’d learned from Lasker, Torbert, and
Kegan and from our own research found its way into our work with
leaders. However, we felt that it wasn’t yet the time to use an explicit
stage development framework in our work with clients. Instead, we
used the framework implicitly, and, as our practices evolved, we con-
tinued to learn and invent new ways to work with clients.

For more than twenty years, this is the approach we took to our
work. Then, in the late 1990s, we noticed that interest in stage-
development frameworks was starting to grow. Bob Kegan published
In Over Our Heads in 1994. Two years later Don Beck and Chris
Cowan published Spiral Dynamics, a framework of developmental
levels based on the work of the late Claire Graves. By the year 2000,
Ken Wilber had written or coedited seventeen books, almost all based
on his evolving framework of developmental levels, and his ideas had
become popular among a growing global network of leading-edge
thinkers.9

Phase Three: A Burst of R&D

The idea for this book was conceived one afternoon in February 2001,
when we discovered that we’d each been separately outlining the same
book. As we continued to talk, an ambitious research project emerged.
The project’s primary aim was to complete the grid presented in the
Introduction, so that leaders would have a practical guide to all five
levels of leadership agility in the three arenas of pivotal conversations,
leading teams, and leading organizational change. A secondary aim
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was to answer a number of nagging questions we had about the rela-
tionship between stage development and leadership effectiveness.

We decided that this project would draw on three sources of data:
a review of eight decades of research on nine developmental stages
(the five covered in this book plus the four preceding stages); existing
research on the relationship between developmental stages and lead-
ership effectiveness; and data from 220 managers in the form of client
experiences, in-depth interviews, and detailed action-learning jour-
nals. This study, which took four years to complete, resulted in many
insights that advanced our understanding beyond anything previously
written on the subject.

Stages and Levels

Our review and synthesis of previous research on stages of personal
development benefited from a study of the stages prior to Expert as
well as the stages from Expert to Synergist. (For an overview of our
own stage descriptions with a chart comparing our stage development
framework with those of others, see Appendix B.) Our descriptions
of the five levels of leadership agility come primarily from our own
research, but we’ve also drawn on the work of William Torbert (even
borrowing his Expert and Achiever names) and on unpublished doc-
toral dissertations written by Christine Harris, Keith Merron, and
Salathiel Smith.10

In addition, we’ve benefited from David Bradford and Allan
Cohen’s work on team leadership. Although they don’t use a stage-
development framework, their distinction between heroic and post-
heroic leadership mirrors the distinction between conventional and
post-conventional stages of development. More specifically, their Tech-
nician and Conductor correspond to the Expert and Achiever team
leader, and their Developer spans the Catalyst and Co-Creator levels
of team leadership agility.11 In a similar way, we’ve benefited from the
research-based distinction between “segmentalist” (Expert) and “inte-
grative” (post-Expert) managers reported in Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s
The Change Masters.

RESEARCH METHODS
We now turn to the methodology we used during the third and final
phase of research for this book.
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Sample Size

The total number of subjects we included in our recent four-year re-
search project was 604: 384 managers from four research studies re-
ported in William R. Torbert’s The Power of Balance: Transforming Self,
Society and Scientific Inquiry,12 and 220 managers who were clients,
interviewees, or evening MBA students.

Data Sources

Other than the fictional scenarios presented in Chapter Two, all of the
stories presented in the book come either from our work with clients
or from in-depth interviews. Shorter examples are also taken from
journals kept by interviewees or by practicing managers in evening
MBA courses.

Interview Format

In-depth interviews were used in all three phases of our overall re-
search project, each lasting between forty-five minutes to two and a
half hours. We used two distinct interview formats—one designed to
assess a person’s stage of personal development and another to assess
level of leadership agility in at least one of three action arenas (pivotal
conversations, team leadership, and organizational leadership). In
many cases, leaders participated in both kinds of interviews.

To qualify for a particular level of leadership agility within a spe-
cific arena, we needed to see solid evidence that a leader had reached
the corresponding stage of personal development, and the story pro-
vided had to show evidence that the leader consistently employed a
wide range of capabilities, consistent with that stage, in taking action.

Assessment of Developmental Stage

We assessed each leader’s stage of development by using a well-tested
research instrument designed for this purpose, supplemented either
by a “clinical assessment,” if the leader was a client, or by an interview.
Prior to the third phase of our research, the instrument we used was
the Washington University Sentence Completion Test (SCT). For the
third and most intensive phase of our research, we used a slightly dif-
ferent well-tested research instrument, the Leadership Development
Profile (LDP), developed by Susanne Cook-Greuter.13
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How We Estimated the Percentage 
of Managers at Each Stage

To make a rough estimate of the number of managers at each stage of
adult development, we relied on four research studies reported by Tor-
bert, which assessed the developmental stages of a total of 384 man-
agers at a full range of organizational levels.14 The percentages of
managers at each stage are captured in Table A.1.
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Level of Responsibility

Junior and 
First-Line Middle Senior 

Supervisors Managers Managers Executives Total
n = 37 n = 177 n = 66 n = 104 n = 384

Rounded 
Agility Level (%) (%) (%) (%) Averages (%)

Pre-Expert 24 14 6 3 11
Expert 68 43.5 47 43.5 46
Achiever 8 40 33 39.5 36
Post-Heroic 0 2.5 14 14 7

Table A.1. Correlations Between Agility and Responsibility Levels.

To underscore the tentativeness with which we generalize from 384
U.S. managers to the entire population of managers, we decided to
round the total percentage found at each level. In determining how
we might most accurately round these numbers, we took into account
our experience that, when leaders are interviewed, in a few cases their
actual stage turns out to be a stage beyond what the SCT or LDP in-
dicates. Taking this observation into account, we rounded the first
three “total” percentages down 1 percent each. This brought the post-
Achiever percentage to 10 percent. We calculated estimates for these
three stages by assuming the same relative distribution within these
stages that Susanne Cook-Greuter found for her sample of 4,510 indi-
viduals.15 The resulting estimates can be summarized as follows:

STAGE PERCENTAGE

Pre-Expert 10

Expert 45

Achiever 35

Catalyst 5

Co-Creator 4

Synergist 1
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A P P E N D I X  B

Stages of Personal 
Development

A s part of our last four years of research, we reviewed
the major stage development frameworks and created our own frame-
work of developmental stages that synthesizes previous stage descrip-
tions and incorporates the empirical research described in Appendix
A. In Table B.1, you’ll see how our stages align with those articulated
by Ken Wilber, Robert Kegan, Bill Torbert, and Susanne Cook-Greuter.1

Most of this Appendix consists of a condensed version of our stage de-
scriptions. It begins with the pre-Expert stages (not described elsewhere
in the book) and goes on to summarize the stages from Expert to Syn-
ergist.2 It ends by answering frequently asked questions about devel-
opmental stages and by discussing stages that lie beyond Synergist.

THE THREE PRE-CONVENTIONAL STAGES
Generally speaking, the first three stages cover the period of life from
birth to the preteen years. If you have children of middle-school age
or younger, these stages may give you new insights into why they do
what they do. You may also find it to be an interesting way to reflect
on your own childhood.3
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The Explorer Stage

At birth, an infant’s awareness is immersed in a sea of physical sensa-
tions. Newborns can’t yet organize these sensations into the percep-
tion of physical objects, and they aren’t yet capable of goal-directed
behavior. However, the infant’s physical instincts and reflexes serve as
the foundation for the first stage of human development, which typ-
ically lasts eighteen to twenty-four months.

Picture an infant reaching out, grasping a rattle, shaking it, then
mouthing it, an action repeated frequently during the early months
of life. With each repetition, the infant moves through a cycle of
awareness, intention, and action. The awareness part of the cycle leaves
visual, auditory, and tactile memory traces. The action part of the cycle
leaves memory traces that link the initiating impulse to certain mus-
cular movements. Over time, as these impulses and muscular mem-
ory traces develop well-established connections, the infant learns to
perform this action with dexterity.

This is the infant version of reflective action. Jean Piaget, the French
psychologist who began research on developmental stages in the
1920s, found that it’s only through countless such cycles of movement
and awareness that the Explorer-stage child develops “object perma-
nence,” the ability to organize disparate sensations into recognizable
physical objects.4 At the same time, the infant develops an ongoing de-
sire to pursue interesting, pleasant experiences and avoid unpleasant
ones. By the second birthday, the once helpless newborn has become
a toddler. Capable of simple goal-directed behavior, toddlers now ex-
perience themselves as robust physical beings distinct from the rest of
the physical world.

The Enthusiast Stage

The second pre-conventional stage of development begins around the
second birthday (the onset of “the terrible two’s”) and lasts until some-
time between the sixth and seventh birthdays. The Enthusiast is con-
stantly on the move, a creature of rapidly shifting moods—alternately
exuberant, serene, fearful, and defiant. During this stage, children grow
beyond their primarily physical sense of identity and begin to experi-
ence themselves as emotionally distinct from others. I, me, and mine
are words said with real conviction. Enthusiasts find they can exert
their own will, though they can’t always get what they want.
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Through symbolic play and the acquisition of language, preschool-
ers develop what Piaget called “representational thinking,” the ability
to think about the world using emotionally charged words and im-
ages.5 Just as object permanence enabled the Explorer to integrate
multiple sensory impressions (sight, sound, and so on) into the per-
ception of a unified physical object, representational thinking allows
the Enthusiast to integrate multiple perceptions of the same types of
objects into words and images (for example, dogs and cats) that rep-
resent what all such objects have in common.6

Enthusiasts also develop the most basic understanding of time.7 At
around three years, children begin to talk about things they want to
do the next day: “Tomorrow Sally will be here, and she’ll bring her new
doll.” At about four years, children begin to anticipate concrete events
farther in the future: “Mommy and Daddy promised me a bicycle on
my next birthday!” By the time children have fully developed into the
Enthusiast stage, they have a consistent understanding of the differ-
ence between past, present, and future.

Enthusiasts aren’t aware that other people might perceive situations
differently than they do. For example, while a young preschooler talks
on the phone with her grandfather, he asks, “Is your mother there?”
She says, “Yes, Mommy’s right there.” She points to her mother, ex-
pecting that he can see her as easily as she can. Similarly, a five-year-
old looking out the car window on a moonlit night sees a moon that
moves alongside the car. Children of this age can’t yet conceive of a
moon that exists independently of their own perception. At this stage,
children are so enmeshed in imagery that they don’t distinguish be-
tween imagination and reality. Animated conversations with dolls and
stuffed animals are part of the charm of the Enthusiast’s world.

While the Enthusiast stage brings a level of autonomy and initiative
that simply isn’t possible at the Explorer stage, Enthusiasts remain slaves
to their impulses, unable to clearly distinguish between imagination and
reality. The capacities to regulate impulses and to see beyond immediate
perceptions come only with the new stage of development that emerges
during the grade school years.

The Operator Stage

Children develop through the Operator stage during their grade
school years. Piaget called the level of awareness that emerges at this
stage “concrete operations,” the ability to think about the properties
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of specific objects (their color, shape, volume, and so on) and orga-
nize them accordingly. Concrete operational thinking also allows
grade-schoolers to step back from the imagery that permeated their
world during the Enthusiast stage and distinguish between imagina-
tion and physical reality.

At the same time, Operators develop the ability to regulate their
impulses by anticipating the short-term consequences of their action.
Together with operational thinking, which allows grade-schoolers to
grasp the logic of rules and roles, this capacity enables them to con-
ceive and carry out all kinds of little plans and schemes, allowing them
to become the real (though small-time) Operators we see as the
lemonade stand entrepreneur, puppet show producer, and collector
and trader of favorite objects.

THE THREE CONVENTIONAL STAGES
The stages of conventional development begin with the Conformer
stage, which is the stage immediately prior to Expert. Most girls grow
into the Conformer stage around age eleven or twelve, while boys usu-
ally enter it about a year later. By age fourteen or fifteen the vast ma-
jority of high school kids are well-established Conformers. Most
people grow into the Expert stage during their late teens. A few who
grow into the Achiever stage begin to do so as early as the last year 
of high school. Most make this transition in college or in their mid-
twenties, but some develop into this stage later in life, usually in their
thirties or forties.8

The Conformer Stage

The level of awareness that emerges at this stage is the most basic level
of abstract thought, which allows the young adolescent to think in hy-
pothetical terms, to see what is in light of what could be and should be.
This development has a profound effect on adolescents’ perceptions
of interpersonal relationships. Grade-schoolers know that other peo-
ple can see things differently than they do, but it doesn’t occur to them
that others might see them differently than they see themselves. How-
ever, with adolescents’ new ability to imagine hypothetical possibili-
ties, they are quite aware of the fact that other people have feelings and
opinions about them. What they imagine often has more to do with
their own hopes and fears than with what others actually think, al-
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though at this stage this is usually a difficult distinction for them to
make.

Conformers very much want to gain the approval and avoid the
disapproval of those people and groups they regard as significant. This
preoccupation, along with increased impulse control and the ability
to think abstractly, gives them the motivation and ability to present
themselves in ways they feel will establish the connection they want
with the people who matter most.

Yet Conformers are rarely aware that this is their underlying in-
tention. One manager who remained in this stage until her early thir-
ties later described it this way:9

I grew up in a small town in Tennessee. I started college but dropped
out my freshman year to get married. My husband and I moved to At-
lanta, had two children, and made our home in one of its affluent sub-
urbs. I wanted very much to be a part of the social group in that
community, so I threw myself into everything from volunteer work to
social clubs and the PTA. I didn’t realize it at the time, but what I was
really doing was trying to create the image I wanted others to see. I did
this for years without being conscious that none of this was of any real
interest to me.

The Expert Stage

The vast majority of managers grow into the Expert stage during late
adolescence or shortly thereafter. As they do so, they develop a strong
problem-solving orientation and an ability to think more indepen-
dently and analytically. However, at this stage, the focus is more on
completing tasks and projects than on achieving long-term goals.
When facing multiple tasks, each important for different reasons, it’s
often hard to step back and prioritize them in the midst of action.

Whereas Conformers have a strong interest in fitting into desired
social groups, Experts develop an interest in standing out. They ex-
pect themselves and others to live up to rather rigid standards, and
their ability to empathize with others and to understand those who
hold views that conflict with their own is fairly limited. When their
priorities conflict with those of others, they’re likely either to assert
themselves without taking others’ needs into account or to accom-
modate themselves to others’ priorities. Balancing assertion and ac-
commodation is difficult.
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At the Expert stage, people have a strong interest in improving and
accomplishing things. Rather than trying to do things the “one right
way,” as they did during the Conformer stage, they now see that prob-
lems have many possible solutions. However, they tend to tackle one
problem at a time, each as an isolated task, and they find it difficult to
step back to see how various problems might be related. Without re-
alizing it, they allow limiting personal opinions and biases to influ-
ence their approach. Yet because they tend to assume that their
judgments are correct, they’re not likely to test their views against ob-
jective data or differing viewpoints.

Experts develop an introspective awareness that makes it possible
to recognize recurring inner moods and develop a more independent
self-image. Their self-esteem now comes from developing their own
beliefs, being respected for their knowledge and skills, and being able
to persuade and convince others. When they feel they’re not improv-
ing in these areas, they can be quite self-critical. This self-critical ten-
dency and the need to be right combine to make it unlikely that they’ll
seek feedback from others.

The Achiever Stage

At the Achiever stage people develop a robust reflective capacity and
a greater awareness of the societal and institutional context within
which they live and work. Using these capacities, they create their own
internally coherent view of the world and an explicit, consciously ex-
amined set of principles and ideals to live by. They can think strategi-
cally, and their ability to envision future outcomes can make it highly
compelling to pursue objectives that may take as long as two to five
years to achieve.

Achievers’ ability to imagine themselves in another’s situation gives
them a greater capacity for empathy than they had at the Expert stage.
They’re receptive to differing viewpoints when they think these views
might help them achieve their desired outcomes. In dealing with dif-
ferences they may be assertive (focused on persuading others) or ac-
commodative (focused on understanding and including others).
Either way, there’s a good chance that they’ll try to balance their pre-
dominant style, to a certain extent, with its opposite.

When they’re solving important problems, they want these prob-
lems to be diagnosed and solved using verifiable data. Because they
have a more robust reflective capacity than they had at the Expert
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stage, they can see how individual problems are related. They can use
various frameworks to conceptualize or reconceptualize issues, and
they can develop innovative solutions by taking what was successful
in one context and applying it in another.

Achievers develop a level of self-awareness that allows them to re-
flect on recent events and remember why they acted as they did.
Through these reflections and a newfound ability to recall what they
were like at many different periods of their life, they develop a solid
sense of their own identity. Because they can vividly imagine the fu-
ture effects of their actions, they have a strong sense that they control
their own destiny, and their professional self-esteem comes primarily
from believing they’ve contributed to the achievement of significant
outcomes.

THREE POST-CONVENTIONAL STAGES
Research studies focusing on adults who have at least a college educa-
tion indicate that approximately 12 percent have grown into one or
more of three post-conventional stages: Catalyst, Co-Creator, and
Synergist.10

The Catalyst Stage

In the Catalyst stage, people begin to feel more at ease with change
and uncertainty, and they develop a broader, longer-term view of the
environment within which they live and work. As a result, their aspi-
rations tend to be more visionary than they were in the Achiever
stage. They also develop a strong interest in the quality of life and the
process of human experience. Because they recognize that sustained
achievement of desired outcomes takes place within a larger context
of human relationships, enhancing these relationships becomes an
important priority.

Catalysts have a deeper capacity for empathizing with others, be-
cause they can now imagine fairly accurately what it’s like to be an-
other person, facing whatever situation they’re facing. They develop
a real curiosity about frames of reference that differ from their own,
and they listen to other views because they genuinely want to con-
sider new possibilities. In responding to people whose views differ
from their own, they move more fluidly between assertiveness and
accommodation.
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Their enhanced ability to “try on” differing frames of reference
makes their thinking more creative than it was at previous stages.
Their enhanced awareness of the power of frames of reference often
leads them to question their assumptions and those of others when
framing problems and developing solutions. They’re more likely to
see that specific problems are part of a larger pattern of issues caused
by deeper, unresolved organizational issues, and they’re more aware
that solutions can have unintended consequences.

At the Catalyst stage, people develop a new capacity for self-obser-
vation that allows them to recognize feelings, assumptions, and pri-
orities that would otherwise escape their conscious awareness. They
begin to realize how much their need to achieve comes from a desire
for approval and recognition. They also discover that the primary de-
terminant of their self-esteem is their own attitude toward their suc-
cesses and failures. They become more proactive in seeking and
applying feedback, more willing to accept and deal with inner con-
flict, and more adept in responding to new and uncertain situations.

The Co-Creator Stage

Co-Creators add to the Catalyst orientation a more fully experiential
awareness that develops the intellectual and emotional capacities
needed to create deeply interdependent relationships. Co-Creators be-
come interested in committing themselves to relationships and enter-
prises that reflect an intangible and evolving sense of life purpose, a
direction that increases inner fulfillment while enhancing the lives of
other human beings.

Co-Creators develop the capacity to enter more fully into differing
frames of reference, and this development deepens their capacity for
empathy. They prefer relationships characterized by shared purpose
and collaboration, where mutual commitment and respect for indi-
vidual autonomy are experienced as complementary opposites. Their
capacity for developing these kinds of relationships is supported by
their ability to balance self-assertion with appropriate receptivity to
others’ needs.

At this stage people can step back from multiple frames of refer-
ence (including their own), and identify where these frames conflict
and where they have common elements. When they’re faced with op-
posing viewpoints, they’re quite capable of making tough choices.
However, on important issues, they generally prefer not to take sides
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immediately but to explore what is possible by bringing those with
differing perspectives into relationship with one another. Their ca-
pacity for integrative thinking gives them the ability to engage in
creative problem-solving dialogues that can lead to true win-win
solutions.

Co-Creators develop a level of self-awareness that allows them to
stay with difficult and unfamiliar feelings longer than they would have
at the Catalyst stage. As they become aware of a wider range of feel-
ings and assumptions, they discover inner conflicts. By experiencing
and working through these conflicts, they begin to integrate into their
conscious personality various parts of themselves that they’d formerly
walled off or ignored. As they become more attuned to their real
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, they increase their capacity for au-
thentic self-expression and for experimenting with new perspectives
and behaviors.

The Synergist Stage

At this stage people develop a strong wish to engage with life in all its
fullness, a deep concern about human issues, and an evolving sense of
life purpose that’s in some way linked to that concern. Even when they
live and work in contexts where their commitments are not shared,
they continue to take initiatives that are aligned with their sense of
purpose. Many Synergists have compelling feelings about being at the
right place at the right time and intuitions about next steps that keep
them “on purpose.”

Although they can now make use of many forms of power, Syn-
ergists cultivate the “power of presence,” a subtle form of power and
agility that comes from being centered in the present moment. As this
capacity develops, they may sense subtle energetic dynamics within
people, groups, and organizations that would have escaped their
awareness at previous stages. They’re also able to remain focused 
on the common good while holding in mind, in an accurate and em-
pathetic way, conflicting stakeholder views and interests, including
their own.

When they’re working with others to solve ill-structured problems,
Synergists’ well-developed capacity for holding mental and emotional
complexity often gives rise to “synergistic intuitions” that resolve ap-
parently irreconcilable conflicts in ways that are beneficial for all par-
ties involved. However, even when their intuitive breakthroughs seem
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to do just that, they usually test the practical validity of these insights
by getting feedback from others and by testing their ideas in action.

The wish that Synergists have to engage with life in all its fullness
leads them to cultivate a direct, present-centered awareness of their five
senses, their physical presence, their thought processes, and their emo-
tional responses. As a result, they develop an enhanced, nonjudgmen-
tal awareness of their habitual patterns of thinking and emotional
reactions. This awareness motivates them to further develop their at-
tention, so they can gradually free themselves from the domination of
reactive mental and emotional patterns. It also opens them to the joy
and wonder of being alive.

FAQS ABOUT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES
When people are introduced to the idea of developmental stages, they
often have a number of questions. Here, we answer some of the most
basic and frequently asked questions. Feel free to skip any of these
questions that aren’t your own.

Does everyone always develop through 
these stages in the same order?

Yes. Maybe it’s the words everyone and always, so overused at the Con-
former stage, that make some people pause when they hear this an-
swer. After all, how many things in life are always true for everyone?
Yet multiple cross-cultural, longitudinal studies have repeatedly con-
firmed that this developmental sequence is universal. In these studies,
researchers have found no examples of people who’ve skipped a stage
or moved through the stages in a different sequence.11

Perhaps the easiest way to confirm this conclusion for yourself is
to reflect on some of the earlier stages. After the Explorer (infant-
toddler) stage, children spend the rest of their preschool years devel-
oping through the Enthusiast stage, where they acquire language and
learn to think in words and images. It’s difficult to imagine how a tod-
dler could skip this stage and, still unable to speak and think in words,
go directly to the Operator (grade school) stage, and begin to make
conceptual distinctions like this one: When you pour water from a tall,
skinny beaker into a short, fat beaker, the volume of water remains the
same, even though it’s taken on a different shape.

Similarly, it’s hard to imagine a five-year-old child in the Enthusi-
ast stage skipping the Operator stage and suddenly developing the ca-
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pacity for abstract thought, which emerges at the Conformer stage.
Because each stage emerges from and builds on the one before it, it’s
even harder to imagine a child who could develop through the first
four stages, but in a different order. The same is true for the adult
stages. You can’t reach the Achiever stage without first developing to
the Expert stage. As an Achiever, you don’t suddenly develop into the
Synergist stage, then later go back and develop through the Catalyst
and Co-Creator stages.

Even if the sequence of these stages doesn’t vary, isn’t 
it possible for a person to reach a particular stage of
development and then regress to an earlier stage?

The type of regression that can and does happen is almost always tem-
porary. For more than two decades, Robert Selman and his colleagues
at Harvard University have studied children at play from a stage de-
velopment perspective, using their insights to devise ways to help kids
create healthy, age-appropriate friendships. Their research, based on
endless hours of direct observation, has shown that playtime conflict
can deteriorate to a point where children behave as if they were at ear-
lier stages of development. Most parents need no convincing on this
point.12

The same thing can happen to any adult. You can probably think
of examples from your own experience. To investigate this question,
developmental psychologist Harry Lasker conducted research with
graduate students at Harvard. When these students participated in
highly concrete, competitive games with strict win-lose structures,
they often behaved as if they were at earlier stages of development.
Once the experiments were over, they returned to their previous level
of functioning.13

In a note to the Introduction, you said that these stages 
do not refer to age-based life eras or to the “passages”
between them, such as the midlife crisis. But for many 
of the stages you describe, especially the earlier ones,
you refer to the ages when people are most likely to be 
in each stage. Are these stages age-related or not?

During the early stages of life, it’s relatively easy to predict develop-
mental stage by knowing a person’s age. However, the research shows
that, with each new stage, the link between stage and age becomes
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increasingly approximate. By the early twenties, any close connection
between age and stage disappears.14 This statistical disconnect between
adult age and stage reflects the fact that adult stage development is not
automatic. Consequently, although the early stages are closely corre-
lated with age, it’s really impossible to predict an adult stage from
someone’s age. We’ve provided information about what is known
about stage and age to make it a bit easier to relate the stages to your
own life.

If an adult has a high IQ, does this indicate 
a more advanced stage of personal development 
than other people?

An adult with a high IQ, as measured by standard intelligence tests,
could be at the Expert stage, the Synergist stage, or anywhere in be-
tween.15 Stage development, as we’re defining it here, refers to the
growth of the whole person. As people grow from stage to stage, they
develop capacities that allow them to deal more effectively with change
and complexity.

When you say that people at the more advanced 
stages are more developed than other people,
aren’t you promoting a hierarchical or elitist way 
of thinking about human beings?

The framework we’ve presented in this book outlines stages of human
development, not a status hierarchy. We’re not saying that those peo-
ple who currently occupy the top levels of today’s business, political,
or social hierarchies are necessarily well-developed human beings. (It’s
easy to think of a number of people in these positions who are not
very highly developed.) What we’re saying is that, as you develop, your
ability to deal effectively with change and complexity increases. Put
differently, growth through the stages is not about moving toward per-
fection. It’s about moving toward wholeness.16

Developing in this way doesn’t make you better than others, but it
can make you a more effective leader in today’s turbulent world. In
fact, as you develop beyond the Achiever stage, you become less ego-
tistical and less judgmental and hierarchical in your attitudes toward
yourself and other people. You honor and respect others, simply be-
cause they are fellow human beings.
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STAGES BEYOND SYNERGIST
In the 1950s, most stage developmental psychologists believed that the
Achiever stage represented full adult development.17 Today, many be-
lieve that the Co-Creator or Synergist stage represents the apex of
human development. Our view of the Synergist stage aligns with that
of Ken Wilber and Bill Torbert, who see it as a potential gateway to
further, even more rarely accessed stages of human development. (See
Table B.1 at the end of this Appendix.)

In Wilber’s early work, he called his equivalent of the Synergist
stage “the centaur,” a term intended to convey a more conscious con-
nection between body and mind.18 While the Synergist stage marks
the culmination of post-conventional development, it can also serve
as the first stage of what Wilber calls “transpersonal” development.19

By using this terminology, Wilber points to a process of transforma-
tion that goes beyond development of the individual personality.
Though it may affect the personality, transpersonal development refers
primarily to the cultivation of more selfless inner potentials—for ex-
ample, deep equanimity, wisdom, and compassion.

In Wilber’s framework, which is based on extensive examination
of both ancient and modern forms of personal transformation,
transpersonal development potentially includes nine distinct stages.
In Integral Psychology and in other works, he organizes these nine
stages into four levels of development, which he calls psychic, subtle,
causal (or formless), and non-dual. In Action Inquiry, The Power of
Balance, and earlier books, Bill Torbert describes three stages beyond
what we call the Co-Creator: the Alchemist stage, the Ironist stage, and
a further stage he simply designates with a question mark. His Al-
chemist stage corresponds to Wilber’s psychic and subtle levels, his
Ironist stage corresponds to Wilber’s causal (or formless) level, and
his question mark refers to Wilber’s non-dual level.20

Because Torbert’s three most advanced stages and Wilber’s four
transpersonal levels each includes multiple stages, they can be de-
scribed as “zones” of development, similar to the Pre-Conventional,
Conventional, and Post-Conventional “zones,” each of which includes
several stages.

We should note that the Synergist stage, as presented in this book,
represents only the beginning of what Torbert calls the “Alchemist”
stage. Rather than attempt to clearly define where the Synergist stage
ends and the next stage begins, we prefer to leave this question, par-
ticularly as it applies to leadership, for further research.
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Notes for Inquiring Readers

INTRODUCTION:
THE MASTER COMPETENCY

1. These five levels of leadership agility are not to be confused with the “Level 5

Hierarchy” Jim Collins presents in Good to Great. According to our analysis,

Collins’s “Level 5 Leader” corresponds to the fully developed Achiever, our

second level of leadership agility.

2. This Introduction includes a brief overview of the experience and research

that forms the basis for this book. Additional detail can be found in Appen-

dix A.

An Integral Approach

3. An example of this approach can be found in the relatively recent emphasis

on “emotionally intelligent” leadership. See Working with Emotional Intelli-

gence, Goleman; Primal Leadership, Goleman, Boyatzis, and McKee; and

Resonant Leadership, Boyatzis and McKee.

4. We use the term integral partly because the perspective upon which our

book is based is consistent with the “integral” approach advanced by Ken

Wilber in a series of books that include Integral Psychology and A Brief

History of Everything. We would be the first to acknowledge that the mater-

ial in our book would be “more integral” if it described how organizations

and societies might evolve through a parallel series of levels. However, such

an undertaking is quite beyond the scope of this particular book.

Stages of Personal Development

5. The overview of stages we present here (and in more detail in Appendix B)

is a synthesis, based on an extensive study of existing developmental stage

frameworks, all created by Western research psychologists. Although we

believe that further stages exist (as identified, for example, by William R.
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Torbert and by Ken Wilber and his associates), we haven’t attempted to

describe these additional stages in this book. See Action Inquiry, Torbert

and associates; Transformations of Consciousness, Wilber, Engler, and

Brown; and Integral Psychology, Wilber.

6. Age-related references are for children in advanced industrial societies.

While the timing of development through the pre-conventional stages is

closely related to a child’s age, as people grow older, it becomes increasingly

difficult to predict their stage from their age. Consequently, in this field the

adult stages don’t refer to age-specific life eras or to the “passages” between

them, such as the midlife crisis. Instead, they refer to qualitatively more

advanced levels of intellectual and emotional maturity.

The idea of age-related stages of adult development comes from a com-

panion field called lifespan developmental psychology, which focuses on the

age-specific “psychosocial tasks” that need to be resolved over the course of

a person’s lifespan. During the 1970s, Daniel Levinson and his colleagues

published The Seasons of a Man’s Life, which described age-related issues

faced by a sample of American males aged eighteen to forty-seven and what

it took to resolve these issues successfully. In Passages, Gail Sheehy used a

similar perspective to outline age-related stages of life (which we call “life

phases”) as experienced by both men and women. In that book, “passages”

refer to the transitional periods between life phases, including a midlife

passage that takes place during a person’s late thirties and early forties.

In 1978, Edgar Schein published a book called Career Dynamics, which

showed how these insights could be used to better understand and foster

the career development of corporate employees.

7. We’re using the terms pre-conventional, conventional, and post-conventional as

they’re currently used by William R. Torbert and Susanne Cook-Greuter. (See

Cook-Greuter’s “A Detailed Description of the Development of Nine Action-

Logics in the Leadership Development Framework.”) These terms originally

come from the work of Lawrence Kohlberg, a research psychologist who did

pioneering work on stages of moral development. Some researchers have cri-

tiqued Kohlberg’s description of his two post-conventional stages as being

philosophically or gender biased, or both. (See “Moral Development in Late

Adolescence and Adulthood: A Critique and Reconstruction of Kohlberg’s

Theory,” Murphy and Gilligan, and “Critical Political Theory and Moral

Development: On Kohlberg, Hampden-Turner, and Habermas,” Reid and

Yanarella.) Although we believe that these are valid critiques, they don’t

overturn the claim that thinking about moral issues evolves through a

sequence of stages. Still, in our conventional and post-conventional stage
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descriptions we’ve drawn on Kohlberg’s work only to the extent that his

findings have been confirmed by other researchers, including ourselves.

8. The particular social conventions to which a person feels compelled to

conform at this stage vary enormously, depending on the specific groups 

to which a person wants to belong. Church groups and motorcycle gangs

have very different conventions. However, for group members at the Con-

former stage, the underlying desire to gain acceptance through conformity

to group norms is the same.

9. In addition, growth into this stage is often stimulated by the experience of

attending junior college or entering military service.

10. These stages, which we call Catalyst, Co-Creator, and Synergist, are described

in Appendix B. The corresponding three leadership agility levels are described

in Chapters Six through Eight. Research has shown that only about 10 percent

of those adults who graduate from college have developed beyond the Achiever

stage of development. This estimate is based on four “highly educated” sam-

ples reported in Robert Kegan’s In Over Our Heads (p. 195) and a larger highly

educated sample reported in the Cook-Greuter paper cited in Note 7.

11. For a comparison of our stages with those of Kegan, Wilber, and others, see

the chart in Appendix B. Appendix B and its notes also provide a complete

list of researchers and theorists we’ve drawn upon in creating our own syn-

thesis. For reasons discussed there, we have not used Spiral Dynamics as one

of these sources.

12. Wilber’s developmental framework is unique in that he draws on both

ancient and modern sources to map the full range of human development,

which ultimately extends beyond the post-conventional stages. His books

have been translated into twenty languages. As an introduction to his think-

ing, we recommend his Integral Psychology and A Brief History of Everything.

For an overview of his work, see Ken Wilber: Thought as Passion, Visser.

Levels of Leadership Agility

13. Most of these studies were overseen by William R. Torbert of the Carroll

School of Management at Boston College. These studies showed that “stage

of ego development” is a statistically significant measure of what we call

level of leadership agility. (For more on stages of ego development, see Ego

Development, Loevinger.) These studies used a well-validated psychometric

instrument called the Washington University Sentence Completion Test

(SCT) to assess managers’ stages of ego development. (See Measuring Ego

Development, Hy and Loevinger.) The most current summary of Torbert’s

work in this area can be found in Part II of Action Inquiry, Torbert and
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associates and in the Harvard Business Review article “Seven Transforma-

tions of Leadership” by Rooke and Torbert.

14. For more information on this project and the research methods we used,

see Appendix A.

A Few Words About Wording

15. The distinction between management and leadership was first publicly

articulated in a speech by Warren Bennis at the Federal Executive Institute

in 1975. Now considered one of the world’s foremost authorities on leader-

ship, Bennis is an unusual leadership theorist in that, earlier in his career,

he spent a number of years in high-level leadership roles. His distinction

between leadership and management originally grew out of his personal

experience as president of the University of Cincinnati during the early

1970s. He accepted this position because he wanted to transform the sec-

ond-largest “multiversity” in the country into an innovative learning com-

munity that would bring theory and practice together and help solve the

problems of the larger society. Ten months into the job, sitting in his office

at four in the morning “bone weary and soul weary,” a huge mass of papers

stacked on his desk, he had an epiphany: He’d become so enmeshed in

managing stakeholder relationships and attending to administrative tasks

that he wasn’t communicating his vision, and he wasn’t mobilizing the ini-

tiatives needed to make that vision a reality. This experience led to his basic

insight: As he saw it, he was managing the university, but he wasn’t leading

it. See The Unconscious Conspiracy: Why Leaders Can’t Lead, Bennis.

Bennis was distinguishing between two types of activities: leading and

managing. In our terminology, it was, essentially, a distinction between two

levels of leadership agility: Achiever and Catalyst. Where, then, is the source

of the idea that leaders and managers are two fundamentally different kinds

of people? A year after Bennis articulated his distinction between leading

and managing in The Unconscious Conspiracy, Abraham Zaleznik published

an influential article in the Harvard Business Review called “Managers and

Leaders: Are They Different?” Zaleznik said that managers and leaders are

two “completely different” personality types, the result of very different

childhood experiences. The implication was that only those who fit a par-

ticular personality type can be effective leaders. Zaleznik’s manager versus

leader theory was later taken up, with some qualifications, by Harvard lead-

ership guru John Kotter, whose published work indicates that he thought

Zaleznik, not Bennis, was the originator of the distinction between leader-

ship and management (A Force for Change: How Leadership Differs from

Management, Kotter, p. 166, endnote 10).
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Zaleznik’s theory, based solely on anecdotal data, has been directly

disconfirmed by at least two important empirical studies. During the late

1970s, Bennis interviewed ninety exceptional leaders. He found that the

differences in these leaders’ personalities were far more striking than their

similarities. Some were intuitive and imaginative, others highly analytical.

Some were extraverted, others introverted. Some were highly articulate;

others were not. This study also led Bennis to conclude that the idea that

exceptional leaders are charismatic is a myth. Most, he said, are not (Lead-

ers, Bennis and Nanus).

During the late 1980s, John Kotter conducted several research projects

that looked at the behavior of executives from a diverse group of corpo-

rations. A key conclusion: The most effective executives both lead and

manage, often weaving these two types of activity together in the same

interaction. This finding further disconfirms Zaleznik’s theory (described

in Note 15) that managers and leaders are two completely different kinds of

people. It also shows that, while the distinction between the two activities is

a useful one, it’s best to be good at both (A Force for Change, Kotter, p. 104).

16. You may be thinking, “Leadership isn’t just about intent—it’s about getting

results.” That’s our definition of effective leadership. But leadership isn’t al-

ways effective.

17. One variable we have not changed is company size. In a very few cases, in

order to fully illustrate a particular level of leadership agility in a particular

action arena, we grafted onto a leader’s story a brief example from an inter-

view with another leader who operated at the same agility level. Technically,

we could say that these few stories are composites, but that would be an

overstatement, because the grafted elements are, at most, a few paragraphs

in length.

18. A number of the stories in this book come from our experiences with

clients. Some are Stephen’s clients, some are Bill’s, and some are joint

clients. Similarly, some research for this book was conducted by Bill, some

by Stephen, and some by both of us. Because this book is a thoroughly

collaborative effort, and because continual references to one or the other 

of us seems awkward and unnecessary, we’ve used “we” throughout to refer

to Bill, Stephen, or both of us together.

CHAPTER 1: AGILITY IN A WORLD 
OF CHANGE AND COMPLEXITY

1. “Robert” is one of our clients. We tell this story in more detail in Chapter

Six. Among other things, we designed and facilitated the creative think-

ing sessions that Robert and his management team used to develop their
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breakthrough strategies. The lead consultant on this project was Sheila

Shuman, who subsequently changed careers and became a Jungian thera-

pist. For more information on our customized Breakthrough Strategy

Process, go to www.changewise.biz/os-bsp-overview.html.

The Agility Imperative

2. “Connective technologies” include telecommunications technologies; the

Internet, e-mail, and other computer-mediated communication technolo-

gies; and personal communications technologies.

3. Organization design experts first used the term agile in the early 1990s to

describe manufacturing firms that could quickly adapt to meet changing

customer needs (Agile Manufacturing, Kidd; Pathways to Agility: Mass Cus-

tomization in Action, Oleson; Response Ability: The Language, Structure and

Culture of the Agile Enterprise, Dove; and Transitioning to Agility: Creating

the 21st Century Enterprise, Gunneson). By the end of the millennium, the

concept of agility had broadened to mean “the ability to anticipate and

respond rapidly to changing conditions” (“Building Agility and Resiliency

During Turbulent Change,” McCann). It was also being applied in the

service sector to IT projects, and to the IT systems needed to support agile

organizations (Agility in Health Care, Goldman and Graham; and Cooper-

ate to Compete: Building Agile Business Relationships, Preiss, Goldman, and

Nagel. Books and articles on agile IT are legion). In 2003, a study of fifty

government agencies in eight countries, conducted with the London 

School of Economics, concluded that agile agencies not only exist, they

significantly outperform other agencies on virtually every important

metric—from productivity to employee and customer satisfaction (“Agile

Government: It’s Not an Oxymoron,” Baker, Durante, and Sanin-Gómez).

Also see Built to Change: How to Achieve Sustained Organizational Effective-

ness, Lawler and Worley.

4. As organizational theorists have pointed out, to enjoy sustained success,

companies need to develop a level of organizational agility that matches 

the increasing level of change and complexity in their business environ-

ment. Some organizational theorists prescribe “organizational agility” for

environments where change is continuous and “organizational resilience”

for even more turbulent environments where disruptive change has become

the norm (“The Quest for Resilience,” Hamel and Valikangas, and “Orga-

nizational Effectiveness: Changing Concepts for Changing Environments,”

McCann). Because of the way we define agility, we say that extremely tur-

bulent environments require organizations, teams, and individual leaders 
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to have higher levels of agility, and we define resilience as a necessary but

not sufficient condition for agility. For a discussion of the relationship be-

tween resilience and agility at the individual level, see Chapter Ten.

5. “The Present State of Leadership and Strategies for Preparing Future Lead-

ers,” Taylor.

6. This survey was conducted by the global career-management services firm,

Lee Hecht Harrison, in 2004. Researchers gave a list of leadership compe-

tencies to 130 senior executives and human resource professionals in For-

tune 500 companies, universities, and professional service organizations

and asked them which competencies were most critical for their organiza-

tions. When the responses were in, three competencies clustered together 

at the top: “delivering measurable business results,”“influencing others to

assume leadership in their roles,” and “agility.”

Five Levels of Leadership Agility

7. The names for our Expert and Achiever levels are borrowed from the pio-

neering work of William R. Torbert. See Action Inquiry: The Secret of Timely

and Transforming Leadership, Torbert and associates.

8. In Power Up, Bradford and Cohen identify two forms of heroic leadership,

the Technician and the Conductor. Although they don’t use the terminol-

ogy of levels of agility, their Technician corresponds to our Expert, and

their Conductor corresponds to our Achiever. Also see their earlier book,

Managing for Excellence.

9. In this chart, the percentage of managers at each level is an approximation,

extrapolated from four research studies involving a total of 384 managers.

For more information about how we arrived at these estimates, see the last

part of Appendix A.

10. Conceptually, Bradford and Cohen’s post-heroic leader, which they call the

Developer, spans our Catalyst and Co-Creator levels. However, the primary

story upon which Power Up is based appears to capture a leader’s transition

from the Achiever to the Catalyst level.

Agility Levels and Personality Types

11. Tools such as these are often used to help people appreciate the contribu-

tions that diverse personality types can bring to a team effort. The Myers-

Briggs Type Inventory identifies four “basic temperaments,” sometimes

called Idealist, Rational, Guardian, and Artisan, which are then subdivided

into a total of sixteen personality types. See Type Talk, Kroeger and Thusen,
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and Please Understand Me II, Keirsey. The names we’ve just given for the

four temperaments come from a very useful pamphlet called The 16 Per-

sonality Types, Berens and Nardi. The DISC Personal Profile System posits

four basic personality types: Decisive, Influential, Steady, and Compliant.

(See www.discprofile.com.)

12. The Essential Piaget, Piaget; Essays on Moral Development, Volume 1: The

Philosophy of Moral Development, Kohlberg; Ego Development, Loevinger;

The Evolving Self, Kegan.

13. For example, the classic study of high-performing leaders, reported by

Bennis and Nanus in Leaders two decades ago, found no correlation be-

tween personality type (including charismatic personality) and effective

leadership. More recently, we conducted an in-depth study of twelve man-

agers representing seven Myers-Briggs personality types and found no

correlation between any dimension of MBTI personality type (introvert-

extravert, intuitive-sensing, thinking-feeling, or judging-perceiving) and

level of leadership agility.

CHAPTER 2: THE FIVE EDS
A Leadership Challenge

1. This would mean that you have developed the mental and emotional ca-

pacities needed to operate at the Achiever level (that is, developed to the

Achiever stage), but haven’t yet translated these capacities into Achiever-

level behavior into two of three basic leadership arenas. We discuss this

further in Chapter Nine.

Initial Self-Assessment

2. For more information about the research behind this book, see Appendix A.

3. If you feel you need more information about leadership agility levels before

you can answer these questions, don’t worry. You’ll have an opportunity to

come back to this question in Chapter Nine, after you’ve learned a good

deal more about each agility level.

4. For example, your overall level of agility can sometimes drop for a time

when you move from one organization to another, especially if you need 

to adjust to a different kind of organization or learn a new industry. Your

agility level can also dip temporarily when you’re under high stress. At the

same time, increasing your agility level can increase your capacity for deal-

ing with stress.
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CHAPTER 3: FOUR COMPETENCIES 
FOR AGILE LEADERSHIP

1. One symptom that a behavior at a new level of agility is not sticking is 

the occurrence of frequent lapses into old behavior with little awareness 

or concern about them. Another indication is when leaders repeatedly

enact “new” behaviors in ways that are consistent with their current agility

level. Example: An Achiever asks for input from stakeholders simply to gain

buy-in, without being genuinely open to their influence.

2. As you’ll see in Chapter Ten, these methods are also highly efficient, because

they help you use your everyday initiatives to accelerate your development

as a leader.

The Leadership Agility Compass

3. We’ve borrowed the term self-leadership from Mastering Self-Leadership, 3rd

edition, Charles Manz and Christopher Neck.

4. When your team or organization as a whole becomes the issue you need 

to address, context-setting includes the same basic steps, only instead of

clarifying intended outcomes for a single initiative, you set the strategic

direction for the team or organization, a process that may include defining

mission, vision, values, and strategic objectives.

5. Peter Senge often emphasizes the power and efficacy of a deep sense of pur-

pose. For example, he says, “Without a deep sense of purpose, it’s difficult

to harness the energy, passion, commitment, and perseverance needed to

thrive in challenging times.” (“Creating Desired Futures in a Global Econ-

omy,” Senge, p. 4). Our research indicates that leaders who operate at post-

heroic levels of agility are often what Robert Greenleaf has called servant

leaders: “[Servant leadership] begins with the natural feeling that one wants

to serve, to serve first. Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead.

That person is sharply different from one who is leader first, perhaps be-

cause of the need to assuage an unusual power drive or to acquire material

possessions. . . . The difference manifests itself in the care taken by the ser-

vant—first to make sure that other people’s highest priority needs are being

served. The best test, and difficult to administer, is: Do those served grow 

as persons? Do they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more

autonomous, more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the

effect on the least privileged in society; will they benefit, or, at least, not be

further deprived?” Servant Leadership, Robert Greenleaf, pp. 13–14.
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6. Much has been said in recent years about the counterproductive effects of

the intense pressure placed on top executives in public companies to make

quarterly numbers. This systemic pressure is enormous, so we don’t mini-

mize it in any way. However, we find that executives at more advanced

agility levels are more likely to respond to these pressures in ways that take

into account both long-term needs and short-term demands. For example,

when Robert, the oil company president, set the context for his strategic

thinking initiative, the firm badly needed a short-term increase in its stock

price, and Robert established this as one criterion for new strategy ideas.

However, as a Catalyst leader, he was also very clear that the new strategies

also had to fulfill a long-term vision of creating a company whose business

performance and operating culture were benchmarked by other companies.

(See “Temptation Is All Around Us: Daniel Vasella of Novartis Talks About

Making the Numbers, Self-Deception, and the Danger of Craving Success,”

Leaf, and “How to Escape the Short-Term Trap,” Davis.)

7. Achievers see the development of organizational culture and capabilities as

means to strategic ends. Catalysts retain this perspective, but they also see

how the reverse is true: An organization’s culture and capabilities provide

the context within which all strategic objectives are set and implemented.

See Organizational Capability, Ulrich and Lake.

8. The relationship between leadership agility and corporate responsibility 

is addressed in one of the Frequently Asked Questions in the first part of

Chapter Nine.

9. These observations are based on several decades of work with leaders. For 

a practice-based academic study that arrives at the same conclusion, see

Theory in Practice, Argyris and Schön. The authors examined thousands 

of verbatim conversations about important business and organizational

issues. They found that the predominant style used to deal with differing

viewpoints is unilateral assertion, but that in a significant minority of cases,

the style used is one of unilateral accommodation (withholding one’s views

or deferring to others). Less than 10 percent used a style that was genuinely

collaborative. This overall pattern has been corroborated in Leadership and

Learning, Jentz and Woffard, and in our multi-phase research study, de-

scribed in Appendix A.

10. For a clear description of mutual, post-heroic empowerment, see The Pos-

sibilities of Organization, Barry Oshry.

11. Even those initiatives that focus on realizing new opportunities invariably

require you to solve problems and overcome obstacles.

12. Cognitive scientists have mapped a continuum that ranges from “well-

structured” problems at one end to highly “ill-structured” problems at the
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other (“The Structure of Ill-Structured Problems,” Simon). Well-structured

problems are simple and routine. They have well-established answers. Ill-

structured problems are novel and complex. They have no one right an-

swer. This spectrum directly parallels the continuum of different kinds of

organizational environments described in Chapter One. In other words,

the more complex your organizational environment and the more rapidly 

it changes, the more ill-structured the business and organizational issues

you face will be.

13. On the need to use creative thinking to solve ill-structured problems, see

Breakthrough Thinking, Nadler and Hibino; Imaginization, Morgan; and

Creativity in Business, Ray and Myers. A number of experts in applying

creativity to business have stressed that creative problem solving actually

includes a combination of what we often think of as “creative” thinking 

(for example, brainstorming new ideas) and critical thinking. As Marissa

Ann Mayer, Google’s VP for search products and user experience, has said,

“Constraints shape and focus problems and provide clear challenges to

overcome. Creativity thrives best when constrained. But constraints must

be balanced with a healthy disregard for the impossible,”“Creativity Loves

Constraints,” pp. 1–2. Also see The Creative Manager, Evans and Russell; A

Whack on the Side of the Head, von Oech; and Corporate Imagination Plus,

Bandrowski.

14. Of course, to complete the process you also need to plan for and ensure

implementation and to monitor and learn from the results, which brings

you full cycle to the diagnostic step.

15. There are also certain personality types and thinking styles that tend to 

be more creative than others, but our emphasis here is on capacities that

evolve further with each new stage of personal development.

16. The Act of Creation, Koestler. As F. Scott Fitzgerald once said, “The test of a

first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at

the same time and still retain the ability to function.”

17. Developing Reflective Judgment, King and Kitchener. This research builds 

on the stage development research of William Perry and his associates at

Harvard University (Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Development in the

College Years). King and Kitchener have identified reflective judgment as a

developmental capacity that’s used to solve ill-structured problems. Their

basic definition of the term is consistent with its original use by American

philosopher John Dewey in How We Think. Their definition actually in-

cludes what we call connective awareness, but we’ve chosen to separate

these two elements because two distinct and complementary capacities

seem to be involved.
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18. “Judgment” is used here not in the sense of being judgmental (highly

opinionated, critical, and evaluative, a trait that’s most accentuated at the

heroic levels). It refers rather to a capacity for discernment, which is vital in

assessing the current situation and deciding upon the best course of action 

to take. Taking your capacity for reflective judgment to deeper levels takes

courage, because it requires you to exercise your critical thinking faculties

while acknowledging that all human knowledge and judgment is ultimately

subjective and uncertain. However, the more you grow in this direction, the

more effective you become in collaborating with others in developing solu-

tions that reflect an artful synthesis of creative and critical thinking.

19. Mastering Self-Leadership, Manz and Neck. Note that self-leadership does 

not mean being inflexible about following others when they take the lead. It

simply means that you’re the person who’s ultimately in charge of your 

own development and effectiveness as a leader. The meaning we give to self-

leadership agility is very similar to that used by Manz and Neck, though it’s not

the same in all respects. The primary differences are that we’ve defined five dif-

ferent levels of self-leadership agility, and we use our own assessment tools and

coaching and training methods to facilitate this leadership agility competency.

20. Self-leadership agility is similar to certain aspects of “learning agility,” as

described in The Leadership Machine, Lombardo and Eichinger.

21. As we use the term, “developmental motivation” is what motivates you to

develop within your current level. It does not refer to what motivates you 

to develop from one level to another. The motivation to develop into a new

agility level usually includes a feeling of dissatisfaction that is related to the

limitations of one’s current agility level and/or a desire to experience what

is possible at the next level. In this sense, the motivation for developing

from one level to another is the same for every level.

22. As psychologist Carl Rogers once said, “The curious paradox is that when I

accept myself just as I am, then I can change.”

Putting It All Together

23. Each pair of capacities includes one that emphasizes awareness and another

that emphasizes intent. All eight capacities have both mental and emotional

aspects: Those that emphasize awareness have an emotional as well as men-

tal component, and those that emphasize intent have a mental as well as

emotional component. That said, the capacities that support context-setting

and creative agility have a more cognitive emphasis, and those that support

self-leadership and stakeholder agility have a more emotional emphasis.
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Levels of Awareness and Intent

24. As we discuss further in Chapter Ten, two modes of awareness help develop

the personal capacities needed for leadership agility: reflection and atten-

tion. As we use these terms, reflection is a mental process that occurs after

an experience has occurred, allowing you to recall and think about previous

thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. Attention refers to direct, nonconceptual

awareness of physical, mental, and emotional experience in the present

moment. Attention, which develops progressively as you move through the

post-conventional stages, brings you into an intimate relationship with

your present experience, which paradoxically gives you more perspective.

In this sense, reflection and attention can both be described as a “stepping

back” from your current focus.

25. Strategic thinking is a hallmark of the capacity we call “sense of purpose” at

the Achiever level.

CHAPTER 4: EXPERT LEVEL
1. Tony participated in a one-semester action learning program on leadership

while earning his MBA at the Carroll School of Management at Boston Col-

lege. The program was taught by Bill Joiner, adjunct faculty, and William R.

Torbert, a professor at the Carroll School.

Pivotal Conversations at the Expert Level

2. Increasing Leadership Effectiveness and Reasoning, Learning and Action,

Argyris; Theory in Practice and Organizational Learning, Argyris and Schön;

Leadership and Learning, Jentz and Wofford; and The Power of Balance,

Torbert.

3. For example, other than wanting to increase his knowledge of the business,

Tony minimized his need to improve. He cited only one personal trait that

might be a liability (being stubborn and opinionated), which he immedi-

ately rationalized as a “healthy skepticism” that bolstered his capacity for

independent, critical thinking. As discussed later in this chapter, these de-

fensive reactions result from the Expert’s relatively low level of tolerance 

for facing discrepancies between self-ideal and actual behavior.

4. Like Tony, Beth participated in a one-semester action learning program on

leadership at the Carroll School of Management at Boston College taught

by Bill Joiner and William R. Torbert. As we define it, an action learning
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program incorporates training modules, coaching, learning teams, and or-

ganizational improvement projects into an integrated leadership and orga-

nizational development initiative. See Action Learning, Dotlich and Noel,

and Work-Based Learning, Raelin.

5. Although Experts usually don’t take the initiative to incorporate stake-

holder input into their leadership initiatives, they’re quite capable of doing

stakeholder analyses when asked to do so.

6. The terms advocacy and inquiry were originally used in Theory in Practice

and Organizational Learning, Argyris and Schön, books first published in

the mid-1970s. The terms were subsequently popularized in The Fifth Dis-

ipline and related fieldbooks by Peter Senge and his associates.

Team Leadership at the Expert Level

7. This program was conducted under the auspices of Leadership for Change,

an executive education program within the Winston Center for Leadership

and Ethics at Boston College.

8. Prior to the 360-degree feedback process, the firm’s CFO had talked with

Carlos about these issues several times but had been frustrated with his

inability to get Carlos to expand his focus.

9. You can find a description of the Agility Insight Process at www.leadership

agility.com.

10. The Wisdom of Teams, Katzenbach and Smith.

11. In the “staff group” configuration, problem-solving discussions tend not to

be group discussions but rather one-on-one interactions between the leader

and an individual subordinate.

Organizational Leadership at the Expert Level

12. We do not want to give the impression that abusive behavior is a hallmark

of Expert-level management. It’s also not a hallmark of the assertive Expert

power style. While Experts with this power style do tend to be more out-

wardly judgmental than leaders at subsequent agility levels, abusive behav-

ior is the result of other factors that have shaped a manager’s personality.

Expert-Level Leadership Agility Competencies

13. “Ego Development and the Problems of Power and Agreement in Organi-

zations,” Smith.
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14. Compare this level of awareness and intent with the one that develops at

the previous (Conformer) stage of personal development: At that stage,

your level of awareness corresponds to the most basic level of abstract

thought, which includes the capacity to think in hypothetical terms, the

ability to see what “is” in light of what “could be.” Yet abstract thinking at

this stage is still superficial and stereotypical. Your level of intent is charac-

terized by rigid mental and emotional reactions about what “should” and

“should not” be. These shoulds aren’t the result of personal reflection. In-

stead, they’re unconsciously incorporated from your environment as ab-

solute, right-and-wrong imperatives, as if there’s only one right way to do

things. Because this stage doesn’t provide you with the emotional depth

needed to tolerate the inevitable gaps that arise between these rigid ideals

and life as you find it, you tend to react by being highly judgmental toward

anyone, including yourself, who doesn’t live up to them. For more on the

Conformer stage of development, see Appendix B.

15. Many examples of this orientation are provided in Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s

classic, The Change Masters. She calls this the “segmentalist” approach to

organizational change initiatives.

16. At the previous (Conformer) level, you rely on the power of personal

loyalty and formal rules. We are referring here to personal loyalty, not, for

example, to Achiever-level strategic power alliances that may have the

outward appearance of personal loyalty.

17. Note that these assumptions about power and authority reinforce the ten-

dency to keep your leadership initiatives bounded within the areas of your

own authority and expertise. This is just one way in which the capacities 

at a particular level of agility reinforce one another.

18. The research that led to this finding was conducted by our colleague Susanne

Cook-Greuter.

19. When you work with people whose agendas conflict with your own, there’s

a tension between getting the substantive results you want and maintaining

positive working relationships. On one hand, if you continually push for

your own views, others may feel disregarded. As a result, they might be less

cooperative in the future or even tell others that you’re hard to work with.

On the other hand, if you defer to others, you won’t get what you want, and

others won’t benefit from your point of view. At the Expert level, it’s diffi-

cult to hold both sides of this tension in mind during challenging conversa-

tions, so you tend to focus on one at the expense of the other.

20. Finally, regardless of whether your predominant style is assertive or accom-

modative, you might simply ignore your stakeholders, partly because you
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“know” you’re right and partly because you don’t see how it’s in your inter-

est to engage with them.

21. Tony implicitly contrasts the leaders he admires with people who would

be afraid to stand alone on an issue. Who might these other people be?

Although Tony may be thinking of specific people he works with, he’s also

making an unstated reference to the Conformer he used to be. In fact, one

reason Experts can be rather stubborn and opinionated is that they don’t

want to fall back into being a person who would rather fit in than stand out.

22. Experts may oscillate between assertion and accommodation, even in the

same conversation. Only at subsequent levels do managers develop the ca-

pacity to balance and even integrate these polarities.

23. The Conformer level of reflective judgment is well-suited to solving well-

structured problems (problems that have one preestablished right answer).

24. Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Development in the College Years, Perry.

This study focused on male students. Women’s Ways of Knowing, Belenky,

Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, is a more recent study, which shows that

women of the same age group undergo the same kind of developmental

changes as they grow from the Conformer to the Expert stage. Perry’s work

has been confirmed and further developed in Developing Reflective Judg-

ment, King and Kitchener.

25. Note how this aspect of an Expert’s reflective judgment ties in with this

level’s assumptions about power and authority.

26. “Ego Development and the Problems of Power and Agreement in Organi-

zations,” Smith.

27. “The Experience of Support for Transformative Learning,” Harris.

28. At the Expert level, in your effort to become more independent, you may

even convince yourself that your self-esteem is no longer dependent on

other people. However, at this level, it’s not enough that you think you’re

living up to your self-ideal. If you’re completely honest with yourself, you

don’t just want to be an expert, you also want to be admired. For example,

when Tony was asked what kind of leader he wanted to be, his whole an-

swer was couched in terms of how he wanted others to perceive him.

CHAPTER 5: ACHIEVER LEVEL
What Leadership Means to an Achiever

1. Development into the Achiever level of leadership agility requires growth

into the Achiever stage of personal development. Of those managers who

develop to this stage, the great majority begin to do so during their college
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years. A smaller percentage develop into the Achiever stage later in life, usu-

ally between their mid-thirties and early forties. While about 90 percent of

all managers reach the Expert stage, only about 35 percent of all managers

grow into the Achiever stage or beyond. Currently, about 71 percent of

those managers who reach this stage remain in it for the rest of their lives.

The other 29 percent of Achievers (or around 10 percent of all managers)

continue on to one of the more advanced stages. To see how these percent-

ages were calculated, see the last part of Appendix A.

Pivotal Conversations at the Achiever Level

2. The steps described here refer to our Agility Insight Process. For more in-

formation on this process, visit www.leadershipagility.com.

3. This format is somewhat similar to the process we used to help Robert and

his team develop new strategies for his company. For additional informa-

tion about this approach, go to www.changewise.biz/os-bsp-overview.html

and www.changewise.biz/os-idea_factories.html.

Guy’s coach also helped him learn the skill of combining advocacy and

inquiry—stating your point of view and then immediately inviting others

to state theirs. His coach showed him how he could use this skill at the be-

ginning of the meeting to describe the current group dynamic, say what

kind of norms he wanted instead, and ask if the group agreed. Guy used

this skill again toward the end of the meeting when the group was talking

about the modified procedures proposed by the subgroups: When people

start in with advocacy without inquiry, one way to facilitate the discussion

is to step in from time to time and essentially do the inquiry for them. For

example, “What do the rest of you think about Fred’s idea.” Guy’s coach ob-

served that this type of leadership intervention can often slow things down

in a good way and shift the tone of the conversation.

Team Leadership at the Achiever Level

4. First Things First, Covey, Merrill, and Merrill. Although this book doesn’t

use a framework of levels of leadership agility, it presents a mixture of

Achiever- and Catalyst-level ideas and methods in the area of time

management.

5. In a larger company, employee compensation would be housed in the

Human Resource department. However, Carlos’s firm had started with a

recruiter and a part-time HR manager, and had only recently hired a full-

time HR manager.
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Leading Organizational Change 
at the Achiever Level

6. At that time, Mark also believed that any new health care legislation passed

at the federal level would simply strengthen the market forces already at work.

7. Good to Great, Jim Collins, pp. 17–40.

8. A number of Achiever-level capacities are at work here, beginning with

Mark’s strategic foresight: He had a vivid time horizon of two to five years

and a level of situational awareness that could take into account industry

dynamics and a complex set of stakeholder relationships. Mark’s strategic

diagnosis and prescription, which was much more detailed than we’ve just

described, reflected an ability to discern themes of continuity and change,

integrate factual information and practical concepts, and envision com-

pelling positive and negative future outcomes.

9. For research that lends credence to this probability, see “The CEO’s Role 

in Organizational Transformation,” Torbert and Rooke. In this study, the

CEOs who were successful in accomplishing needed organizational trans-

formations either operated at a post-heroic level or treated a post-heroic

consultant and one or more post-heroic team members as close confidants.

Like Mark after he became CEO of the merged HMO, the unsuccessful

CEOs increasingly distanced themselves from post-heroic sources of

influence.

Achiever-Level Leadership Agility Competencies

10. Achiever-level awareness corresponds to what most developmental psy-

chologists consider the culmination of “formal operational thinking,” a

term coined by Jean Piaget. See The Developmental Psychology of Jean

Piaget, Flavell.

11. The value-and-belief system you develop at the Achiever stage of personal

development may be consistent with those that predominated in your fam-

ily, school, and other institutions that shaped your upbringing, or it may

differ considerably. The important thing is that, based on your own experi-

ence and reflection, you develop your own system of interrelated values and

beliefs. See Stages of Faith, Fowler, pp. 174–183.

12. While this brief sketch of Ellen’s leadership philosophy conveys some sense

of what we mean by a value and belief system, what she says explicitly is

only the tip of the iceberg. As would be true for anyone, writing down all

the values and beliefs that compose her actual value and belief system about
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leadership might require a small volume. For a more in-depth but fictional

example of an Achiever-level manager’s value and belief system about lead-

ership—this one emphasizing an inclusive approach—see the chapter

called “Working” in Robert Kegan’s In Over Our Heads.

13. Stages of Faith, Fowler, p. 179. Let us be clear: It would be a complete mis-

understanding to think that this means that Achievers reject the whole idea

of external authority as illegitimate. In fact, Achievers often aspire to be-

come authorities in their own right. It simply means that, as they think

through their own view of the world, they consciously choose who and

what they regard as authoritative influences in their own thinking.

14. To use the terminology of social science and management theory, Expert-

level awareness tends to treat an open system (a system that exchanges en-

ergy and information with its environment) as if it were a closed system (a

mechanical system whose operation does not depend on an open exchange

with its environment).

15. To the best of our knowledge, the slogan “Managers do things right—

Leaders do the right thing” first appeared in Leaders, Bennis and Nanus.

16. Whereas Achievers tend to view organizational politics as an inevitable

feature of organizational life, just another reality to master, Experts often

equate organizational politics with the antithesis of legitimate organiza-

tional authority.

17. The power style a leader adopts on the assertive-accommodative contin-

uum is the result of many influences, ranging from temperament and early

childhood experiences to current organizational culture. When Achievers

adopt styles at the extremes of the continuum, we believe it’s usually be-

cause these background factors outweigh the Achiever’s normal tendency 

to seek some degree of balance between extremes.

18. For example, Rachel’s power style, which was somewhat on the accom-

modative side, worked extremely well at the brokerage firm. However, when

she was later recruited to work her magic at a software company, she found

she wasn’t assertive enough to withstand the pressure to succumb to the

prevailing culture. Consequently, some of her initiatives were not as suc-

cessful there.

In complex, rapidly changing environments, Achievers are usually most

effective over the long term when they assert their own views and priorities

in a way that also takes others’ into account. Ellen’s leadership philosophy is

an excellent example of the way this balance can be articulated. In practice,

this is a dynamic balance, one that allows you to move back and forth be-

tween assertion and accommodation as the situation demands.
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19. Here are two illustrative comments, made by two Expert-level managers at

the beginning of a leadership workshop: “Can’t you give us a list of the ten

things that great leaders do, and then we can just go do them?”“Can’t you

just give us a list of all the problem personalities we have to deal with and

the technique to use to handle each one?” These questions assume that a

person can become a more effective leader simply by following a laundry

list of external techniques and that no other change on their part is needed.

20. Identity: Youth and Crisis, Erikson.

21. Guilt for the consequences of your actions is more pronounced at the

Achiever stage than at any other. Ego Development, Loevinger, pp. 13–28.

22. Research has shown that Achievers are much more likely than Experts to

respond to this kind of feedback by changing their thinking and their be-

havior. However, Achievers tend not to be receptive to feedback that implies

that their desired outcomes need to be reconsidered. Nor are they likely to

act on feedback that suggests that their value-and-belief systems are biased

or incomplete. See “The Experience of Support for Transformative Learn-

ing,” Harris.

CHAPTER 6: CATALYST LEVEL
1. The Brundtland report, produced in 1987 by the UN’s World Commission

on Environment and Development, defined sustainable development as a

new approach to socioeconomic development designed to “meet the needs

of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to

meet their own needs.” It has come to refer to forms of economic develop-

ment that are socially and environmentally responsible over the long term.

2. Unfortunately, these benefits were not realized. The full story is too com-

plicated to recount here, but her boss had made a grievous business error.

He wanted to cover up the error by investing such a large percentage of

the corporation’s capital in other activities that the investment needed to

achieve the company’s public commitment to emission reductions would

not be possible. He ordered Brenda to collude with him in saying that while

the company “aspired” to these emission reductions, it had not actually

committed to doing so. Long story short, rather than compromise her in-

tegrity, Brenda left the company. Her boss wound up in jail.

What Leadership Means at the Catalyst Level

3. Research indicates that about 29 percent of those managers who reach the

Achiever stage (or about 10 percent of all managers) grow into the Catalyst
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stage at some point in their lifetime. (See the last part of Appendix A.)

Other research on adults who have at least a college education indicates

that about 12 percent of this overall population has grown beyond the

Achiever stage. In Over Our Heads, Kegan, pp. 185–197.

Pivotal Conversations at the Catalyst Level

4. You can find information about our Pivotal Conversations programs at

www.changewise.biz/pivotal_conversations.html.

5. More information about the Catalyst level of awareness and intent is pro-

vided later in this chapter and in Adam’s story in Chapter Ten.

Team Leadership at the Catalyst Level

6. The other option Doug and Joan considered was to bring a sales and mar-

keting person in to run the firm. They’d both been down that road before.

They felt that type of change could be very traumatic, particularly for a

firm that had just been through a difficult year.

Leading Organizational Change 
at the Catalyst Level

7. We were the boutique consulting firm engaged on this project. See Note 1

in Chapter One.

8. Robert settled on the seven-year time frame because he felt that, symboli-

cally, it would help people step outside their current assumptions.

9. You can find information about our Breakthrough Strategy Process at

www.changewise.biz/os-bsp-overview.html. The concept of “creative leap”

as applied to strategic thinking comes from Corporate Imagination Plus,

Bandrowski.

10. Ian was enthusiastic about switching to this approach. He felt it would be

more beneficial for his client, and he felt he would learn from the experi-

ence and broaden his repertoire. His team, however, was quite skeptical.

Their firm’s methodology would have tested each separate idea by deter-

mining whether it could pass through a series of three criteria-laden

screens. They’d seen the ideas from the Idea Factories and thought the 

vast majority were so “wimpy” that they’d never make it through their

screens. However, when they participated in the retreat alongside the 

top management group, they were surprised to find that the creative con-

nections made between initially wimpy ideas led to the development of
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powerful strategic initiatives that could then be evaluated using the criteria

embedded in their screens.

Catalyst-Level Leadership Agility Competencies

11. Everyone has a range of feelings that come readily to consciousness, a fur-

ther range of feelings of which they are only vaguely or subliminally aware,

and still other feelings that are much harder to access. The Catalyst level of

awareness is helpful in gaining access to the second realm of feelings. For

examples of these types of feelings, see Adam’s story in Chapter Ten.

12. In the summary that follows, you’ll see that each time a person moves to a

new level, the eight developmental capacities increasingly overlap with one

another. This is because these capacities become more fully integrated at

each successive stage of personal development.

13. Business leaders at the Achiever level know that their organization and its

key stakeholders operate within a context that includes the larger society

and the natural environment. However, most Achievers don’t find it com-

pelling to give this broader context serious consideration, unless they’re

faced with serious negative consequences (fines, damaging publicity) or

unless they understand that it will enhance their ability to achieve their

usual business objectives. At the same time, we know from our research 

that some managers at the Achiever level become strongly committed to

corporate social and environmental responsibility, simply because not to 

do so would violate their value and belief systems.

Also note that, while two of our Catalyst exemplars are attuned to 

issues of corporate responsibility, the other two are not particularly con-

cerned about these issues. In our sample, the percentage of leaders com-

mitted to social and environmental responsibility increases significantly 

at the Co-Creator level.

14. For more on the concept of organizational white space, see Improving

Performance: How to Manage the White Space on the Organizational Chart,

Rummler and Brache, and “Managing in the White Space,” Maletz and

Nohria.

15. This is not to say that Catalysts always take a visionary stance. It simply

means that they have a depth of purpose that allows them to be visionary

when the appropriate situation arises.

16. With the development of this capacity, “active listening” is no longer a

technique but a genuine way of relating to another person’s experience.

See Leader Effectiveness Training, Gordon.
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17. Some Catalyst leaders at the accommodative end of the power spectrum

assume that being collaborative necessarily means including more people

(rather than seeing collaboration as a process of mutual influence between

appropriate stakeholders). Other leaders at this end of the spectrum be-

come so wary of hierarchical decision making that they try to do away with

it. This approach tends to be confusing, because the leader still retains (and,

inevitably, uses) ultimate decision-making authority.

18. For example, “causal loop diagramming,” a methodology used in systems

dynamics, a field originally developed by Jay Forester of MIT (see www.

systemsdynamics.org) and popularized in Peter Senge’s The Fifth Discipline,

is very consistent with the kind of causal thinking that develops at the Cata-

lyst stage.

19. The accuracy with which you can put yourself into another frame of refer-

ence is an important part of Catalyst-level connective awareness (and stake-

holder understanding—an example of how the eight capacities become

more integrated at this level).

20. This phrase was coined by Samuel Coleridge in 1817 to refer to the willing-

ness of readers or viewers to suspend their critical faculties to the extent 

of ignoring minor inconsistencies so as to enjoy a work of fiction or poetry.

The meaning of phrase has since broadened to include the usage we give 

it here.

21. Many creative thinking techniques, such as those used in the Synectics pro-

gram, are designed to tap into this capacity on a temporary basis. Synectics:

The Development of Creative Capacity, Gordon.

22. The root meaning of paradox is “beyond opinion.” For more on the value 

of paradoxical thinking, see The Age of Paradox, Handy. For a discussion 

of dilemma resolution, a related concept, as a central leadership task, see

Charting the Corporate Mind, Hampden-Turner.

23. For more about the importance of problem identification and problem

definition, see Smart Thinking for Crazy Times: The Art of Solving the 

Right Problems, Mitroff, and First Things First, Covey, Merrill, and Merrill,

pp. 268–278.

24. An example from David’s story would be the lack of a clear process for re-

solving differences between software engineers and business line managers.

See the distinction between symptomatic and high-leverage solutions in

The Fifth Discipline, Senge.

25. The idea that self-empowerment involves acknowledging and overcoming

unconscious emotional dependency on the organization you work for is

described in The Empowered Manager, Block.
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26. Like all the stories and examples in this book, other than those about the

five Eds, this is a true story.

27. For a helpful diagrammatic representation of the self-reinforcing dynamic

of addiction in all its forms, see the “shifting the burden” system archetype

described in The Fifth Discipline, Senge.

CHAPTER 7: CO-CREATOR LEVEL
1. Insight (or vipassana) meditation is a form of Buddhist meditation prac-

ticed primarily in southern Asia.

2. Mindfulness is an English translation for a term in insight meditation. Its

basic meaning is direct attention to present experience.

3. Buddhist ethics include behavioral precepts, such as not killing or stealing

and not engaging in slander, gossip, or abusive speech, and attitudinal pre-

cepts, such as not cultivating envy or ill-will. The underlying theme is to act

in ways that benefit rather than harm others. Acting in an ethical manner is

said to make it easier to practice meditation, and practicing meditation is

said to make it easier to act in an ethical manner.

What Leadership Means to a Co-Creator

4. The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Lencioni.

5. Research indicates that only about 5 percent of all managers develop into

the Co-Creator stage. Of these, about 20 percent (or 1 percent of all man-

agers) later develop into the Synergist stage.

Pivotal Conversations at the Co-Creator Level

6. Ken is a fully developed Co-Creator, committed to developing toward

Synergist. In this situation, at least, he provides an illustration of a fully

developed Co-Creator capacity for stakeholder understanding in pivotal

conversations.

7. Through further discussion, Ken and his management team realized how

little they’d actually shared with key employees about the company’s on-

going financial condition. For example, they’d just raised prices on spa

services, and people didn’t understand why they weren’t given pay increases

as a result. They decided to make some simple charts to communicate basic

financial information to employees once a quarter.
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Team Leadership at the Co-Creator Level

8. Alison and Tim managed attendance at case discussions in a manner that

maintained client confidentiality.

9. TM—Transcendental Meditation, Roth. TM is a form of meditation with

roots in the Vedanta tradition of ancient India. The basic technique, which

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi began to promote in the 1950s, is one of silently

repeating a mantra (sound) and continually returning one’s attention to it.

This has the effect of quieting the mind and releasing tension within the

body. Practitioners of TM are not required to adopt any religious beliefs or

rituals.

Leading Organizational Change 
at the Co-Creator Level

10. Civil society refers to the totality of a society’s voluntary civic and social

organizations, as distinct from governmental or business organizations.

Examples of civil society organizations include trade unions, professional

associations, charities, religious organizations, universities, nongovern-

mental organizations, various advocacy groups, and so on.

Action research, as originally formulated by social psychologist Kurt

Lewin, is a type of applied social or organizational research, usually con-

ducted by a team including both practitioners and researchers, designed to

improve practice by learning from experience. The action research process

follows a series of action learning cycles that include data collection, prob-

lem diagnosis, goal setting and action planning, implementation, and data

collection about the effects of the action taken. See The Practical Theorist,

Marrow, and Action Research (2nd edition), Stringer.

11. Graham initially practiced a form of insight meditation (see Larry’s story),

then switched to a more devotional style of meditation emphasizing chant-

ing and prayer. “The underlying intent,” he says, “is to promote individual

joy and happiness and to help bring about a more peaceful world.”

12. Although this was a local project, the problem addressed is a global one.

David Korten notes that “clean water and proper sanitation are perhaps the

most significant indicators of good health and long life” (When Corpora-

tions Rule the World, p. 41).

13. Technically, nongovernmental organizations can be for-profits, but they’re

typically nonprofits that get at least a portion of their funding from private

sources. Their goals are typically social, cultural, legal, or environmental
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rather than commercial. Some of these organizations now believe the NGO

designation is too broad and prefer to be called Private Voluntary Organi-

zations (PVOs).

14. Critical Choices: The United Nations, Networks, and the Future of Global

Governance, Reinecke and others.

15. By 2005, more than 50 million hectares (125 million acres) of forest in

more than sixty countries were being managed to FSC standards, and sev-

eral thousand products were being produced using FSC-certified wood.

For more information about the Forest Stewardship Council, go to www.

fsc.org.

16. EarthRight, Hynes, and State of the World 1986, Brown and others.

17. “The Johannesburg Summit Test: What Will Change?” at www.johannes

burgsummit.org, United Nations, Commission on Sustainable Develop-

ment, and State of the World 1999, Brown and others. For more current

information, visit the World Resources Institute portal at www.earthtrends.

wri.org and see the UN’s Human Development Report 2005: International

Cooperation at the Crossroads: Aid, Trade and Security in an Unequal World

at http://hdr.undp.org/reports/global/2005.

18. Graham’s critique is actually more complex, but for our purposes here,

we’ve condensed it into two key points.

19. When Corporations Rule the World, Korten.

20. In Earth’s Company: Business, Environment and the Challenge of Sustain-

ability, Frankel, and Critical Choices: The United Nations, Networks, and the

Future of Global Governance, Reinecke and others. Of course, many people

around the world are genuinely committed to ending widespread poverty

and environmental degradation. The point here is that the dominant pro-

cess used to address these problems isn’t sufficient to change the mind-sets

that drive traditional institutions.

21. From our perspective, even though some of the reports generated by the

dominant global problem-solving process reflect a perspective that goes

beyond the Achiever level, the process itself operates at the Achiever level 

of agility. GT-Nets are learning to operate at the Catalyst level. Graham of-

fers GT-Nets a vision of their potential, which could involve growing fully

into the Catalyst level and then into the Co-Creator level of organizational

agility.

22. For more on the idea of creating a “container,” see Dialogue, Isaacs.

23. Liberating the Corporate Soul: Building a Visionary Organization, Barrett,

p. 40. For a discussion of “enlightened self-interest” within organizations,

see The Empowered Manager, Block.
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24. This collective form of reflective action has been called “societal learning

and change” in a book of the same name by Steve Waddell.

25. A “community of practice” refers to the process of social learning that oc-

curs when people with a common interest in a problem or topic collaborate

over an extended period to share ideas, find solutions, and build innova-

tions. In 1998, Etienne Wenger published Communities of Practice, applying

it for the first time to organizational settings. Also see Cultivating Commu-

nities of Practice, Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder.

The Capacities of Co-Creator Leaders

26. For example, you might notice that a plan you’ve just advocated is based 

on an unexamined assumption. You might notice that you’re avoiding

someone because you felt unfairly blamed in your last conversation, or 

you might realize that you’ve just interrupted someone after saying you

want to hear them out.

27. A former chairman of the Department of Psychology at the University of

Chicago, Csikszentmihalyi is currently director of the Quality of Life Re-

search Center at Claremont University’s Graduate School of Management.

He is the author of Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience and The

Evolving Self.

28. Alison took the same attitude toward painful feelings she experienced to-

ward the end of her tenure at the Madison Collaborative Law Group. We

did not include this part of Alison’s story earlier because this aspect of the

Co-Creator level of awareness had already been illustrated in the stories

about Larry and Ken.

29. This is just one example of the way in which different capacities, in this 

case situational awareness and stakeholder understanding, become more

integrated at the Co-Creator level.

30. All the Co-Creators in our sample who started new organizations (other than

very small coaching or consulting practices) integrated commitments to so-

cial and environmental responsibility into the way their organizations oper-

ate. All did so because of strong personal commitments. Legal compliance

was not a motivation, and any public relations benefits were, at most, a sec-

ondary consideration. Achievers and Catalysts sometimes do the same thing,

but Co-Creators are much more likely to make this kind of commitment.

31. Graham stressed that the work he’s doing on a global scale is not more

important or more advanced than that of people doing similar work on a

smaller scale. “We need people working on all these levels,” he said.
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32. As we noted in Chapter Six, when you grow into the Catalyst level, your

ability to envision future outcomes expands, allowing you to move with

greater ease through short, medium, and long-term time frames. You now

have the capacity to develop an innovative, personally meaningful vision

that keeps you highly motivated, even if it may take ten years or longer to

fully materialize. However, this doesn’t mean that all post-heroic leaders 

are currently working toward innovative, long-term visions. Circumstances

also play a role. For example, Robert didn’t develop a vision of this magni-

tude until he became president of the oil company.

33. When you grow into the Co-Creator level, you develop a strong commit-

ment to living your life in an authentic manner. You want to be more hon-

est with yourself about your real feelings and motivations, and you want 

to live your life in a manner that truly expresses your deepest values and

potentials. The more you act on this commitment, the more attuned you

become to a deepening sense of life purpose. For more on the difference

between quantitative and qualitative time (called kronos and kairos in an-

cient Greece), see Dialogue, Isaacs, pp. 288–290.

34. For a definition of human values that’s consistent with our intended mean-

ing here, see www.iahv.org/humanvalues.htm.

35. Co-Creators also make sure that these forums are used to revisit the orga-

nization’s mission or purpose over time. For example, after two years of op-

eration, the management team at Deep Peace reexamined and reformulated

its original mission, vision, and values. Within a similar time frame, the

members of Alison’s law firm found that they needed to clarify its relative

emphasis on mediation and litigation.

36. Graham also demonstrated this capacity when, in our interview, he was

able to passionately and accurately reenact the feelings of a GT-Net leader

who had very little initial interest in forming a Meta-GT-Net.

37. “Searching for Collaborative Inquiry,” Joiner, pp. 6–7.

38. For a framework that shows what mutual empowerment means in a variety

of different organizational role relationships, see The Possibilities of Organi-

zation, Oshry. For a simulation-based training program that gives partici-

pants a direct experience of the underlying stance needed for relationships

based on mutual empowerment, see www.changewise.biz/os-organization-

workshop.html.

39. As in Ken’s encounter with Jim and in Alison’s decision to leave the Madi-

son Collaborative Law Group, win-win doesn’t always mean that the parties

remain in close relationship. Even though, in both cases, the parties did not

come to complete agreement on the issues involved, they did come to a res-
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olution about the best form for their relationship to take going forward. In

retrospect, both resolutions seem to represent the best possible outcome.

40. While the meditation techniques used by the leaders cited in this chapter

come primarily from different Buddhist traditions, we are not trying to

promote a particular religion or form of meditation or to equate its prac-

tice with Co-Creator leadership. Alison practices Transcendental Medita-

tion, which comes from India’s Vedic tradition. In the Synergist chapter

you’ll meet leaders who practice forms of meditation that range from cen-

tering prayer (from the Christian tradition) to various Taoist practices. One

Synergist in our sample, not featured in these chapters, practices a form of

Jewish meditation. Another Synergist is a Sufi. The key factor in growing

into the Co-Creator and Synergist levels is the development of a particular

level of awareness and intent. Many forms of meditation can be useful in

fostering this development, although application in everyday life is what

makes a difference in a person’s leadership. Also note that some leaders fea-

tured in these two chapters (including Srini and Marilyn) do not meditate

but have developed this level of awareness and intent in other ways. Still

others have combined meditation with other methods, such as personal

growth workshops.

41. At more advanced levels of self-awareness, you develop an increasing 

ability to transform the energy locked in painful feelings by letting go of

the meaning-making process and then directly and fully experiencing the

emotional energy that remains.

42. For example, people like Ken and Marilyn, with a history of accommodat-

ing themselves to others’ priorities, can reclaim their assertive side. Others,

like Larry and Alison, whose styles are habitually more assertive than re-

ceptive, can do the reverse.

CHAPTER 8: SYNERGIST LEVEL
1. This approach is consistent with an intervention methodology called ap-

preciative inquiry, which emerged during the early 1980s in the field of

organization development. (We should note that, while this approach is

sometimes used by Synergists, appreciative inquiry is also consistent with

the Catalyst and Co-Creator levels of leadership agility.) See Appreciative

Inquiry, Cooperrider, Sorensen, Whitney, and Yaeger.

2. Even though Christine uses the approach of amplifying positive energy ex-

tensively in her corporate change work, she believes that there is a time and

place for tactics that draw the line on what is acceptable behavior and what
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is not. For example, she felt that such tactics were especially important at

the beginning of the civil rights movement.

3. See, for example, When Corporations Rule the World, Korten.

4. The quotes were used anonymously.

5. Christine was given a budget to hire a large consulting firm. Instead, she

used the money to fund employee-initiated change projects. Although she

turned no one down who requested money, she found that most people

just wanted to be heard and appreciated for their efforts.

6. For information about Grameen Bank and the microlending revolution,

see Give Us Credit, Counts.

What Leadership Means at the Synergist Level

7. Christine uses the term story in a way that’s similar to that used in Your

Mythic Journey, Keen and Valley-Fox, whose work in this area builds on 

that of mythologist Joseph Campbell.

8. The last few pages of Appendix B discuss stages beyond Synergist.

Pivotal Conversations at the Synergist Level

9. For Erikson’s in-depth biographical study of the Generativity stage, see

Gandhi’s Truth.

“A growing body of psychological research shows that being highly

generative is a sign of psychological health and maturity. People who score

high on measures of generativity tend to report higher levels of happiness

and well being in life, compared to people who score low. High generativity

is also associated with low levels of depression and anxiety.” From “Genera-

tivity: The New Definition of Success,” McGrath.

10. Tai chi and chi gung are forms of movement and attentional practice from

the Taoist tradition of ancient China that are designed to enhance physio-

logical, psychological, and spiritual well-being.

11. NTL refers to the National Training Laboratories.

Team Leadership at the Synergist Level

12. In most cases, new CEOs don’t want to have someone around with a close,

long-term relationship with the Board. Yet Stan had managed to gain the

trust of each new CEO.

13. For a detailed discussion of group “containers” and “fields of conversation,”

see Dialogue and the Art of Thinking Together, Isaacs, pp. 239–290. Stan did
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not follow the approach outlined by Isaacs, but his idea of setting up a con-

tainer or energy field around the group was similar in spirit.

14. For an advanced version of the GE Work-Out process, see www.changewise.

biz/fast_track.html.

Leading Organizational Change 
at the Synergist Level

15. Because Laura had a well-developed level of self-awareness, she was quite

familiar with her long-standing discomfort with conflict. However, she was

able to place herself in a highly conflicted situation because she had learned

that she could live with this discomfort by experiencing it whenever it arose

and letting it pass, just as she was doing with the grief she was still experi-

encing from her husband’s death.

16. The health center was a large facility with seven administrators and more

than a hundred employees.

17. The Creative Manager by Evans and Russell presents a model of the creative

process that includes five phases, each of which is illustrated by Laura’s

story: preparation (gathering all the different viewpoints), frustration (the

discomfort of holding the differing views while not yet having a solution

that addressed them all), incubation (taking several weeks to mull it over),

insight (her experience in the shower), and working out (testing the idea

with others, then testing it in action). This model of the creative process is

very similar to earlier ones, except for its insertion of the frustration phase,

an addition that we’ve found extremely valuable.

18. We asked Laura if she does anything regularly in her life that makes it easier

for her to have these kinds of intuitive insights. She said, “What I do most

consistently is participate once a week in a shamanic drum circle. It’s a very

eclectic group of people from around the Boston area, most of whom I

don’t see outside that group. When we get together, we do drumming and

chanting, and we do journey work together, which involves a lot of visual-

ization. These experiences have reinforced my desire to be close to nature,

and I try to give myself some quiet time to pay attention to my dream life

and to sense what my heart is feeling. It’s not any more complicated than

that. But I would say that I do have a very rich inner life.”

She also said, “I want to stress how important I think the large group

meetings were, because each of the main stakeholders got to be heard by

the others, and they got to understand each other’s points of view. If I’d just

talked with each one privately and come up with this idea totally on my

own, I don’t think it would have hit home. I think, in a sense, we were all
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‘holding the space’ together, and that’s what made it possible for the right

solution to emerge.”

19. No one other than Laura had thought of the program’s alums as having a

stake in the program’s future. She invited some of the alums to participate

in the first semester of training by talking about their medical school expe-

riences and helping teach basic procedures, like how to take blood pressure

and other vital signs. These alums were glad to participate, because they

wanted to uphold the program’s good reputation, wanted to stay in touch

with the university, and enjoyed the opportunity to teach.

20. The new mentor program has also been beneficial for the students in a

number of ways: They don’t have to spend any more time with their men-

tor than they want to, but it gives them a special relationship, someone they

can check in with throughout the program whenever they like. Because of

this relationship, the students wind up learning more during the first se-

mester, and they make fewer mistakes when they’re working in the health

center. Mentors also serve as an important source of feedback, and when

the program is over, they can write strong letters of recommendation to go

with the students’ med-school applications. The health center physicians

also liked the changes. With fewer volunteers in the clinic at one time and

with nurse mentors to guide the remaining volunteers, patients move

through the center more efficiently, and the physicians get to spend the

right amount of time with their patients.

The Capacities of Synergist Leaders

21. For readers who may be familiar with meditative disciplines, the type of

“awakening” described here is not an ultimate awakening but rather the

beginning of a process of awakening that unfolds through many stages

beyond the Synergist. See, for example, Part I of The Meditative Mind,

Goleman.

22. While thoughts often drop away when the Synergist chooses to focus on 

a sensory perception, this doesn’t mean that Synergists are rendered in-

capable of thinking! Over time, Synergists develop an ability to bring the

same kind of bare attention to the flow of thoughts and emotions, and to

their entire bodily presence, even though, at this stage, they still forget to 

do so much of the time.

23. In our Synergist sample of sixteen people, 50 percent had a regular med-

itation practice and about 35 percent had a “semi-regular” meditation

practice. A few, like Jeff ’s partners, practice a more active discipline, such 

as hatha yoga, aikido, tai chi, or chi gung, that fosters an awareness of the
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present moment. There are many types of meditation and a number of dif-

ferent martial arts disciplines, all of which can aid a person in transforming

into and through the Synergist stage.

Each of the four leaders whose stories were featured in the Co-Creator

chapter also practiced meditation. In fact, while only a few Catalysts in our

sample had some kind of regular meditation practice, 40 percent in our 

Co-Creator sample had a regular meditation practice and another 10 per-

cent meditated in a more sporadic way. If meditation is a primary vehicle

for developing the level of awareness characteristic of the Synergist stage,

why have these leaders not yet grown into the Synergist stage?

The answer goes back to the way your level of awareness and intent af-

fects your stage of development: Research (described in the next paragraph)

has shown that regular, daily meditation over the period of a year or more

can, in some cases at least, assist a person in developing to the next stage.

According to our research, a person evolves into the next stage (develops

the capabilities of that stage) by repeatedly bringing the level of awareness

and intent that lies at the heart of that stage into everyday life situations. We

believe that our Co-Creators who were also meditators were able to bring

enough “flow state” awareness into their everyday lives to evolve into the

Co-Creator stage and that our Synergists who were also meditators were

able to bring enough “present-centered” awareness into their everyday lives

to evolve into the Synergist stage.

One research project studied the extent to which counseling, drug re-

habilitation, Muslim or Christian groups, or regular Transcendental Medi-

tation (TM) affected the stage development of 271 maximum-security

prisoners. Controlling for overlap of membership in the various treatment

programs and nineteen demographic and criminal history factors, only reg-

ular participants in the TM program experienced a significant change in

developmental stage. The study examined two groups of “TM subjects”—

one group that had just learned the technique and another that had been

practicing regularly for the previous twenty months. On average, after 15.2

months of practice, the group of new TM subjects developed from the

Conformist to the Expert stage. On average, the group of “advanced” TM

subjects began the study at the Expert stage and developed to the Achiever

stage (“Walpole Study of the Transcendental Meditation Program in Maxi-

mum Security Prisoners II: Longitudinal Study of Development and Psy-

chopathology,” Alexander and Orme-Johnson).

Finally, it’s helpful to keep in mind that people of virtually all ages and

stages have learned to meditate. Studies examining the effect of meditation

on stage development have shown that people at more advanced stages tune
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in to the process more readily than others do and that their meditation ex-

periences are qualitatively different (Course on Adult Development, Harry

Lasker, Harvard University, Fall 1982).

24. Both Christine and Stan looked for and mobilized forces that were already

moving toward desired change. This approach reflects the spirit of a post-

heroic intervention methodology called appreciative inquiry. See Apprecia-

tive Inquiry, Cooperrider, Sorensen, Whitney and Yaeger. At the same time,

it’s important to note that neither Christine nor Stan focused only on the

positive. They each did something that Christine calls “holding up the mir-

ror”—Christine through the Readers Theater and Stan through the CEO’s

appearance and his own statements.

25. For more on perceiving and working with organizational energy dynamics,

see “The Flow State: A New View of Organizations and Managing,” Acker-

man, and In the High-Energy Zone: The 6 Characteristics of Highly Effective

Groups, Deslauriers.

26. Answering Your Call: A Guide for Living Your Deepest Purpose, Schuster,

pp. 119–122.

27. The Act of Creation, Koestler, and Fire in the Crucible: The Alchemy of Cre-

ative Genius, Briggs.

28. For an excellent Synergist-inspired guide to working creatively with con-

flict, see Unlikely Teachers by Ringer.

29. See the distinction between “the eye of reason” and “the eye of contempla-

tion” in Eye to Eye, Wilber.

30. For readers familiar with Buddhist meditation practices, in that tradition,

this awareness is called mindfulness. See Mindfulness in Plain English,

Gunaratana.

31. The terminology of “dropping the story line” comes from talks by Pema

Chödrön. See her recent audio book, Getting Unstuck.

32. Don’t Push the River, Stevens, p. 5.

33. Don’t Push the River, Stevens, pp. 179–180.

34. It’s Me and I’m Here, Lyon, p. xviii.

CHAPTER 9: ASSESSING 
LEADERSHIP AGILITY
Frequently Asked Questions

1. Kevin, the CEO of the regional hospital council, was an Expert. Mark, the

health maintenance plan CEO, was an Achiever. Robert was president of the

oil company and in this capacity ran his own company. Ken and Alison, who

were essentially CEOs of their own organizations, were Co-Creators. Jeff, the

CEO of Generativity, and Dan, the foundation CEO, were Synergists.
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2. These four studies are reported in The Power of Balance, Torbert, pp. 43–49.

3. The rounded averages in this table differ slightly from those in the table pre-

sented in Chapter One. To understand why, see the last section of Appendix A.

4. For a book that identifies the mind-sets and skill-sets needed to be effective

at specific levels of organizational responsibility, we recommend The Lead-

ership Pipeline, Charan, Drotter, and Noel.

5. For example, a study of frontline manufacturing supervisors found that

Achievers were more effective than Experts and that Experts were more ef-

fective than Conformers, the level prior to Expert. See “Ego Development

and the Problems of Power and Agreement in Organizations,” Smith.

Another study reviewed the effectiveness of ten CEOs who attempted 

to revitalize their companies by leading major change initiatives. Seven

CEOs, five at post-heroic levels of agility and two at heroic levels, each

transformed their organization and made their company much more suc-

cessful. The other three, all of whom functioned at heroic levels, led un-

successful initiatives, and their companies suffered as a result. The two

heroic CEOs who succeeded did so by stepping into post-heroic territory:

In conducting their change initiatives, they treated a post-heroic consultant

and one or more post-heroic team members as close confidants. By con-

trast, the three unsuccessful CEOs increasingly distanced themselves from

post-heroic sources of influence. See “The CEO’s Role in Organizational

Transformation,” Torbert and Rooke.

William R. Torbert and his associates have conducted additional studies,

which show that middle managers at post-heroic levels of leadership agility

are more effective than those at heroic levels. These studies are cited in

“Organization Transformation as a Function of the CEO’s Developmental

Stage,” Rooke and Torbert.

6. The nature of our study is such that we feel more confident providing ball-

park estimates than specific percentages. Also, remember that we are not

talking about what leaders say about corporate responsibility. We’re talking

about the extent to which they actually incorporate such considerations

into the initiatives they take.

7. See Brenda’s summary of the chemical industry’s historical stance toward

environmental responsibility at the beginning of the Catalyst chapter.

Fine-Tuning Your Self-Assessment

8. For resources that can help you and your organization become more agile,

see the Resources section at the back of the book.

9. When you follow through by reflecting on your experience to see what 

you can learn from it, then incorporate your learnings into new action
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experiments (and keep going), this becomes a complete reflective action

cycle.

10. This is because each level of leadership agility is rooted in a particular stage

of personal development. The fact that your developmental stage tends to

stabilize when you’re not in transition between stages (that is, most of the

time) lends a good deal of stability to your level of leadership agility. See 

In Over Our Heads, Kegan.

11. For information about an instrument you can use to assess leadership

agility, visit www.leadershipagility.com.

12. Whatever level happens to be your home base, you retain the ability to

downshift intentionally to earlier levels, as needed.

13. To investigate this question more rigorously, developmental psychologist

Harry Lasker conducted research with graduate students at Harvard. When

these students participated in highly concrete, competitive games with

strict win-lose structures, they often behaved as if they were at earlier stages

of development. Once the experiments were over, they returned to their

previous level of functioning.

14. Emotional Intelligence, Goleman, p. 42.

Assessing Agility Within Your Current Level

15. For information about an instrument you can use to assess leadership

agility, visit www.leadershipagility.com.

16. Sarah received this feedback in a Pivotal Conversations program she at-

tended with a group of her colleagues.

CHAPTER 10: DEVELOPING 
LEADERSHIP AGILITY
Setting Leadership Development Goals

1. Sarah gained these insights by participating in one of our Pivotal Conver-

sations programs. As we do with all participants, once she learned a more

effective way to deal with a specific challenging interaction, we asked her to

make a conservative estimate of what the business impact would have been

if she had responded as she had now learned to respond. Sarah’s estimate

was one month of cycle time, which, in her case, would translate into a

profit margin of $10,000 to $15,000.

2. For more on combining advocacy with inquiry, see the Pivotal Conversa-

tions sections of Chapters Four, Five, and Six. Also see our white paper,

“From Disconnect to Dialogue,” Joiner.
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Self-Leadership in Action

3. Participants in our Pivotal Conversations programs are provided with

coaching support either by us or by appropriate internal personnel. In this

case, participants chose as their coach one of two senior product develop-

ment managers, always someone to whom they did not report. Sarah’s

mentor had attended the program with her, so he was very familiar with

her learning case and her leadership development goals.

4. Sarah’s mentor had already been coached by one of us for several years, so

he was familiar with the coaching process in general and with the reverse

role-play in particular.

5. Asking Sarah how she thinks Klaus would feel would be an Achiever-level

exercise. The reverse role-play, which asked her to “become” Klaus, is more

consistent with the levels beyond Achiever. This example shows that people

are often capable of successfully employing practices characteristic of ad-

vanced stages of development. However, they may need more guidance in

using the practice, and they are not as likely as those in the relevant stage 

to continue it on their own.

6. Among other things, Sarah’s experience shows how a successful initiative 

in the pivotal conversations arena can cause positive ripple effects in the

team and organizational arenas.

The Power of Reflective Action

7. Our description here is a shorthand. The diagnostic step can take a number

of forms, including force-field analysis (identifying the factors already facil-

itating a desired solution, as well as those restraining it) and appreciative

inquiry, where the emphasis is on identifying and building upon positive

capabilities. Problems are addressed by identifying and leveraging existing

strengths.

8. If you examine the basic tasks carried out using each leadership agility

competency, described briefly in Chapter Three, you’ll see that each of the

four competencies moves through a reflective action cycle: Context-setting

agility involves scanning your environment (assessment), understanding

the issues you need to address (diagnosis), and determining the outcomes

you need to achieve (setting intention). Stakeholder agility includes identi-

fying your key stakeholders (assessment), understanding what they have 

at stake (diagnosis), and finding ways to increase alignment (setting inten-

tion). Creative agility is a process of identifying ill-structured problems

(assessment), understanding their causes (diagnosis), and generating

uniquely appropriate solutions (setting intentions). Self-leadership agility
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involves a clear-eyed look at your effectiveness (assessment), identifying

your strengths and limitations (diagnosis), and determining leadership

development objectives (setting intention). The action step in context-

setting agility and stakeholder agility moves you into the other two leader-

ship agility competencies. The action steps in creative and self-leadership

agility usually merge together, as they did in Sarah’s case.

9. Your internal response to your successes and failures is influenced not only

by your developmental motivation but also by attitudes toward yourself

that you learned in earlier periods of your life, as well as by others’ current

attitudes toward you.

10. The choice of a creative practice is a very individual matter. A few examples:

boating, woodworking, gardening, drawing, poetry writing, needlepoint,

photography, sculpting, singing, horseback riding, playing a musical in-

strument, and learning a new language.

11. For more details, you can access Sandy Davis’s e-book Zillience! How to

Succeed in Business Without Really Frying, at www.zillience.com.

Levels of Awareness and Intent

12. When activated, the level of awareness and intent associated with each level

gradually develops your mental and emotional capacities to that level. For

example, a deeper level of awareness and intent makes it easier to see the

ways in which apparent opposites are connected. Therefore, the more you

bring the Co-Creator level of awareness and intent to the problems you

face, the more natural it becomes to see and respond to these problems

with the Co-Creator level of connective awareness.

13. Whenever people develop to a new level of agility, they retain the ability 

to shift down to earlier levels of awareness and intent. As noted in Chapter

Nine, at times this downshifting is intentional, and at other times it is un-

intentional.

The five levels of awareness correspond to stages three through seven 

in client-centered therapist Carl Rogers’s “process conception of psycho-

therapy,” as described in his classic On Becoming a Person. For a more

recent and somewhat similar framework of levels of awareness, see the

chapter titled “Reflection and Presence” in John Welwood’s Toward a Psy-

chology of Awakening.

Growing into a New Agility Level

14. In this case “thinking of the presentation as a performance” meant that

Adam was preoccupied with how well he would come across to others.
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However, there are also post-heroic ways to approach a presentation as a

performance. See, for example, Leadership Presence, Halpern and Lubar.

Attentional Practice

15. Attention as we use the term differs from the way it is used in cognitive psy-

chology. In that field, attention refers to the cognitive process of selectively

concentrating on one thing while ignoring other things. In our definition,

attention is a transcognitive awareness. This awareness does have a focal el-

ement. However, as it develops, it becomes increasingly spacious. See “The

Vision of Action Inquiry,” in The Power of Balance, Torbert, and Time, Space

and Knowledge, Tulku.

16. For example, Christine has a special room set aside for prayer, meditation,

drawing, and journaling, yet she doesn’t have a regular, daily practice. In

fact, if she’s in a particularly difficult period in her life, “all these things can

simply feel irritating.” Yet she also knows that, in time, she’ll settle down

and again find these practices to be of great value.

17. Larry practices insight (or vipassana) meditation, Ken practices Zen, Jeff

practices Dzogchen, and Graham practices a form of meditation rooted in

Mahayana Buddhism.

18. Relaxing into Your Being and The Great Stillness, Frantzis. Depending on

how they are taught, a number of martial arts disciplines can be used to

cultivate present-centered awareness.

19. Jewish Meditation, Kaplan, and Ecstatic Kabbalah, Cooper.

20. The Sufis, Shah; The Chasm of Fire: A Woman’s Experience of Liberation

Through the Teachings of a Sufi Master, Tweedie; and Heart, Self, and Soul:

The Sufi Psychology of Growth, Balance, and Harmony, Frager.

21. “Centering Prayer is a method of prayer, which prepares us to receive the gift

of God’s presence, traditionally called contemplative prayer. It consists of

responding to the Spirit of Christ by consenting to God’s presence and ac-

tion within. It furthers the development of contemplative prayer by quiet-

ing our faculties to cooperate with the gift of God’s presence. . . .

“Christian Contemplative Prayer is the opening of mind and heart—

our whole being—to God, the Ultimate Mystery, beyond thoughts, words

and emotions, whom we know by faith is within us, closer than breathing,

thinking, feeling and choosing; even closer than consciousness itself. The

root of all prayer is interior silence. Though we think of prayer as thoughts

or feelings expressed in words, this is only one expression. Contemplative

Prayer is a prayer of silence, an experience of God’s presence as the ground

in which our being is rooted, the Source from whom our life emerges at
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every moment. . . . For the Church’s first sixteen centuries Contemplative

Prayer was the goal of Christian spirituality. After the Reformation, this liv-

ing tradition was virtually lost.” From www.centeringprayer.com. For an

introduction to centering prayer, see Intimacy with God, Keating.

22. See Gratefulness: The Heart of Prayer, Steindl-Rast.

23. The relationship between meditation and religion is a complex one. His-

torically, the meditation practices associated with Western religions (Chris-

tianity, Judaism, and Islam) are not well known by the general public, and

the vast majority of people who belong to these religions do not have med-

itation practices that cultivate present-centered awareness. In the popular

mind, meditation is more closely associated with Eastern religions like

Buddhism, Hinduism, and Taoism. However, the great majority of Asians

who identify with these religions do not have regular meditation practices

either. Further, many of those who practice Eastern forms of meditation are

not members of the religions in which these practices first appeared.

24. Other Synergists we interviewed practice forms of meditation rooted in

teachings that acknowledge the sacred dimension of life but are not as-

sociated with a particular religion. Examples include the Gurdjieff Work

(Gurdjieff: An Introduction to His Life and Ideas, Shirley, and In Search of

the Miraculous, Ouspenski) and meditation methods developed by Rudolph

Steiner, which Dan has practiced for decades (see Steiner’s Knowledge of

the Higher Worlds and Its Attainment).

25. The Relaxation Response, Benson and Klipper, and Beyond the Relaxation

Response, Benson and Proctor.

26. The Way of the Shaman, Harner, and The Corporate Shaman, Whiteley.

27. Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway, Jeffers.

Attention and Leadership Agility

28. The Physical and Psychological Effects of Meditation: A Review of Contem-

porary Research (2nd ed.), Murphy and Donovan; Zen and the Brain,

Austin.

29. Ultimately, attention will replace reflection as your home base, and you will

discover that, more than anything else, you are your attention.

30. Bringing present-centered awareness into the nooks and crannies of your

everyday life is extremely important. Some meditators keep their life “on

the cushion” separate from their everyday life. In so doing, they protect

some of the reactive patterns that run their lives from the transformative

effect of heightened attention. For more on this topic, see Wake Up to Your

Life, McLeod.
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH BEHIND 
THIS BOOK
Three Phases of Research

1. Between 1979 and 1983, Wilber published six books, all part of what he

now calls “Phase 2” in the evolution of his thought. Those that most influ-

enced our thinking at the time were No Boundary, The Atman Project, and

Eye to Eye. The development of Wilber’s thinking, through and beyond

these writings, is a complex subject captured in Ken Wilber: Thought as

Passion, Visser.

2. “Ego Development and Motivation: A Cross-Cultural Cognitive-Develop-

mental Analysis of N Achievement,” Lasker. Very shortly after he taught the

course we attended, Lasker moved away from stage-development psychol-

ogy and, over the course of the next twenty years, founded or co-founded 

a number of successful companies focusing on multimedia technology and

knowledge management.

3. This “test” (an unfortunate choice of word, in our opinion) is “scored” by

specially trained raters. Development of the instrument began in the 1960s.

It has been extensively researched, widely used, and refined over the years.

See Measuring Ego Development, Hy and Loevinger.

4. Many of Lasker’s new insights are nicely captured in Susanne Cook-Greuter’s

white paper, “A Detailed Description of the Development of Nine Action-

Logics in the Leadership Development Framework.”

5. This approach was based on a method originally developed by William R.

Torbert and Keith Merron.

6. Michael Sales (of New Context Consulting) was one of the lead consultants

on the FSS project.

7. Debbie Whitestone was one of the principal investigators on this study.

8. These included studies that Torbert conducted with his colleague Dal Fisher

at Boston College as well as doctoral dissertations that Torbert helped su-

pervise. These studies are discussed further under “Research Methods” in

the second part of this appendix.

9. By the year 2002, Wilber’s books had been translated into twenty foreign

languages, and seven had become best-sellers.

10. “The Experience of Support for Transformative Learning,” Harris; “The Re-

lationship Between Ego Development and Managerial Effectiveness Under

Conditions of High Uncertainty,” Merron; and “Ego Development and 

the Problems of Power and Agreement in Organizations,” Smith. Also see

“Meaning-Making and Management Action,” Merron, Fisher, and Torbert.

11. Managing for Excellence and Power Up, Bradford and Cohen.
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Research Methods

12. The Power of Balance, Torbert, pp. 43–49. Of the six studies Torbert cites,

we worked with four: 37 first-line supervisors, 177 junior and middle man-

agers, 66 senior managers, and 104 executives. We eliminated a study of 100

nurses and a study of 13 medical professionals who were each starting their

own practice, because minimal management responsibilities were involved.

13. The LDP, which was created by Susanne Cook-Greuter, is essentially the

same instrument as the SCT, except that a few of the thirty-six sentence-

completion stems have been altered to make them more workplace-

oriented (for example, “A good boss . . .”). Cook-Greuter, an expert SCT

scorer originally trained by Loevinger, has scored the LDP hundreds of

times and has developed validated, norm-based scoring sheets for her 

new sentence-completion stems.

We initially used Cook-Greuter as our primary scorer and did our 

own scoring (informed by our earlier training in the SCT and by additional

training from Cook-Greuter) as a double check. As time went on, we de-

veloped enough confidence both in our ability to score the LDP and in our

clinical judgment to do stage assessments on our own, occasionally getting

additional confirmation by engaging our “subjects” in a collaborative self-

assessment process.

14. See Note 12 for Appendix A.

15. “A Detailed Description of the Development of Nine Action-Logics in the

Leadership Development Framework,” Cook-Greuter.

APPENDIX B: STAGES OF 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Integral Psychology, Wilber; The Evolving Self and In Over Our Heads,

Kegan; Ego Development, Loevinger; Action Inquiry, Torbert and associates

(Torbert calls his stages “action-logics”); and “A Detailed Description of

the Development of Nine Action-Logics in the Leadership Development

Framework,” Cook-Greuter.

While these are the only theories represented in the chart, our descrip-

tions of pre-conventional stages (Explorer to Operator) also draw on Child-

hood and Society and Identity: Youth And crisis, Erikson; The Developmental

Psychology of Jean Piaget, Flavell; Harry Lasker’s course on adult develop-

ment at Harvard University (Fall 1982); The Psychological Birth of the

Human Infant, Mahler, Pine, and Bergman; Making a Friend in Youth,

Selman and Schultz; and “The Spectrum of Development,” Wilber.
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Our conventional and post-conventional stages (Conformer to Syn-

ergist) incorporate the work of Erikson, Flavell, Lasker, Wilber, Kegan,

Loevinger, and Cook-Greuter, as cited earlier. They also draw on “System-

atic, Metasystematic, and Cross-Paradigmatic Reasoning,” Richards and

Commons; Stages of Faith, Fowler; Developing Reflective Judgment, King 

and Kitchener; and Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Development in the

College Years, Perry.

Regarding stages beyond Synergist, see the last section of Appendix B.

There are two major stage development theories that we chose not to

fully incorporate into our synthesis. One is the theory of stages of moral de-

velopment developed by Lawrence Kohlberg in the 1960s and 1970s. Our

stance regarding this framework is described in Note 7 for the Introduction.

We also chose not to include the Spiral Dynamics theory developed by

Don Beck and Chris Cowan (building on the earlier work of Claire Graves).

This is because we have questions about its empirical basis and reservations

about the way its stages are described. Briefly, the Spiral Dynamics stage

descriptions (which they call “v-memes”) include some elements that are

consistent with the findings of other stage-development theorists, but for

virtually every stage, they add a significant number of additional elements

that may be valid for some people at that stage but, according to other 

stage theories, are not generally valid for people at that stage. The result is 

a framework that we believe contributes unintentionally to stereotypical

thinking about what people at various stages of development are like.

We invite you to make your own assessment of this framework by read-

ing Spiral Dynamics, checking the empirical basis for the theory, and com-

paring its stages with those found in other frameworks. One way to assess

the extent to which this approach engenders stereotypical thinking is to

join the Spiral Dynamics e-mail discussion list. We look forward to reading

The Never Ending Quest: Clare W. Graves Explores Human Nature, edited by

Cowan and Todorovic (and others), as this book may help to resolve some

of the empirical questions we have about Gravesian developmental theory.

2. In this appendix, our descriptions of stages Expert through Synergist are

essentially the same as the introductory summaries found toward the be-

ginning of each chapter in Part Two of the book.

The Three Pre-Conventional Stages

3. These and the other stages in this appendix are described in terms that

apply in economically developed societies. School-related references refer to

the school system found in the United States.
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4. See The Developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget, Flavell.

5. Symbolic play often begins at around eighteen months, when children 

use their imagination to have concrete objects stand for other objects, as

when a pillowcase becomes a superhero cape or a large cardboard box

becomes a house. By age four or five, symbolic play may include building

pretend structures with plastic bricks and playing games with peers like

“driving the car.”

6. Through the structure of language, Enthusiasts not only learn to describe

basic feelings and events, they also develop the ability to follow, imagine,

and verbalize increasingly elaborate stories.

7. During the ending months of the Explorer stage, object permanence gives

toddlers an understanding of physical space, but no real understanding of

time.

The Three Conventional Stages

8. Stages of Faith, Fowler.

9. This is Karen, the woman cited in the Achiever and Catalyst chapters who

became a Community Development Corporation administrator.

Three Post-Conventional Stages

10. In Over Our Heads, Kegan, pp. 185–197. Most people who grow into the

Catalyst stage do so in their mid-twenties or beyond.

FAQs About Developmental Stages

11. See The Essential Piaget, Piaget; Essays on Moral Development, Vol. 1: The

Philosophy of Moral Development, Kohlberg; Ego Development, Loevinger;

and The Evolving Self, Kegan.

12. Making a Friend in Youth, Selman and Schultz.

13. We encountered this insight in Harry Lasker’s course on adult develop-

ment, Harvard University (Fall 1982). Also see our discussion of emotional

hijacking in Chapter Nine.

14. Also from Harry Lasker’s course.

15. Also from Harry Lasker’s course.

16. We are indebted to Tara Brach for this formulation. See her book Radical

Acceptance.
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Stages Beyond Synergist

17. One exception was Erik Erikson, whose Generativity and Integrity stages

implied growth beyond the Achiever stage. See Erik Erikson: The Growth of

His Work, Coles.

18. The Atman Project, Wilber.

19. This is the term Wilber uses in his framework as it appears in the charts

presented toward the end of Integral Psychology.

20. On page 206 of Integral Psychology, Wilber attempts to compare his frame-

work with Torbert’s. Wilber’s comparison is accurate through Torbert’s

Achiever stage but is not accurate after that.

To clarify the relationship between Cook-Greuter’s most advanced

stages and those articulated by Torbert: Using data from advanced-stage

individuals who responded to the Leadership Development Profile and

drawing on the literature on transpersonal development, Cook-Greuter

posits two stages beyond what we call the Co-Creator stage. The first she

calls Construct-Aware. The second she calls Unitive. (See “From Post-

Conventional Development to Transcendence,” Miller and Cook-Greuter,

especially the figure on p. xxvi.) According to our understanding of

Torbert’s most advanced stages, Cook-Greuter’s Construct-Aware and

Unitive stages both fall within what we might call Torbert’s Alchemist

“zone” of development (“zone” implying multiple stages). More specif-

ically, we believe that her Construct-Aware stage corresponds to our Syn-

ergist stage, while her Unitive stage corresponds to the stage beyond

Synergist, though, as she herself acknowledges, some aspects of her Uni-

tive stage “may confound several distinct higher levels of consciousness.”

“A Detailed Description of the Development of Nine Action-Logics in the

Leadership Development Framework,” Cook-Greuter.
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Resources

A special Web site has been established to keep you up to date on the
latest leadership agility resources: www.leadershipagility.com.

This Web site is designed to meet the needs of two groups of peo-
ple: managers and leadership development professionals. Its purpose
is to give you up-to-date access to the latest leadership agility resources:

Assessment tools

Talks, seminars, and tele-seminars

Articles and white papers

Consulting on leadership development strategy

Action learning programs

Leadership agility workshops in each of the three action arenas:

• Pivotal conversations

• Team leadership

• Leadership of organizational change

Leadership agility coaching

Training and certification programs for coaches and workshop
leaders

Manuals and support services for increasing personal resilience

If you’re interested in developing more agile teams and organiza-
tions, you can find information about relevant consulting, training,
and coaching services at www.changewise.biz.
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Context-setting agility; Creative
agility; Leadership agility; Self-
leadership agility; Stakeholder agility

Agility gap, 6, 225–226
Agility imperative, x, 5–6
Agility Insight Process, 68–72, 262n9,

265nn2–3
Alison (pseudonym), 282n1; capacities

of, 146, 148, 150, 275n28, 276n39,
277n42; level of intent of, 145; team
leadership by, 133–138, 273n8

Appreciative inquiry, 155–156, 277n1,
282n24

Argyris, C., 258n9, 262n6
Assertive power, 35, 46, 66, 258n9
Assessment: of developmental stages,

232; in reflective action cycle, 209,
210

Assessment of leadership agility,
193–202; corporate responsibility
and, 196, 283nn6–7; initial, 15,
29–30, 256nn3–4; organizational re-
sponsibility levels and, 194–195,
233, 282n1, 283n3–5. See also Self-
assessment

Attention: at Co-Creator level, 221;
defined, 221, 261n24, 287n15; medi-
tation as practice for developing,
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221–222; quality of, 178–179, 280n22;
as replacing reflection, 288n29; ways
to develop, 222–223

Authority, Achiever stage’s perception
of, 82, 84–85, 267n13

Awareness: modes of, 261n24. See also
Connective awareness; Feelings,
awareness of; Levels of awareness
and intent; Self-awareness; Situa-
tional awareness

B

Barrett, R., 141
Bart (pseudonym), 52–53, 54–55
Beck, D., viii, 230, 291n1
Bennis, W., 252n15, 256n13
Benny (pseudonym), 175, 177
Benson, H., 222
Beth (pseudonym): background on,

44, 261n4; capacities of, 56, 58, 59;
pivotal conversations by, 47–50

Bradford, D., 7, 231, 255nn8, 10
Breakthrough Strategy Process, 254n1,

269n9
Brenda (pseudonym): background on,

91–93, 268n2; capacities of, 113,
114, 116; leadership as understood
by, 93–94

A Brief History of Everything (Wilber),
249n4, 251n12

Buddhist ethics, 124, 272n3

C

Capacities: at Achiever level, 82–90; at
Catalyst level, 113–122; at Co-
Creator level, 145–154, 275n29; de-
fined, xiii; at Expert level, 56–63;
mental and emotional aspects of,
260n23; overlap and integration of,
145, 180, 263n17, 264n25, 270n12,
275n29; relationship between devel-
opmental stages and, 31–32; stake-
holder complexity as example of, 32;
supporting context-setting agility,
34, 39; supporting creative agility,
36, 39, 259n17, 260n18; supporting
self-leadership agility, 37–38, 39,
260nn21–22; supporting stake-

holder ability, 34–35, 39; at Syner-
gist level, 180–189. See also Leader-
ship Agility Compass; specific
capacities

Career Dynamics (Schein), 250n6
Carlos (pseudonym): background on,

44; capacities of, 56, 58, 59; leader-
ship development goals of, 204;
power style of, 85; as straddling
leadership agility levels, 199; team
leadership by, 50–52, 72–75,
262n7–8, 11, 265n5

Carlyene (pseudonym), 129, 130, 132
Carol (pseudonym), 171–172
Case studies, xiii, 253nn17–18
Catalyst level, 91–122; competencies

and capacities at, 113–122; de-
scribed, 8, 10, 94–95; example of
growth into, 214–220, 286n14; lead-
ership as understood at, 93–95; level
of awareness and intent at, 40, 101,
110–113, 213, 269n5, 270n11; medi-
tation at, 281n23; organizational
leadership at, 107–110; pivotal con-
versations at, 95–102; as post-heroic
leadership, 10, 255n10; scenario of
Ed at, 20–23; team leadership at,
102–107; view of organizational
culture at, 34, 258n7

Catalyst stage: age of growing into,
292n10; described, 241–242; man-
agers growing into, 268n3

Causal loop diagramming, 271n18
Causality: Achiever level’s view of,

150–151; Catalyst level’s view of,
117, 151, 271n18; Co-Creator level’s
view of, 151; Expert level’s view of,
150

Centering practice, 211
Centering prayer, 287n21, 222
Change: accelerated pace of, 5–6, 225;

organizational agility vs. resilience
and, 254n4; personal, facilitated by
acceptant attitude, 38, 260n22. See
also Organizational change

The Change Masters (Kanter), 231,
263n15

Charles (pseudonym), 173–174, 175
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Chi gung, 161, 222, 278n10
Children, developmental stages of, vii,

235–241
Christine (pseudonym): capacities of,

181, 182, 183, 184, 188, 282n24;
leadership as understood by, 159,
278n7; story of, 155–158, 277n2,
278nn4–5, 287n16

Civil society organizations, 273n10, 138
Cliff (pseudonym), 134, 135
Co-Creator level, 123–154; attention at,

221; competencies and capacities at,
145–154; described, 9, 10–11, 127;
leadership as understood at, 124–
128; level of awareness and intent at,
143–145, 179, 213–214; meditation
at, 127, 139, 152–153, 221–222,
273n11, 277n40, 281n23; organiza-
tional leadership at, 138–143; piv-
otal conversations at, 128–133; as
post-heroic leadership, 10, 255n10;
scenario of Ed at, 23–26; team lead-
ership at, 133–138; ways to develop
attention to, 222–223

Co-Creator stage: described, 242–243;
managers developing to, 272n5

Cohen, A., 7, 231, 255nn8, 10
Coleridge, S., 271n20
Collaboration: at Achiever level, 149; at

Catalyst level, 149; at Co-Creator
level, 149–150; GT-Nets for global-
level, 140, 141–143, 274n21

College students, reflective judgment
by, 264n24

Collins, J., 77, 249n1
Community of practice, 142–143,

275n25
Competencies: at Achiever level, 82–90;

assessing agility within current level
by considering, 200–201; capacities
supporting, 38–40; at Catalyst level,
113–122; at Co-Creator level, 145–
154; defined, xiii; described, 32,
34–38; at Expert level, 56–63; rela-
tionship between reflective action
cycle and, 285n8; at Synergist level,
180–189. See also Leadership Agility
Compass; specific competencies

Complexity, increase in, 5, 225
Concrete operational thinking, 237–238
Conformer level: connective awareness

at, 59; power style at, 263n16; reflec-
tive judgment at, 59–60

Conformer stage: described, vii, 238–
239, 251n8; level of awareness and
intent at, 263n14; reflective judg-
ment at, 264n24

Connective awareness: at Achiever level,
87; at Catalyst level, 117–118, 271n19;
at Co-Creator level, 150–151,
276n39; at Conformer level, 59; de-
fined, 36, 117; at Expert level, 59,
268n19; as supporting creative
agility, 36, 39, 259n17, 260n18; at
Synergist level, 184–185

Connective technologies, 5, 254n2
“Containers”: for global problem solv-

ing, 141, 274n22; to support corpo-
rate change effort, 169, 278n13

Context-setting agility: at Achiever level,
82–84; at Catalyst level, 113–114;
at Co-Creator level, 145–148; de-
scribed, 32, 34, 38, 257n4; at Expert
level, 56–57; reflective action cycle
in, 285n8; at Synergist level,
180–182

Conventional stages: described, vii–viii,
238–241, 251n8–9; origin of term,
250n7. See also specific stages

Conversation, fields of, 169, 278n13. See
also Pivotal conversations

Cook-Greuter, S., 232, 233, 248, 250n7,
251n10, 263n18, 290n13, 293n20

Corporate responsibility, 113, 196,
270n13

Covey, S. R., 265n4
Cowan, C., x, 230, 291n1
Craig (pseudonym), 125–126
Creative agility: at Achiever level,

86–88; at Catalyst level, 116–119; at
Co-Creator level, 150–151; described,
32, 35–36, 39; at Expert level, 59–61;
reflective action cycle in, 285n8; sit-
uations requiring, 38; at Synergist
level, 184–186

“Creative leap,” 108, 269n9
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Creative practice, 211, 286n10
Creative process, model of, 279n17
Creative thinking: to address human

conflicts, 184, 185, 282n27; at Cata-
lyst level, 117, 271n21; to solve
problems, 35–36, 259nn13–16

Csikszentmihalyi, M., 144, 275n27

D

Dan (pseudonym), 92–93, 268n2,
282n1

David (pseudonym): capacities of, 114,
116, 117, 119, 271n24; level of
awareness of, 111; pivotal conversa-
tions by, 95–102

Denise (pseudonym), sense of purpose
of, 146–147, 188

Development of leadership agility,
203–226; with attentional practice,
220–225; best methods for, 196–197,
283nn8–9; by experimenting with
new behaviors, 205–209; to grow
into new agility level, 204, 214–220;
integral approach to, x, 31, 32, 249n4,
257n2; need for, 225–226; reflective
action for, 209–212; role of levels of
awareness and intent and, 212–214,
286n12; by setting leadership devel-
opment goals, 203–205; within cur-
rent level, 204–205, 284n1. See also
Self-leadership

Developmental capacities. See
Capacities

Developmental motivation: at Achiever
level, 89–90, 268n21–22; at Catalyst
level, 120–122; at Co-Creator level,
154; at Expert level, 62–63, 264n28;
as supporting self-leadership agility,
37, 260n21; at Synergist level,
188–189

Developmental stages, 235–248; age
and, vii–viii, 245–246, 250n6; assess-
ment of, 232; beyond Synergist, 247;
books on, 229; described, vii–viii,
235–244, 249n5; IQ and, 246; re-
gression to, 245; relationship be-
tween capacities and, 31–32;
relationship between leadership

and, viii–x, 251n13; sequence of,
244–245; stability of, 284n10; stud-
ies of influence of, on leadership
effectiveness, viii–x. See also Con-
ventional stages; Post-conventional
stages; Pre-conventional stages;
Stage development; specific stages

Dewey, J., 259n17
Diagnosis, in reflective action cycle,

210, 285n7
Dilemma resolution, 271n22
DISC Personal Profile System, 12,

256n11
Don (pseudonym): capacities of, 182,

183, 185; level of awareness of, 180;
pivotal conversations by, 164–166

Doug (pseudonym), 102–103, 105,
269n6

Downshifting, 197, 284n12, 286n13;
unintentional, 199–200, 202,
284n13

Drew (pseudonym), 175, 177
“Dropping the story line,” 187, 282n31
Drumming, shamanic, 222, 279n18

E

Ed (pseudonym): Achiever-level sce-
nario for, 17–20; background on,
13–14, 195; Catalyst-level scenario
for, 20–23; Co-Creator-level sce-
nario for, 23–26; context-setting
agility of, 34; creative agility of, 36;
Expert-level scenario for, 15–17;
self-leadership agility of, 37–38;
stakeholder agility of, 35; Synergist-
level scenario for, 23–26

Ego development, stages of, 229,
251n13

Ego Development (Loevinger), 228
Ellen (pseudonym), leadership philoso-

phy of, 81–82, 266n12, 267n18
Elliot (pseudonym), 96, 97
Emotional hijacking, 199–200
Emotional intelligence, as approach to

leadership, 249n3
Empowerment, mutual, 150, 276n38.

See also Self-empowerment
Enthusiast stage, 236–237, 292nn5–6
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Environmental responsibility, 113, 196,
270n13, 283n7

Eric (pseudonym), 173, 174
Erikson, E., ix, 160, 278n9, 293n17
Evans, R., 279n17
The Evolving Self (Kegan), viii, 229
Exercise, aerobic, 211
Experience: importance of, x; reflection

and, at Catalyst level, 111–112
The Experience of Insight (Goldstein), 123
Expert level, 43–63; combination of

Achiever level and, 10; competencies
and capacities at, 56–63; described,
7, 8, 44–45; as heroic leadership, 7,
255n8; leadership as understood at,
43–45; level of awareness and intent
at, 55, 213; managers at, 43; organi-
zational leadership at, 52–55; origin
of name for, 255n7; pivotal conver-
sations at, 8, 45–50; scenario of Ed
at, 15–17; stakeholder analysis at,
48, 262n5; team leadership at, 50–52

Expert stage, described, vii, 239–240,
251n9

Explorer stage, 236, 292n7

F

Feedback: Achievers’ receptivity to, 90,
268n22; as aid to self-assessment of
leadership agility level, 197, 202,
284n16

Feelings, awareness of: at Catalyst level,
111–112, 144, 270n11; as Co-
Creator level, 144–145, 275n28; at
Synergist level, 164–166, 185–186

Fields of conversation, 169, 278n13
The Fifth Discipline (Senge), 262n6,

271n18
First Things First Every Day (Covey,

Merrill, and Merrill), 265n4
Fisher, D., 289n8
Fitzgerald, F. S., 259n16
The Five Dysfunctions of a Team

(Lencioni), 126
“Flow,” described, 144
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC),

139–140, 274n15
Forester, J., 271n18

Formal operational thinking, 266n10
Fowler, J., 229
Frames of reference: at Catalyst level,

117–118, 271n19; at Co-Creator
level, 145, 148–149, 150

Framing: at Achiever level, 69; at Cata-
lyst level, 101

Frank (pseudonym), 166–167, 168, 183

G

Gandhi, M., 226
Gary (pseudonym), 168
GE Work-Out process, 170, 279n14
Generativity, 160–161, 278n9
Global Transformation Networks 

(GT-Nets), 140, 141–143, 274n21
Goals, for leadership development,

203–205
Goldstein, J., 123
Goleman, D., 199
Good to Great (Collins), 249n1
Graham (pseudonym): capacities of,

148, 150, 275n31, 276n36; level of
intent of, 145; meditation by, 139,
273n11; organizational leadership
by, 138–143

Grameen Bank, 158, 278n6
Graves, C., 230
Greenleaf, R., 257n5
Groundhog Day, 14
Guilt, 90, 268n21
Guy (pseudonym): background on, 62;

capacities of, 62–63, 90; leadership
development goals of, 204; pivotal
conversations by, 67–72; power style
of, 85, 86; as transitioning between
leadership agility levels, 198

H

Harris, C., 231
Heroic leadership, 7, 8, 10, 255n8
Human development. See Developmen-

tal stages; Stage development

I

Ian (pseudonym), 107–108, 269n10
Idea Factories, 108–109, 269n10
Identity, development of strong sense

of, 88–89
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In Over Our Heads (Kegan), viii, 230,
251n10

Inquiry: advocacy with, 205, 265n3,
284n2; appreciative, 155–156, 277n1,
282n24; defined, 48–49; origin of
term, 262n6

Insight meditation (vipassana), 123–
124, 272nn1–2, 273n11, 287n17

Integral approach: to developing leader-
ship agility, x, 31, 32, 249n4, 257n2;
to leadership development, vi,
249n4

Integral Psychology (Wilber), 247,
249n4, 251n12

Interdependence, increase in, 5, 254n2
IQ, stage development and, 246

J

Janice (pseudonym), 208
Jeff (pseudonym), 282n1; capacities of,

181, 182, 183, 185, 224; pivotal con-
versations by, 160–164

Jim (pseudonym), 130–133, 144, 149
Joan (pseudonym): capacities of, 114, 116;

team leadership by, 102–107, 269n6
Job, effect of new, on agility level, 256n4
John (pseudonym), 95–101, 117
Joiner, B., 248, 261nn1, 4
Josephs, S., 248
Joyce (pseudonym), developmental mo-

tivation for, 120–121
Justin (pseudonym), 175, 178

K

Kanter, R. M., 231, 263n15
Karen (pseudonym): approval desired

by, 239, 292n9; capacities of, 119,
121–122; self-awareness developed
by, 88–89

Kathleen (pseudonym), 48–49
Kegan, R., viii, 229, 230, 248, 251n10
Ken (pseudonym), 282n1; background

on, 128–130; capacities of, 144, 146,
148, 148–149, 224, 276n39, 277n42;
pivotal conversation by, 130–133,
144, 272nn6–7

Kevin (pseudonym), 282n1; back-
ground on, 44; capacities of, 56, 57,

58; organizational leadership by,
52–55, 262n12

King, P. M., 259n17
Kitchener, K. S., 259n17
Klaus (pseudonym), 206–209, 285n5
Kohlberg, L., 250n7, 291n1
Korten, D., 273n12
Kotter, J., 252n15

L

Larry (pseudonym): background on,
123–124; capacities of, 144, 149,
277n42; emotional hijacking of, 199;
leadership as understood by, 124–
126; level of intent of, 145

Lasker, H., 229, 230, 245, 284n13,
289nn2, 4, 292n13

Laura (pseudonym): capacities of, 182,
183, 184, 185, 186, 222; emotional
hijacking of, 199; organizational
leadership by, 172–178, 279nn15–
18, 280nn19–20

Leaders, managers vs., xii, 83, 252n15,
267n15

Leadership: Achiever level’s under-
standing of, 65–67, 81–82, 266n12,
267n18; Catalyst level’s understand-
ing of, 93–95; Co-Creator level’s
understanding of, 124–128; defined,
xii–xiii, 253n16; Expert level’s under-
standing of, 43–45; management vs.,
xii–xiii, 252n15; relationship between
developmental stages and, viii–x,
251n13; Synergist level’s under-
standing of, 159–160

Leadership agility: defined, 6; need for,
6, 195, 255n6. See also Assessment of
leadership agility; Development of
leadership agility

Leadership Agility Compass: assessing
agility within current level using,
200–201, 202; competencies-capaci-
ties relationships in, 38, 39, 40. See
also Capacities; Competencies

Leadership agility levels: history of re-
search on, viii–x, 251n13; imperma-
nence of behaviors at new, 257n1;
leadership effectiveness and, 195,
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283n5; levels of awareness and in-
tent accompanying, 38–40; man-
agers at various, v, 8–9, 43, 225, 233;
overview of, 6–11; personality types
vs., 11–12, 256n13; stability of, 197,
284n10. See also Assessment of lead-
ership agility; specific levels

Leadership development: integral ap-
proach to, vi, 249n4; outside-in vs.
inside-out approaches to, v–vi,
249n3; setting goals for, 203–205.
See also Development of leadership
agility

Leadership Development Profile (LDP),
232, 290n13

Leadership effectiveness: leadership
agility levels and, 195, 283n5; stud-
ies of influence of developmental
stages on, viii–x

Leadership for Change, 262n7
Leadership initiative, defined, xiii
Leading organizational change. See

Organizational leadership
Learning: action, 261nn1, 4; organiza-

tional, 148, 276n35; societal, and
change, 275n24

Lee Hecht Harrison, 255n6
Level 5 leaders, 77, 80, 249n1
Levels of awareness and intent: at

Achiever level, 40, 80–82, 213,
266n10; at Catalyst level, 40, 101,
110–113, 179, 213, 269n5, 270n11;
at Co-Creator level, 143–145, 179,
213–214; at Conformer stage,
263n14; development of descrip-
tions of, 228; downshifting, 286n13;
at Expert level, 55, 213; overview of,
38–40; role in developing leadership
agility, 212–214, 286n12; at Syner-
gist level, 178–180, 214, 280nn21–23

Levels of leadership agility. See Leader-
ship agility levels

Levinson, D., 250n6
Lewin, K., 273n10
Lifespan developmental psychology,

250n6
Loevinger, J., 90, 228, 229, 230, 248

Lorie (pseudonym), 74
Loyalty, personal, 263n16

M

Management, leadership vs., xii–xiii,
252n15

Managers: developing to Achiever stage,
264n1; developing to Co-Creator
stage, 272n5; developing to Syner-
gist stage, 272n5; growing into Cata-
lyst stage, 268n3; leaders vs., xii, 83,
252n15, 267n15; power style of, 35,
258n9; at various agility levels, v,
8–9, 43, 225, 233

Managing the Corporate Dream
(Torbert), 230

Manz, C., 37, 260n19
Marilyn (pseudonym): motivation for

development by, 154; psychotherapy
participation by, 222; self-awareness
of, 152, 153, 277n42

Mark (pseudonym), 282n1; capacities
of, 114; organizational leadership
by, 76–80, 110, 266nn6, 8; power
style of, 86

Marty (pseudonym), 168
Mastering Self-Leadership (Manz and

Neck), 37
Matt (pseudonym), 189
Mayer, M. A., 259n13
Meditation: as aid in workplace,

123–124, 126, 132; attention devel-
oped by, 221–222; at Catalyst level,
281n23; at Co-Creator level, 127,
139, 152–153, 221–222, 273n11,
277n40, 281n23; effect on stage de-
velopment, 281–282; forms of, 222,
287nn17–18, 21, 288n24; insight
(vipassana), 123–124, 272nn1–2,
273n11, 287n17; relationship be-
tween leadership agility and,
223–225, 288n30; religion and, 222,
288n23; at Synergist level, 161, 162,
163, 222, 277n40, 280n23; transcen-
dental (TM), 138, 222, 273n9,
281n23

Merrill, R., 265n4
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Merrill, R. R., 265n4
Merron, K., 231, 289n5
Microlending, 158, 278n6
Micromanagement, 53, 54
Mind-set, ownership, 147
Mindfulness, 124, 186, 272n2, 282n30.

See also Attention
Motivation for development. See Devel-

opmental motivation
Murray, B., 14
Myers-Briggs Type Inventory, 12,

255n11, 256n13

N

Nanus, B., 256n13
Neck, C., 37, 260n19
Nick (pseudonym), 106
Nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs), 139, 273n13
Nora (pseudonym), 137

O

Operator stage, 237–238
Organizational agility, organizational

resilience vs., 254n4
Organizational change: post-heroic-

level CEOs successfully leading,
266n9; segmentalist approach to, 56,
263n15. See also Organizational
leadership

Organizational culture, short- vs. long-
term view of, 34, 258n7

Organizational energy dynamics, 181,
282n25

Organizational initiatives, defined, vi.
See also Organizational leadership

Organizational leadership: at Achiever
level, 76–80; at Catalyst level,
107–110; at Co-Creator level,
138–143; at Expert level, 52–55; at
Synergist level, 172–178; table of
agility levels and, 8–9

Organizational learning, 148, 276n35
Organizational politics: Achiever-level

vs. Catalyst-level view of, 115–116;
Achiever-level vs. Expert-level view
of, 267n16

Organizational responsibility levels,
194–195, 233, 282n1, 283nn3–5

Outcomes: long-term, Catalyst level’s
response to, 114; short- vs. long-
term, leadership’s response to, 34,
258n6

Overmyer, Cecilia (pseudonym), 13–14,
17, 19, 20, 26, 28–29

P

Paradoxical thinking, 118, 271n22
Participation, as form of power at Cata-

lyst level, 115, 116
Participative leadership, by Achiever-

level leaders, 32, 257n1
Passages (Sheehy), 250n6
Patrick (pseudonym): capacities of,

119–120, 152; level of awareness of,
111

Perry, W., 259n16
Personal development. See Develop-

mental stages; Stage development
Personality types, leadership agility

levels vs., 11–12, 256n13
Piaget, J., vii, 236, 237, 266n10
Pivotal conversations: at Achiever level,

67–72; at Catalyst level, 95–102; at
Co-Creator level, 128–133; defined,
vi, 45; at Expert level, 45–50; at Syn-
ergist level, 160–166; table of agility
levels and, 8–9

Pivotal Conversations programs, 269n4,
284n1, 285n3; learning case for,
96–99

Polaroid Corporation, 229
Post-conventional stages: Kohlberg’s de-

scription of, 250n7; number of peo-
ple reaching, viii, 251n10; origin of
term, 250n7; overview of, viii. See
also Transpersonal development;
specific stages

Post-heroic leadership, 8–9, 10, 255n10
Power: accommodative, 35, 66, 258n9;

assertive, 35, 46, 66, 258n9; of par-
ticipation, 115, 116; of presence,
159, 183–184; receptive, 35, 258n9;
of sense of purpose, 34, 257n5
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The Power of Balance (Torbert), 232,
247

Power style: at Achiever level, 66, 84–86,
115, 267nn16–18; at Catalyst level,
115–116, 271n17; at Co-Creator
level, 149–150; at Expert level, 46–47,
52, 57–59, 262n12, 263nn19–20,
263nn21–22, 267n16; reasons for
adopting particular, 267n17; as sup-
porting stakeholder agility, 34, 35,
39; at Synergist level, 183–184

Power Up: Transforming Organizations
Through Shared Leadership (Brad-
ford and Cohen), 7, 255nn8, 10

Pre-conventional stages: age references
for, 250n6; descriptions of, vii, 235–
238; origin of term, 250n7. See also
specific stages

Pre-expert level, 7, 8
Presence, power of, 159, 183–184. See

also Attention
Private Voluntary Organizations (PVOs),

274n13
Problem solving: advocacy-with-inquiry

approach to, 205, 265n3, 284n2;
“containers” created for global, 141,
274n22; creative thinking required
for, 35–36, 259nn13–16; demand
for, 35, 258n11; hindrances to
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